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This dissertation examines the symbolism, ritual use, and formal development of the
Mask Flange Iconographic Complex (MFIC), one of the most important and ubiquitous
iconic forms for the presentation of Maya deities from the Late Preclassic to post-Classic
periods. The MFIC is characterized by a central mask, face, or figure surmounted by an
ornate headdress that rests on a personification of the earth. Ornamented symmetrical
side flanges flank this central composition. This dissertation argues that the cosmological
narrative, preserved in Classic period inscriptions and imagery, informed the imagery of
the MFIC and that this motif, as part of sculptural programs, mapped creation mythology
to the built environment. It is demonstrated that the MFIC was central to the
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manifestation of the Maya’s conception of world order. Specifically, it is suggested that
more than depicting a layered conception of the cosmos common to many cultures of the
Americas, the patterns presented by the MFIC are best understood vis-à-vis the life cycle
of maize which was and still is a major structuring metaphor in Maya thought. With a
greater insight into the development and ritual use of the MFIC, a more subtle
understanding is gained, not just of the symbol system of the ancient Maya, but also of the
nature of the interaction between art and ritual. This dissertation, therefore, engages such
larger theoretical questions as representation’s role in ritual, the material embodiment of
the divine, and the nature of Classic period Maya religious thought.
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Orthography and Other Linguistic Issues
Epigraphic Mayan (EpM) is usually represented at three levels that move from the least
interpretative level of transliteration to the most interpretative level of the translation. In a
study devoted entirely to glyphic narrative, one would also present an interlinear
grammatical analysis, however, I have not done so here. In this study, I refer to the first
level as transliteration, the second transcription, and the third translation. In other studies
the reverse terminology is used. That is, the term “transcription” refers to the first level
while “transliteration” refers to the second level of analysis. There is of course latitude for
personal preference, however, I feel that there is little reason to depart from the
definitions given in the Oxford English Dictionary which defines transliteration as, “The
action or process of transliterating; the rendering of the letters or characters of one
alphabet in those of another,” and transcription as, “The action or process of transcribing
or copying.” Transcription is also given simply as a synonym for transliteration, however;
in general, the sense is that there is more interpretation involved the act of transcription,
which is indeed the case with EpM as well.
Transliterations of EpM are presented in boldface with hyphens joining the
constituents of individual glyph blocks. Syllabograms are presented in lowercase, while
logograms are capitalized. At the level of transliteration, I do not represent vowel
complexity. Transcriptions are represented in italics and represent vowel complexity as
predicted by the rules outlined below.
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Putting the above issues aside, we are immediately confronted with multiple theories
of transliteration, transcription, and translation. The debates surrounding these issues are
highly productive but they present a problem for works whose goals are to present
translations of EpM instead of additional commentary on the debates themselves.
In the present study, I have tentatively chosen a modified version of Alfonso
Lacadena and Søren Wichman’s transcription system (2004). The rules of which are
summarized in the following chart:
Harmony Rule 1
1a CVC-CV1/CV-CV1 > CVC or CVhC
Harmony Rule 2
2a CVC-Ci/CV-Ci > CVVC, where V = e, a, u, o
2b CVC-Ca/CV-Ca > CVVC, where V = i
Harmony Rule 3
3a CVC-Cu/CV-Cu > CV’(V)C, where V = i, a
3b CVC-Ca/CV-Ca > CV’(V)C, where V = e, u, o
While I find that this set of rules generate compelling results when applied to nominal
roots, I am less convinced of their accuracy for the prediction of suffixes and inflected
verbal forms. Due to this, I do not follow these rules for the transcription of these word
categories. At the level of transliteration, this study also does not employ the concept of
morphosyllables (Houston et al. 2001), nor do I believe they are a real category of signs in
the script.
There are, in addition to the above issues of transliteration/transcription, two major
theories of glyphic grammar, particularly concerned with the representation of narrative
time. In this study, I employ Robert Wald’s theory that these grammatical categories are
not represented morphologically on the EpM verb (see 2004b; personal communication).
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Rather, temporal adverbs found primarily in the form of dates in the inscriptions and the
deictic enclitic –iiy structure narrative time. These few remarks are meant only to give the
barest signposts that hopefully will allow the reader to better understand the way in which
I have represented EpM texts and my translations of them. Unfortunately, no work yet
available provides an adequate introduction to the subtler aspects of EpM grammar to a
general audience.
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Introduction
Appeasing the Hearts of Gods
THE ISSUES
In the midst of the dry season in April of AD 599, and again in the same month of 611,
Palenque suffered crippling and humiliating defeats under the direction of Calakmul’s
king Une Kan (Sky Witness). During these attacks the icons of Palenque’s patron gods
were thrown down and Lakam Ha’, an important location within the city, was
desecrated.1 The K’atun Histories of the Temple of Inscriptions document that during
this time of warfare the “gods and lords were destroyed” [satay k’uh satay ajaw], and that
Lady Sak K’uk’, K’ihnich Janaab’ Pakal’s mother, failed to give important offerings at the
ending of the 9th K’atun (613) (Schele and Mathews 1998:104; see Appendix A).2
With the reign of Pakal (r. AD 615-683), however, the fortunes of the city changed. He
restored the icons that were the focus of Calakmul’s animosity and initiated a period of
intensive building, which was continued and expanded by his poetically gifted son
K’ihnich Kan B’ahlam (r. 684-702). Filling almost the entirety of the Middle Panel of the
1 The Hieroglyphic Stairway in the Palace records that this attack occurred during the reign of Lady
Yo’l Ik’ Nal, on 9.8.5.13.8 6 Lamat 1 Yax (Simon and Grube 2000:105, 159-160). The relevant passage
reads: 6 ak’b’al 1 yax ch’ak lakam ha’ ukab’iij k’ox luk(?) te’(?) yajaw “Sky Witness” kan ajaw yalej chaahk une k’awiil
GIII, for “6 Ak’b’al 1 Yax was the desecration (lit. chopping) of Lakam Ha’. This was overseen by K’ox Luk
(?) the vassal lord of Sky Witness, the Calakmul Lord. Thrown [down] was Chaahk, the Infant K’awiil, and
the Sun God.” Many have discussed the warfare events recorded in the Eastern Tablet of the Temple of
Inscriptions and the Hieroglyphic Stairway and have unfolded an intriguing history of ancient warfare and
political ambitions (Martin and Grube 2000:161; Martin et al. 2002:II-14).
2 The k’atun history is a historical literary genre well documented in the colonial Books of the Chilam
Balam of the Yucatan in which periods of twenty years (k’atun) structure the narration of events. It has long
been recognized that the Temple of Inscriptions employs this genre and verifies that it also existed anciently
(see Schele and Mathews 1998:102-108).
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Temple of Inscriptions, the central focus of the K’atun Histories recounts how, at the end
of the 10th, 11th, and 12th K’atuns (AD 633, 652 and 672), Pakal gave headdress
ornaments and dedicated the icons and altars of the patron gods of Palenque, known
prosaically as GI, GII, and GIII (Berlin 1963). By performing these period-ending rituals,
the K’atun Histories (WP: A7-A8) state that, “[Pakal] appeased the hearts of his gods”
[utimiw yo’l uk’uhil].3 Through this act of dedication or, closer to the sense of the texts,
diligent service (ju’ntan) he restored to Palenque that which Calakmul had destroyed two
decades previously.
Much of the text of the Temple of Inscriptions is really, therefore, a formula for the
proper treatment of icons and other sacra. We may extract from it that the ajaw
(kings/queens) of Palenque had presented bundles and offerings to the patron gods before
the war and that after the chaos brought about by Calakmul, Pakal restored order and
appropriate ritual protocol by again initiating a series of devotional acts focused on the
icons of Palenque’s patron deities.
I argue in the following pages that the form, symbolism, and history of the images
alluded to in the Temple of Inscriptions matter and that an exploration of icons in Maya
visual culture raises important questions not only for the history of the site of Palenque
and the Maya, but also, and perhaps more critically, for art history’s theoretical
engagement with the ritual image in general.

Barbara Macleod presented this interpretation in an informal presentation during the 1998 Maya
Meetings at the University of Texas in Austin.
3
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Specifically, at Palenque we must ask what was so important about its icons that: (1)
they were the focus of attack; (2) this attack was recorded by the defeated city; and (3) one
of the longest and most poetic texts from the Maya corpus of hieroglyphic inscriptions
deals almost entirely with their proper treatment? To answer these questions and the
string of questions that flow forth from them we must go beyond the kingdom of
Palenque, or the significance of altars and incensarios. These questions require us to
explore Maya creation mythology and its ritual enactment, the conceptual origins of
representational art and symbolism in the Maya area, as well as outline the stylistic
development and historical use of icons, whose imagery informs architectural sculpture,
ceramic cache vessels, incensarios, bundles, and headdresses of ephemeral materials such
as paper, cloth, and feathers. By attempting to properly address icons in art and ritual it
requires the exploration of the history of a Maya sacred image––in Hans Belting’s (1994,
2004) sense–and the uses to which its material manifestation in icons and other ritual art
were put.
This dissertation tackles these questions from a number of different methodological
perspectives utilizing data from epigraphic, iconographic, archaeological,
anthropological, and linguistic sources. Because of its large scope, I do not examine or
attempt to classify each type of object that was the focus of ritual attention. Likewise, I
also do not limit my investigation to a single medium. This is not a study about the
history of the terracotta censer4 or stone altar as a type of ritual utensil, nor strictly
speaking is it an examination of architectural form or mythology, though these are
4

See Rice (1999) for an extensive review of the use of censers in the Maya area.
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certainly important areas of investigation in their own right. Rather, this study focuses on
a single albeit pervasive and ubiquitous image introduced in Chapter 1 that I have
elsewhere (Carrasco 2000; forthcoming) termed the Mask Flange Iconographic Complex
(MFIC), but at different times has been called a “monster mask,” or simply a “mask.”
This dissertation is about a conceptual image that we may reconstruct through its
concrete manifestations in the art historical record. In other words at a very basic level, I
am attempting to understand the nature of a type through its many tokens and by doing
so reconstruct the logic of the associative or metonymic symbol system informing temple
architecture, architectural sculpture, and certain classes of incensarios. Additionally, this
dissertation is about the cognitive frames and frameworks that engendered the efficacy of
Maya icons.

The acronym, MFIC, itself is not important, but the changing nature of the material
manifestations that clearly fall under the rubric of this complex are. The elaborate formal
and iconographic changes that the MFIC undergoes from the Late Preclassic to the
Classic and post-Classic periods suggest corresponding changes in ritual form and in the
Maya’s understanding of representation. I contend that these changes not only highlight
important developments in Maya art and political history, but also provide grounding for
a general theory of the development of representational art and its relationship to other
spheres of social life.
I make the assumption that the development and widespread use of material
representations of deities, such as those sculpted on Late Preclassic pyramids, evidence a
4

radical conceptual innovation not dissimilar to the borrowing or advent of writing and
other revolutionary communicative technologies (see Goody 1977, 1987, 2000). Just as
writing takes on a life of its own and compels certain ways of thinking and experiencing
the cultural world, the material image allowed for the contemplation of realities normally
beyond the grasp of the senses. It materialized and more importantly formalized the
sacred, making a normally unseen world real in historically specific forms.
The complex of imagery discussed in this dissertation first emerged in the Maya
Lowlands in the architectural sculpture of the Late Preclassic at approximately 400-200
BC

at such sites as Cival, Nakbe, Uaxactun, Calakmul and others, and existed in some

form or another into the Postclassic period, though this study does not deal with these
later examples. I would like to stress however that I am not overtly interested in the origin
point of imagery in Mesoamerica, which is surely much older than any identifiable
cultural group now known. Here I refer, rather, to the beginning of the widespread use of
images of deities found on architecture and to the system of architectural symbolism that
these stucco sculptural programs augmented in the Maya area. Was there visual “art” in
the Maya area before the MFIC? Certainly. Were perishable objects now lost to us used
to visualize similar ideas? Perhaps. But to the best of our current knowledge the stucco
sculptural programs of the Middle to Late Preclassic periods are the first major evidence
for a revolution in Lowland Maya society and visual culture.5

5 Incidentally, I would argue, in part following Kaufman and Norman (1984), that this period also
closely corresponds to the breakup of Greater Tzeltalan into Chol and Tzeltal, and only perhaps shortly
preceded the development and use of writing in the Maya area, the other major communicative technology
of the Maya. Many of, if not most of the developments of this period seem greatly influenced by adjacent

5

To adequately explore these questions and to dispel the notion that these topics
pertain solely to Mesoamerica or the Maya, I make frequent references to other cultures
and traditions where similar phenomena are encountered. At this point I would like to
explain some of the reasons for my particular choice of references. I reference nonMesoamerican cultures and traditions primarily to illustrate more clearly the larger issues
that are at stake, especially in the case of general image theory, or where the scholarship
in these areas provides fruitful and novel ways of approaching Mesoamerican materials.
The two main traditions that I cite throughout this study are the Christian West and the
temple architecture of India, though I by no means limit myself to only these traditions.
Christian examples have the advantage that they are familiar to most, though are
perhaps not often used in the way that they are here. The example of Indian architecture,
primarily that of the Hindu temple (though in fact it is a form used by other religious
traditions in India) stands outside the common knowledge of what could be expected of
those primarily focused on Mesoamerica. Thus the inclusion of these examples merit
some comment here. First, I do not have any intention of making direct comparisons
between the symbolism of the Indian temple and that of the Maya shrine though this
would be an interesting study, nor do I believe that there existed a historical connection
between these parts of the world as some have claimed, based on the early identification
of what is actually a stylized parrot beak on Copan Stela B for the trunk of an elephant.
The usefulness of looking at Indian temple architecture emerges when we consider the

cultures in Mesoamerica, who developed a vocabulary of forms, symbols, and images that were quickly
adopted by Preclassic Maya society.
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ways in which it has been studied and the similar problems that it raises for the neat
division of sculpture, architecture, and ritual. A long tradition of scholarship on Indian
temple architecture has forced the dissolution of the artificial divide between these
domains, as has to a lesser extent the study of medieval church architecture and sculpture.
Indian temple architecture also allows us to see another tradition where, as Stella
Kramrisch (1946) has elegantly suggested, the temple is a “monument of manifestation.”
Kramrish’s remark emphasizes the fact that the temple, as the house of an embodied
deity, is an extension of its presence within the built fabric of the community, often along
lines dictated by foundational cosmological principles not so dissimilar to those, as we
shall see, that guided Maya architectural forms and symbolism. Likewise, to understand
the Indian temple it is necessary to have a clear understanding of mythology, art history,
architecture, ritual, and the political and religious circumstances that prompted royal
patronage. By focusing on the different issues mentioned above this dissertation begins
what will surely be a much larger project of achieving a similar holistic understanding of
Maya temple architecture through the lens of the MFIC and the symbolism that it
presents.

To adequately address the development, symbolism, social, and religious context of
the MFIC throughout history I engage what at first might seem somewhat disparate
topics best treated independently. For this reason and for the sack of clarity this
dissertation is composed of three distinct parts. Part I, comprised of chapters 2-4, engages
the question of the icon and how it may, under certain conditions, be perceived as
7

containing the divine. Part II (Chapter 5) reviews and reanalyzes important mythological
passages. Part III, spanning Chapters 6-8, outlines the developmental history and
symbolism of the stucco façade and terracotta sculpture of the Maya lowlands from the
Late Preclassic (400-250 BC) until the Classic period (AD 250-900) incensarios of Palenque
(c. 692). I will discuss each of the chapters in more detail below.

THE CHAPTERS
In Chapter 1, “The Mask Flange Iconographic Complex Defined,” I introduce the basic
iconography of the Mask Flange Iconographic Complex. In particular, I describe the four
major elements that compose the MFIC and tie these to the cosmological narrative
presented in more detail in Chapter 5.
Chapter 2, “Frames of Reference and Construction of Sacral Presence” investigates
issues concerning the ritual use of objects as well as the interaction between ritual and art.
This chapter focuses on the nature of icons and other objects that are experienced in the
same space-time as the viewer and are often addressed as active social agents in ritual.
This might seem a point that hardly needs comment but since even otherwise careful and
subtle scholars such as Grunziski (2001:51) suggest that “native thought did not take the
time to distinguish between divine essences and material support” there seems a clear
need to review exactly how the divine can be manifested by the material and particularly
how this was conceived of in Mesoamerica.
In Chapter 3, “Embodied Divinity among the Maya” I explore the various ways icons
embody divine presence, both cross-culturally and among the Maya. In the case of the
8

Maya, I specifically turn to the god pots of the Lacandon and to the offering rituals
recorded in the K’atun Histories of Temple of the Inscriptions.
Chapter 4, “The Historic Development of Icons,” deals with the diachronic study of
icons, particularly focusing on how changes in icon form and modes of representation
suggest corresponding changes in ritual practice. The development of architectural forms
at the Andean Preceramic site of La Galgada, the creation and use of Christian Icons,
and meta-labels in language serve to illuminate the complex issues surrounding the
creation of images and their symbiotic relationship with ritual and religious thought
overtime. I do this to explore George Kubler’s notion that art history is a historical
discipline precisely because,
the seriation of works of art permits one to transcend the knowledge of even the artists
themselves about their own work… for it is upon sequence that our awareness of
artistic problems must ultimately rest. The chain of solutions discloses the problem.
From many such disclosures we can derive an idea of the guiding configurations of
behavior at different times and places (1962b:40-41).
While Kubler has often been seen strictly as a formalist, his ultimate interests, as I think a
close reading reveals, were with understanding the intellectual problems that propelled
formal changes. I, too, see formal and iconographic change as more than just a
clockwork-orange; rather, I look to them as tools for understanding the mentality of a
given moment and their accumulated history as a fossilized record of issues that are
beyond even the comprehension of the artists and societies themselves.
Iconographic interpretations of the MFIC from the Preclassic to Classic periods are
based largely on the redaction and analysis of the mythological and ritual texts presented
in Chapter 5, “An Interpretation of Maya Cosmology”. This material has, of course, been
9

the subject of several detailed studies as well as numerous less exhaustive investigations
that are, for the most part, derivative in nature, in the sense that they do not present new
translations of mythological texts or interpretations of related imagery. Foremost among
the major translations and interpretations of Maya cosmology are Freidel, Schele, and
Parker’s Maya Cosmos (Freidel et al. 1993), the Palenque Triad Notebook (Wald 1999), Creation
Redux (Freidel and Macleod 2000), and several studies by David Stuart (2000,
forthcoming). These works in turn, it should be stressed, are based on the collaborative
work of many scholars, particularly represented in the Mesa Redonda de Palenque series of
conferences and publications in the 1970s and 80s and the Texas Maya Meetings during
the 1980s and 90s. This past scholarship forms the foundation of my work on Maya
creation, but I extend the logical implications of these studies to nearly the entire corpus
of creation texts to conduct a philological investigation of important terms such as jel
(change), k’o’b’ (hearth), and ti’ chan (mouth of the sky). Additionally, I review and analyze
Maya mythology following a methodology similar to the structuralism of Claude LéviStrauss (1963b) and a modified version utilized by Eva Hunt in her work the
Transformations of the Hummingbird (1977:33-51). Though structuralism has suffered from
critiques that point out the weaknesses of Lévi-Strauss’ decontextualized and linguistically
inexact use of myth, I believe there is still much utility and insight to be had in looking at
mythology in the way in which he does. In the case at hand, neither of the above general
criticisms really applies, as the myths discussed here possess a well-understood cultural
and historic context.6 However, contrary to Lévi-Strauss’ (1963b:210) claim that the
6

The lack of a single complete creation narrative is perhaps the greatest hurdle for understanding the
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substance of myth, “does not lie in its style, its original music, or its syntax, but in the
story which it tells” we will, following the work of Dell Hymes (1981, 2003), Dennis
Tedlock (1983), and others, pay special attention to the language and telling of myth in
the belief that form is inexorably linked to content.
The accuracy of the hieroglyphic texts themselves is of course a lingering problem as
new readings of glyphs are discerned and old ones abandoned or revised. All that can be
said is that each serious attempt to render creation mythology into a modern language
has brought to light new and subtle details that would have otherwise remained hidden. I
have tried to make the texts as linguistically transparent as possible by providing a
transliteration and transcription of glyphic texts accompanied by a rather exact
translation.7 In another venue, I would ideally also provide an interlinear translation with
grammatical notes, but this would prove too cumbersome for the purposes of this study,
which itself is not focused solely on ancient Maya literature.
In Chapter 6, “Architectural Symbolism and the Development of the Mask Flange
Iconographic Complex,” I discuss the development of a ceremonial architecture distinct
from domestic forms, examine previous interpretations of the MFIC, explore this motif’s
origins in the architectural façades of the Pre- and Early Classic periods, and present the
major architectural sculptural programs from these periods. This chapter establishes a
continuity of symbolic meaning between architectural sculptural programs and ritual
structure of Classic Maya creation mythology.
7 As state above, throughout this dissertation I will generally follow the norm of presenting glyphic texts
in three lines, however, for longer texts such as that from the Temple of Inscriptions, I include only a
transcription and translation. The first in bold represents a transliteration of the exact content of the
inscription; the second, in italics, presents the language as it was likely spoken (transcription); and the third
is a translation.
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practice while at the same time highlights the iconographic innovations introduced over
this long period of time.
Chapter 7, “The Iconography and Symbolism of the MFIC,” continues to explore the
symbolism of the four iconographic segments introduced in Chapter 1, especially as they
are manifested in Pre- and Early Classic architectural sculpture. Here architectural
symbolism is discussed in relation to the mythic structures outlined in Chapter 5, to
suggest that the temple itself was seen as a machine for the transubstantiation of the
corpus of the ruler or to bring about the ritual heat that was essential for certain kinds of
ritual. This symbolism was primarily informed, I suggest, through an analogy with the
processes believed to be necessary for the germination of maize.
Finally, in Chapter 8, “The Fire God Comes Playing: The Incensarios of Palenque,” I
examine the gradual evolution of the MFIC into the Late Classic period. I concentrate on
the incensarios of Palenque, and particularly on images of the Fire God and the concept
of heat. This chapter returns to the questions introduced in Part I, particularly addressing
the reasons for the introduction of Fire God imagery into the façade programs of the
terminal Late Preclassic and Early Classic periods.

12

Chapter 1
The Mask Flange Iconographic Complex Defined
The image that this dissertation explores is the common motif of the disembodied head
flanked by symmetrical flanges (fig. 1.1). In a paper discussing the sculptural tradition that
eventually led to Palenque area incensarios I referred to this image as the Mask Flange
Iconographic Complex (2000, forthcoming). This chapter examines the overall
composition and symbolism of the MFIC. The generalizations presented in this chapter
will be fleshed out more fully over the following chapters, particularly in Part III. In the
present chapter, I outline the kinds of comparisons that allow us to understand the
general iconography of the MFIC and introduce the major iconographic elements that
compose it.

THE TRADITION
Linda Schele summarizes the enormity of the sculptural mask tradition and its symbiotic
relationship with architecture in the following paragraph.
The most ancient and widespread of all architectural decoration in lowland Maya
architecture are the mask façades, so named because they depict heads without bodies
under them. Such façades are known from the beginning of the Late Pre-Classic
period until the architecture of Tulum at the time of the European invasion. The
earliest versions of the masked façade were created from plaster modeled over stone
armatures, but by the Late Classic period they were also rendered in stone mosaics,
especially in the Chenes and Puuc regions as well at Copan and Quirigua. (Schele
1998:481)
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Following Freidel and Schele (1988a; 1988b) I include within this sculptural tradition
certain classes of sculpted censer stands (incensarios) from the Late Classic period which
Marilyn Goldstein has described as,
…tall flanged cylinders decorated with deeply modelled tiers of figures.
Iconographically, these figures display a consistent pattern: in the upper tiers, small
bats, owls, serpent-winged birds, anthropomorphic insects, and other symbols deified
ancestors and the underworld; in the lower tiers, a large head or full figure
representation of the Jaguar God of the Underworld stands on the old turtlecarapaced wind god. The ritualistic concerns suggested by these deities are rain,
fertility and health, indicating a continuity of ceremonial role. (Goldstein 1977:405)
Both the architectural masks and masked incensarios are part of the same sculptural and
iconographic tradition of the MFIC and are each informed, I contend, by a systematic
belief system articulated in the cosmogonic narrative (Chapter 5). While the formal
similarities between the objects mentioned in the above citations are clear, the symbolism
expressed by these compositions, their precise development, how these images functioned,
and were perceived have yet to be fully addressed until the present discussion.

THE ICONOGRAPHY AND SYMBOLISM OF THE MFIC
Figure 1.1 illustrates well the mask flanged censer type that we eventually find in
profusion at Palenque (see Chapter 8). This unprovenienced example dates to the Early
Classic period and depicts the face of the young Maize God8 flanked by sided flanges, as
identified by the dots (colored blue in the drawing) surrounding his face. The mask rests
atop a personified mountain (in gray) named glyphically as the Jo’ Janaab’ Witz meaning
something like Five Flower(?) Mountain (Stuart and Houston 1994: 71) (fig. 1.2). Like

8

See Karl Taube (1992) for an in-depth discussion of this and other deities.
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much of Early Classic imagery the elements that compose this scene are given fuller
expression than they often are at Palenque and in other Late Classic examples of ceramic
sculpture. In these later examples mountain and earth related imagery often lack specific
features such as this mountain’s distinctive eyelashes.
In another Early Classic period composition from a series of stucco reliefs adorning
Balamkú’s Casa de los Cuatro Reyes we find a similar series of scenes. As presented in Anne
S. Down’s drawing of the entire façade (fig. 1.3), the four figures found on the roof of
building’s superstructure each depict a ruler emerging from the mouth of a toad, which
itself sits on a cleft mountain. These mountains rest in a register filled with aquatic
imagery suggesting a time before or just at the moment of creation. Figure 1.4 shows a
drawing of one of these mountain compositions. While the Jo’ Janaab’ mountain again
serves as the base for the composition the central face found on the censer has been
replaced by a full figure in the guise of the Maize God who emerges from the open mouth
of a toad. The use of toad imagery to signal rebirth or sprouting is most overtly found in
the logographic sign for birth which is a toad head. The presence of similar imagery in
the art of Izapa (see Stela 11) attests to the antiquity of this theme.9
Concomitant with the birth theme signaled by the toad iconography, it is also critical
to note the small element between the eyebrows of the Jo’ Janaab’ Witz in the Balamkú
composition (colored brown in fig. 1.4). This sign seems to be an iconographic version of
T533, a logogram once thought to read nik, “flower.” However, it is now thought possibly
See Julia Guernsey Kappelman (2000) for a discussion of the iconography of Izapa’s toad-shaped
altars.
9
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to read mook, “maize” (Lopez and Macleod personal communication, 2005) and certainly
possesses an iconographic meaning along similar lines (see K634). Thus in the Balamkú
frieze we are given iconographic elements that reference the earth, points of origin and
emergence, and finally the Maize God or a ruler in the guise of the Maize God.
A fuller version of these elements is found on an Early Classic Altar from Tonina (figs.
1.5-7) that I will continue to reference throughout this study. The altar again shows a
ruler seated on the Jo’ Janaab’ Witz. Like the incensario he possesses dots around his face
that mark him as in the guise of the Maize God. The seed element found at Balamkú is
also present but is given fuller expression in the Tonina altar. In this case, the T533
element occurs in the forehead of a skull encased by a cracked seedpod. From this
seedpod, foliated serpent heads emerge on each side. This motif of foliation emerging
from a central point of origin corresponds to the iconography of a well-known genre of
emergence imagery (see Taube 1998: fig. 9a-b), found on such examples K1609 and a
number of other vessels of similar subject (see Chapter 7, fig. 7.17).
The importance of comparing these compositions is that we can gain a much clearer
understanding of the general meaning of the parts of the MFIC than we could if we were
to only look to the iconography of Late Classic incensarios, such as those at Palenque,
whose constituent elements are often greatly abbreviated.
To demonstrate this point let us turn to an example from Palenque. Figure 1.8
illustrates a common incensario type, which in this study I have referred to as a Class 2
Incensario (see Chapter 8). This class of incensarios depicts the so-called Jaguar God of
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the Underworld (JGU), a deity thought to be the nighttime Sun God or a Fire God. I will
discuss the nature of this deity in more detail in Chapter 8, here we only need to be
concerned with the sculpture’s overall composition. Moving from bottom to top we again
find the earth symbolized by a personified witz or mountain. Upon this mountain rests
the head of the JGU who wears a serpent headdress. This serpent is the same as the
serpent foot of the deity K’awiil from whose open mouth entities often emerge in
narrative scenes (see K4114 and many others). This identification allows us to see that in
incensario imagery JGU is meant to be seen as emerging from the open maw of this
serpent. Thus, like the two images with which I began this discussion we again find a
scene of emergence from the earth.
To further strengthen this point let us now turn to a Class 10 incensario (fig 1.9)
which depicts the Maize God, or possibly Kan B’ahlam as this deity, and whose
iconography is exactly cognate to the Early Classic incensario and the Balamkú frieze.
Again we find the earth symbolized by the presence of a personified mountain. However,
in this case the head of the Maize God or ruler in the guise of this deity rests directly atop
the earth, as does the mask on the Early Classic incensario. Again we may identify the
figure as the Maize God or a ruler in his guise by dots around the face, and in this case by
the addition of the ik’ diadem below the chin of the mask. Unfortunately, the headdress
worn by this figure is not so easily interpreted as that worn by the JGU in the previous
example. It perhaps has a similar significance or at least iconographic source. By the Late
Classic period when these incensarios were produced, it is unclear if the constituent parts
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of the MFIC carried as precise a meaning as they did in the Early Classic or Late
Preclassic where, as we will see in Chapter 6, they were often presented as independent
compositions in architectural sculptural programs and signified somewhat different
though related information.
Through a process of diachronic comparison similar to the example briefly presented
above we may divide the MFIC into four major unites arranged along the vertical axis in
addition to the symmetrical flanges. These four segments are among the most basic
iconographic divisions that can be made in narratives depicting the birth or sprouting of
gods even in narrative imagery. These elements formed a contextual frame into which the
face or, in later examples, the full figure of a deity, ruler, or ruler in the guise of a deity
were placed. I argue that these segments form a sequence whose manifestation in
architectural symbolism and sculpture may be outlined schematically in the following
way:
Segment-A (terrestrial). Is usually represented by an earth related creature or
mountain imagery. Textually this section of the imagery corresponds to the turtle a’k,
the Jo’ Janaab’ Witz, the Yaxhaal Witz, the Xaman Witz, the Eight Chaak House,
and other named mountains, but is not necessarily represented by all mountains.
Segment-B (heat). Represents the conceptual or literal heat believed necessary for
the germination of the maize seed. This concept can be personified in the form of the
Sun/Fire God or may simply be represented as a torch. In architecture this segment is
often not represented but was most likely created through ritual burning in front of
mask compositions or the censer altar often located on the medial stairway of
pyramids.
Segment-C (origin point). A split skull, seed, or Ux Hu’n god (Jester God).10 This
segment may also find form in the personified maize kernels, stones, or bones.
This deity and the complex of iconography associated with it will be discussed bellow in more detail,
but for clarification, I use the term Ux Hu’n to name the deity previously known as the Jester God (Schele
10
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Segment-D (birth). Depicts a birthed god or ruler in the guise of a god, usually the
Maize God. The inscriptions usually refer to this event with the birth verb, sihyaj.
Let us see how these segments are manifested in the censer and architectural sculpture
illustrated in Figures 1.1 and 1.3-4 respectively. In Figure 1.1, as discussed above, the
mask of the Maize God rests atop a mountain that may be identified as the Jo’ Janaab’
Witz. This element corresponds to Segment A or terrestrial iconography. This mountain
is again found at Balamkú, but in this case there is the additional element of the
iconographic version of T533. This element is the seed of Segment C iconography and
serves as “point of origin” in other narrative scenes. At Balamkú this fact is emphasized
further by the birth toad imagery. The emphasis on birth imagery here also
sophisticatedly references the relief’s architectural context on the superstructure, which
itself as an architectural form also symbolized a location of birth (see Carrasco 2000,
Carrasco and Hull 2002). In the scheme presented above I have given birth imagery a
category separate from the “origin point” because of the prominence given this concept
in Classic period texts and iconography, and because in architectural symbolism the two
are often separated spatially, with the “origin point” actually located in or referencing a
tomb or a dedicatory cache, while the “location of emergence” (Segment D) is located
symbolically in the superstructure. Birth is not as overtly represented in the imagery of the
censer, but, as mentioned above, the mask itself should be seen as having emerged from
the cracked mountain or through the conduit of the serpent. In an important example
1974:49; 1979). Virginia Fields (1989, 1991) and David Freidel (1990) have demonstrated that the Jester
God evolved from an Olmec Maize related deity.
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from the museum at Villahermosa the explicit birth related iconography of the portal
maw is present (fig. 1.10). This example illustrates a figure seated within the jaws of the
portal in a position strikingly similar to other scenes of the Maize Gods birth (fig. 1.11; see
Chapter 7). In censer imagery the segments presented above are usually abbreviated and
seem to serve as the cosmological frame for the act of censer or burning itself. That is
each censer or object through the frame just outlined is an imago mundi and provides a
context for the deities present by the mask as well as for the ritual action within which
they are utilized. The act of censing brings us to Segment B, which occurs both
iconographically or was enacted in ritual. The concept of heat references a complex
system of ideas in Mesoamerica, where it is believed to be essential to the germination of
maize, the gestation of the human fetus, and the decomposition of the corpus after burial.
This system requires other elements such as water, which is consistently represented in a
variety of appropriate contexts. In the above examples, fire or heat symbolism is found
only in the actual function of the censer. At Balamkú heat and fire imagery is not overtly
present. In this case it is deemphasized but as our discussion of Maya cosmology will
make evident in Chapter 5 heat imagery is nevertheless a major component in the MIFC
iconography and/or devotional practice. I have not included water in the above
quadripartite scheme simply because I do not find it consistently represented within the
MFIC, even if it seems to mark a more general cosmological context as it does in the
stucco frieze at Balamkú. In future discussions of architectural symbolism and ritual it will
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no doubt be critical to explore the symbolism and function of water in art and ritual
practice (see Carrasco 2003b).11
With this brief introduction to the symbolism and iconography of objects comprising
what I have defined as the MFIC, I now move in the next chapter to a discussion of how
objects, such as those mentioned above, were animated and used in ritual. In constructing
the categories presented above I have relied on imagery from both narrative and iconic
art. In the next chapters I will primarily be concerned with icons, that is, those objects
that functioned in the same spatial and temporal frame as the viewer as opposed to the
time and space of the depicted narrative.

The literature on water and its symbolism is vast. Iconographic and archaeological information
demonstrates the early importance of the representation and control of water. Robert Rands (1953)
summaries much of the research on water and rainfall related imagery undertaken in the first half of the
twentieth century and analyzes in particular the motif of falling water in the iconography of Mesoamerican
sculpture and ceramic art. David Freidel, Linda Schele, and Joy Parker (1993) have documented the
importance of water and the concept of the Primordial Sea in Maya cosmology. Early in the field of Olmec
studies Michael D. Coe and Richard A. Diehl (1979) recognized the probable ceremonial use of drainage
systems at the site of San Lorenzo. The early discovery of complex drainage systems at this and other
Olmec sites, such as La Venta (Reilly 1994), suggests that the control of water both for practical and
symbolic purposes has had a long history in Mesoamerica. More recently, David Grove (1999, 2000),
Schele and Nikolai Grube (1990a), Kent Reilly (1994), and Karl Taube (1995: 99) have extended the
investigation of water to include its use in architectural settings as part of elaborate hydraulic systems
designed to recreate the moment of creation when the first mountain stood above the black primordial
ocean.
11
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Chapter 2
Frames of Reference and the Construction of Sacral
Presence
So, in contemplating a painting there is a moment when we lose consciousness that it
is not the thing, the distinction of the real and the copy vanishes, and it is for a
moment a pure dream––not any particular existence and yet not general. At that
moment we are contemplating an icon. (Peirce 1885:181)
Through the study of icons and their construction we are able to perceive some of the
most vital impulses underlying religious experience. Sacred images are products of the
human imagination––they are constructed according to systematic rules, and then
they are infused with sacrality and kept “alive” by highly controlled behaviors
intended to retain the “spirit in matter.” An analysis of this process of constructing
sacred images, and the corollary process of their destruction, reveals to us something
paradoxical and intriguing about human religion. Somehow the mystery of the
invisible becomes more intense and awesome in the attempted act of its creation. This
is the substance of revelation––an unveiling of the deity through the construction of its
image, and then the discovery, each time anew, that the image is but a phantom of a
larger reality beyond human grasp. The outstretched hand gropes in the darkness to
touch something forever beyond its reach. The mystery is in the reaching and the
eternal frustration of never completely finding. (Preston 1985:9)
The history of art provides many examples of the construction of icons. It is also replete
with moments where different systems collide or where, as we have seen at Palenque,
images are the object of attack apparently because of their strong identification with a
particular political entity. The remnants of and reactions to these collisions, like the debris
of smashed atoms in a particle accelerator which opens ever more profound vistas into
the subatomic world, reveal moments when cultures take stock of their own practices. We
see this in such instances as when Pakal recorded the destruction of the icons of
Palenque’s patron gods only so as to emphasize their renewal and the restoration of
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devotional rituals under his reign. For researchers historical accounts of these moments of
conflict and their resolution provide rare windows onto the emic use and
conceptualization of images. The record of such interactions is particularly important for
the investigation of the conceptual and cognitive frames that allowed for the social and
religious efficacy of icons.
With these issues in mind let us turn to two historical moments that document the
collision of cognitive frames. For the first vignette I turn to the arrival of Buddhist
imagery in Japan in the 6th century so as to breakout of the deity verses idol dyad
pervasive in western thinking about the icon and other sacred imagery. The second
moment centers on Colonial Central Mexico where the dichotomy between matter and
spiritual essence becomes central to conflicts over the indigenous image and has had
continuing ramifications on how investigators understand the Mesoamerican icon. Each
of these examples raises important questions that I will pursue throughout this chapter
and the rest of this dissertation.
The Nihon Shoki, an eighth-century account of ancient Japan, preserves one of the
earliest well-documented collisions between conceptions of how a deity may (or may not)
reside in material form. The text recounts that Song Myong, the king of Paekche (a
kingdom in Korea), sent a gilt bronze image of the Buddha along with an embassy
exhorting the virtues of Buddhism to the court of the Japanese emperor Kimmei in AD
552. Upon learning of the image the emperor is recorded to have put the following
question to his advisors: “The countenance of this Buddha which has been presented by
the Western frontier State is of a severe dignity, such as we have never at all seen before.
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Ought it be worshipped or not?” (Aston 1972:66). Native Japanese, at the time still
unschooled in the theological nuances of the Buddhist icon, asked whether they ought to
worship the deity that they believed this sculpture embodied (Kanda 1985:9). This first
Buddhist image was “tried out” by the Soga clan, who built a temple to house it, but
when a pestilence subsequently spread throughout the realm, it was interpreted that the
presence of this new deity had angered the old gods of Japan. For this reason, and as part
of a political power grab by religious conservatives, the sculpture was thrown into the
Naniwa canal (in Osaka) and the Soga temple was destroyed (Paine and Soper 1955:8).12
For the ancient Japanese, the image had traditionally embodied or served as seat for the
deity invoked during rituals; the physical destruction of this object equaled a
corresponding erasure of the deity’s physical presence (Kanda 1985:9). In time, Buddhist
icons as well as other genres of continental imagery came to be widespread in Japan,
eventually serving as models for the depiction of native kami (gods) and aristocrats alike.
Nevertheless, the complete translation of how an icon embodied (or did not embody) a
deity never fully occurred (Kanda 1985).
In Mesoamerica, the initial power relations between indigenous peoples and the
Spanish were not as well balanced as those between Korea and Japan, nor were there
12 Paine and Soper (1955:8) reveal something of their own sentiments on the Shinto religion when they
write,
Shintoism at the time of its initial encounter with Buddhist thought had evolved neither a cosmic nor
moral order to explain or to harmonize the mysteries of the universe. Reasoning had not yet been
applied to relate the myriad gods into a consistent pantheon, nor were the native deities, who had
power to bring good or evil fortune to man, graced with moral attributes. Ceremonial purification,
agricultural and fertility rites, and divination combine to describe a society in a pre-moral stage. Ideas
about a life after death seem to have been but a shadowy reflection of the life in this world.

It is not difficult in this context to see why in most western language introductory texts on Japanese art
Shinto art and worldview are given only but the briefest of mention.
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many shared points of commonality in terms of image use. In fact, rather than being in a
position to accept or reject the European conception of the image, Mesoamerican peoples
either had to conform to the outward appearance of the Christian image and subvert
traditional practices behind its façade, or risk persecution, torture, or even death
(Clendinnen 1987:74).13 Thus, needless to say, the colonial historical record rarely
presents as accurate an account of icon use from an indigenous point of view as does the
Nihon Shoki for Japan.
At the time of the Conquest, the role of the image in the west had already been a
topic of much debate. As early as the 8th century arguments over the veneration and
liturgical use of images had erupted between the nascent eastern and western branches of
Christianity. Later, during the iconoclastic movements of the Reformation, the image
again came under both physical and theoretical attack (see Barasch 1992; Belting 1994;
Gruzinski 2001). In the New World, however, the issues were different. Here the Spanish
faced the difficult logical task of having to make a case both for and against the use of
devotional images. They at once had to validate the spiritual efficacy of the Christian
image, while at the same time invalidating native imagery and the underlying logic of its
ritual use. Unlike Japan, where the merit of foreign images and the ideas they presented
could be debated within indigenous political and conceptual systems, in Mesoamerica the

13 The literature on Colonialism and attempts at extirpation of pagan idols in the New World is vast. In
Tozzer’s (1941) translation and commentary on Bishop Landa’s Relación de las Cosas de Yucatan he cites many
of the early Colonial sources, lists the violence visited upon the Maya, and provides lengthy excerpts from
these on the use of torture to hunt out and destroy pagan idols. Recently, John Chuchiak (2004) has
discussed these issues especially as they relate to the destruction of books and provides in-depth discussion of
the treatment of icons in the Colonial Yucatan.
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conflict extend beyond issues of imagery to the ontology of the image and its proper
mandate. For example, Friar Vilaplana, writing about the Pueblito Virgin, reasoned that:
Con más razón se debe asentar por cosa cierta, que las Sagradas Imágenes no tienen
poder o virtud de hacer Milagros, pues no son más que unos devotos instrumentos de
sus prototipos, sin vida, sin movimiento sin vida y sin alguna vital operación. Pero no
se debe dudar, que por ellas se mueven sus originales que tienen vida eterna y gloriosa
en la presencia del Señor, para la impertración de las gracias que les suplican sus
devotos, inclinándoles con su intercesión el poder divino para que su Majestad les
remunere la fe con que los miran. Con todo, esto basta para que (piadosamente
hablando) se diga que las Sagradas Imágenes hacen Milagros, … esto se, que los
hacen remotamente en cuanto representan a sus originales y prototipos, que son los
que los alcanzar de Dios, para premiar la devoción y la fe de sus reverentes devotos.
It should be accepted as true that sacred images do not have the power or virtue to
perform miracles since they are nothing more than devout instruments for their
prototypes, without life, without movement and without a single bodily sense. But it
should not be doubted that because of them, their originals, which have eternal and
glorious life in the presence of God, do act for and answer to the faithful who offer
them prayers. This is sufficient for one to say that, piously speaking, sacred images
perform miracles…that is, through and to the extent that they represent their
prototypes [likeness], which are close to God, they may reward the devotion and faith
of their reverent devotees (Vilaplana [1761] 1954:32; translated by Cristina
Gonzalez).
In this statement Vilaplana outlines his view on the proper approach to icons and the
benefits of their use. Reading between the lines of this passage, we find the implication
that indigenous religious practice assigned material objects false value. The fact that he
takes such care to explicate the relationship between an image and that which it
represented seemingly belies his belief that the indigenous mind confused inanimate
forms with actual deities.14 He and others sought to change not only the object upon
which their devotion focused, but also the very conception of what that focus was. He

It also of course served to defend the use of images within the context of European iconoclastic
debates.
14
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wished to bring the native image in line with Christian doctrine that took the object as a
token or substitute for God or the saints rather than the deity itself. To put it simply, one
could, under the Christian conception of things, still achieve benefits through the
veneration of the sacred icon but only because it served as a focusing device. Actual
divine presence––in theory though not always in practice––was located elsewhere.
Since the Colonial period the study of the Mesoamerican icon has suffered from
similar assumptions as those laid out in the above quotation, though not always with the
corresponding value judgments. That is, the pre-Hispanic icon has often been seen simply
as a physical deity: an idol in the language of the Colonial period. An elegant passage
from Serge Gruzinski’s recent book, Images at War, discussing the difference between
ixiptla (deity impersonator [see Hvidtfeldt 1958]) and the Christian image illustrates some
of these issues. He states that,
The Nahua notion did not take a similarity in shape for granted. It referred to the
envelope that received, the skin enclosing a divine force that erupted from crossed
influences emanating from the cycles of time. The ixiptla was the container for a
power; the localizable, epiphanic presence; the actualization of the power infused into
an object; a “being-here;” native thought did not take the time to distinguish between
divine essences and material support. It was neither an appearance nor a visual
illusion harkening back to an elsewhere, or a beyond. In this sense the ixiptla and the
image were poles apart: the ixiptla emphasized the immanence of the forces
surrounding us; where as the Christian image, in a reverse, upward motion, is meant
to raise us toward a personal god, the copy moving toward its prototype, guided by
the resemblance uniting them. It is understood that Christian anthropomorphism,
based on the dogma of the Incarnation, imposes a conception of man and divinity
that is foreign to the ixiptla; it too is a presence, but not that of a god made human
(Gruzinski 2001:51).
While accurately characterizing many of the important issues surrounding the different
ways the two societies framed the sacred image––we will return to the ideas of skin and
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surface as means of manifesting the sacred in Mesoamerica in the following chapters, for
instance––Gruzinski prematurely assumes that we clearly understand the indigenous icon
and its conceptualization. To the contrary, I would contend that since we as yet do not
know how native thought conceptualized the icon, nor how much time they took to
distinguish between the numinous and the concrete, it is difficult for his and like studies to
truly penetrate the veil of the conquest without more fully investigating the ancient use of
icons in Mesoamerica.
Mesoamerican icons do indeed often physically manifest deities that in turn are
addressed and treated as living beings; however, the object or icon, I argue, only achieved
this status through a complex ritual process that placed it within a cognitive frame, where
its efficacy was without question, or better put, where the conflict between truth and
representation was reconciled. This entailed an overt concern with the material support
precisely because it was only through its correct production and ritual treatment that the
spirit/matter dichotomy was transcended. By focusing on this point, we will see that in
Mesoamerican thought, the relationship between spirit and matter was, as it often still is,
complex, that in fact there is much to be learnt from dissecting the very assumption––the
oneness of divine essence and its material support––that Gruzinski takes as his point of
departure. I don’t disagree with his conclusion that the icon in Mesoamerica made
manifest divine forces, only that it is first necessary to ask: How did the indigenous
practitioner understand, construct, and interact with icons and the sacred image? How
did they both physically and mentally construct the sacred image? In short, how did they
deal with the common problem of truth in representation?
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My initial reasons for juxtaposing the historically and culturally unrelated vignettes of
Japan and Vilaplana’s Mexico was to underscore the nearly universal importance of the
sacred image and to illustrate the conflicts, confusions, and compromises that arise at the
points of intersection between different cultural traditions, including also those
precipitated by the modern study of ancient art. What is at issue in the description
preserved in Vilaplana’s speculations and the ancient Japanese account is the vitality of
the material image and attendant notion of sacral presence.15 Through these examples,
we see two of the commonest ways of conceptualizing the relationship between spirit and
its material manifestation and their reception. For the early Japanese there was a direct
equation between deities and the objects that materialized them for the duration of a
particular ritual. For the Christian theologian, on the other hand, the image was seen
more as a token of the divine, much in the same way that an image of the Buddha is
meant to facilitate the contemplation of his teachings. In each of these cases we are
dealing with different and sometimes opposing cognitive frames.
How did Mesoamerican peoples conceptualize their icons? What were their cognitive
frames and how do we go about reconstituting them? How can we understand Classicperiod Maya icon use through the lens of period data without falling prey to arguments
that don’t adequately address the temporal changes in the form and content of religious
imagery, as sometimes seems to happen in the study of such objects elsewhere in the

See John Paoletti (1992) for an interesting discussion of the construction of sacred presence in the
wooden sculpture of the Renaissance.
15
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world, or in fields outside of art history? And how may we then describe the nature of the
sacred art among the Maya without essentializing the religious practices of Mesoamerica
so that they appear to stand in binary opposition to those of the West?
In this chapter and over the course of this dissertation, I will explore these issues at
both a cross-cultural, theoretical level and as they manifested themselves among the
ancient Maya. By examining the uses to which Maya images were put, we may refine art
history’s theoretical engagement with the icon and notions of sacral presence, particularly
as they exist outside of the context of Medieval Christianity, the area that has thus far
contributed most to our theoretical understanding of the sacral image or icon.16 To
answer these questions I utilize, in addition to the notion of the cognitive or conceptual
frame, the semiotic and linguistic concept of the index and shifter, or what I will call here
the visual shifter, and these signs’ relationship to the icon and symbol (Anttila 1972:12-20).
I do this in the belief that one of the best ways to know things is to look at the uses to
which they are put and how they are spoken to and spoken about.17 This means looking
especially at ritual and, in the case of the Maya, the all-too-fragmentary texts that
describe ritual objects and their function.

For further discussion of these issues in the context of the Medieval west see Barasch (1992) and
Belting (1994), in the context of Mesoamerica see Stuart (1996) and Houston and Stuart (1996, 1998). As a
general theoretical work on the issue of the icon and sacral presence also see David Freedberg’s The Power of
Images (1989).
17 Clifford Geertz has said in this regard that, “Behavior must be attended to, and with some exactness,
because it is through the flow of behavior–or, more precisely, social action–that cultural forms find
articulation. They find it as well, of course, in various sorts of artifacts, and various states of consciousness;
but these draw their meaning from the role they play…in an ongoing pattern of life, not from any intrinsic
relationships they bear to one another” (Geertz 1973:17).
16
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It may be asked at this point why an analogy between linguistics and art is valid or
relevant to the topic of the icon. The analogy is apt because both language and art use
signs to communicate complex ideas and to create visions of possible realities. Just as
words make thought tangible and the conception of the sacred possible, images put a face
to the divine; they allow humanity to standardize, communicate with, and manipulate an
otherwise invisible, numinous sphere of existence. Moreover, both art and language
possess classes of signs called shifters or indices. These terms have primarily been used in
linguistics to refer to a word whose object of reference changes depending on the context
of its use. In the context of the study of visual culture they prove useful for describing the
dynamic relationship between an icon and the divinity believed to inhabit it and
ultimately raise important theoretically issues about the nature of meaning, symbol
building, and communication, though these critical issues are not directly addressed in the
present study.
Exploring the relationship between the deity and its icon as well as the development
and nature of representation in ritual raise a series of critical, cross-cultural questions
similar in kind to those raised by the phenomenon of writing, such as: What is the role of
representation in ritual and religion? What is the image’s relationship to other spheres of
social life? In all this there is an attempt to answer what Hans Belting asserts is the “most
interesting question of all: why images?” (Belting 1994:xxii). These are some of the
theoretical questions that I will address through my discussion of the formal development,
iconography, and ritual significance of the MFIC, and that will allow us to return to and
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answer more adequately the series of questions raised in the Introduction concerning the
icons of Palenque’s patron deities.

THE RITUAL IMAGE: SYMBOL, ICON, AND INDEX
There is a simple general formula for the signifying regime of the sign (the signifying
sign): every sign refers to another sign, and only to another sign, ad infinitum. That
way, at the limit, one can forgo the notion of the sign, for what is retained is not
principally the sign’s relation to a state of things it designates, or to an entity it
signifies, but only the formal relation of sign to sign insofar as it defines a so-called
signifying chain. The limitlessness of significance replaces the sign. When denotation
(here, designation and signification taken together) is assumed to be part of
connotation, one is wholly within this signifying regime of the sign. Not much
attention is paid to indexes, in other words, the territorial states of things constituting
the designatable. Not much attention is paid to icons, that is, operations of
reterritorialization constituting the signifiable. Thus the sign has already attained a
high degree of relative deterritorialization; it is thought of as a symbol in a constant
movement of referral from sign to sign. The signifier is the sign in redundancy with
the sign. All signs are signs of signs. The question is not yet what a given sign signifies
but to which other signs it refers, or which signs add themselves to it to form a
network without beginning or end that projects its shadow onto an amorphous
atmospheric continuum. This is this amorphous continuum that for the moment plays
the role of the “signified,” but it continually glides beneath the signifier, for which it
serves only as a medium or wall: the specific forms of all contents dissolve in it. The
atmospherization or mundanization of contents. Contents are abstract. (Deleuze and
Guattari 1987:112
Why are any of these issues important to the study of the Maya or Mesoamerican icon or
to art history more generally? To understand ritual art both at Palenque and elsewhere in
the world we must ruminate on some of its specific features and where it is situated within
the strings of relationships described by Delueze and Guattari. In the Introduction, I
suggested that icons and sacred art inhabit the space-time of the viewer, as opposed to the
space-time of the depicted narrative, (which of course as an object also inhabits the space
of the viewer but whose narrative nevertheless stands, as it were, one degree removed).
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We can now add to this previous formulation the idea that a cognitive frame structures
the relationship between the object and viewer. In some cognitive frames, such as that
detectable in Vilaplana’s comments––the icon is a conduit, a token that refers to a true
prototype. In others, the viewer approaches the object as a physical manifestation of the
divine. In each case the experience of the devotee is mediated by an indigenous image
theory. However, before we can delve into how the Maya conceptualized the experience
between devotee and icon we must answer a few important questions about process and
define a number of important terms. Exploring these issues will entail diving more deeply
into semiotics and Charles Sanders Peirce’s well-known division of signs and his view of
how signs are interpreted.
One of Peirce’s many intellectual contributions was his challenge to the Cartesian
tradition that saw the acquisition of knowledge as both direct and dyadic and to the still
prevailing Saussurean notion and its derivatives that a sign stands in a dyadic relation to
its object (Brent 2000:11-12). Joseph Brent states that Peirce took this dyadic conception
as, “a fundamental misconception of the nature of a sign because it overlooks that a sign
can function only as an element in a working system of signs, which is triadic in nature”
(2000:12). Peirce contended that knowledge was inferential and triadic in nature. In his
scheme there always must be a sign, the object signified, and the interpretant. He
elaborates this system further, to posit a tripartite sign system, which focuses on the nature
of the relationship between the sign and the signified object. Much discussion could be
devoted to his system but for our purposes here I will specifically focus on his second
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trichotomy (icon, index, and symbol), and Roy Rappaport’s elaboration upon this system,
especially as it pertains to ritual.18
Peirce, in his Logic as Semiotic: The Theory of Signs, defines each of the three signs
composing this group as follows:
An Icon is a sign which refers to the Object that it denotes merely by virtue of its own,
and which it possesses, just the same, whether any such Object actually exists or not.
An Index is a sign which refers to the Object that it denotes by virtue of being really
affected by that Object.
A Symbol is a sign which refers to the Object that it denotes by virtue of a law, usually
an association of general ideas, which operates to cause the Symbol to be interpreted
as referring to that Object. (Buchler 1955:102)
Roy Rappaport in his exegesis on these categories suggests that the index is better
understood as, “a sign which is caused by, or is part of, or, possibly, in the extreme case, is
identical with, that which it signifies”(1999:55). He clarifies the nature of the index by
demonstrating the range of possible signs that can fall under this classification and by
explicitly stating that the sign may indeed be the thing itself. This observation is
important to Rappaport’s general argument that ritual fuses these three levels of
signification and thereby creates an environment in ritual, wherein foundational ideas
(what he calls Ultimate Sacred Postulates or Cosmological Axioms), are enacted and
concretely accepted by the participant (Rappaport 1999).
The notion that the sign may be the thing in itself is hardly novel to anthropological
discussions of art (see Gell 1998); however, since it is also hardly ever examined in any

18

See Jakobson’s discussion of the shifter (1990:386-392, original published in 1957).
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kind of detail, we lack a clear understanding of how a sign and its referent can be one in
the same. And since it is clear that this relationship is not always, or even often, a
permanent state, the clarification of the processes by which a sign and its referent are
conjoined becomes all the more important and worthy of investigation. Clarifying these
issues in the context of language, Anttila (1972:14) states that while the connection
between sounds and reality is arbitrary across languages (i.e., symbolic systems),
when we look at linguistic signs in terms of one language, we can see that there is a
tendency for a speaker to assume complete sameness between linguistic form and
reality. The sign captures and controls reality; in fact, it is reality in the extreme case
(nomen est omen, verbal magic, and so on). This is one source of conflict between the
speaker (who has not been linguistically trained) and the linguist (who knows better).
It is precisely to this point of conflict19 that we will turn because, in my view, similar
tensions exist between the viewer and those objects that are believed to embody the
sacred.20 In fact, it is possible that the very problems that make the art historical
discussion of these classes of objects (i.e. icons) so difficult are the same ones that triggered
the anxiety that drove many societies to tie an entity ritually to its material likeness, to fix
19 I realize that Anttila’s conflict between the speaker and the linguist is a bit different from the way I’m
using his observation. Essentially, I think that this conflict exists not only at the obvious level as describe
here between the informant, whose reality is after all at stake, and the linguist, but also at the internal and
more subtle one between the belief in the reality of the symbol and the ever present knowledge and sense
that the realization of this “sameness” never really occurs or should I say is always at best elusive. Preston
observes, in the citation from the beginning of this chapter, that the icon is, “the substance of revelation–an
unveiling of the deity through the construction of its image, and then the discovery, each time anew, that
the image is but a phantom of a larger reality beyond human grasp. The outstretched hand gropes in the
darkness to touch something forever beyond its reach. The mystery is in the reaching and the eternal
frustration of never completely finding” (Preston 1985:9). I, too, am talking about this frustration.
20 Note that Anttila states that within one language “complete sameness between linguistic form and
reality” is expected. This is nearly the same formulation as I am suggesting for icons. The difference being,
however, that the cognitive frame that allows of the sameness between, for instance a, word and reality is
language itself. For the icon the cognitive frame is not only the matrix of language, but also the habitus of
social interaction as well as the a priori acceptance that an object is an agent. Also while sameness in
language is perhaps a natural result of unreflective use of the forms, sameness between representation and
reality require further steps.
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it in one place. In other words, we are talking about the nearly universal drive to establish
certainty and truth in representational systems. While this conflict, to modify LéviStrauss’ famous statement in his famous book Totemism (Le Totémisme aujourd’hui), is perhaps
“good to think (bonnes à penser),” it is much more difficult, at least for many of us, to talk
about (1963a). This is because we are by necessity forced to use signs (words) to talk about
the limitations and ambiguities of other signs (images, art, etc). To state it more simply,
we are trying to describe the very thing that ritual and art uniquely enact.
To maintain clarity and to avoid the problems inherent in the attempt to fuse
Peircean terminology in reference to language with ritual objects, I will employ the
following designations: prime index, indexical mode of representation, iconic mode of representation,
and symbolic mode of representation. Both the iconic and symbolic modes of representation
rely on rituals to establish sacral presence. For this reason they are similar to the linguistic
shifter in that their precise nature is dependent on the context of their use. The indexical
mode of representation is the status these objects achieve once they have been so
transformed. The prime index is different from the indexical mode of representation
because the prime index’s oneness with the sacred is axiomatic and is built into the
ground of reference. As a category, it would include such things as, the body of an
ancestor, a piece of the True Cross (whether it is or not), a stone, tree, mountain, etc.
However, in reality this is but a subcategory of the indexical mode of representation
because the status of a prime index is itself still entirely established by the belief and
acceptance of the faithful. The distinction is nevertheless important because within a
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single cultural system, as we shall see, both kinds of objects exist, if only during the
process of an image’s manufacture (see Chapter 3).
These terms and their attendant concepts are also important because I see them as
building upon each other. As the least abstract, the prime index seems to have the deepest
historical roots, and in this way mirrors Rappaport’s findings on communicative strategies
and ritual forms (1999). This is followed historically by the other two modes of
representation which, as we shall see, play greater roles in religious and political systems
that are themselves more abstract, that work to articulate authority across corporate
social groups, and that are often more concerned (in the case of religion) with the
description of the sacred than with its manifest revelation. It must be stressed here,
however, that this scheme is not intended to represent an evolutionary trajectory from
simple to complex, although this sometimes appears to be the case. Rather, these
categories seem more tied to social complexity and, perhaps in some cases, merely to the
fact that, once innovated, certain ideas in human history have had a tendency to spread
and to remain permanently part of the culture.
The Index in Art and Language
Charles Sanders Peirce’s lessons in semiotics have not been entirely lost on art historians;
his tripartite division of the sign has been championed predominately by modernists, such
as Rosenlind Krauss (1977a, 1977b) and Meike Bal and Norman Bryson (1991), as well as
by Vidya Dehejia (1997), whose writing on early Buddhist narrative has been influenced
by the above works. In general, however, those outside modernist circles have been slow
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to look to semiotics or Peirce for guidance while those who have have often failed to
explicate a system that addresses the image as a general category of human cultural
production and have preferred to limit their discussions, sometime rightly so, to specific
instances. For these reasons it is useful to explore some of the ways in which the art
historians mentioned above have used the idea of the index and linguistic shifter.
I would like to take a closer look in particular at Vidya Dehejia’s thought-provoking
observations on early Buddhist narrative art, since the Buddhist art of the first century BC
demonstrates the greatest social-contextual parallels with the Maya. Dehejia uses Peirce’s
typology of signs because she sees them as mirroring her own triadic view of early
Buddhist “emblems.” She contends that these emblems functioned on three levels: (1) to
denote sacred sites, (2) to mark the physical presence of the Buddha, and (3) to express
Buddhist ideals or attributes (Dehejia 1997:36). She grafts Peirce’s sign system onto her
tripartite classification so that her first level corresponds to the icon, the second to the
index, and the third to the symbol. These in turn correspond, in her rubric, to the past,
present, and future. In particular she argues that, for example, the footprints of the
Buddha are better understood as an index of his presence rather than as one of a number
of so-called aniconic signs, including the parasol, throne, etc, used to denote the Buddha
in the period when he was not otherwise given anthropomorphic form (Dehejia 1997:44).
His footprints are thought to be indexical in that they are caused by or are part of the
Buddha. They would in this way be equivalent to Mary’s mantle, which, as a relic of
touch, is an index (Belting 1994: 61). But while Mary’s mantle is––as an object––an
index, Buddha’s footprints in narrative art are, rather, the representation of what was
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perhaps an index of the Buddha. For this reason they are better understood as an icon of
an index, which in narrative art has, in fact, become a symbol of the Buddha or Buddhist
ideals.
The logic of this line of argumentation, while verging on the absurd, still raises
important issues. First, it immediately illustrates the difficulty of attempting to draw neat
categories into which particular objects and images may be placed, a point that Dehejia
also emphasizes. Secondly, it underscores the fact that we must be very careful to
distinguish between ritual objects and icons on the one hand and their depiction in
narrative art on the other. This separation is critical because there is a marked functional
distinction between them. The first is believed to manifest a presence or to be, in this case,
directly affected by its referent, whereas the second presents the use of these images
within the hermeneutic of the visual narrative, in some cases actually mimicking the
experience of the viewer’s own interaction with the icon.
This may be somewhat of an oversimplification, but one encounters a similar
difference in representational modes between an actual stupa (a mound containing relics
of the Buddha or other sacra) and representations of stupa in the context of narrative art,
which again are an icon or a symbol of an index. In experiencing the former the viewer is
in the actual presence of the Buddha, while with the latter the viewer is rather gaining
information about a particular event, which may have theoretically happened in the past
or the future, but is unlikely to represent the current state of things––though this is
certainly possible. It happens in language when, as Anttila notes in the passage cited
above, the speaker assumes “complete sameness between linguistic form and reality.”
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This means that within one system, or, as Anttila states it, “one language,” the symbol or
icon slides back towards the indexical mode of representation. It would seem this
movement or identification occurs through the repetitive use of the form.
Returning to early Buddhist art, we see that Dehejia adds a critical nuance to our
understanding of what the so-called aniconic image actually is. But she fails––if I
understand her correctly––to make a clear distinction between the ritual object (i.e the
actual thing that manifests a presence and functions in the space-time of the viewer) and
its depiction, though as we have seen there is movement between these categories.
The failure to distinguish between these two modes of representation underscores a
fundamental difference between how the concept of the index should be employed in
discussions of language and art, both narrative and iconic, that is worth bearing in mind,
whether or not in the end one chooses to use Peircean or linguistic nomenclature. In a
verbal narrative, words such as “this,” pronouns, and other deictic words or morphemes
are often un-reflected upon and internal to discourse.21 Their referents are indicated the
by narrative context or the speech act (Jakobson 1990:69-79) and are only understandable
through these contexts. This does not apply to art objects precisely because images are
both a part of a greater physical fabric and/or pictorial narrative of the
phenomenological field of the viewer and are, unlike most words, usually tied to their
referent by semblance rather than convention. While convention and tradition do shape
image form, art is usually more consciously composed than syntactic structures or word
21 Russell (1940:109) sees words like ‘this’ as designating, “an object without in any degree describing
it.” He rightly contends that it, “applies on each occasion of its use to only one thing, but to different things
on different occasions” (111).
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meanings. The meaning of an image is more fixed than the meaning of the phonetic
constructions “this,” “here,” “he,” etc. In the case of language, the meanings of these
words shift with the flow of the narrative, and there need not exist a formal connection
between the word and the idea that it signifies.22 By definition the icon is formally tied to
the object of its representation, although it still may be an index because in some cases
(dependent in large part as we shall see on ritual) it is fundamentally tied––really affected
by––the object of its representation. In both the case of language and that of the
materialized image, we find the dividing lines between categories blurred, but for
different reasons. An object’s status as an index is in fact entirely reliant on viewer
attitude, acceptance, and belief, none of which is by any means permanent. For objects
and images functioning in the iconic or symbolic mode of representation, indexical status
is not axiomatic; rather, ritual provides the framework for the acceptance of its status as,
“a sign which is caused by, or is part of, or, possibly, in the extreme case, is identical with,
that which it signifies” (Rappaport 1999:55).
We might illustrate this difference and make this discussion more concrete by looking
at an analogous situation in language. In the statement, “Look there!” for instance,
“there” is most likely dependent on the actions of the speaker, that is, on his or her
movement, perhaps, in this case, the gesture of pointing. The listener knows by this action
where “there” actually is. In this case, “there” gains meaning through the act of pointing
and is an index for this reason. Words therefore, as others have discussed at some length,
22 The phenomena of root reduplication, to indicate plurality or intensity, in such examples as k’ank’an
(Maya “very yellow” from k’an, yellow), hitobito (Japanese “people” from hito, person) or informal English’s
fullfull (very full), is an example where a connection exists between word form and meaning.
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rely on a number of features both internal and external to discourse for their indexical
qualities, and yet they are themselves, in their phonic form, nevertheless symbols.23 In this
example, the ground of discourse is constructed through the interaction of agents (i.e
habitus [Bourdieu 1977]) who form a third point vis-à-vis their position in space and
narrative flow. That is, their interaction establishes a “there.” Hanks characterizes the
nature of this interaction in his concept of sociocentric discourse:
Not only is the speaking ‘ego’ a social construction, but the act of deictic reference is
in important ways grounded on the relation between interlocutors. When speakers say
‘Here it is’, he or she unavoidably conveys something like, ‘Hey, you and I stand in a
certain relation to each other and to this object and this place, right now’. The
interactive relation among participants exerts a pervasive and systematic influence on
the micro-orientations inherent in deictic reference. (1990:7)
The difference, of course, between the linguistic shifter and the material icon is that
“there” or “here” do not become agents themselves. The opposite is true in the case of
icons where their indexicality transforms them into agents. The predicament for us is
thus: if deixis is created through the interaction of agents in relation to a socially
constructed ground, which is constructed through such interactions, where and how do
icons as agents24 fit within this diegesis? This question benefits from unpacking. At its
heart is the assumption that people can interact with objects in ways that mirror other
social interactions. As corollary questions, we must also ask what establishes an icon as a
social agent in the first place? And once so established how are they interacted with? As
we will see in the next chapter, the difference between the visual and the linguistic shifter

23 Jakobsen makes a good case for the iconicity of words beyond the commonly cited example of the
phenomenon of onomatopoeia.
24 Alfred Gell (1998) for an in-depth anthropological examination of the idea of agency in art.
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really comes down their specific relationship with meaning. The word “there,” from the
above senerio, means a location relatively distant from the speaker. The icon for a deity
often acquires meaning because in worship, to anticipate the Lacandon ritual chant
presented in the following chapter, the devotee is really saying, “I stand in your presence
(yichnal in EpM) and look what I am doing for you or could you please do this for me.”
The icon achieves the status of a “you” because the relationship between the devotee and
deity is naturally enough conceived of as inhabiting the physical world. That is, in Maya
religious practice, in order to “stand before” god there must first be a thing to which an
entity may be fix for the period of time necessitated by the ritual. But how does one
effectively fix an entity to an icon thereby changing it from a built thing to the abode of
the divine? More importantly for the topic of ancient images, how do we answer
questions that at first glance seem to require direct observation of behaviors which have
not occurred for hundreds of years? The answer is to observe these behaviors obliquely.
We must pay special attention to depictions of icon use, textual citations of images and
their use, and the pronouns used in these discussions. This is important because I
maintain that address is not only a useful tool for understanding how objects are
interacted with, but that it also plays an integral role in the construction of an object’s
animacy and the social acceptance of this animacy.
For the most part we lack the spoken records from the Classic period25 that would
allow us to answer these and related questions at a detailed level; for our purposes here,

Nikolai Grube’s (1998) identification and analysis of the quotative particles che’ and che’en/chehen,
however, does indicate that inanimate things were seen as speaking or relaying the texts that were written
25
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however, it sufficient to note that for the sacred icon ritual action is analogous to pointing.
Rituals construct a ground of reference and a temporal and spatial framework within
which an icon gains animacy and the communication between devotee and deity may
occur. As we will see in the next chapter, without rituals, especially those of consecration,
images often lack the qualities that we associate with indices, and are not accepted as
spiritually effective even if they are still icons of the subject. Thus, part of the complexity
of ritual images stems from their possible involvement in multiple liturgical orders (those
to establish divine presence and those that then address this presence) which, when
coupled with the multiplicity of metaphorical referents, makes a definitive understanding
and interpretation of even the simplest ritual objects/images near impossible. However, it
is precisely this inability to establish a fixed meaning that perhaps makes these objects
perceptually and conceptually compelling and ritually effective.

A second and related significant difference between indices in art and language stems
from the fact that icons do not stand in relation to each other in the same way that words
do to language. Narrative imagery lacks a true grammar, no matter how complex the
patterns or how closely it follows traditional cannons. Thus, it is nearly impossible for
icons to reference both past and future points in a narrative without the repetition of
semantic elements, which are the main carriers of temporal information. The skull of
Adam, to use the example of the Crucifixion, refers to an earlier point in the story of

upon them. This is especially true in the case of che’en/chehen where the –en is almost certainly the first
person pronoun for “I said” or “it is said by me.”
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mankind. Imagery, unlike language, cannot make use of grammatical tools that
accomplish the same ends without reference to the content that they represent.26
Conversely, however, this lack of reliance on linear narration for the establishment of a
temporal framework allows images to represent scenes that bend time to unite the past
(myth), present (viewer interaction which is often an iteration of the past, the viewer
becomes a witness to the myth), and future (the transformative results of this interaction).
This nearly unique ability of an image to unify disparate temporal and spatial events is
the reason why cosmograms such as the Crucifixion, MFIC, Mandala, etc., are so ritually
and visually potent. Or, to put it in a more systematic way, the deictic relationship in
which an image or object stands to both other images and to that which it represents is
understandable and different from indices in language through:
(1) the means used to establish indexicality. (That is, while language relays on
context and/or the actions of the speaker to unite form and meaning, word form
itself is governed by the lexicon of a specific language. The word “cat” cannot
substitute for the word “this,” nor even function in the same category that the
word “this” does. For the object, temporal context is also important, however,
spatial context becomes equally important. Spatial context has the power to
transcend the temporal. Additionally, an object’s form from iteration to iteration
may be relatively flexible and is hardly preordain by the system of which it is a
part as is the case with a specific word in language.)
(2) the nature of the connection between form and that which this form represents
(again in language the connection between form and meaning is established by
convention, whereas for the icon or symbol semblance often plays a more
important role in this process. This entails the acceptance by the viewer, in a way
that acceptance is not an issue in language), and
(3) to the viewer’s belief or acceptance of this relationship. (In language, only the
mad do not accept meaning in language. To refuse to acknowledge that “cat”
Style would seem to be an exception to this statement because the style in which a piece is rendered
can in itself reference without the repetition of content.
26
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means “cat” for instance would typically only prove that the person has lost touch
with social reality or has some neurological problem. For those who do not accept
the authority of the image the diagnosis is not always limited to madness.)
The foregone discussion is only a brief and in many respects inadequate treatment of
some of the critical issues surrounding icon theory. In the following chapters (3-4) the
cognitive frame that allowed for the animation of icons among the Maya will be queried
further with specific examples from the art historical, ethnographic, and epigraphic
record. What we have established here though is the basic idea worth repeating that to
understand icons it is just as important to understand the cognitive frames in which they
functioned, as it is to clearly comprehend their iconography.
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Chapter 3
Embodied Divinity among the Maya
They had such a great quantity of idols that even those of their gods were not enough;
for there was not an animal or insect of which they did not make a statue, and they
made all these in the image of their gods and goddesses. They had some idols of stone,
but very few, and others of wood, and carved but of small size but not as many as
those of clay. The wooden idols were so much esteemed that they were considered as
heirlooms and were (considered) as the most important part of the inherited
property…They knew well that the idols were the works of their hands, dead and
without a divine nature; but they held them in reverence on account of what they
represented, and because they had made them with so many ceremonies, especially
the wooden ones. (Diego de Landa [Tozzer 1941:110-111])
We have now considered some of the properties of icons and a series of representational
categories. I have introduced the notion of cognitive frames and suggested that icons in
Maya ritual are similar to the linguistic shifter, that in fact, they should be thought of as a
visual shifter. This category may be further subdivided into those objects that are the
thing in itself, such as prime indices, versus those objects that must be transformed or
somehow otherwise made to embody an entity through ritual. This second class of objects
and images usually requires ritual to establish divine presence. In this chapter I will
outline the kinds of rituals needed for the transubstantiation of icons and symbols into
indices, and examine in more detail Maya notions of divine embodiment with particular
reference to the god pots of the Lacandon and K’atun Histories of the Temple of
Inscriptions.
Rituals of consecration or ensoulment, similar to those described and analyzed by
Stross (1998), seem to be the commonest way of transforming symbols and icons into
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indices, or the inanimate into the animate. He lists seven steps necessary for this process
in the context of contemporary Mesoamerica that are worth having clearly in view before
looking at more specific examples both from Mesoamerica and elsewhere.
1. Purifying, cleaning, and sweeping. These are different words for what might be seen as
a single element in the ritual animation and dedication of an artifact. Usually this
is accomplished by fasting, sweeping, censing, or some combination of these, but
other means are known, including chanting, dripping water, and washing with
special soap.
2. Measuring. To measure a thing is equivalent to giving it a place in space (and time),
assigning it boundaries that can be defined in other terms. Measurement need not
be done as overtly as with a tape measure; all that is necessary is to have some
culturally relevant means of comparing the length and/or position of the artifact
with something else.
3. Naming. To assign a name to a thing is equivalent to giving the thing a place in the
human mind, thus assigning it mental boundaries. Names may be given to parts of
a thing in replication of the process of manufacture, as a metaphorical process of
gestation and birth….
4. Assigning guardianship. To assign guardianship of a thing means to give it an owner
and protector––a deity, parent, or owner. Whereas a child’s parents are assigned
according to relatively inflexible rules by the society into which the child is born,
deities of ancestor spirits assigned to guardianship over a manufactured item may
be chosen somewhat more freely by the person making the assignment, often a
shaman. The names of these deities of ancestors are ritually announced in a
formulaic way, thus linking them to the item and its destiny.
5. Transferring or transmitting “animateness.” To transfer to the manufactured item the
quality of “animateness” from a human, animal, or other living entity is
equivalent to bringing an artifact to life––in other words, giving it a soul. This can
be accomplished simply by using the item (Laughlin 1975:139) or by having life
blown, breathed, or spit into it by a shaman. Sometimes the life quality is
transmitted by touching or laying on of hands. The life force may be even painted
onto a thing with real or symbolic blood…. Sometimes the life force is transferred
from one entity to another by sacrificing the first….
6. Clothing the thing. To clothe something is equivalent to giving it protection by means
of a covering or shield that functions also as a boundary between the thing and the
rest of the natural world. When human beings put on clothes, we are covering
particular parts of the body and showing that we are social beings. Sometimes our
clothing embellishes or draws attention to parts of the body that are covered, but
here the covering function is more important. Covering something––clothing it––
functions to protect or hide it, or both, and that is why we can see it as a
protective shield. Just as our clothing establishes a social as well as a physical
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boundary between our bodies and what is outside of our bodies, the covering of a
thing constructed and then animated establishes its boundaries and mediates its
relationship with the external world.
7. Feeding. To feed something is equivalent to maintaining its animateness. All that is
animate must be sustained or maintained with some sort of feeding. The “food”
may seem surprising on occasion. For example, Zinacanteco Tzotzil Mayans
consider the smoke from white candles to be “tortillas” for the gods, while the
smoke from burning copal incense is referred to as their “cigarettes”….
Nevertheless, such items are legitimate and appropriate sustenance that serve the
ritual purpose. (Stross 1998:32-33)
These steps are important because they facilitate the transition from the inanimate to the
animate. These rituals are necessary precisely because, as Rappaport has explained in
great detail, the important indexical aspects of ritual ameliorate the potential falsehood of
symbolic modes of communication (1976, 1999:11-17, 26-27, 55-58). How this is
accomplished varies from place to place, tradition to tradition, but to a great extent, the
patterns described above articulate a structure found beyond the geographic boundaries
of Mesoamerica. The examples given below are intended only to illustrate the fact that
without the proper ritual actions icons are not accepted as actually embodying divine
presence.
In the context of West, we are most familiar with the Byzantine icon, which as Hans
Belting has explained, relied on touch, verisimilitude, or divine origin to establish a
oneness between the image and that which it depicted (1994: Chapter 4). The spiritual
efficacy of an image, however, in other cultures could (and can) also be generated through
a variety of other techniques.
In other traditions including those of Mesoamerica, a sacred object––often a prime
index––is placed within a vessel or sculpture to enliven it. This manner of animation is
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found in Orissa, India where a secret object is placed within sculptures of the Jagannâth
triad to animate them.
The wooden icons consist of five clearly discernable parts: face neck, heart, waist, and
feet. The two male deities are given arms. A cube-shaped cavity, considered to be the
place of the “soul” of the deity, is made in each of the three images. Here mysterious
objects are placed by the Daitâs. The “soul” or “life-substance” is highly secret.
People have speculated that the object is either a Buddha’s tooth, a piece of the
original Jagannâth image buried during the Marâtha period, or perhaps tantric
yantras inscribed on metal plates.
Whatever it may be, the “life-substance” is treated with great ritual caution in the
brahmapadârtha ceremony (transfer of “life-substance”) that occurs when the carving of
the wooden images has come to completion. At this time, the rough new wooden
images of the three deities are placed in front of the old ones. All the lights in the
temple are put out. The chief Daitâ then opens the lid of the cavity of the old images,
and blindfolded, with hands wrapped to the elbows so he can neither see nor feel the
brahmapadârtha, he transfers the “soul,” or “life-substance,” from the old to the new
icon (Preston 1985:18).
Preston remarks later in his discussion that the Brahmins consecrate the lids they make to
cover the cavities but that they do not consecrate the entire image or “life-substance.”
This is an important point that confirms the patterns discussed above where certain
objects are axiomatic or prime indices and for this reason do not need to have rituals
performed to animate them. In this case, the “life-substance” animates the carvings.
Ritual consecration would not only be redundant, but more importantly could potentially
undermine the authority of the image because it necessitates the recognition that the vital
power of the “life-substance” is not inherent, but rather generated by humans and
therefore open to doubt. Fear of human-generated sacredness is perhaps the underlying
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cause for the rules of purification and seclusion that govern the conduct and behavior of
fabricators of sacred images and objects worldwide.27
Moving closer to Mesoamerica, the Hopi believe that a ritually-simulated birth and
the gift of a heart composed of sacred substances including quartz, seeds, and a prayer
stick enliven Sa’lako dolls or puppets (Geertz and Lomatuway’ma 1987: 31-32). I will
return to the idea of the heart and the use of crystals and other stones as a means of
ensoulment in a moment, but it is useful to see that Hopi dolls are believed to be truly
alive and to interact with their human companions on a number of different levels. Like
other Uto-Aztecan languages, such as Nahuatl, Hopi often makes a distinction between
animate and inanimate objects. It is interesting, therefore, to note as Lomatuway’ma does
that these dolls are described with verb forms indicating that the doll is indeed believed to
be animate (Geertz and Lomatuway’ma 1987: 22). In fact, these dolls are described as
crying, eating, and performing mischievous or playful acts on their human hosts (Geertz
and Lomatuway’ma 1987:46-47).
The metaphor of birth that surrounds the making of the Sa’lako puppets also
bespeaks their animate nature. Like the ceremonies animating the Jagannâth triad, Hopi
craftsmen must undergo rites of purification before they construct Sa’lako puppets. Even
after these initial rites of dedication the puppets must be renewed by being “smoked
upon, repainted, repaired, given a new heart, and given a new set of clothing” before
each ceremony in which they are used (Geertz and Lomatuway’ma 1987:60).

For the Maya see Landa’s description of the making of “idols” in the month of Mol (Tozzer
1941:159-160).
27
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One of the most important ingredients for the animation of Hopi puppets is a heart
composed of quartz, seeds, and a prayer stick. As Jill Furst (1995:54-62) observes, the use
of stones as a means to represent the soul, and specifically that portion of the soul that
resides in the heart, is a common practice throughout Mesoamerica. It would appear that
the heart bundle of the Hopi is also part of this tradition, and, as a prime index, was
similar to the “life-substance” of the Jagannâth triad. It seems that without the installation
of a “heart,” often in the form of a stone or crystal, an icon lacks vitality.
In Mesoamerica, the heart is necessary even when it is not represented physically by a
stone or other object. Alan and Pamela Sandstrom in their work on paper cult figures in
the Huasteca region, for instance, note that even these two dimensional figures require a
heart. Their observations are important and worth citing at length.
The paper cutouts are not believed to have ritual potency until they have been
sacralized, usually by holding them in copal smoke. After sacralizing, the images have
the power to attract spirits, and they pose considerable danger to anyone not initiated
as a ritual specialist. When we asked several shamans for samples of cuttings to take
with us, each took the precaution of sprinkling the cutouts with cane alcohol to keep
wandering spirits away. Although the paper images had not yet been sacralized, the
shamans took steps to protect us from accidental encounters with harmful wind
spirits.
Once sacralized, the paper images take on an entirely new meaning. While they
do not actually become the spirit they are cut to represent, they do acquire the power
to attract the life-force or animating principle of that spirit. The Nahuas have two
terms for this animating principle, noyolo and notonal. The word noyolo is often
translated into Spanish by the Nahuas as alma or soul, but it literally means “my
heart” or “life-force.” Notonal, the term less often used, is translated as “my breath,”
“shadow” (sombra), or “life-force”; it contains the root of the Nahuatl word for heat
(tona)….Human beings, spirits, plants, and certain objects each have a life-force, and
it is this entity that is attracted to the sacralized paper image. The shaman exerts
control over the spirits portrayed in cut paper by ritually manipulating their life-forces
or animating principles. (Sandstrom and Sandstrom 1986:74)
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In following chapters, I will address the importance of heat in more detail; here it is
crucial to note simply that, as with the Hopi and other Mesoamerican groups discussed
by Furst, the paper figures must receive a life-force which seems most often to be
described as a “heart.” While it is difficult to address all these issues for the ancient Maya,
similar concepts appear to have been present and to have informed the animation of
icons.

MAYA ICONS
Examples from other societies and additional instances of icon use in Mesoamerica could
be cited to demonstrate the intimate connection between rituals, deities, and the objects
that house them; however, I would like to turn now to the question of how the Maya
conceived of the relationship between numinous deities and their material receptacles.
Classic period imagery and literature document several major icon forms: the headdress,
the bundle, and the effigy-censer complex (Thompson 1957; Stuart 1986; Houston and
Stuart 1998:85-90; Rice 1999). These forms are not limited to the Maya area and are
found as key religious icons and sacred objects throughout Mesoamerica (Borhegyi 1951,
1956, 1958; Lowe 1965; Berlo 1984; Headrick 1999). Thus, a more detailed
understanding of the construction and use of these objects by the Maya might shed
additional light on areas for which we lack ancient written descriptions.
Bundles and the “Birth” of Icons
Bundles were one of the major objects of devotion in Classic Maya religious practice.
They are still venerated throughout Mesoamerica, with their use especially well
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documented in the Highlands of Guatemala (see Christenson 2001). Ceramic vase
painting illustrates well the veneration of effigy bundles and clarifies the life-cycle of Maya
icons. One of the most telling cycles of images is found on Codex style vessels represented
here by Kerr vessel 1813 (fig. 3.1). This cylindrical vase shows two bundles seated upon a
bench faced by two other individuals often interpreted to be the antecedents to the Hero
Twins of Popol Vuh fame. The caption to the scene records the birth verb, sihyaj,
followed apparently by the names of the deity bundles (Stone 1988: 83-84; Taube
1994:663-664). A glyph in the headdress in the left bundle confirms that the text is
referring to these objects or the deities that they manifest. But why the birth verb here?
How are we to understand the meaning of this term in a context which otherwise seems
to be dealing with veneration or some other related ritual action?
The use of the birth verb would seem to be rather out of place when compared with
its standard usage in historical and genealogical texts. Andrea Stone (1988) uses this
evidence to suggest, reasonably, that these two gods are depicted as swaddled newborns.
While this is a good possibility, we also know that bundles with applied masks and
headdress were one of the primary forms used to materialize deities and ancestors. God
bundles are depicted in most Mesoamerican artistic traditions. Are all these objects
referring to swaddling newborns? Or is it that bundles are merely one of the forms for
embodied deities and that birth here refers rather to their animation or renewal, as is the
case among the Hopi, rather than as a direct reference to the swaddling, though of course
if could refer to both.
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To more fully understand these vessel scenes and the use of the metaphor of birth we
must turn to another enigmatic text from the Palace Tablet at Palenque (fig. 3.2). The
tablet depicts Lady Tz’akb’u Ajaw and her husband K’ihnich Janaab’ Pakal presenting a
headdress bejeweled with the Jester God diadem and the tok’ pakal (flint and shield) war
emblem, respectively, to their son K’ihnich K’an Joy Chitam II. The textual caption
reads as follows:
ju’n ajaw ux wayeb’ sihyaj ux hu’n mi’ cha’ winikjiiy wuklaju’n haab’iiy cha’ winikhaab’iiy waxak
ajaw waxaklaju’n k’ahlaj uk’ab’a’ ux hu’n patwan jel k’ab’a’ b’olon ki tz’akb’u ajaw
[On]1 Ajaw 3 Wayeb’ the Ux Hu’n was born zero days, two months, seventeen years
and two K’atuns later [on] 8 Ajaw 18 Xul the name of the Ux Hun was
recorded/tied [and this] replacement name was formed/proclaimed [by] the B’olon
Tz’akb’u Ajaw.
Birth in this case also seems to refer to an object rather than a person, as one might
expect (Bassie personal communication, 2000). Additionally, birth here is associated with
the formation (patwan) of a jel k’ab’a, or exchange name perhaps best understood as a new
name, which as you will remember was the third step Stross lists for ensoulment.
The Ux Hu’n headdress, the object that is said to be born, is even from the Early
Classic period associated with terms such as ju’ntan (diligent care [see Stuart 1997]). The
use of this term to modify Ux Hu’n on an Early Classic inscribed celt (fig. 3.3), discussed
more fully in the next chapter, suggests that the Ux Hu’n was conceived of as a living
thing that required care. With the Palace Tablet, like the above ceramic scenes, it is
difficult to see how a literal interpretation of the term sihyaj fits the iconography. If we
look to the Hopi example of the creation of the Sa’lak puppets we find some compelling
ways of thinking not only about the above birth narratives, but also the frequent use of
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parental terms such as ju’ntan, “diligent care,” and the depiction of deities as infants in a
variety of contexts.
One of the most interesting ways of understanding sihyaj in these passages of irregular
use, is to see it as expressing the idea that changes of status (i.e. rites of passage) were
anciently viewed as analogous to birth. We find compelling support for this idea by
comparing one of the rituals depicted on Kerr vessel 1440 (Fig. 3.4) with those found
illustrated on a new panel recently excavated from Palenque Temple 21 (fig. 3.5).
After the Initial Series on K1440, the narrative begins with sihyaj accompanying a
scene depicting the greeting of a feather or leaf-caped, fire-nosed figure who is being
anointed by a pair of individuals wearing water-lily headdresses indicative of the god of
wind. In the second major scene, this same fire-nosed figure is enthroned, probably in a
cave (Carrasco 2003a). Significantly, the initial scene is nearly identical in specific details
to the iconography of the Temple 21 panel. The Panel depicts a centrally enthroned
K’ihnich Janaab’ Pakal flanked by two similar scenes of anointment. Most important to
the present discussion is the fact that the figures being anointed in each image wear the
same feathered cape worn by the fire-nosed figure on K1440. Likewise, those performing
the benediction hold wands that are nearly identical to those held by the pair of figures on
the vase. Since Ahkal Mo’ Nahb’ is named with his ch’ok, or youth name, it would seem
that this scene records a ritual that was part of a series of poorly understood rites required
of royal youths.28 If this ritual were in the same class as that depicted on K1440, it would

Robert Wald and I (2004) have discussed the taking of the b’olon yokte’ also as part of these royal rites
of passage. The scene on the Temple 21 panel seems to document another of these rites. If it can indeed be
28
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seem that rites of passage for people as well as objects were conceptualized through the
metaphor of birth.
Feeding and Rituals of Exchange
It is clear from both painted ceramic scenes and stone sculpture that icons, once animated
or born, were considered to be alive and required feeding through sacrificial offerings (see
Taube 1994; Monaghan 2000; Stross 1998). In perhaps one of the most graphic images of
sacrifice, a Classic period polychrome vessel (Kerr 1377) shows an incensario stand
perched on the cracked chest of a prone victim devouring his innards (fig. 3.6). From the
top of this Palenque-style censer flames sprout to illuminate the darkness of this nighttime
ritual, as indicated by the black background of this vessel. Unfortunately, the text
associated with this scene is too damaged to read beyond a glyph identifying the censer as
the patron of Pax or Te’, a tree-related deity. Nevertheless, the image is striking in what it
does tell us. It demonstrates the animate nature of incensarios and suggests that, at least
on some occasions, human sacrifice was undertaken to “feed” these objects, much as the
modern Lacandon “feed” their god pots in order to renew and animate them (Carrasco
1998:21).
In a less graphic but equally revealing narrative, the scene on K3844 (fig. 3.7) depicts
a procession of penis-pierced dancers approaching a temple housing an enshrined

associated with the narrative of K1440 it would suggest a couple of things first: rites of anointing were
accompanied on occasions by bloodletting, as seem indicated by the presence of the perforator in the Panel
scene, and that these rites proceed seating events (chum) as demonstrated by the narrative that follows on
K1440. It does not seem the two depict exactly the same ritual but rather that what we see here is a
structural type that could perhaps be employed in rituals that attempt to accomplish similar effects.
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headdress or bundle (Carrasco 1998:23-24).29 Before the headdress stands a flaming
censer. We see upon close inspection that an effigy of an infant or an actual infant rests
(fig. 3.8) within the volutes of fire and smoke that project above the incensario. Above the
infant, we find the poorly understood yax k’an glyph, a collocation thought to refer to
sacred substances. Imagery such as this demonstrates that incensarios, in addition to
being the focus of ritual devotion, also played a significant role as instruments within
major ritual events. Moreover, as on the previous vessel, the imagery of Kerr 3844 also
strongly suggests that sacrifice was an important aspect of the ritual activation of icons.
While there are other images that allude to the animate nature of incensarios,30 there are
regrettably few hieroglyphic texts that provide insight into the conceptual nuances of icon
use and acceptance.
Parallels with ethnographically documented practices, if applied cautiously, can help
sketch in this lacuna and improve our understanding of ancient Maya icons.31 Alfred

29 See Taube’s (1994) discussion of this scene in relation to k’ex (exchange) ceremonies. He later also
suggests that the headdress enshrined within the temple depicted in this scene and others like it, “were
sentient embodiments of the divine being” (1998:463-464).
30 See Kerr 4336, for instance, where the first panel depicts what appears to be a burning incensario
biting the foot of a deer-eared deity that blows a conch horn in the direction of a small deer. In the next
scene, an avian-costumed figure stands over a skeletalized deer. Significantly, the bird head that serves as
the headdress of the avian performer clenches a deer hoof in its beak.
31 At this point it is perhaps necessary to put to bed the perennial question of disjunction that Kubler
long ago raised as an issue in Mesoamerican art historical studies following Panofsky (1960) discussion of
the adoption of Classical forms to Christian themes. Kubler suggested that similar disjunctions of meaning
were possible if not certainly present in the art of Mesoamerica (Kubler 1969:8):
Frequent repetitions of the same theme over long durations within classic Maya history probably
signify that a fixed meaning is the purpose of the arrangement. But if different symbolic systems are
present, many such continuities become unlikely, as when the animistic religious worship of the classic
era was paralleled and in part replaced in post-classic time by the gods and rituals of mainland
Mexican peoples.
The basic assumptions that Kubler was working with have themselves been shown to be incorrect. That is,
namely the Maya did have gods though not exactly, as we might think of them, but certainly similar in
nature to those invoked by later Central Mexican groups. In fact, while quite right in his cautionary
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Tozzer’s 1907 publication, A Comparison of the Maya and Lacandon Religion, lists 51 chants
performed in order to enliven or otherwise satiate the god pots for which the Lacandon
have become famous in anthropological circles as the last of the “pagan” Maya. While
skirting the anthropological fetishism that seems to linger around these pagan and
therefore more “authentic” Maya, I would like to explore one of these songs and the light
it sheds on the topic of ensoulment before returning to embodied divinity and sacral
presence in the Classic Period.
The god pots of the Lacandon, until recently a group of Maya living in isolation in the
forests of Chiapas, have been well studied from the beginning of the twentieth century to
the present (Tozzer 1907; Soustelle 1959; Bruce 1968; Davis 1978; McGee 1990, 1998;
Boremanse 1998). While there is much of interest that might be said about the Lacandon,
I will focus here on their god pots and specifically on the renewal rites traditionally
performed at approximately eight-year intervals (Tozzer 1907; McGee 1990: 51). The
Lacandon Maya provide one of the most informative and best-documented instances of
censer use and embodied divinity among the living Maya. For them, their effigy censers
are the seats (k’anche’) of deities who must receive proper ritual attention, such as feeding
and adoration (Tozzer 1907). The god pots themselves are only the temporary abodes of
deities who actually reside in special pebbles sometimes collected from the ruins of the
warning that to collapse early and late forms or meanings can lead to interpretative problems, Kubler’s
argument for this is a fine example of a circular argument. That is, he makes the a priori assumption that
there is a change in the structure of religious traditions in Mesoamerica and then from this assumption
deduces that early and late cultural products are likely not part of the same cultural duration, without ever
proving that there was the same kind of disjunction as occurred in the European tradition with the spread
of Christianity. Despite this error in argument, I do hold to the idea that the best comparisons are those that
compare structures and systems as opposed to the specific components of, for instance, an artwork or a
ritual.
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Classic-period Maya site of Yaxchilan or other ancient sites and sacred locations (Tozzer
1907: 87-88; Bruce 1968; Boremanse 1998: 28; Soustelle 1959: 172; McGee 1990: 52,
1998). A stone like the above-mentioned examples would again seem to house the actual
soul of the object.
Nearly all the gods of the Lacandon possess anthropomorphic god pots with similar
characteristics (Bruce 1968:140). The basic form of the god pot consists of a clay bowl
with a prominent face modeled on the rim. An exaggerated lower lip juts out from this
face in order to receive a variety of different offerings, such as balché, atole, tamales, etc
(Bruce 1968:139). While somewhat generic in form, this face, along with deity-specific
painted patterns, represents the specific deity to be seated within the vessel (Bruce 1968).
The vessel itself is anthropomorphized so that in addition to the face, every feature of the
pot possesses an associated body name, such as “chest” for the front of the pot or “feet”
for the bottom (cf. Houston 1998). Again, painted designs indicate the sex of the vessel.
Vertical lines on the “chest” indicated a male deity, while crosshatched lines mark the
vessel as female. Additionally, items placed within the god pot represent internal organs
and continue the analogy with the human body. Davis states that,
When a god pot is made, it is crafted as a corporeal replica of the god to whom it is
dedicated. Five cacao beans are placed in the bowl of a new god pot to represent the
heart (pishan), lungs (sat’ot’), liver (taman), stomach (tsukir), and diaphragm (bat). Specific
features molded on the head of the god pots are the ears (shikin), earrings (woris u
shikin), hair (tsots’eho’), jaw (kämäch), eyebrow (maktun), space between the eyebrows (chi’
u pam), eyes (wich), cheeks (puk), and mouth (chi’). The front of the god pot is called the
chest (sem), and the bottom is called the feet (yok) (Davis 1978:73).
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The ceremony to renew the god pots traditionally took from a month to forty-five days to
complete (McGee 1990: 51, 1998).32 On the final five days, sacred pebbles, inherited
patrilineally or collected from the principal shrine of a deity, are placed within the pots to
enliven them, much as the “life-substance” is placed within the wooden icons of the
Jagannâth triad to ensoul them. These pebbles are referred to as uk’anche’ k’uh or “the seat
of the gods” (Bruce 1968:138). The terms k’anche’ is important because it not only refers to
“bench” (or “seat”) but may also refer to the placenta among Yucatec speakers, a
language closely related to Lacandon Mayan. William Hanks observes the following
concerning the analogy between the k’aanche’, upon which a man may sit, and the
placenta.
Insofar as the men build the domestic enclosures in which women spend most of their
productive time, they can be said to be in an encompassing relation to them, perhaps
the best symbol of which is the k’oób’en kitchen encompassed by the solar walls and
houses. Like the women of which it is a metonym, the kitchen is private, wet (water is
stored here), the locus of domestic fire and food. The man’s k’an che’ ‘stool’ on which
he sits when eating is located in the kitchen, just as the placenta that nourishes an
unborn child, also called the k’an che’, is located in the women’s hobon ‘belly’ (Hanks
1990:112).
During the final portion of the renewal ritual, the pots, which have been “asleep,” are
awakened by offerings of food, incense, and special chants (Tozzer 1907; McGee
1998:45; Davis 1978:77). The following chant was sung during the consecration of new
god pots. It bears a strong resemblance to Classic period rituals (see below), which also
discuss the tying of bark paper and gifts of other offerings. I have updated the

32 It is unclear exactly how long it takes. McGee in his 1990 work gives a month while in a briefer, but
more recent article states rather that the ceremony last approximately forty-five days. It is of course possible
that there is some variation between ceremonies.
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orthography and have modified Tozzer’s translation of the chant based on our better
understanding of Lacadon and other Yucatecan languages. Additionally, I have also
scanned the text so as to better present its rich poetic features.
1. Il, in luchik ta chi,
2.
Yume, k’amki.
3. Il, in luchik ta chi,
4.
tech k’amki,
5.
u hel a kunya yokol a tumu läk.
6. Tin k’apkuntik u xan, in (n)a tech, Yume.
7. Il, in pulik
8.
yokol utumu läk, Yume.
9. Il, in masik u xan, in na tech
10.
yokol utumu läk.
11. Il, in bortik ech
12.
uhel a kunya.
13. Il, in bortik ech
14.
yokol a tumu läk
15.
uhel a kunya.
16. Tin wala techki.
17. Il, in tzaik tech k’ik’i
18.
yokol u tumu läk.
19. Il, in tzaik tech
20.
yokol a tumu läk
21.
napdil, balche,
22.
a matanki,
23.
uhel a kunya.
24. Huun tin lachkuntik ta hol
25.
yokol utumu läk,
26.
uhel a kunya,
27.
yetel kab.
28. Tikinnawa, in bortik ech.
29. In kibasik [balche] ech,
30. hen bortikeche
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31.
30.

yokol a tumu läk
uhel a kunya.

1. Look, I dip33 it out upon your mouth,
2.
father, receive34 it, I say.
3. Look, I dip it out upon your mouth,
4.
you, receive it, I say,
5.
again [for] your enchantment35 within your new vessel.
6. I place it inside the palms of my house36 to you, father.
7. Look, I place it [the relic]
8.
inside the new vessel, father.
9. Look, I change the palms of my house for you
10.
within the new vessel.
11. Look, I pay you [with offerings],
12.
again [for] your enchantment.
13. Look, I pay you [with offerings],
14.
within your new vessel,
15.
again [for] your enchantment.
16. I told it to you, I say.
17. Look, I give you an offering of blood37
18.
within the new vessel.
19. Look, I give it to you,
33 Tozzer consistently translates this chant in the progressive though the lack of aspectual markers in
most cases and the presence of the –ik suffix would suggest habitual or non-past action, best translated into
English with the present tense. This interpretation is reenforced with the use of the actual the progressive
aspect in Line 6.
34 The word k’am has a number of different meanings in Yucatec. It can mean “cosa recia, como voz,
viento,” “remudarse al que sirve,” (Barrera Vásquez 1980:370-371) and to “receive.” Tozzer acknowledges
that he was unable to discern the significance of ki, which he transcribed as a suffix on k’am, however, ki is
likely a quotative particticle that I translate here as “I say.” John Lucy has argued that in Yucatec –ki is used
to emphasis the way in which something is said as oppose to its content, though of course content is also
important.
35 Tozzer translates the word kunya as “welfare” (1907:186) however, the root kun in Yucatec means
“encanto, hechizo, conjuro,” and the nominalized form of kunyah, “encantamiento,”(Barrera Vásquez 1980:
352). Here therefore I have chosen to gloss kunya as “enchantment.”
36 Terms such as xan, “palm leaves,” and na, “house,” Tozzer suggests are metaphorical terms for the
god pots themselves. That is, the copal that covers the stone relic is analogous to the palms of a thatched
roof while the vessel itself is a house for the relic (1907:186).
37 K’ik’ as in other Mayan languages translates literally as blood but here refers to the gum of the rubber
tree.
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20.
21.
22.
23.

within your new vessel,
an offering of balche,
your gift,
again for your enchantment.

24. Bark-paper I bind around your head
25.
within its new vessel,
26.
again for your enchantment,
27.
with honey.
28. Totopostle, I pay you.
29. My offering of balche to you,
30. I will pay you
31.
within your new vessel
32.
again for your enchantment.38
Notice 8 lines begin with the imperative “look” which addresses a deity that stands apart
from the god pot itself, but who at the same time will inhabit the god pot long enough to
receive offerings and perform the acts for which it was petitioned. The discourse here is a
prime example of how a cognitive framework is constructed within a specific ritual
context. The general effect as Hanks (2000:229) observes in the somewhat different but
related context of curing rituals among the Yucatec Maya, “is that spirits whose identity is
fixed in memorial history become part of the immediate present in prayer. This means
they enter the world of human experience, where they become interlocutors addressed in
the second person and capable of acting on behalf of specific individuals with their
individual concerns.” In the case of the Lacandon these deities are further materialized in
the vessel of their specific god pot.

38Tozzer

1907:186-187, chant No. 43 (modified orthography).
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The feeding of icons has until recently also been important to the Modern Yucatec
who at least in the area around the village of Santa Elena, Yucatan modeled figures of
dogs, men, or snakes in black wax, b’ox kib’ (fig. 3.9).39 These figures were then placed at
the cardinal points around the perimeters of the milpa in order to protect the field. After
they were formed, the effigies were fed nine drops of blood from nine figures. When asked
about the function of blood in the ritual the narrator of the description, Don Hernan,
stated that blood enlivens the figures. A similar process was described for the origin of
alux, a kind of supernatural being often associated with ancient sites. In this myth blood
was feed to ancient rock sculptures at the site of Noh Pat so as to enliven them. In each
case, it is the act of feeding that is critical for the enlivenment of inanimate sculptures.
The act of fixing a deity to a physical object, that is, to establish it as an interlocutor, is an
important process for art historians of pre-Columbian visual culture to examine.
Depictions of this interaction were obviously an important theme anciently and these
scenes now may be studied, as we shall see, to better understand not only the importance
of self-reflexivity in Maya art and writing but also Maya religious practice.
The above examples from Classic period ceramics to the contemporary agrarian
rituals of the Yucatan document the need for the clothing and feeding of icons, a fact that
again supports the idea that among the Maya, as there is in many world traditions, there
is a specific analogy made between living things and icons. In the next section I focus on

39 The explanation of how b’ox kib’ are made and their function as field guardians was recorded in
Yucatec by the author and William Blunk in Santa Elena, Yucatan, Mexico 2004. We hope to make a
transcription and translation of this text available shortly. The wax was traditionally gathered from a kind
of stingless bee known as puup in Yucatec.
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the K’atun Histories of the Temple of Inscriptions, one of the most important texts
documenting the ritual care of icons during the Classic period. The Temple of
Inscriptions, as stated in the Introduction, in large part concerns the rites carried out at
the K’atun endings immediately before and during the reign of K’ihnich Janaab’ Pakal.
Like the examples cited above, it describes the feeding and clothing of the icons of
Palenque’s patron gods.

THE TEMPLE OF INSCRIPTIONS
The Temple of Inscriptions at Palenque preserves one of the most important extant
descriptions of Classic period Maya ceremony (figs. 3.10-13; Appendix A). The rituals of
renewal and investment of the patron gods recorded in this inscription standout as
particularly significant in the history of Palenque precisely because the icons of these gods
were presumably destroyed in the two attacks by the city of Calakmul mentioned earlier.
Their re-installation and the re-initiation of proper ritual protocol appear to have been
among the most important actions K’ihnich Janaab’ Pakal undertook during his long
tenure as king. The Hieroglyphic Stairway in the Palace complex recording the attack of
599 AD describes the throwing down of Palenque’s patron deities (see Martin, Grube, and
Zender 2002:II-14). The Temple of Inscriptions describes the desecration of an area in
Palenque known as Lakam Ha’, which occurred during the AD 611 war with Calakmul
(EP: M8-M11) (cf. Martin and Grube 2000: 160-162). As discussed in the Introduction,
this attack had lingering, negative effects on state ritual to the extent that it prevented or
caused major problems for the period-ending ceremonies of the 9th K’atun (613 AD). The
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inscription further states that the gods and lords of Palenque were destroyed, that certain
objects and/or deities were not adorned, and that offerings were not given (cf. Schele and
Mathews 1998:104-108) (EP: O8-O12). However, by his first stone-seating on the 10th
K’atun, K’ihnich Janaab’ Pakal had re-initiated these devotional acts. The portion cited
below corresponds roughly to the Middle Panel (EP: T7-WP: A8) and describes Pakal’s
diligent service (ju’ntan) to his gods through the offering of a variety of headdress
ornaments at the K’atun period ending ceremonies.
The main passages of importance for this discussion are between C5-E9 and I2-M6 of
the Middle Panel, however, in order to present this information within its original context
I quote a larger section in Appendix A. However, for our present purposes I will focus on
passages that record explicitly the ritual offerings of K’ihinich Janaab’ Pakal.
The Middle Panel:
C5-E4
yak’aw “Quadripartite Badge”-al ukohaw ju’n winik upih chaahk
yak’aw tzik ukohaw ju’n winik upi[h] une k’awiil
yak’aw sak hu’n ukohaw ju’n winik upi[h] k’in ajaw
F4-E9
uk’al hu’n yamayal ux ? k’uh, chaahk, une k’awiil, k’ihnich k’in ajaw uju’ntan k’ihnich janaab pakal
k’uhul b’aak ajaw
And again:
I2-J3
uk’alaaj sak hu’n yamayal uk’uhil
I4-I10
yak’aw uk’uhul pi[h]
ju’n winik pixo’m usak hu’nal u’h
yax k’ahk’ k’uh utu’p
k’uhul quadripartite badge ukohaw chaahk sak b’olon
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J10-L2
yak’aw winikhaab’ ch’aho’m janaab’ pakal k’uhul b’aak ajaw
K3-K9
yak’aw uk’uhul pih
ju’n winik pixo’m usak hu’nal u’h
yax jopoy? chan ut utu’p
u yax/k’uhul tziik? ukohaw ch’ok
une k’awiil
L9-M6
yak’aw u pi[h] ju’n winik pixo’m
usak hu’nal u’h yax pa’k
utu’p k’uhul hu’n
ukohaw yahaw k’ahk
k’ihnich k’in ajaw
ux ? k’uh,
ju’n ajaw
N6-N10
chak otoot
chak nuk chan ut
waka’ chan ukunil GI,

sak b’olon,
ux kob’

West Panel A1-A8
uju’ntan tuk’uhil k’atun ch’aho’m k’ihnich janaab’ pakal
uk’al hu’n yamaytuun uk’uhil [GI], une k’awiil, k’ihnich k’in ajaw ? k’uh
utimiw yo’l uk’uhil
He gave the “Quadripartite badge,”
it was headdress of the twenty bundles of Chaahk (GI).
He gave Tziik,
it was the headdress of the twenty bundles of the infant K’awiil.
He gave white bark-paper,
it was the headdress of the twenty bundles of the Sun Lord.
It was the paper-wrapping of the altar of the “three ? gods,” the Maize God, the
Infant K’awiil, the Fire God, was the diligent service of K’ihnich Janaab’ Pakal, the
Divine Palenque Lord.
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And again:
It was the white bark-paper wrapping of the altar of his gods.
He gave the divine bundle of [the deity Sak B’olon],40
twenty wrappings were its white bark-paper necklace,
the first fire god was its earspool,
the divine sacrificial bowl [quadripartite badge] was the headdress of Chaahk,
Sak B’olon.
The Winikhaab’ Ch’aho’m Janaab’ Pakal, the Divine Palenque Lord gave [these
bundles].
He gave the divine bundle of [the Infant K’awiil],
twenty wrappings were its white bark-paper necklace,
the first jopoy sky-face was its earspool,
Divine veneration (tziik?) was the headdress of the sprout,
the Infant K’awiil.
He gave the bundle of [the K’ihnich Ajaw],
twenty wrappings were its white bark-paper necklace,
the first pa’k (?) was its earspool,
the divine bark-paper was the headdress of the Lord of Fire,
K’ihnich Ajaw,
the three ? gods,
Ju’n Ajaw.
The Red House,
the Red Skin Sky,
the Six Skies was the shrine of GI41,

the Sak B’olon,
the thrice progenitor.

The wrapping of the bark-paper-headband of the altar of his gods–the Maize God,
the Infant K’awiil, and the Sun God–was the diligent service of the Winikhaab’
Chaho’m K’ihnich Janaab’ Pakal to his gods, [and thus by this] he appeased the heart
his gods.
40 Here I have repeated the name of the deity found at the end of the entire statement so as to make
explicit the fact that the /u/ possessive pronoun that precedes “divine bundle” cross-references the deity
rather than the noun that immediately follows.
41 The three phrases that seem to name the shrine (lit. oven) of the Maize God, GI, refer to the Temple
of the Cross.
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Locating Period-Ending Rituals
Where did these highly important period-ending ceremonies occur? Clearly, they did not
occur at the Temple of Inscriptions itself since it had yet to be built. The glyph blocks at
N6-N9 of the Middle Panel record a passage that is particularly telling on this point and
will be useful for envisioning the context of the ceremonies that are described in more
detail below. The location of the K’atun period-ending rituals is disclosed in the following
passage, chak otoot, chak nuk chan waka’ chan ut/win, ukunil GI, or, “the red house, the red skin
sky, the six sky surface (?) is the shrine (lit. oven) of the GI.” The position of this statement
at the end of the narrative recording the giving events of the 10th, 11th and 12th K’atuns
suggests that these rituals occurred at the location where K’ihnich Kan B’ahlam would
later build the Temple of the Cross, the birthplace of the Maize God, a building also
known as the waka’ chan and as the kun (lit. oven) of GI. Archaeological investigation has
yet to penetrate the deeper strata of the Temple of the Cross Group, but the discovery of
buried terraces and stylistically earlier pottery during recent excavations by Alfonso
Morales suggests that earlier materials are to be found beneath the structures built by
Kan B’ahlam (Morales 1999).42 Morales describes the relevant finds in the basement of
Temple 14 as follows:
In the course of the excavation we encountered a concentration of large incensario
fragments and the partial remains of two “cajetas” (the vessels that actually contain
the charcoal and incense) were documented and collected. The incensarios identified
here differ from others found in association with the Cross Group structures in that
the relief is lower and the appliqué elements are shallow by comparison. It is possible
that these incensarios represent an earlier developmental stage relative to the
incensarios associated with the Cross Group structures.
42

See http://www.mesoweb.com/palenque/dig/report/report_99_06.html for web-based report.
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With the above inscriptional and preliminary archaeological evidence, it is reasonable to
assume that the icons of the patron gods were housed in structures that were replaced by
the Temple of the Cross Group. The presence of fragmentary censers in the deep test pit
excavated into the base of Temple 14 moreover, suggests that censing rituals such as
those performed during Kan B’ahlam reign, were also conduced earlier, possibly in
tandem with the pre-9th K’atun ending rites described in the Temple of Inscriptions
narrative. If we coordinate this evidence with the Palenque history so far described, we
find that the location of the present Temples of the Cross Group was possibly a site of
ritual importance prior to the construction of the present temples. The wars with
Calakmul seem to have resulted in the destruction of these earlier structures, the
desecration of the icons they housed, or both. Let us now turn to the k’atun rites.

THE K’ATUN CEREMONIES
The Temple of Inscriptions describes a series of events during which K’ihnich Janaab’
Pakal gave bundles (pih), or possibly skirts (pik), belonging to the patron gods of Palenque.
Martha Macri, Peter Mathews, and Linda Schele recognized that the various elements
listed in these passages named ornaments, which they suggested were donned by
performers during K’atun rituals (Mathews 1979; Macri 1988; Schele, Mathews and
Lounsbury 1990:3-4). While the words tup (ear flare), sak hunal (white paper), uh (jewel;
necklace), and kohaw (helmet) no doubt correspond to elements of costume, I see them as
referring to items worn by the icons of the patron gods rather than by human performers.
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While the exact form of the icons alluded to in the K’atun Histories remains unknown,
the many scenes in Maya art depicting enshrined deities and even headdresses (Taube
1998) provide tantalizing clues as to their form. Generally, as we have seen these
enshrined icons were often depicted as effigy bundles, incensarios, or headdress (see figs
3.1-2, 3.6-83). In these illustrations, icons are often found in the form of disembodied
heads or emphasized the face, often with only rudimentary articulation of a body. It was
the care given to these objects that Pakal or his son Kan B’ahlam deemed as among his
most important achievements.
Additional rituals are also record in the texts of the Temple of Inscriptions. Passages
at MP:F4-E5, I2-I3, and WP:B3-A4 describe the wrapping of altars belonging to Pakal’s
gods (cf. Schele and Mathews 1998:104). The following sections will examine in more
detail the objects that were the focus of these rituals.
Paper Wrapping of the K’atun Altar
David Stuart, in the important article, Kings of Stone, introduced the idea that stone
monuments were often wrapped as part of the dedicatory process (1996). Three times the
K’atun Histories document the wrapping of the altars of the patron gods. Passages at
MP:F4-E5 and WP:B3-A6 record the following identical phrase, “uk’alhu’n yaT174.643/530-la,” or, “it is the paper-wrapping of the altar of his [Pakal’s] gods, GI, GII,
GIII.” There is a slight difference at MP:I2-I3, which states rather, “uk’aliij sak hu’n yamayal
uk’uhil.” In all cases the patron gods possess the abovementioned altars. The reading and
meaning of the glyph T174 is critical to our comprehension of the objects employed in
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Classic Maya ritual and in particularly for the period-ending ceremonies mentioned in
the K’atun Histories. It has long been noticed that T174 in a variety compounds names
stone altars and incensarios stands. At Palenque it denotes stone incensarios stands
stylistically and compositionally similar to the terracotta incensarios found in large
numbers lining the terraces of the Temples of the Cross Group (see Chapter 8), at Copan
it names altars such as Altar Q (3.14) and Z (fig. 3.15). Likewise, ya-T174.643 occurs in
inscriptions at Quirigua, where on Zoomorph P it is described as a location where incense
was scattered for the period-ending ceremonies of 9.18.5.0.0 (Sep. 11, 795)(Looper 1995,
2003:190-192; Grube, Schele, and Fahsen 1991; Schele and Looper 1996: 155). T174
also functions as a positional verb in inscriptions at Tikal and is found with the rare verbal
suffixes –taj43 and –k’i.44 At Tikal (Tikal Str. 5D-1-1st: LNT 3: C2, Str. 5C-4 Temple IV
LNT 2:B11 and LNT 3: E8), T174-chi-yu and T174-ta-ja seem to refer to the moving
of a deity effigy, possibly a palanquin. All these varied contexts help construct a picture of
the semantics and reading of T174. Some of the possible interpretations of this glyph are
reviewed below.
43 In addition to the example of –taj suffixed on T174 it occurs clearly in only one other example on
K1440. The passage reads li-ta-ja sa-na WINIK(?) for, litaj san winik…, “acended was the put-into-place
person….” While it is tempting to see /t/ as a transitivizer the –taj finds closer cognate with the Ch’orti’s -ta
resultative suffix of only limited productivity (Fought 1972).
44 To my knowledge, the suffix -k’i occurs only twice in the inscriptions both from Tikal Stela 31. The
limited use of –k’i and the complexity of its single context leaves little to say about this suffix except that it is
perhaps cognate to the celerative suffix –k’ in Yucatec and Cholan’s –k’V. Hull notes that in Ch’orti’,

The –k’i suffix seems to derive intransitive verbs from nouns previously derived from CVC positional
roots (and possibly CVC transitive roots) using the nominal suffix -V¹j. I have some 20 cases of this
suffix in my data but they all come from complex healing texts whose grammatical contexts do not
assist much in deciphering its function. It may, however, be a type of affective suffix. It is surely a relic
of an archaic grammatical ending that is only marginally productive in spoken Ch'orti' today (for
example, xoyojk’i, ‘to spin around’).” (Hull 2004:170, note 22)
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T174 has been the subject of much speculation, which has produced a number of
readings. In roughly chronological order the list of readings for T174 would include the
following terms: kuch (carry) (Macleod), amay (cornered object; table), may (table)
(Lacadena), k’och (carry) (Hull), hach (lift, raise) (D. Stuart). For each of these readings there
is compelling evidence. One of the key problems in understanding T174 has been its
occurrence with both the ya- prevocalic possessive pronoun and the u- possessive pronoun
that precedes words beginning with consonants. Normally, these prefixes have proved
useful because they tell us something of the nature of the spelling of the word. However,
in this case this difference has confused the matter since the reasons for the alteration
between ya- and u- must be explained.
Recently, a more complex understanding of T174 has emerged which attempts to
reconcile the alteration between ya- and u-. This new interpretation sees T174 not as a
single, complete logogram or syllabogram, but as a component part of several different
compounds that refer to a variety of objects and actions, resembling in this respect the
multiple uses of the kawak sign, which may be pronounced /tun/, /ku/, or /hi/
depending on the context of its use or the addition of other elements. Thus, while
T174.643 possibly spells logographically the word amay, the collocations T174-b’a-TUN
and T174.709-ki-TUN represent a completely different word (or words) (Martin and
Grube personal communication 2004; Stuart personal communication 2004). I essentially
agree with this view, however, I find the fact that the three terms cited above all refer to
either stone incensarios stands or altars difficult to explain without seeing terms
employing T174 as sharing a common semantic field.
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While the glyphic compound at MP:E5, I3, and WP:A4, (ya-T174.643/530-la) is
poorly understood, we may parse it as follows: the syllable /ya/ spells the third person
prevocalic possessive pronoun y- and the -a here possibly represents the initial sound of
the root amay. Alfonso Lacadena proposed this reading of T174 based on roots found in
both Yucatec and Cholan. The most important of which for our purposes is found in the
following entry in the Cordemex (Barrera Vásquez1980:15), “piedra cuadrada en que
colocaban los antiguos indios los veinte años de ahaw k’atun, porque los cuatro restantes
que completaban la época los situaban debajo formando pedestal, y por esto los llamaban
lat’ ok k’atun o chek’ ok k’atun; por extension se llamaban amaytun las pinturas que lo
figuraban.” The use of ya-T174.643/530-la outside the context of the Temple of
Inscriptions clarifies the nature of this object further. At QRG the term occurs several
times in connection with actions of the ruler K’ahk’ Tilwi. Zoomorph P records the
informative passage (Looper 2003:190-192; Grube, Schele, and Fahsen 1991): ux ajaw
tuun uch’okow ch’aaj uxlaju’n naah yamay k’ahk’ tilwi chan yopaat jo’ winikhaab’ ch’ajo[’m] utiiy
yamay waxaklaju’n ub’aah k’awiil, for, “It was the 3 Ajaw stone. He scattered incense on the
13-stone house, the table of K’ahk’ Tilwi Chan Yopaat, the 5 K’atun Ch’ajo’m. It
happened at the altar of Waxaklaju’n Ub’aah K’awiil.
C4: 3-AJAW TUN-ni u-CH’OK-wa
C5: ch’a-ji 13-TUN/hi?-NAH
C6: ya-MAY? K’AK’-TIL-CHAN
C7: YOPAT-ti 5-WINIKHAB’-ch’a-jo
C8: u-ya?-ti ya-MAY?
C9: 18-u-[b’a]?-hi K’AWIL-la
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The actions that Zoomorph P describes may be envisioned more easily by looking to the
imagery of Altar 4 (fig. 3.16) from El Cayo, a site in the Usumacinta region anciently
known as Yax Niil. El Cayo Altar 4 illustrates the k’atun-ending scattering ritual of
9.15.0.0.0 (AD 731)45 and shows a seated lord named Aj Yax Wayib’ scattering incense
into the mouth of a spiked effigy incensario that depicts a skeletal entity with jaguar traits.
This censer rests atop the stone altar, clearly revealing the function of stone altars such as
that of the Altar 4. The censer additionally holds a bundled offering of various materials,
which may correspond to the bundles mentioned in the TI texts, or more likely represent
additional food-like offerings such as incense.
The glyphs at A1-B1 record the calendar round date of 4 Ajaw 13 Yax while A2-B2
cite the completion of the 15th K’atun (tzuhtzaj ujo’laju’n winikhaab’). The ceremony named
in this text (A3-B3), however, is not that of scattering as it was on Zoomorph P, but rather
stone-wrapping (uk’altuun), and is thus equivalent to the rituals described in the Temple of
Inscriptions mentioned above. Like much of Maya art, the imagery of El Cayo Altar 4 is
self-reflexive in that it represents the event in which it was most likely used. In fact, the
text describes the dedication of the altar itself instead of the ritual precisely because this is
already depicted in the scene itself. In addition, to the interesting light El Cayo Altar 4
sheds on the interaction between text and image in Maya art, it also reveals the nature of
one of the classes of icons employed in Classic period ritual. While icon form certainly
varied from site to site it is important to note that most employed the disembodied head

Also see Cuevas García and Bernal (2002:fig. 22) for a slightly different interpretation and Adam
Herring’s (2005: 209) informative discussion of this altar in relation to table altars in general.
45
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as the primary image of contemplation. In the case at hand, the moment depicted is one
of feeding, which as we have discussed above was one of the main steps of enlivenment
and acts of devotion. El Cayo Altar 4 also clearly allows us to envision how icons, censers,
offerings, and stone altars functioned within a single ritual complex and how it is possible
to associate stone-wrapping events with such ceremonies. Returning to Palenque, we may
speculate that the icons described in the K’atun Histories were similar to the one depicted
on the El Cayo Altar and, as I will argue below, were housed in the shrines of temples
located where the Temples of the Cross Group now stand.
Of the Appeasement of the Hearts of Gods
How were humans understood to interact with divinities? The passage from A7-A8 on
the West Panel, utimiw yo’l uk’uhil (he appeased the hearts of his gods)46 furnishes one of
best pieces of textual evidence concerning the relationship between gods and their
material form. The inscription states that the object named by the collocation based
around T174 (ya-T174.643/530-la) was the possession of the patron gods, while the
next passage suggests that through gifts and diligent service K’ihnich Janaab’ Pakal
appeased his gods (Macleod personal communication, 1998/9).
The use of the word “heart” here should be immediately suggestive because it was
precisely the force most often cited by Sandstroms’ informants as animating the paper
cutout figures of the Huasteca (1986:74). The term, noyolo, in that example was Nahuatl
46 Barbara Macleod’s interpretation of this passage was based on seeing the root tim in EpM as cognate
to Yucatec tem, meaning among other things, “satisfacer, aplacar, aliviar el dolor o la enfermedad, pacificar”
(Barrera-Vásquez 1980:783-784; Ciudad Real 1995:708). Phrases, such as u tem yolil menyah, satisfaccíon del
trabajo [the satisfaction of work], most closely approximate the passage from the Temple of the Cross
(Barrera-Vásquez 1980: 784).
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but in meaning is cognate to Epigraphic Mayan o’l.47 Moreover, they claim that it is
through the manipulation of the life-force embodied in the paper figures that the shaman,
“can theoretically force a spirit to act against its own will. It is the ability to manipulate
the life-force that gives the shaman power to cure, increase crops, produce rain, or engage
in sorcery” (Sandstrom and Sandstrom 1986:74). The same appears to be true of the b’ox
kib figures mentioned above. Through proper care they were animated. A state once so
achieved allowed their maker to employ them as field guardians. From the Temple of
Inscriptions narrative, it would seem that K’ihnich Janaab’ Pakal, too, was manipulating
the animating force (o’l) of his gods through gifts and offerings. When Calakmul attacked
and destroyed the icons of Palenque’s patron deities, it limited the ability of Palenque’s
rulers to come into direct contact with them and to manipulate their life force.
Moreover, the texts reviewed above indicate that, like the god pots of the Lacandon,
the relationship of the deity to its physical seat was complex. Specifically, the grammatical
relationship specified here is one of possession rather then equation, that is, the gods are
said to possess their material form, rather being equivalent with it. David Stuart notes a
similar tension between possession and equation on Stela 3 from El Zapote.
This [Stela 3] is a small Early Classic stela distinctive for bearing a portrait of a deity,
in this instance the rain god, on its front side. This is unusual among Classic
monuments from the lowlands, where we usually find body-length portraits of
historical, contemporary kings…. The owner of in this case is not a historical person,
but is specified as YAX-HA’-CHAAK, Yaxhal Chaak, “Clear Water Chaak,” the
name of a prominent aspect of the rain deity (Taube 1992:19). There can be no doubt
that Yaxhal Chaak names the supernatural figure portrayed on the front of the
47 See Macri and Looper’s investigation of Nahua loanwords in Epigraphic Mayan, in which they
argue that yo’l was indeed borrowed from Nahua (2003:288-89). If correct, this would further link the
connection between the concept of heart in the Southwest, Central Mexico and the Classic Maya.
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monument. Later in the same text we find a retrospective account of the same
dedication event, which states, “Yaxhal Chaak was erected” (1996:158-159).
In this case, it would seem that, at times, possession implies equation. The grammatical
repercussions of this difference are difficult to assess with our limited data, but it would
seem to correspond to the Lacandon notion that the god pot, while the seat of the deity,
was in reality the possession of a conceptually more nebulous entity whose precise
presence apart from that of the god pot and stone was, and is, difficult to discern.
The Icon as Face and Mask
I have above attempted to establish the possible nature of the icons mentioned in the
Temple of Inscriptions and have read these passages in light of the previous investigation
of icon use both in Mesoamerica and elsewhere. While the form of the icons mentioned in
the Temple of Inscriptions remains problematic, it is clear based on the gifts of headdress
ornaments that they likely took a form similar to Palenque area incensarios: they were
either masked bundles, or were themselves elaborate headdresses. In any event, the
observation that these icons probably represented a disembodied face raises cognitive
questions about the processing of visual information, the full implications of which have
only slightly been investigated and would require more explication than is possible here.48

48 At issue here is the very way in which the face is recognized by humans. Michelle de Haan et al.
(2002) clearly articulate the fundamental questions:

Does it [the recognition of the face] reflect the existence of specialized neural mechanisms devoted
exclusively to face processing, or does it reflect a type of acquired visual expertise that, except for being
very consistently acquired across individuals, is no different from expertise that can be acquired for
other categories of complex visual stimuli?
Clearly, art historians are not in a position to answer this question nor does it matter to the present
discussion whether facial recognition is attributable to a neural mechanism or a learned skill. However, the
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However, the fact that both the god pots of the Lacandon and the MFIC emphasize the
face should, I think, again direct our attention to issues of verbal and ritual address,
especially in the context of the Mesoamerican culture sphere.
The sculpted mask was the primary form for visual articulations of divine beings in
Mesoamerica and seems strongly connected to the related, widespread belief that
sacredness resides in the surface, skin, and particularly the face of things (Grieder 1982:
Chapter 5; Stuart 1996; Houston and Stuart 1998; Monaghan 2000:29; Klein 2001).
Accordingly, linguistically diverse groups such as the Otomí (Galinier 1990:619), Tzotzil
(Vogt 1976: 205), Huastec (Alcorn 1984:71-72), Mixtec (Monaghan 1995:99), Nahua
(López Austin 1973:22), Mixe (Lipp 1991) and Classic Maya (Houston and Stuart 1998)
all appear to use the bodily metaphors of the skin and face to inform their understanding
of the world through analogy. Thus, the bark of trees, especially cedars (Tozzer
1941:160), the tops of mountains (Vogt 1976: 205), and obsidian or hematite mirrors––
which resemble in their dark reflectiveness the iris and pupils of eyes––are all related to
the human body. Vogt likewise notes that among the Tzotzil b’a means “face” when
applied to people or gods, and means “top” when referring to a mountain, so that “when
shamans are praying on top of the sacred mountains they are face to face with the gods”
(1976:205). Such concepts resonate with the Classic period iconographic record and offer
a possible explanation for the pervasive and ubiquitous presence of disembodied heads
and masks in the art of the Maya and other groups.
fact that this aspect of perception is a developmentally early and pervasive feature of human perception
should prove interesting to think about in relation to the study of visual culture, particularly when dealing
with classes of objects believed themselves to be animate.
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From even this brief review of the linguistic and perceptual interaction between
viewers and icons it is clear that we are dealing with a class of objects that hold a
categorically different position than other objects and images. However, I would stress
that these categories as such are highly mutable and represent positions on a continuum
rather than binary opposites.
It is clear that an understanding of perception, the use of the imperative and the first
and second person in ritual chants is critical for an understanding of the Maya’s
ceremonial engagement with icons. Here, I return to the questions raised earlier in the
last chapter concerning social deixis to ask simply: How do ritual objects attain the status
of a “you”? And once so established, where and how do images and objects fit within the
diegesis of ritual? In the case of the Lacandon, the fact that the deity is addressed as being
both embodied in the god pot and as yet somehow separate from it––to the extent that it
may own the vessel as its house––underscores, I think, the complexity of the Maya icon.
Despite this complexity, god pots act as the physical manifestation of the deities at least
for durations long enough for offerings to be made to them. The materialization of the
divine is necessary if the deities of the Lacandon are to receive offerings and petitions.
The god pots in this way are agents of reception and the skin of the divine. The chants
not only petition favors and declare offerings, but also by their very structure (of second
person address) establish the animate nature of the god pot. This discourse structure
permits us to confirm the fact that ritual, as suggested, constructs a framework through
which an object, e.g. a god pot, can be understood as an agent.
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Returning again to the Temple of Inscriptions narrative, I would stress the fact that it
is told primarily in the third person. This is one of the more striking differences between
this text and the Lacandon ceremonial chants, a contrast that again allows us to reflect on
important issues first raised in our discussion of deixis and the interaction between a
viewer/addressor and an icon/addressee. Why is there a difference in person? And what
are the implications of this difference? At their most basic level the Lacandon chants are a
transcription of the actual discourse of a specific ritual, whereas the Temple of
Inscriptions text is a description of a series of ritual events as seen through the historical
genre of the k’atun history. The record in the Temple of Inscriptions is meant to do more
than objectively document the event. Rather, it establishes a third historical person who
reflects back to Janaab’ Pakal and Kan B’ahlam their own actions within the framework
of what apparently was a major literary genre. Therefore, the text, though similar to the
Lacandon example, is not an exact record of the language used in the liturgy, which is
indeed precisely preserved in the Lacandon example. The importance of reading
Tozzer’s recorded chant in conjunction with the Temple of Inscriptions text lies in the
fact that it allows for a clearer insight into the exchange between K’ihnich Janaab’ Pakal
and the icons of Palenque’s patron deities.
In the Lacandon chant the ritual specialist speaks to the deity directly. If we wish to
reconstruct the rituals that the Temple of Inscriptions record we are forced to wonder
whether Pakal spoke in a similar way to the icons of Palenque’s patron deities. It seems
that he, like the Lacandon, was concerned with the welfare of the patron deities,
otherwise it is unlikely that the term ju’ntan would have been used or that the texts would
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claim that he appeased the heart of his deities. In this regard it is interesting to note that
in a passage on the West Panel (B8-B12) the narrative changes from the declarative to the
hypothetical or subjunctive with the sentence: laju’n ajaw waxak yaxk’in chumtuun ichnaik
utimje’al awo’l, for, “10 Ajaw 8 Yaxk’in [9.12.0.0.0] is the stone-seating, would that the
appeasement of your heart be bathed.” The meaning of ich (i-chi) of ichnaik is unclear (the
root ich perhaps means “to bath”); however, the suffix –naik is undoubtedly cognate to the
Ch’olti’ optative –ik (Barbara MacLeod, personal communication 2003). Not only does
the passage change moods but it also employs the second person to address the patron
gods directly. It is perhaps the closest we come in the inscriptions to the direct address of
deities.
With the K’atun Histories of the Temple of Inscriptions laid out before us we can
begin to put the historical pieces together to envision the state ceremonies of Palenque
immediately before the reign of Pakal’s son, K’ihnich Kan B’ahlam. In Chapter 8 we will
examine in greater detail the contexts of Palenque’s incensarios, to more accurately
understand image use and ritual art at Palenque but before doing so we must investigate
the formal and symbolic development of the MFIC briefly described in Chapter 1 and the
relationship between images and rituals overtime and how the long duree can help us
understand complex socio-religious changes. The next chapter tackles these questions
before we turn to the mythology that informs the MFIC and its historic development.
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Chapter 4
The Historic Development of Icons
In the previous chapter I investigated icons and ritual art at specific moments so as to
better probe the general cognitive frames through which icons were understood among
the Maya. Through this we have come to see that the Maya conceptualized icons in part
through an analogy with the human life cycle. That is, icons were born, required care,
and could be destroyed or were thought to die after a certain period of time. Specifically,
we have examined how rituals of clothing and feeding fixed “spirit in matter” at
particular historical moments, such as among the turn of the century Lacandon and
Classic period Maya at Palenque. I have particularly focused on Palenque so as to layout
the specific ritual context for its masterfully sculptured incensarios that will be discussed in
Chapter 8. However, it is equally important to this study to address icons over time. How
did the condensed form of the MFIC that we find a Palenque come to hold such and
important position in Maya religion? And why did it change iconographically from
depicting deities to portraits of rulers in the guise of deities?
I suggested in Chapter 2 that there are patterns in the development of the modes of
representation within which historically prime indices (e.g., the bones of ancestors, special
trees or mountains, architecture and domestic mausoleums, etc) usually chronologically
precede images that must be transubstantiated into the divine through ritual. To
understand how objects functioned in ritual over long periods of time it is necessary to see
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the different modes of representation and the development of what I have called the
visual shifter within a larger historical context. Through the study of the MFIC we can
outline a development in both imagery and ritual, wherein, with a decreasing use of
prime indices to physically embody the sacred (things like ancestral relics, trees, rivers,
mountains, etc.) and the rise of symbolic and iconic modes of representation (icons and
other ritual images), rituals themselves changed or rather expanded in order to ameliorate
the possibility of falsehood inherent in these latter modes of representation (cf. Rappaport
1976, 1999).
In this chapter, I will diagram these kinds changes at a broad level, referring in
particular to the site of La Galgada, the development of early Christian icons, and the
creation of what linguists call meta-labels, where concrete terms come to be used as
general words for an entire class of things. These somewhat disparate topics all converge
to help construct a general paradigm wherein, I suggest, particular kinds of signs or
images can be tied to specific functions within ritual and religion. Through the linkage
between sign classes and religious organizations, we may understand the adoption and
privileging of one kind of sign over another in ritual as a fundamental change in socioreligious concepts that had important socio-political ramifications. This transition in signs
is akin to, and often linked with, technological change and seems to have had equally
dramatic effects.
In a number of ancient civilizations, such as that found in the Late Preceramic Andes
at the site of La Galgada (Grieder et al. 1988), in pre-Buddhist Japan, and in the Maya
region during the Early and Middle Preclassic periods, among others, there was often
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initially a conspicuous absence or near absence of iconic imagery as the object of
devotion. In all the above cases the archaeological record suggests that ritual action was
almost exclusively organized around ancestors and their corpses, or features in the
landscape, which were axiomatically imbued with sacredness because of their prominence
in mythology or simply their sublime presence. To acknowledge that some cultures rely
primarily upon the things of nature for the manifestation of the sacred does not imply a
lack of complex visions of the world or an absence of cosmic or moral orders, as imputed
to pre-Buddhist Japan by Paine and Soper; rather, it belies a conceptual state whose
change (that I suggest is not so different from the advent of writing) also implies systematic
structural changes in the way the world is represented, imagined, and ordered.
It is worth exploring the architectural history of La Galgada to clarify the importance
of this distinction between categories of signs and its relevance to the topic at hand before
examining these issues in the Maya area in Chapters 6 and 7. I have suggested above,
following Peirce, that signs do not convey information in the same way, or more
accurately, do not employ the same modes of signification. I will argue that evidence
exists suggesting that the signs favored by certain cultural configurations often indicate
particular kinds of political and religious organizations. La Galgada is perhaps one of the
clearest cases in point because the archaeology of the site documents the adoption of a
new mode of ceremonialism and representation around the year 2000 BC, a shift from a
cult focused on the bodies of the dead to a Chavin-like focus on a central cultic object or
image and the adoption of a U-shaped temple type. In the case of La Galgada the cultic
object appears to have been a kind of table altar, but at other sites, such as Huaca de la
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Florida, Cardal, and Huaca de los Reyes, was often realized as modeled exteriors
depicting fanged anthropomorphic heads, or, at later centers, as incised monoliths.

THE MITO TRADITION: ARCHITECTURE AS RITUAL AND THE TRANSFORMATION OF
THE IMAGE
The architecture preserved and documented at the site of La Galgada, Peru (see Grieder
et al. 1988) is part of a larger architectural phenomenon known as the Mito Tradition
(Kotosh Religious tradition [cf. Burger and Burger 1980]) that had a wide distribution in
the Late Preceramic Andes (3000-2000BC). This tradition is important to the present
study because it stands at an art historical threshold between a time of minimal image use
to a period when the representation of deities and apparent veneration of those
representations became more important and widespread. The archaeology of this period
preserves for us with particular clarity the move from the veneration of the corpse of the
ancestor to the development or adoption of representations of deities whose mandate
stretched well beyond the specific ancestors of a particular locale. La Galgada, as a small
peripheral site, is particularly fascinating because its art historical trajectory is more easily
discerned and interpreted than would be the case with a large, horizon-scale site.
The architecture at La Galgada conforms to a distinctive, kiva-like architectural style
known as the Mito temple tradition that was common over a wide area in the Preceramic
Andes. Elisabeth Bonnier (1997) describes the Mito temple as composed of a spilt-level
floor-altar––the epicaust and pericaust, respectively––with a central hearth or fire pit.
This organization of floor space and levels stands in contrast to the single-level floors of
the pre-Mito tradition. Archaeological evidence suggests that the floor-altar was
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conceived of as an independent structure, and was not always enclosed to form a private
room, as is the case at La Galgada. The construction technique of layering various
materials according to specific rules that informed the entire tradition suggests that the
floor-altar was not just a site of ritual activity, but was itself the result of ritualized
building.
One of the most significant particularities of the Mito-temple tradition at La Galgada
is the fact that its kiva-like temples were later, after one phase of their existence had come
to an end, transformed into tombs. This entailed the complete remodeling of the temple
with the intention of transforming the clean, light, smooth surfaces of a symmetrical
structure into a cave. Walls in these tomb remodelings were made of heavy, coarse stone,
often green in color, and the flat, presumably wood-mud roofs of the temple were
replaced by large stone slabs (Grieder et al. 1988). The next generation of temples was
built over these tombs. Grieder sees in the temple’s symmetry, precision, regularity, and
fine white clay finish all the trappings of the artifact, whereas the tomb restructured the
space of the temple to recreate the interior of the earth in the form of a cave (1997:110).
Between these cosmic realms, however, channels were left open and on at least one
occasion the significance of this passageway was clarified by the presence of white
umbilical-like cotton cords, which hung from the circular capstone of the tomb’s entrance
(Grieder et al. 1988:27).49 Thus, like ritual art––which also often has a three-part life cycle
of dedication, use, and termination––the sacred architecture of the Preceramic Andes

This structure is associated with calibrated radiocarbon dates of 2625-1980 BC (Greider et al.
1988:29)
49
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seems to have undergone ritual transfigurations where the temple was sanctified through
a ritually prepared floor, used, and then retired with its transformation into a tomb.
This process of architectural accretion continued for some 500 years until about the
year 2000BC, whereupon La Galgada’s temples became more axial. This change in
architectural form ultimately foreshadowed the eventual dominance of the U-shaped
temple, like those found at Huaca de las Reyes and Las Haldas. This arrangement not only
allowed for a larger congregation, but it also focused ritual attention on a central point or
structure, which in latter times was reserved for representations of deities. Accompanying
this change in architectural form was the emergence at La Galgada of the frontally-faced
Staff God, chavinoid accessories, and technology.
What do these changes mean? And what importance do they hold for the study and
understanding of the development and use of the icon? This transition is important
because it illustrates a change from the use of prime indices to symbolic and iconic modes
of representation in the manifestation of the sacred in public ceremony. The rise of
symbolic and iconic modes of representation was possibly the result of (and catalyst for)
the emergence of abstract notions of sacred beings whose existence became more and
more removed from the actual “historical” body of the ancestor––though of course, on
one level, this institution remained and even dominated––or from objects and creatures
in nature, particularly birds, snakes, trees, and mountains. Instead of the body itself
functioning as the “paradigmatic sovereign,” in the words of Appadurai and Breckenridge
(1976:5), the images assumed a similar categorical position, “demanding and receiving all
due respect from their devotees, and in turn, redistributing resources to temple, servants,
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donors, and worshipers” (Preston 1985:9). The fact that the body of the ancestor always
remained a source of worldly authority and sacred power (at La Galgada burials were still
made within the temple/tomb structure) does not contradict the basic point, that after the
changes in architectural form at La Galgada and the rise of the frontally-faced monster at
other sites, the sacred as such also found another mode of existence apart from the
actuality of the body. The image still perhaps referred to or even, at times, replaced the
body of an actual person. However, the frontally-faced monster also gained from the rise
of iconic and symbolic modes of representation a more universal mandate for its authority
among those who might not have accepted the legitimacy of a historical figure or a
unique bodily relic tied to a specific community.

CONCRETENESS AND ABSTRACTION
A linguistic parallel for this move from concrete to abstract is possibly found in the
development of terms for abstract categories known as meta-labels, such as the word
“tree” which often derives from a base word for “wood” in many languages. Witkowski,
Brown, and Chase suggest that:
The special usefulness and aptness of biological life-forms in large-scale societies may
be related to the increasing separation of human beings from direct reliance and
dependence on the natural environment in these societies. The typical individual in a
small-scale society can usually name and identify hundreds of separate plant species,
while typical nonspecialists members of modern urban society might do well to name
and identify even one hundred. When people lose detailed knowledge of plants and
animals, including names for them, less specific terms such as life-form labels become
increasingly salient and tend to grow in number. Addition of biological life-form
classes to languages, then, is an index of a general decrease in interest in and concern
with the world of plants and animals. (Witkowski et al. 1981:6)
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While this comparison may at first seem remote, there is no reason to believe that similar
processes were not also at work in the development of the lexicon of religious concepts
and imagery. Though there are, to my knowledge, no studies of this kind, we may work
from analogy. A similar transition from specificity to abstraction seems to have occurred
with the concept of the deity Di during the Shang Dynasty in China.
Robert Eno (1990) suggests that Di was a “corporate term derived from its earlier
function, that of denoting the ancestors of a lineage, and that the term later came to
include the natural spirits and gods of conquered groups.” Aihe Wang, citing Eno,
describes that the deity Di initially referred generically to ancestors but was eventually coopted by the imperial clan and turned into a high celestial god, specifically in order to
incorporate into the empire the deities of the many people whom the Shang subjugated
(2000:30). Over time the imperial clan, particularly the emperor and his religious
specialists, were the only ones able to petition and communicate with Di, and then only
through intermediary spirits, particularly those of the four directions. If we apply the
model of lexical development presented by Witkowski et al. to the term Di we find that it
moves from a gloss for ancestors (more specific/concrete) to a conceptual category
referring to a single abstract inaccessible deity (generalized/abstract).
This movement of meaning was clearly necessary for the extension of the Shang
king’s ruling mandate, because it allowed him to become the prime intermediary to the
paramount celestial deity, Di. Others, of course, could continue to communicate with
their ancestors and other denizens of the spirit world, but, at the level of the state, all
these entities existed on a lower tier of the supernatural hierarchy and therefore lacked
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the efficacy and importance of Di. Ancestor worship remained a powerful force in
popular and state religion, but lineage ancestors assumed a lower position vis-à-vis the
deity Di, a fact that effectively limited the authority of tribal headmen and others brought
under the dominion of the Shang state.
Words for “god” in Indo-European present similar movements of meaning. For
instance, the word “god” comes from the verb gheu originally meaning to “invoke” or
“call” (American Heritage Dictionary 2000). Additionally, the word “deity” and its
cognate forms derive from the word dyeu meaning “to shine” and in many derivatives,
“sky, heaven, god” (American Heritage Dictionary 2000). In each case we are presented
with an example where we move from concrete to abstract, and from lesser to greater
social complexity. This trajectory is not necessarily inviolable, but it does present a
pattern from which one may work to form a baseline hypothesis. I wish to stress that this
is not a strictly linear development, rather, the above evidence suggests that abstraction in
the realm of meta-language and certain kinds of representation are tied to social
complexity. Traditional societies tend to possess highly differentiated lexicons for useful
things and important conceptual realms such as kinship. In modern societies, where
capitalistic enterprise and plutocratic political systems tend to be at the heart of the
economic and social order, a large and complex vocabulary exists to describe financial
transactions. Thus, the kinds of words lost or developed for things and institutions depend
in large part on the cultural importance placed upon them––the proverbial hundred
words for snow in Inuit.
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Returning to images, the move from concrete to abstract (not in terms of style but in
conceptual distance from its referent) is also central to Hans Belting’s argument for the
development and conceptualization of the Christian icon. Particularly relevant to the
discussion at hand is Belting’s observations on Mary’s empty tomb, which, precisely
because it was empty, elevated her portrait to a position of primary importance. He
observes that,
Here, where the grave itself was primary, the portrait was always secondary. But
Mary’s empty grave, as we saw, offered no opportunity for the portrait of a deceased
saint. (Belting 1994:58)
In speaking about Mary’s mantle, an important icon that I mentioned earlier, he observes
that:
One would like to know more about the early history of this relic, for it later provided
a palpable symbol for the idea of Mary’s motherly role, just as it offered concrete
evidence to support the legend of the empty tomb, in which the mantle had been left
behind…As Mary’s tomb, the location of which was disputed between Jerusalem and
Ephesus, could not be brought to the capital, the palpable relic of the mantle was
substituted for it, according to the account given later by a popular text. The empty
tomb was a stimulus to the universal veneration of the Virgin, since it ruled out any
local claims to her presence and also fostered belief in the miraculous appearances of
one whose body sojourned in heaven. (Belting 1994:35)
The same logic is also apparently appropriate justification for the images of saints.
In the public sphere, the only way to represent saints after death or outside the
immediate vicinity of their graves was by means of images, in which they could be
venerated at many other sites after their death. (Belting 1994:42)
In each case there is a clear move to juxtapose abstraction (i.e. the iconic form of Mary or
a Saint) with materiality, such as bones, other relics, or the tomb. The tension between
the concrete and abstract is of such importance to the universal mandate of the Christian
Church that it is necessary to devise the myth of the empty tomb of Christ and Mary.
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Christ’s resurrection is critical for the Christian faith not only for the validation of its
message and institutional authority, but also for its claims to universality. The importance
of the myth of the empty tomb is therefore twofold. On the one hand, it came to confirm
his resurrection and thereby provided a means for the verification of the Christian
message ex post facto. On the other, as Belting observes, it “ruled out any local claims” to
his presence and most importantly to the discussion at hand permitted the use of images
to stand in as his surrogate. We may diagram the situation as follows:
Empty tomb : universal mandate
(lack of relics : permit image use)
Resurrection : message valid
If the tomb is not empty, the universal message is invalid and the cult remains local to the
tomb.
Ingeniously, with these two related myths Christianity overcomes both spatial and
temporal boundaries. These facts are propositions that must be accepted as a matter of
faith. If not taken as true, Christianity ceases to exist (see Badiou 2003). These issues are
at the root of the cognitive frame that structures Christian image use at least until the first
major debates about this subject. For the Classic period Maya Houston and Stuart make
similar claims for the image as surrogate when they state that:
The depiction could be approached, supplicated, and venerated when it was not
physically (or temporally) possible to do so in front of the physical person of the ruler.
Through royal representation, the lord transcended the strictures of time and space
and instituted a fixed, desirable state of being (1998:90-91).
One can only be impressed by the powerful similarity of the processes seemingly at
work at La Galgada, in early Christendom, and as we shall see, with the Maya Lowlands,
where in each case the innovation, borrowing, and/or elaboration of iconic and symbolic
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modes of representation, which in some cases supplanted actual relics, served to support
and spread particular social institutions, usually ones that functioned to bridge corporate
social groups. The importance of this expansion and its effectiveness lies just as much in
the advent or borrowing of the image as it does in the extension of propagandistic
imagery.
The identification of this pattern potentially has profound ramifications for our
understanding of the development of ancient political and religious institutions. While I
cannot hope to substantiate every aspect of this observation, or explore all or even a small
sampling of its implications, I hope to use it as a working hypothesis for my investigation
of Maya ritual art and to advance the rather commonsensical idea that ritual adjusts to
align with certain religious and political configurations. By tracking these changes it is
possible to gain a better understanding of what these religious and political configurations
were. In concrete terms, I suggest that with the movement away from a prime index to an
icon (a process that was occurring in the Middle Preclassic in the Maya area), there arises
the need for a new kind of ritual specialist. Power accumulates in the hands of not only
those who are the descendents of important ancestors, but also in those who serve the
paradigmatic sovereign of the image itself. The one who consecrates and serves the
image that manifests the deities is ultimately the one who pleases the hearts of the gods.

CONCLUSION
Thus, to summarize, we might (albeit tentatively) layout a scheme contrasting prime
indices, on the one hand, and symbolic and iconic modes of representation, on the other.
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In this model, the prime index was utilized by vertical, inter-lineage or group authority
regimes, whereas the symbolic and iconic modes of representation were more commonly
employed horizontally across corporate social groups. This however required that the
image be validated in someway. For the Maya and other Mesoamerican peoples this
usually involved the installation of a material or conceptual heart along lines described in
the preceding chapter. The significance, therefore, of the change to these latter modes of
representation is that the image of an deity provided the viewer with a direct experience
of that deity, despite the fact that the central seat of that entity was located elsewhere or
solely in the Ultimate Sacred Postulate. The change from La Galgada to Chavin culture
illustrates a shift from an interest in the elements that constituted the various points of
connection between worlds (the channels between tombs and temples) to the image of a
deity that presumed these connections and had an existence apart from the physical
recreation of these connections in architecture or the body of a specific ancestor. In the
service of these images of a widespread mandate, ritual changed to substantiate the
validity of those images and to reconcile the falsehood inherent in iconic and, especially,
symbolic modes of communication.

The reason that comes to mind most readily for the Christian icon, the changes in
architectural form, and the appearance of the frontally-faced figure described at La
Galgada, is that an abstract deity is less physically and temporally bound to a particular
corpse. It becomes a powerful justification for a political system that has also become
more abstract, hierarchical, and specialized. The fact that these abstract deities are often
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celestial rather than topographical in nature, in addition to reinforcing their
transcendental aspects, frees them from the confines of a particular place. This freedom
from place has important political implications because it allows claims to legitimacy that
would have been unimaginable under the paradigm of the topographically bound deity.
An increase in an image’s abstraction from the reality of its materiality seems,
therefore, to have had a positive correlation to its ability to address a larger constituency
of worshipers. Along with the freedom from the corpse came a freedom from place in a
way that was fundamentally different from the earlier tradition at La Galgada, in which
there was no separation between the corpse and the ancestor. Also, in this earlier
tradition ritual seems to have placed emphasis on process instead of on the image. What I
mean is that at La Galgada we find a connection made between the realms of the dead,
the cave, the terrestrial, the temple, and the heavens in the smoke produced by the
burning of offerings during intimate ceremonies, 50 and a greater mythologized landscape.
The rituals that we may reconstruct from these above archaeology facts is that the process
of communication between cosmic realms was of central importance to the people of La
Galgada. The representation of the forces that inhabited these various locations were less
important, or at least less so than it was later in the history of Andean art. For example,
when we look to the main centers of later Chavin culture, such as Chavin de Huantar, we
find an architecture that focuses movement and attention on an enshrined central image.

50Grieder notes that chilies were one of the main offerings burnt at La Galgada. This is perhaps
important since chilies at least in Mesoamerica and for obvious reasons are associated with heat and thus
are part of a symbolic subset which links to into the greater categories of masculine, celestial, and order
discussed above.
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For instance, in the center of the U-shaped structure known as the Old Temple at Chavin
de Huantar––a building similar in plan to the final phases of the temple at La Galgada––
we find the enshrined Lanzon sculpture, named after its supposed resemblance to a
sword. The image inscribed into the Lanzon depicts a smiling, fanged entity that appears
to be the central deity of the poorly understood Chavin religion, perhaps a deity
associated with divination (Richardson 1994:83). Despite the obscure meaning of its
iconography, the sculpture itself, in addition to placing a face and figuration to complex
religious concepts, seems to function as a kind of axis mundi. Evidence from the Gallery of
the Offerings suggests that pilgrimage was undertaken to this site from as far as 300km
away (Burger 1992: 138). The fact that similar imagery and shrine architecture is found
over a large area, and also as the central focus of cult activities, attests to the widespread
veneration of this or similar entities. This situation, therefore, very much approximates
the way that icons of Christ and Mary helped to validate and spread the Christian faith.
While these examples do not as yet bear directly on the Maya, the fact that they are
removed from the topic at hand lends credence, I believe, to their general utility when
thinking about the origins of ritual imagery and objects and their subsequent
development and use. We will eventually explore the development of Maya sacred images
in some detail in Chapter 6 to see how it modifies the above hypothesis, but it is
important to think about initially what the change means. Icons and sacred art too often
are thought of as timeless and unchanging, especially in the context of the history of
religions. When formal change is acknowledged, it is often done so only to explain stylistic
changes and not the problems––both in style and content––that change belies.
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Chapter 5
An Interpretation of Maya Cosmology
We live HERE on the earth [stamping on the mud floor]
we are all fruits of the earth
the earth sustains us
we grow here, on the earth and flower
and when we die we wither in the earth
we are ALL FRUITS of the earth. [stamping on the mud floor]
We eat of the earth
then the earth eats us.
––Nahua of San Miguel (Tim Knab cited in Broda et al. 1987:107)
In the preceding chapters I have (1) introduced the MFIC as a genre of imagery and
suggested that its major iconographic components correspond to an important
cosmological narrative; (2) reviewed the ways in which icons are perceived as animated
and how they work as agents in ritual; and (3) suggested that changes in representational
modes overtime can reveal much about social complexity and the cognitive frames of the
devotee. In this chapter (and Appendix B and C) I review Maya mythology as it is
preserved in Classic period inscriptions particularly those of Palenque as well as
addressing some of the major issues confronting the student of this material.

APPROACHING MESOAMERICAN MYTHOLOGIES
In his classic work, Aztec Thought and Culture, León-Portilla (1963) painted a compelling and
sensitive picture of the Nahua universe. Through a close reading of poetry and mythology
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collected soon after the Conquest, he reconstructed the worldview that informed many
aspects of ancient life and exposed some of the truly profound and unique achievements
of Mesoamerican thought. His work demonstrated to a world, then unjustly skeptical of
New World accomplishments, that there was indeed a rich intellectual tradition in the
Americas prior to colonialization.
Though I take as given the richness and complexity of ancient American thought, this
chapter strives to do much the same for the ancient Maya; however, instead of asking
how closely indigenous thought approached western philosophical speculation or use
western criteria as the measure of Mesoamerican systems, I will here concentrate on the
internal logic and symbolism of the extant textual and visual narratives. While this
approach could be applied to all Maya texts or specific genres, I will here focus primarily
on mythology (see also Appendix B). Specifically, I will focus on the hearth-changing
event said to have occurred on the day 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u and the birth of the Maize God
from the northern stone of the creation hearth. The template of creation revealed in this
chapter will serve to structure and more fully illuminate my discussion of the development
of the MFIC, the four iconographic units composing it, mentioned in Chapter 1, and
architectural symbolism (Chapters 6 and 7).
The four iconographic segments listed in Chapter 1, I contend, refer to specific points
within the Maize God mythic cycle.51 In imagery, it sometimes appears that they are
sequential; however, these four and possibly other elements are also simultaneous and are
51 I use the admittedly cumbersome word segment here as opposed to a perhaps more easily
remembered set of terms, such as fire or seed, because these divisions contain a range of imagery that is not
always reducible to a single idea or covered by one label.
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expressed in unity in the image of the three-stone hearth (fig. 5.1). Text and images
equate the stones of this hearth with mountains (see Kerr 688). By nature, these
mountain-hearthstones are both literally and figuratively hot, but they are also the seeds
that are planted into the earth (which is cold), and become the point from which gods––
particularly the Maize God––are born. Darkness, the binary opposite of the light and
heat of the fire, is implied by the fact that the hearth is in a house just as the seed in
buried in the earth.52 Knowing the importance of the hot/cold dichotomy in
Mesoamerican societies (see Chevalier and Bain 2003), how are we to understand this
mythic construction? Classic period literature also states that the hearth is the mouth of
the sky. How can it be both in the house and yet in the heavens, representing forces of
heat and of cold? These are some of the most interesting and telling paradoxes in creation
mythology (Carrasco 2003b).53

THE LITERARY CONTEXT OF MAYA CREATION TEXTS
To better answer these fundamental questions about Maya mythology we must fully
understand the context and intended function of cosmological narratives in Classic Maya
literature. Unlike the Mexica and other central Mexican groups for whom we have a
literature where a personal voice shines forth to ask questions of the eternal, Maya
inscriptions, while allowing us to see difference between sites, particular rulers, and
several literary genres (Stuart 1995), rarely if ever preserve the kinds of self-reflexive
52 The fact that the house (calli Nahuatl) is the central Mexican equivalent of the day sign ak’b’al in the
Maya system confirms this connection.
53 Davíd Carrasco (1999:104) also notes the importance of these dyadic contrasts among the Aztec.
Also see Alfredo López Austin’s The Masked God of Fire (1987) for a detailed discussion of the God of Fire.
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statements found in Nahuatl poems such as the following credited to the king of Tezcoco,
Nezahualcoyotl (1402-1472):
oc nelli nemohua o a in tlalpwc y huic ohuaye
Annochipa tlpwc.
çan achica ye nican ohuaye ohuaye,
Tel ca chalchihuitl no xamani
no teocuitlatl in tlapani
oo quetzalli poztequi yahui ohuaye.
ãnochipa tlpwc.
çan achica ye nican ohuaya etc.
Yet is it true that on earth one resides, alas?
Not forever on earth,
only for a moment here, alas, alas.
As for jade it also cracks;
and gold as well will break.
Ah! plumes of Quetzal split and pass away, alas!
Not forever on earth,
only for a moment here, alas, alas!54

I base my translation here on renderings by both León-Portilla (Cantares Mexicanos, fol. 17, r. cited in
León-Portilla 1963:72) and John Bierhost (1985:184-185). I include the example by León-Portilla below as
it illustrates, I believe, an attempt to render in a more narrative form a passage that was almost certainly
sung in performance. Bierhost’s adheres more closely to the original text but does not capture, I believe, its
rhythms. For instance, he does not translate, for arguably legitimate reasons, ohuaye/ohuaya a word
translated here as ‘alas’ but generally is used in song to express regret or like sentiment. Though these words
are sometimes best left untranslated, to fail to do so robs the translation of the cadence of the original.
54

Is it true that on earth one lives?
Not forever on earth, only a little while.
Though jade it may be, it breaks;
though gold it may be, it is crushed;
though it be quetzal plumes, it shall not last.
Not forever on earth, only a little while. (León-Portilla 1963:72)
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If the ancient Maya crafted such personal speculations on the transitory nature of life they
are lost to us today. For them we have but a handful of images and inscriptions, with no
outsiders like Fray Bernardino de Sahagún to ask the kind of questions that we would like
to know or to press them to record that which was normally only sung in performance.
Though possessing the advantage of being unfiltered by Colonial politics and agendas,
Classic Mayan literature, as it has come down to us, exists as an incredibly fragmentary
corpus of inscriptions preserved only on those materials durable enough to withstand the
harsh environment of the tropics. Undoubtedly, there were other narrative forms that
have not survived, or perhaps were never written, and much fuller accounts of the extant
narratives. Nevertheless remaining amongst these fragments, particularly those concerned
with cosmology, is an outline of a system of thought that also emphasizes change, even if
lacking the pathos found in the songs of the Nahua.
Fortunately, for comparative purposes, the cosmological narrative, though enigmatic,
was recorded with some frequency, both textually and in art, from the Late Preclassic (as
in the iconography and layout of Izapa, where it is very clearly in place [Guernsey
Kappelman 1997] and San Bartolo [Saturno et al. 2005]) to Post-Classic periods (see the
Dresden Codex).
Textual descriptions of creation, however, may perplex the modern student of Maya
mythology. They are cryptically short, speak of obscure places and entities, and leave
much to the reader who, if Maya, one might presume, would have been so intimately
familiar with the story that the details we find lacking were already deeply imprinted on
his/her psyche. Pointing to this interpretation is the fact that the majority of creation texts
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seem intended to anchor historic events rather than as an extensive exposition of
cosmogenesis.
Cosmological sequences in histories or descriptions of rituals were included in
inscriptional narratives because they were the templates for or were somehow otherwise
believed to buttress contemporary events. Quite justifiably, therefore, the observation that
myth legitimates contemporary politics has now become a truism in Maya studies (Schele
and Freidel 1990; Freidel et al. 1993; Reese 1996; Guernsey Kappelman 1997; Freidel
and Macleod 2000). As an adage this observation seems as relevant to modern “history”
as it does for the documents of the ancient Maya, which makes it both a point of interest
while at the same time minimizes its real importance as a tool for gaining insight into the
actual structural nuances of how the sacred and political were fused in ancient times. As a
research interest this view of myth focuses attention on the propagandistic, political, and
historic content of Maya literature as opposed to issues of internal structure and
intertextual solidarity within the extant corpus of Maya writing. It fails to adequately
investigate the significance and meaning of the metaphors, symbolic correlations, and
literary tropes used to narrate creation. Rather than quibble with or expand on this
manner of interpretation, I focus on the internal structure and symbolism of creation
mythology, to see it as a complex literature, which will yield important cultural insights
through a close reading. There are, I think, many more interesting and important
observations to draw from this data than that the common people were dupes of a crafty
elite, the opiate of religion, or that because of supposed inaccuracies ancient texts should
not be consulted as a basis for deep cultural understanding, as some have suggested. I
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would rather here highlight and build on David Stuart’s observation that Maya texts are
often composites that contain mythological, legendary, and historic genres (see Stuart
1995:99-100), resembling in many respects the juxtaposition of mythology, legend, and
dynastic history found throughout the ancient world.
Narratives containing creation passages usually have as their central focus some kind
of ritual or dedicatory event. In many cases, dedicatory texts refer to ritual actions many
of which are discernible in the archaeological record. The texts of Palenque’s Temples of
the Cross Group record what are perhaps the best-known examples of this narrative
form. Palenque’s text will be reviewed later in some detail, but in order to have these
issues clearly in view it is useful to remember that the inscriptions of the Temples of the
Cross Group commemorate their dedication, albeit with a large amount of additional
mythic and dynastic information. In structure, the texts themselves are not unlike the
Popol Vuh, the Colonial creation narrative of the K’iche’, which also begins with myth
and ends with a recounting of the trials and tribulations of the K’iche’ people (Tedlock
1985; Christenson 2003). But the juxtaposition of myth, ritual, dedicatory events, and
dynastic lists is not unique to Palenque nor the Popol Vuh and occurs time and again in
the inscriptions.
The declaration of creation at the beginning of so many narratives was not a record of
creation so much as it was a verbal sanctification of the following narrative. It is here
possible to invoke McLuhan and Fiore’s (1967) claim that the structure, nature, and
media of the message are just as or perhaps more important than the message itself. In
the case of the 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u texts, the very standardization of the formula––its
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consistency over time and space––argues for the importance of the formula itself. One
can easily imagine that the actual rituals described in the inscriptions, and whose material
manifestations the archaeological record preserves, were also begun with similar
statements.
Thus, here I would like to focus not on the relationship of myth to politics, which has
been well rehearsed in the literature, but rather on the structure of the texts themselves
and the imagery that they invoke. I ask such questions as: Why does the present era begin
with the changing of a three stone hearth? Why is the world in darkness at this time?
What is the importance of the heat of the hearth and of fire? Does cause and effect work
in the same way as we perceive it to in the West, or do the Maya present us with a
different solution to understanding motion and change in the world, not just at the level
of the imagery that we find in their texts, paintings, and sculpture, but rather in their core
understanding of the phenomena of this world? These are just some of the many
questions that I address in this exploration of Classic period Maya mythology. Ultimately
they attempt to elucidate the frames of meaning that also structure, I contend, artistic
compositions such as the MFIC and allow us to better understand changes in
iconographic content such as attested in the development of the MFIC. I begin this
exploration and questioning with a modern Atiteco prayer, which is a clear example of
verbal sanctification and is worth contemplating before turning to what I would argue are
its Classic period equivalents.
What was said, lives.
It has become a jewel,
and it flowers.
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But it is something now lost,
Something relegated to death.
Lost in dust, lost in earth.
It holds us like a baby.
It guards us like a child.
It trusses the World at the edges, like a house.
It holds up the sky.
Giver of life.
Giver of food.
Giver of water.
You who are the great-grandmothers and great-grandfathers,
We are your flowers, we are your sprouts.
We are the ones who fall off the trees,
We are the ones who fall off the vines. (Carlsen and Prechtel 1991:28)
According to Carlsen and Prechtel this is “one of the most common standard prayers
in Santiago Atitlan.” Atitecos recite this prayer during “feeding” rituals in which dances
and offerings are made to the Kotsej Juyu Ruchiliew or the “Flowering Mountain Earth”
(Carlsen and Prechtel 1991:27; also see Christenson 2001). This prayer as we shall see is a
diagram for the relationship between the things of this world, a model of and for reality
and social action in Geertz’s terminology (Geertz 1973:93). It establishes the guidelines
for a system of reciprocity that is enacted in the ritual feedings of the Flowering Mountain
Earth, and played out over the seasons in the very subsistence activities upon with the
Atitecos have traditionally relayed for their survival. The Classic period texts examined
below, I argue, also fall into this category and in context and even in many details
correspond to contemporary statements of Maya faith like the one cited above.
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MYTHOLOGICAL AND “CREATION” LITERATURE
History of the Study of Maya Mythology
David Freidel and Linda Schele (Schele 1992; Freidel et al. 1993) were among the first to
redact systematically mythological texts to present a unified picture of ancient Maya
cosmology. Their work in large part was the result of the intensive investigation of the site
of Palenque and the insights gained during the Mesa Redonda de Palenque from 1973
through the 1980s (Robertson 1974, 1976, 1985), the groundbreaking research of
Henrich Berlin (1963) and David Kelly (1965) on the patron gods of Palenque, and
Tatiana Proskouriakoff’s (1960, 1963, 1964) proof of the historicity of Maya inscriptions.
Much of the chronology of the Palenque cosmology, especially in regard to the contrast of
mythological events with contemporary ones, was elaborated in a series of papers by the
Floyd G. Lounsbury (1976, 1980, 1985) and continued to be a topic of intensive study at
the Maya Meetings at Texas (Schele 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1992). Thus, needless-tosay, the outline of the beginning of the present era presented below is based on a
mountain of past research.
However, recent archaeological, epigraphic, philological, and art historical research
add significant details to the creation narrative that clarify a number of obscure points.
Freidel and Macleod’s (2000) review of the creation texts at Palenque presents significant
new readings of specific glyphs as well as an explanation of how these passages related to
and served as a template for rituals enacted by the kings of Palenque, specifically K’ihnich
Kan B’ahlam. While their review underlies much of my discussion, I will extend their
observations to the entire corpus of cosmological texts and address several points where
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my interpretation would differ from their argument or the one given in Maya Cosmos
(Freidel et al. 1993). A fuller reanalysis of creation mythology particularly as it is told at
Palenque may be found in Appendix B. Here though I will focus on a single passage that
records the changing of the hearth that occurred on 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u.
The Changing of The Hearth, the Mouth of the Sky, the First Heated Place
A review of Classic Maya mythology could examine any of a number of important issues
briefly surveyed at the beginning of this section. However, for the purposes of our
investigation of architectural and sculptural symbolism, I focus on a short statement
commonly found to begin 4 Ajaw 8 K’umku narratives. The passage states simply that,
“the hearth, the mouth of the sky, the first heated place was changed.” An Early Classic
period carved jade mask (fig. 5.2), stylistic similar to examples from the site of Río Azul
(see Helmuth 1987), preserves the earliest known example of this event, albeit with some
differences from the form found in Late Classic period texts, such as those from Palenque
and Quirigua. By unpacking and investigating this short text, I hope to guide us through
some of the more obscure areas of the 4 Ajaw 8 K’umku mythic cycle.
The Yax Wayib’ Mask
Despite the Early Classic date of the Yax Wayib’ inscription we find in place the template
that seems to structure most later creation passages. Appendix C presents the full
transliteration, transcription, and translation of the text. Here I will focus on the passage
from A1-D6.
1. 4 Ajaw [8 Kumk’u]
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2. was erected
3. the mouth of the sky,
4. the first heated place
5. GI Yax Wayib’ Chaahk
6. arrived at the black “flower” place,
7. the elote stucco [kind of structure?]
8. the heavenly deities
9. the earthly deities
10. he oversaw it [NAME] lord
11. it happened at the Waka’ Chan
12. He is the one who oversaw it…
As is the norm in Maya inscriptions, the text begins with a base date, in this case the
creation date of 4 Ajaw. Interestingly, this inscription employs only the day name portion
of the calendar round, omitting the month. For well-known dates the omission of the
month, while not common, does occur, though usually the entire date is included earlier
in the narrative. However, here 4 Ajaw refers to such a celebrated event it is reasonable
to suppose that the date would not be confused. The passages immediately following the
date merit the greatest attention for the present discussion. The initial portion of the text
(A1-A4) concerns the establishment of the mouth of the sky (ti’ chan) and the first hearth
by an entity related to GI who bears the name phrase of First Sorcerer (yax wayib’). The
occurrence of the “mouth-of-the-sky” and the “first-heated-place” collocations in this text
allow us to make a very concrete and important observation about the dating of the
creation narrative. Namely, the creation narrative in its basic form was present by the
Early Classic, not only in content, but also in the basic structure of its narration. The
close parallel of this text to other creation texts suggests that by the Early Classic period
the form of the creation narrative was already established, and had become canonical,
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with perhaps a rather long period of time between the example preserved on this mask
and its initial composition.
Following this passage the text describes the arrival of the heavenly and earthly gods
to an obscure location known as the Black Flower Place (ik’ “flower” nal). In the second
stitch of the couple this same location is referred to as the Maize Stucco (mook b’ituun55).
This passage perhaps refers to the invocation of the heavenly and earthly deities to the
mortuary structure that housed the tomb from which this mask was most likely looted.
Another similar mask from Río Azul strengthens the likelihood of this in its recording of
an ochha’aj (a compound verb literally meaning “to water-enter”) and a k’a’ay T533 sak ik’
(lit. the ?, white wind/breath was extinguished) event, two euphemistic expressions for
death. The possible mortuary nature of the Yax Wayib’ mask suggests that it too might
refer to a kind of funerary rite, or its mythological model. However, I offer this as only a
very tentative hypothesis.
Whatever its exact meaning, the arrival of the heavenly and earthly deities was
overseen by a person or entity name in D2-D4, and occurred at the Waka’ Chan, the
same toponym used to name the Temple of the Cross at Palenque. Though at the
moment unclear, the remaining glyphs seem to comprise a complicated parentage
statement. Taken together and considering the probable funerary context of the mask,
The translation of this passage T533-b’i-TUN depends on understanding the how one parses it.
The word b’ituun is also found on a recently discovered altar from Naranjo (Grube and Martin 2004:) that
records the phrase jahtz’aj ub’ituun (was struck the b’ituun of X) three times, in each case followed by the
name of a Naranjo ruler. One way is to see /b’i/ as spelling the word b’ih, “road,” however, the Cordemex
glosses bitun and betún as, “suelo encalado o pared encalada, suelo encalado, suelo de cal, barniz, calzada de piedra,
enlucido” and biltun as “calzada, camino apisonado y bruñido, suelo artificial, pavimento” and pak’ bitun as, “estuco”
(Barrera Vásquez 1980:57). It would seem that b’ituun refers to a whitewashed or stuccoed wall in many
cases.
55
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the inscription seems to document a kind of mortuary or dedicatory rite performed by the
individual mentioned after the ukab’iij (govern; oversee) expression. Since we are given no
further dates it is difficult to untangle mythological references from historic ones, however
this was possibly the intent. For our purposes here, however, let us look again at the first
verb of the inscription at B1.
Returning to the opening clause, while the glyph at B2 resists decipherment its
syntactical position and morphology indicate that it must be an intransitive verb. Despite
this general knowledge the actual reading of the main sign remains problematic. In some
respects it resembles the logogram for wa’ or wach, a term that means “to erect” in a
number of Cholan Mayan languages (Kaufman and Norman 1984:135; Hull n.d.). David
Stuart (forthcoming) suggests that B1 is similar to some examples of glyph D of the lunar
series and therefore possibly reads hul. If this is the case then the passage translates as “On
4 Ajaw he had arrived at the mouth of the sky, the first heated place, GI Yax Wayib’….”
Only to be followed by similar statement mentioned above recording the arrival of the
heavenly and earthly gods to another location. Since in later texts the verb jel, “to change;
exchange,”56 replaces the glyph in B2, and the Yax Wayib’ mask is the only example of its

56 Barbara Macleod (Freidel and Macleod 2000) was the first to propose the jel reading instead of the
previously accepted jal (also originally proposed by Macleod), meaning to “weave” or “manifest” (Schele
1992; Freidel et al. 1993:69; Macleod 1991). The best evidence for the jel reading comes from the Palace
Tablet inscription and page 21 of the Madrid Codex where a /le/ syllabic sign suffixes T153. In all known
cases when the final consonant of a root is written with a /Ce/ syllable the root vowel is also an /e/ (Grube
personal communication, 2001). Thus, the spelling rule could be represented as follows: when a word is
written CV-Ce or CVC-Ce, V must equal /e/. Supporting the jal reading, however, are a series of possible
substitutions at Chichen Itza. One final possibility exists that would explain both the jal and jel readings.
Namely, T153 on occasions could be a preservation of an earlier word jal, “to change” found in Highland
Mayan languages. In creation texts an archaic pronunciation could be expected, especially since this is
certainly the reason why the term k’o’b’ is retained instead of Ch’orti’ ch’ujb’en. The –en ending is also found
in the Yucatec term k’óob’en. Its presence in both Yucatec and Ch’orti’ words suggests that the k’o’b’ of the
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use in creation texts, it is at this time impossible to discern the exact nuance of this
passage. The different verb choice could indicate a different conception of what occurred
at creation.
Significantly, by the Late Classic period, Maya scribes employed the root wa’ and
possibly wach to describe the erection of stelae and other monuments, especially incense
burners, that were not conceptually very different from the hearthstones laid out on 4
Ajaw 8 Kumk’u (cf. Taube 1998). The root wa’ or wach is also encountered as the initial
verb of the enigmatic 819 day count, however so little is known about the meaning of this
prefatory passage that it can be of little assistance at this time in explaining other
occurrences of wa’. By the Late Classic, the root jel is the only verb used in the
introductory section of creation texts and occurs in almost no other contexts. The
following excerpts show the context of jel in creation texts. Notice that in all cases it
predicates the word k’o’b’, hearth.
jehlaj k’o’b’ (Quirigua, Stela C)
was changed the hearth…
jehlajiiy k’o’b’ ti’ chan yax sim nal (Palenque, Temple of the Cross)
was already changed the hearth, the mouth of the sky, the first heated stone
place…when
jehlajiiy k’o’b’ ti’ chan yax sim nal (Palenque, Temple of the Sun)
was already changed the hearth, the mouth of the sky, the first heated stone
place…when
inscriptions represents a more archaic form. With this fact in mind, it is reasonable to argue that T153
might also in the context of creation be read in an archaic ritual language (see Freidel and Macleod 2000;
and Lacadena 2004 for some other instances of archaisms). The word jel in Yucatec has the following
meanings: “sucesor de cualquier oficio o cargo o lo que sucede o se pone en lugar de lo que se gastó, quitó o faltó; kimi a
kambesah, xachete’ex u hel: murió el maestro, buscad sucesor suyo, buscad otro que entre en su lugar 9; sucesor, suplente,
diferente, trueque, recompensa, retribucíon, mudar 2. HELEB 8: sucessor en el oficio 3. U HEL 11: sucesor; substituto;
alter-ego” (Barrera-Vasquez 1980:197).
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jel-[ji]-iy k’o’b’ (Chich’en Itza Caracol Stela)
the hearth had already been changed…when
jehlaj k’o’b’ tzuhtzaj oxlaju’n pik (Coba Stela 1, fig. 5.3)
the hearth was changed and 13 B’aktuns were finished
ujel k’o’b’ “Paddlers” (Piedras Negras Altar 1, fig. 5.4)
the hearth-changing of the Paddlers
Two of the most interesting and significant uses of jel apart from the mythological
ones cited above occur at Palenque and another is found on Page 21 of the Madrid
Codex (fig. 5.5). Though in meaning somewhat unclear, the upper inscription from the
Palace Tablet, discussed in the previous chapter, provides phonetic evidence for the jel
reading and additional contextual information on the uses of jel. The passage, as we have
seen (Chapter 3), seems to record a ritual involving the birth of the headdress pictured in
the accompanying scene.
[On]1 Ajaw 3 Wayeb’ the Ux Hu’n was born zero days, two months, seventeen years
and two K’atuns later [on] 8 Ajaw 18 Xul the name of the Ux Hu’n was
recorded/tied [and this] replacement name was formed/proclaimed [by] the B’olon
Tz’akb’u Ajaw.
The verbal couplet formed by k’ahlaj and patwan is comparable to the introductory couplet
of the Quirigua Stela C creation text where jehlaj and k’ahlaj describe creation events. In
the case of Stela C, k’ahlaj predicates the bone stones (throne stones) of the creation
hearth. It is therefore of great interest that in the Palace Tablet inscription the term is
employed in relation to the Ux Hu’n, which as Karl Taube (1998) has shown has clear
iconographic connections to the creation hearthstones. The implication here is that the
name of the Ux Hu’n headdress is presented and that through this the jelk’ab’a’ “exchange
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name” is made, established, or perhaps spoken in prayer by the B’olon Tz’akb’u Ajaw
(Hull 1997:9-10).
The scene on the third register of Page 21 of the Madrid Codex appears to echo the
imagery of the Palace Tablet. The scene depicts deities holding or presenting a Tlaloc-like
headdress. The caption to the images on this page begins with T153 suffixed with the
syllable /le/. Page 21 seems to confirm that the changing of headdresses was part of a
little understood but important ritual complex.
A passage from the Temple of the Foliated Cross describing the accession of Kan
B’ahlam on 8 Ok 3 K’ayab’ (January 10, 684) records another critically important use of
jel (fig. 5.6) this time used in the active voice.
ujelew upak’il57 k’uk’ b’ahlam tok tan ajaw
He changed the edifice of K’uk’ B’ahlam, the Tok Tan lord.
It is especially significant to note that K’uk’ B’ahlam (b. 8.18.0.13.6 [AD397]-d.435?)
founded the dynasty to which Kan B’ahlam claimed membership. Like at Copan, where
the founder Yax K’uk’ Mo’ was often invoked, Palenque’s ruling dynasty also emphasized
the importance of the hereditary line despite, or possibly precisely because of, the many
disjunctions that plagued the line of direct patrilineal descent (Schele and Freidel
1990:216-261). Yet the importance of this passage lies just as much in the choice of the
verb jel as in the mention of K’uk’ B’ahlam. The nuances of this term, however, extend
greatly beyond the basic translation of “to change” would suggest.

57

David Stuart personal communication 2004
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The Etymology and Metaphorical Meanings of Jel
Carlsen and Prechtel’s discussion of jel’s Atiteco cognate, jal,58 and the related idea of
k’exoj,59 clarifies the significance of jel in its ritual and creation contexts. Like other Maya,
Atitecos make elaborate analogies between the human life cycle and that of maize, the
main staple crop of all Mesoamerican peoples. Carlsen and Prechtel contend that the
jaloj-k’exoj concept expresses how living things are perceived to change over the course of
their life.
Jal is the change manifested by a thing as it evolves through its individual life cycle.
Traditionally, Mayans have believed that life arises from death. Consistent with this
belief, beginning in death, jal is the change manifested in the transition to life through
birth, through youth and old age, and finally back into death. Symbolically, jal is a
change on the outside, at the “husk”. By contrast, k’ex occurs at the ‘seed’, and refers
to generational change. While maintaining a distinct concern with ancestral origin,
k’ex relates to the transfer, hence the continuity, of life, and may account for
anthropological observation of Maya ‘ancestor worship”(Carlsen and Prechtel
1991:26)
The cycle of birth and death described here also serves as a metaphor for the relationship
between generations. Analogies between this cyclical pattern and kinship are so strong
that grandchildren are seen as the replacement of grandparents.
Accordingly, in Santiago Atitlan a grandparent’s namesake is referred to as k’exel
(from k’ex), which means ‘my replacement’. Importantly, the k’exel, as the
58 The difference between Cholan jel and jal represents a vowel change that has occurred between some
Highland Mayan languages and the Yucatec and Cholan language families. Another example of the a to e
shift is found in the word to “say” which in many Cholan languages is realized as che but in Mam and
K’iche’ is cha. The potential confusion here lies in the fact that the Cross band or T153 was read jal
meaning to “weave” or “manifest” in earlier interpretations. The Atiteco term jal, however, is not cognate
to this term and their resemblance is purely coincidental.
59 A number for scholars have used Carlsen and Prechtel’s article (1991) for their investigation of
ancient Maya religious thought. Taube provides an excellent discussion of k’ex within the context of Classic
Period sacrifice particularly in relation to emic systems of reciprocity (1994:669-675). Stuart uses the
concept of k’ex to support an argument for a Mesoamerican belief in the transubstantiation of substances, in
particular how the image could embody, as a substitution (k’exolil [TZO]), the essence of the person
depicted (1996: 164).
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grandparent’s ‘replacement’, becomes the symbolic parent of the biological parent.
Consequently, one’s child is sometimes actually addressed as ‘parent’, and males
always address their fathers as nuk’jol, or ‘my son’. Likewise, a woman will often call
her father wal, which translates as ‘child’. As ‘replacements’ are necessary for the
grandparents’ regeneration, the k’ex naming pattern has more than superficial
significance. Upon the death of a k’exel, the oldest surviving sibling is sometimes even
renamed with the deceased’s, hence the grandparent’s, name. (Carlsen and Prechtel
1991:29)
Atitecos use k’ex to express the connection between the generations, however in Tzeltal
and Tzotzil, two languages more closely related to the language of the inscriptions, jel
expresses a similar concept.
The Colonial dictionary Vocabulario de lengua tzeldal según el orden de Copanabastla by Fr.
Domingo de Ara records several relevant entries: ghel (EpM jel) for “trocar, restituir [to
exchange, to substitute]” and ghelol for “mi trueco, mi antecesor; sustituto, sucesor [my exchange,
my ancestor; substitute, successor]” (Ruz 1986:289). In Tzotzil, Laughlin cites helolil as
“substitute” and states that in the context of ritual speech it is the term that constables use
to refer to their replacements upon leaving office. The exact phrase is “hmuk’ul helol
hmuk’ul pakol. (My great substitute, my great reciprocation)” (1975:150).
Naming practice among the ancient Maya might also evidence similar concepts. If,
for example, one briefly scans the royal names at a number of sites it is clear that certain
elements in the names are shared across generations. Examples from Calakmul, Naranjo,
Palenque, and Piedras Negras well illustrate this point. In at least six royal names from
Calakmul the word yukno’m,60 “shook/tremble”, occurs (Martin and Grube 2000:101-

60 Yukno’m, analyzable as yuk (shake) -n- (antipassivizer [see Lacadena 2000]) -o’m (resultative suffix of
intransitives), in the royal names of Calakmul modifies ch’e’n, ti’ chan and possibly yich’aak k’ak’ and took’
k’awiil. Yukn’om Ch’e’n and Yukno’m Ti’ Chan translate as Trembling Ravine/Cave (lit. the ravine/cave that is
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115). There are many additional examples where later rulers reuse elements of earlier
royal names or the entire name. Evon and Catherine Vogt (1970) describe a comparable
situation among the Tzotzil of Zinacantan and note the intimate relationship between a
person’s name and their soul:
The parents, however, may already be aware of the kind of animal with which the
child should share his ch’ulel, since Zinacantecos believe that the name and soul are
transmitted together, as a package, down the patrilineage. They do not necessarily
pass from father to son, nor from father’s sister to mother’s daughter, since it will be
recalled that a ch’ulel stays with the grave of the deceased for as long as he lived on
earth. When a young child dies, the patrilineage can use the name and the ancestral
deities can use the ch’ulel and its associated chanul quite soon again. Quite the reverse
occurs with the death of an old man or women, for many years must pass before an
old person’s name (and soul) may be used again by a new member of the patrilineage.
When it does occur, the new member (baby) becomes a k’esholil (‘replacement’ or
‘substitute’) for the deceased within the lineage. And if the ancestor had distinguished
himself in any way to be well remembered, it would be expected that the child would,
perforce, later dream that his chanul was a jaguar. (Vogt and Vogt 1970:382-383).
Though this is not the place to analyze the structure and pattern of royal names, the
repeated use of certain elements is very interesting and deserves further investigation. I
raise this point of names here only to suggest that the idea of a substitute, or in this case
k’exholil, so prevalent among modern Maya groups might have supported the underlying
rationale for descent among the ancient Maya as well.
As Carlsen and Prechtel demonstrate for the Atitecos, jaloj-k’exoj represents a much
stronger relationship than merely one of descent, as we know it. Rather, descent for the
Modern Maya and probably for the ancient Maya as well deals with the transformation
and regeneration of the essences of living things and is that kernel of understanding that is

in a state of trembling) and Trembling Mouth of the Sky, respectively. A trembling ravine is an important
geographical location in the topography of Creation as described in the Popol Vuh.
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particularly Maya. It is not precisely reincarnation, nor resurrection, though these might
be the closest terms for this idea in English. Nor, however, does jaloj-k’exoj imply the same
thing as Buddhism’s samsâra, where one is caught in a circle of birth and death and the
attempt of the religious individual is to escape this cycle of suffering. As Carlsen and
Prechtel make clear, reality, as actualized through jaloj-k’exoj, lacks moral value and is
therefore neither positive nor negative. It is simply the foundation of worldly and cosmic
order and in that way functions as a key narrative. If a moral/ethical system is to be
found in it, it is because this system is a model for the proper relationship of things. As
others have discussed (Monaghan 2000) to break this order creates imbalance which
perhaps along with the related idea of impurity is the closest one comes in Mesoamerican
thinking to evil.

The brief passage of “he changed the structure of K’uk’ B’ahlam (ujelew upak’il k’uk’
b’ahlam)” from the Temple of the Foliated Cross cited above reinforces this notion of
dynastic piety. Changing or renovating the structure was like in kind to the changing of
the hearthstones that occurred at 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u and suggests that Kan Bahlam had
already started the construction or renovations of the Temples of the Cross Group by the
time or at the time of his accession in 684.61 The changing of the hearth and perhaps the
ujelew event cited in the TFC tablet were seemingly conceptualized as part of a cycle of

A more precise date for the initial construction these pyramids is not known, nor, unfortunately, do
we know if earlier structures were underlay Kan Bahlam’s program.
61
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renewal that, as we have seen, may be profitably compared to the Aztec’s “Binding of the
Years” ceremony that occurred with the termination of the 52 year cycle.
The exact significance of the events described in the Temples of the Cross Group
require closer examination; however, it is interesting that their texts mirror in precise
language and kinship terminology the pattern explicated by Carlsen and Prechtel’s
discussion of jaloj-k’exel. The fact that jaloj-k’exoj expresses the link between grandparent
and grandchild among contemporary Atitecos clarifies Kan B’ahlam’s relationship to the
founder of the dynasty, K’uk’ B’ahlam, and the presence of the verb ujelew. If we translate
the concept of jel embodied in the Temple of the Foliated Cross passage in light of its
creation contexts and the anthropological data cited above we arrive at the idea that Kan
B’ahlam contains something of the essence of K’uk’ B’ahlam, perhaps the b’ahlam that
forms part of each of their names and is known among the Tzotzil to be the co-essence of
important political and spiritual leaders (Vogt and Vogt 1970). In the imagery of the
Temple of the Foliated Cross, Kan B’ahlam holds the effigy of the Ux Hu’n deity, which
represents at once his heritage and his legacy.
It is also useful to reexamine the imagery associated the ujelew passage in light of the
above discussion. In the image that this text captions, Kan B’ahlam stands atop the
Yaxhaal Witz Mountain, which is named in the texts as the location where Muwaan Mat
conjured gods. He wears the trappings of the Maize God, such as a jade necklace and
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jade bead skirt, and stands holding an unwrapped effigy of the Jester God, that is, a
personified version of the Ux Hu’n.62
The inscription and iconography of an Early Classic celt (see fig. 3.3) from K’an Witz
Nal (the archaeological site of Ucanal) discussed in Chapter 3 sheds additional light on
the nature of the Temple of the Foliated Cross (see Grube and Martin 2001:II-38). It
shows a version of the Maize God (GI) holding the Ux Hu’n in a bag captioned with the
following label:
ub’aah ju’ntan ch’amal ux hu’n k’uh
[It is] the image of diligent care [It is] the god who receives the Ux Hu’n (lit. the Ux
Hu’n receiving/grasping god).
Of importance for this discussion is the observation that the Ux Hu’n is the very seed
from which the Maize God sprouts. This paradoxical image illustrates an adult Maize
God as the caretaker of the very seed from which he will eventually sprout. Significantly,
this is nearly the exact language used to describe the relation between Kan B’ahlam and
GI in the inscriptions that surround the entrance to the inner shrine of the Temple of the

The Jester God or Ux Hu’n has long been associated with royal power and dynastic mandate (Schele
1974, 1979; Freidel 1990; Field 1989, 1991), however the precise reasons for this were never clearly stated
beyond the observation that this symbol is included in the iconography of royal succession. Schele and
Mathews (1998:412) describe the Jester God as,
62

the personification of the royal headband, called Hunal or Sak Hunal, “Headband” or “White
Headband.” The Maya inherited him from the Olmec, who defined him as personified maize or the
World Tree. The Maya generalized him into the royal headdress and he became the special marker of
ahaw, “lord.” Putting a Sak Hunal headband on a human or animal head in the glyphs converted that
sign to ahaw.
Here we have seen in Chapter 1, and will see in greater detail in Chapter 6 and 7, that the hu’nal entity was
a personification of a seed or an object from which entities sprout or emerge. In the scenes discussed above,
the holding of this object by the Maize God clearly illustrates the paradox of self-regeneration or asexual
creation. It was this aspect of the myth that I argue is so important to Maya kingship and ultimately the
reason why the Jester God was thoroughly incorporated into the iconography of royalty.
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Cross, the main panel of which, like that of the Temple of Foliated Cross, shows Kan
B’ahlam holding the Ux Hu’n upon a bolt of cloth.
Taken together, the iconographic similarities between TFC panel and the K’an Witz
Nal celt support the interpretation of k’ex and jel presented above where change occurs at
a variety of different levels and is a transformation from birth to death to rebirth. Kan
B’ahlam, because he is an embodiment of the Maize God, is self-generating and a
manifestation of the ancestors of his lineage. This is an idea well attested by the
iconography of the Temple of Inscriptions’ sarcophagus (fig. 5.7) and McAnany’s
synthetic study of Maya ancestor worship (1995).
Late Classic painted ceramics depict similar scenes, where an elderly Maize God
appears to carry the bag of seeds from which future incarnations will sprout. Kerr vessel
3033, mentioned above, shows three versions of the Maize God. The first, in order of
narration, holds a bag, possibly the sack that contains the Ux Hu’n. The second emerges
from the mouth of a serpent, while, the third, in a position associated with a point in time
just after sprouting, is dressed by two female attendants. A similar scene is depicted on
K731 with only slight variations.63
In the inscriptions of Palenque, as we have seen, the multiple manifestations of the
Maize God, suggests he is somehow self-generating. The expression ju’ntan (diligent care
or service) is also important, and is the preferred term to describe the relationship
between the lords (ajaw) of Palenque and their patron gods. In normal usage, however,
63 See Freidel et al. (1993:92) where they present a similar analysis of the event depicted on these vessels.
My interpretation differs from hers in that I see the bag of seeds carried by the Maize god as those from
which his own rebirth occurs.
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this term is almost always restricted to express the relationship between mother and child
(Stuart 1997). The use of this gendered term in contexts other than parentage statements
suggests that an analogous relationship of care or service was believed to exist between
Maya rulers and their patron deities and ancestors.64 It substantiates a suspicion long
subscribed to by some Mayanists that male lords, through the metaphor of the Maize
God, were able to appropriate procreative powers normally only possessed by women
(Stone 1988, 1991).65 It would seem that the Maya wished to emphasize that the birth of
the Maize God was an asexual or more accurately a phytogenic process. By claiming this
myth as the underpinnings of kingship, Maya lords insinuated and perhaps believed that
they were part of a similar process of regeneration. In summary, we have seen that
though seemingly translatable simply as “to change” the word “jel” encapsulated a

See the Western Panel of the Temple of Inscriptions, which states that Kan B’ahlam gave diligent
care to his father’s tomb (S11-T12). The scene on the piers of this temple it should be noted depict a ruler in
the guise of the Maize God holding an infant which is thematically not very different from the K’an Witz
Nal celt discussed above. If this is an apt analogy then the Temple of Inscriptions piers are depicting scenes
of ju’ntan.
65 Taking over the procreative powers of women pervades world mythology and should not surprise the
reader. One needs only look to the fact that Athena was born from the head of Zeus to find an example
closer to home. Bruno Bettelheim in his book Symbolic Wounds, working from a psychoanalytic perspective,
argued that male initiation rites may attempt to assert that men too can bear children and that “through
such operations as subincision men may try to acquire sexual apparatus and functions equal to women’s”
(1954:105-123). Similar themes and desires also occur in Amazonian mythology. Lévi-Strauss (1969:57)
describes the following instance:
64

After his son had been killed by the wild pigs, in spite of being covered with starch to make him look
sick and incapable of getting up, the cultural hero Karusakaibö created a son for himself without the
intervention of a mother, by bringing to life a statue he had carved out of a tree trunk.
In the case of the Maya though the situation is perhaps a bit more complex. That is, the connection
maintain between ancestors and the living is, as we have seen, based on the conception of the
transmigration of portions of the soul, a process which in turn seems to echo the birth, death, and rebirth of
maize. Thus, while the symbolism emphasizes sexual ambiguity, to understand it only as male
appropriation, while no doubt accurate, perhaps misses some of the subtlety surround the emic conception
of the soul in the Classic period.
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complex system of world understanding, and was a powerful and dynamic explanatory
concept still invoked in contemporary Mexoamerican societies.
K’o’b’ The Hearth
In all creation contexts jel predicates the word k’o’b’, “hearth”. In the inscription on the
Yax Wayib’ mask where jel is missing, k’o’b’ is also absent. It is possible that the “mouth of
the sky” and “first-three-stone-place” are to be thought of as being erected, whereas a
hearth is changed. The importance of the collocation k’o-b’a to both my discussion and
to the interpretation presented in Maya Cosmos demands that we have the history of its
past readings clearly in view.
Schele (1992) and later Freidel, Schele, and Parker (1993) founded much of their
interpretation of cosmogony on their reading of k’o-b’a as “image,” based on the
following entries in the Cordemex, “k’ohbail imagen, k’ohbal forma, o figura de rostro y retrato de
alguna persona; or, k’ohob carátula o máscara hecha de casco de jícara o calabaza” (Barrera Vásquez
1980:406, 409). With our more precise understanding of the orthography of Epigraphic
Mayan, particularly that of the principles of disharmony,66 it is probable that k’o-b’a
spells the word k’o’b’ or k’oob’, ‘hearth’ rather than ‘image’ (Freidel and Macleod 2000).67

66 See Houston et al. (1998) for first raising the issue and Lacadena and Wichmann (2004) for a
refinement of this systems basic rules and the addition of the vowel qualities of Vh, V’, and VVh beyond the
long vowel for disharmonic spellings proposed by Houston et al. The principles governing the spelling of
Hieroglyphic Maya are currently under debate. I follow a modified version of Lacadena and Wichmann’s
rules. Essentially, I find that they are productive for many root spellings but do a poor job when applied to
verbal and nominal morphological suffixes.
67 There are several words for hearth in Maya languages of which k’ob’ and its family of cognates are
the most common (see K’ekchi’, c’ub, tenamaste; K’iche, xkub’; Ch’orti’ ch’ujb’en; and YUC k’óob’en, hearth
(Bricker et al 1998), TZO ch’ob’, torch, falling star, and St. Elmo’s fire (Laughlin 1975:137). Based on Tzotzil
ch’ob’ as numerical classifier for torches and Ch’orti’ ch’ujb, “to ignite,” hearth in both Ch’orti’ and Yucatec
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This reading is further strengthened when we take the relevant creation passages in
their entirety. For instance, the first two lines of Quirigua Stela C text (see fig. B.4) are a
couplet with the first line speaking in general terms about the hearth, while the second
gives more specific information about what was done to the hearthstones (see Looper
1995). This opening couplet is then given fuller expression in the tz’ap (stone planting) and
k’al tuun (stone-tying) events that follow.
1. The hearth was changed,
2. three stones were tied.
3. The Jaguar and Stingray paddlers planted a stone at the House of the Five Skies.
4. This was the Ocelot Throne Stone.
5. The Black House God planted a stone at Earth Town.
6. This was the Serpent Throne Stone.
7. And then came the House Itzam[naa]j stone binding.
8. This was the Water Throne Stone.
9. These stone settings happened at the Mouth of the Sky,
10. At the First Heated Place.
11. Thus he finished it, the thirteenth B’aktun,
12. He oversaw it, the Wakchan Ajaw.
All these events in turn are reiterated in the final semantic couplet of “ti’ chan, yax sim nal”
(the mouth of the sky, the first heated place), where yax sim nal both iconographically and
probably phonetically functions as a synonym for k’o’b’ or hearth. The parallel texts from
the Temples of the Cross and Sun confirm this hypothesis in their invocation of only the
following passage, jehlaj k’o’b’ ti’ chan yax sim nal (the hearth, the mouth of the sky, the firstheated-place was changed).
seems to be a derived noun from a verb that means something along the lines of to “ignite” perhaps
specifically with a torch.
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jehlajiiy k’o’b’ ti’ chan yax sim nal em ta chan GI uxlaju’n ik’ ti’ haab’ mol joy/t’ab’ay waka’ chan
nah nal waxak chaahk naah u k’ab’a’ yotoot xaman pehtajiiy wak chanik GI i huli matwiil b’olon
jo’laju’n keh u ? kab’ matwiil ub’aah uch’ab’-ak’ab’il muwaan mat ox yal? ix?…
The hearth, the mouth of the sky, the first heated place had already been changed
when GI descended from the sky. On 13 Ik’ the seating of Mol (13.0.1.9.2; February
5, 3112 BC) dedicated was the Waka’ Chan House. The Eight Chaahk House was the
name of the House of the North. [It was] 663 years and 12 months after the Wak
Chan had been embraced by GI that he then arrived [at] Matwiil [on] 9 Ik’ 15 Keh,
[it was] the “earth-touching” of Matwiil [by] the son of Muwaan Mat, the Lady? of
three Children….(TC, C6-F4)
alay sihyaj k’ihnich taj wayib’ k’intan b’olay sak?-naah sak b’aak naah chapa’t atin k’ahk’ ti’ ?
k’ihnich k’in? ajaw ? 6 [k’in] 3 winikjiiy 5 haab’ 18 winikhaab’ 1 pihiiy pehtjiiy wak chanik i huli
matwiil ub’aah uch’ab’ jemnal ix[ik]/ju’n? muwaan mat k’uhul mat ajaw 16 e’w 5 winikjiiy 18
haab’iiy 12 winikhaab’ 9 pihiiy jehljiiy k’o’b’ ti’ chan yax sim nal 4 ajaw 8 kumk’u i uti 2 kib’ 14
mol puluy uway(a)b’il. (TS, B16-O5)
Here, was born the K’ihnich Taj Wayib’ (heated torch sorcerer), the K’intan B’olay
(Sun Center Jaguar), the White House, White Bone House Centipede, the Fire
Bathing Mouth of the ?, the K’ihnich Sun Lord…[1.18.5.3.6] after the Wak Chan
had been embraced the person of the creation of Jemnal Ixik?/Ju’n? Muwaan Mat,
the Divine Mat Ajaw, then arrived at Matwiil. 16 days, 5 months, 18 years, 12
k’atuns, and 9 b’ak’tuns after the hearth, the mouth of the sky, the first heated place
had been changed [on] 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u it then happened [on] 2 Kib 14 Mol that
the shrine of K’ihnich K’in Ajaw was censed.
Clearly cognate to the Quirigua text, the underlined passages delete the specific
information about the setting of each of the stones so as to present only an abbreviated
yet poetic description of the hearth changing that sets the scene for the actions that follow.
In the Temple of the Sun text, the creation kernel follows the main focus of the
inscription, which is the birth of GIII, and is even more abbreviated then the passage
from the Temple of the Cross. In both cases, the creation passage here serves as an
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anchor for the actual focused subject of the birth. The Maya scribe has indicated this in
part by the use of the -iiy suffix, which was not present in the Stela C text.68
The passages referred to above and others clearly demonstrate the consistency of the
textual descriptions of the establishment of the present era on 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u. From
these examples it would seem that the triplet, “jehlajiiy k’o’b’, ti’ chan, yax sim nal” (already
changed were the hearth, the mouth of the sky, the first heated place) encapsulates the
most important and necessary information.
Ritual Reenactments of Mythology
The fact that textual records of ritual and their material remains iterate this mythic cycle
demonstrates its canonical importance in Maya religious thought. An inscription from
Quirigua Stela F confirms that hearth changing events occurred as part of Classic period
ritual (cf. Schele and Looper 1996:128).
ux ajaw ux mol [9.15.10.0.0 (June 26, 741)] lahju’n tuun tanlaamaj lakamtuun “Copan”
chan witik tuun? jehlaj k’o’b’ ti chan ajaw uxlahju’n yax [9.15.0.0.0]
[On] 3 Ajaw 3 Mol 10 stones (years) were half-diminished, [it was] the Copan stela,
Four Roots, and the hearth was changed on 4 Ajaw 13 Yax …
From the date it is clear that this is not a direct reference to the beginning of the present
era on 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u. Rather the changing of the stones mentioned on Stela F is the
anchor point for the half-period ending event (tanlaam) that occurred ten years into the
The interpretation of the –iiy suffix is a matter of some controversy at the moment. Wald (1999,
2004) sees it as a deictic enclitic that references previous points in the narrative. On the other side of the
debate Robertson, Houston, and Stuart (2004) see the –iiy as marking the past tense in narratives that are
otherwise in the historical present. Here I have followed Wald’s interpretation, as I also believe that tense
and aspect are not represented morphologically in the EpM verbal complex. A temporal frame is
constructed rather through adverbs of time, as is the case for a number of world languages, such as Classical
Chinese and modern Mayan languages like Ch’orti’.
68
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15th K’atun. The exact nature of the rituals conducted during period endings is unclear
but from this text it is certain that at least on some occasions the iteration of creation was
an important component of the liturgy. Significantly, it also strengthens the suggestion
that the ujelew passage from the Temple of the Foliated Cross records the building of the
Temples of the Cross Group that was surely done under the reign of Kan B’ahlam,
especially if he was emulating the Maize God at the time of his accession as the
iconography of the Temple of the Foliate Cross seems to suggest.
The physical residue of similar events are found at Dos Pilas where a series of three
altars inscribed with a badly eroded creation text were indeed constructed to emulate the
creation hearth. Despite extensive fire damage from ritual activity, the inscriptions still
records a legible date of 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u and the “first-heated-place.” The collocation
at G1 on Panel 18 at Dos Pilas perhaps names these altars. The passage reads PAT-tawa-ni u-TAJ-TUN-li, patwan utajtuunil or “was made the torch-stone of” one of the
patron deities of Dos Pilas and Tamarindito (see Houston 1993:101, fig. 4-5). The ritual
burning that surely took place atop all three altars coordinates well with the image evoked
by the term tajtuun used in these texts to name the altars themselves as torch-stones. More
importantly, though, these altars almost certainly confirm that rituals were enacted to
recreate the events that occurred on 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u when the creation hearth was
initially changed.

Carlsen and Prechtel suggest that the kind of change expressed by jal pertains
particularly to living things. If we extend this concept to the Classic period jel it appears
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that the creation hearth was also considered to be animate. While there is little proof for
this assertion in the Classic period, the modern Ch’orti’ believe strongly in the living
power of the hearth to the extent that pregnant women cannot approach the hearth
without fear of harm (see Chapter 8; Hull personal communication 2001). Hull notes that
the hearth is considered to be alive and is dangerous because spirits can a’si (play)
mischievously there. Generally, malevolent spirits “play” in watery locations usually
perceived to be in the sky.
Additionally, among the modern Maya hot locations or things are also dangerous to
pregnant women and children. After working in the fields a man must not approach a
child after returning home until he has cooled down. The same holds true for
breastfeeding women who have also been engaged in physical labor and are perceived to
be hot. Salt, a cold substance, can be applied to the nipple before breastfeeding in order
to counteract the accumulation of conceptual heat. As both a literally and figuratively
heated location, the hearth is dangerous; however, it is additionally seen as a location
where spirits play and therefore also has associations with the heavens and watery places.
Unfortunately, little anthropological work has been conducted on domestic architectural
features and so the exact reasons for the paradoxical nature of the hearth remain to be
fully explained among modern groups. One possibility is that there are some latent
associations maintained between the domestic hearth and the ancient hearth of creation,
which is, as we will see, said to be the mouth of the sky. Eva Hunt, in her exegesis on the
Tzotzil poem “The Hummingbird” has masterfully demonstrated the mechanisms by which
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these kinds of buried, ancient meanings can be preserved in the myths and traditions of
modern peoples (Hunt 1977).
Ti’ Chan The Mouth of the Sky
Another important decipherment, as we have seen above, is the reading of T128 as TI’,
mouth or edge (Stuart cited in Houston 2000) instead of k’a/ch’a (lying down) which was
critical to the Lying-Down-Sky interpretation (Freidel et al. 1993). What is meant by ti’
chan? Does ti’ in this context and others mean edge or mouth? Of course it can mean both
but its interpretation here will have powerful consequences on the way in which we
understand the iconography of cosmology. In his Ch’orti’ dictionary Wisdom (1950)
glosses ti’ as, “mouth, opening, passage, language,” and lists a number of compounds and
expressions where this meaning is clear.
ti’ e xu’r
ti’ e buhr
ti’ e ti’inah
ti’ e chiki’
ti’ e chor
ti’ e witzir
uti’ k’opot
uti’ chihr
ti’ uni’
ti’ ukuch
tio’ uchikin
ti’ uch’on
uti’
a’ruar ti’
k’ux ti’
mach’ ti’
k’an ti’
k’um ti’
k’ux ti’
ti’ kuk

‘single hole of a clay flute’
‘mouth of a water jar’
‘point where a trail enters the family courtyard’
‘open end of a basket’
‘gate or entrance to a milpa’
‘mountain pass’
‘mountain pass, pass thru a forest’
‘open end of a netted bag’
‘nostril’
‘opening of vagina, vaginal lips’
‘ear opening’
‘opening of chest, windpipe’
‘one’s mouth, one’s language’
‘speech, prayer’
‘a kiss’
‘face beard’
‘vibora (poisonous snake)’
‘mouth wash, gargle’
‘mouth pain, aching of teeth’
‘type of shipe’ (made of ground maize and green beans)
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ti’ kuchir
ti’ chikinir
ti’ ch’onir
ti’ yotot, ti’ yototir
ti’an

‘opening of vagina’
‘ear opening’
‘windpipe’
‘door opening of a house’
‘word’

From this list it is evident that the word “edge,” while an appropriate translation for
some of these concepts into English, is not nearly as prevalent as the meaning of “mouth”
and by metaphorical extension “opening,” “door,” or “portal” at least in Ch’orti’. If ti’
anciently also means “opening” or “mouth” then ti’ chan may be translated simply as
“opening to the sky” as opposed to the “edge of the sky.” Thus, the relevant passage from
the Temple of the Cross and Sun should read, “had been changed the hearth, the mouth
of the sky,” instead of “was manifested the image of the lying-down-sky” (see Freidel and
Macleod 2000). Furthermore, this decipherment would seem to give Classic period
confirmation to the Yucatecan idea of the u hóol Gloriyah or the hole in the sky through
which the kuxa’an sùum could pass bringing sustenance to humans (Tozzer 1907:153; see
also Miller 1974; Sosa 1988:346; Guernsey Kappelman and Reilly 2001; Looper and
Guernsey Kappelman 2000). The idea of a hole in the sky with descending ropes is
perhaps most clearly illustrated in the imagery of a number of stelae from the site of
Caracol where the ropes are realized as two serpents.
Ti’ Chan, I would suggest, iconographically corresponds to what has been called
previously the “heart of the sky” (believed to be chan ki in EpM)69 (Freidel et al. 1993:74-

69 This translation is not accurate even if we were to accept the transliteration and analysis of the
collocation in question as chan ki. Maya has two general means of modification. The first one is a strict head
modification rule, where the modifier precedes that which it modifies. In such cases, the modifier is usually
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75). This identification was based on the idea that the syllable ki of CHAN-ki is cognate
to the Ch’orti’ word for heart, ki’ (see Freidel et al. 1993:74-75).
The ki phonetic sign has two references here. One is to an object, that is, a “heart,”
that Itzam-Yeh often grips in his beak, and the other is to the heart of heaven. Today,
that heart of heaven would be the North Star, Polaris, but in Maya times, the north
pivot of the sky fell in a dark area. This black void was the heart of heaven. The
“turning” motion described is the movement of the constellations around it. (Freidel et
al. 1993:74-75)
For this interpretation, Freidel, Schele, and Parker marshaled compelling evidence for the
existence of the “heart of the sky” concept from a variety of ethnographic sources. At least
for some Highland Maya groups, it would indeed seem that Polaris, the pivot point
around which the heavens appear to revolve, functions as a kind of celestial navel. But
there is little in the inscriptions that allow us to identify the location in the sky presently
occupied by the North Star. Indeed, I would argue that this location is neither named in
the inscriptions nor is it represented in iconography by the object held in the beak of the
Principal Bird Deity.
The best evidence for the re-evaluation of the ki’, “heart,” interpretation comes from
the fact that in the inscriptions o’l (as in tuyo’l a’k, for “within the turtle”) is the only
attested term for “heart” in the Classic Period (Taube 1998:440-441). In fact, other terms
for “heart” in the relevant modern languages seem to have been borrowed (see for
example Yucatec puksí’ik’al, which Bricker et al. [1998:223] lists as a loanword from

an adjective root or a derived adjective. Derived adjectives from either verbs or nouns almost always take a
Vl derivational suffix. The second is a system of possession where the possessed modifies or specifies
qualities of the possessor. In these cases, the modifier requires no derivational suffixes and is usually a
nominal or bare root. It often happens that with use the structures of possession drop so that word order
becomes the only indication of this kind of modification. If these rules hold true, the correct translation of
chan ki would be “sky of the heart” as opposed to “heart of the sky”.
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Totonac). More importantly, based on our greater understanding of the orthography of
Epigraphic Mayan, we now know that the vowel of word final syllables is almost always
dropped in the spelling of nouns.70 Because of this, it is more likely that the syllable /ki/ is
either a phonetic complement to the numeral six, waak, a plural marker for the word chan,
or of a yet unknown function.
Moreover, our new understanding of ti’ chan puts us on a more profitable
iconographic road, I believe, than the ki’ “heart” interpretation. The heart of the sky had
been identified as the object often held in the mouth of the Principal Bird Deity in a
variety of contexts (Friedel et al. 1993). The defining characteristics of this object are three
dots and a dangling, twisted paper cord, reminiscent of the modern Yucatecan concept of
the kuxa’an sùum (living cord).71 This object, I suggest, represents the ti’ chan, yax sim nal (the
mouth of the sky, the first heated place) of the creation texts and not the Polar star. The
three dots seem to represent the hearthstones and are found as an element in a number of
glyphic contexts that are quite interesting. For instance, within the skeletal jaws of T769,
the so-called portal glyph (fig. 5.8), we often find three dots arranged in a triangle. On the
Cosmic Plate (Kerr 1609, fig. 5.9) the jaws of the portal contain foliated versions of the
three hearthstones. This scene illustrates in greater detail the cleft in the back of the Earth
Turtle in such scene as found on Kerr vessel 1892. In the scene depicted on the leg

In the spelling of verbs this rule clearly does not apply. It is likely the reasons for this have to do with
the Maya’s conception of morphemic boundaries. Simple nouns and all native Maya roots are usually
monosyllabic of the CVC type, however while verbal roots themselves are also usually monosyllabic their
conjugated forms are often composed of two or more syllables. The vowel of the final syllable in the case of
verbs often helps to spell a suffix or indicate the appropriate thematic suffix.
71 It is interesting to note that the sùum merely means twisted and has come to mean cord simply by
virtue of the fact that fibers are twisted together to make rope.
70
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supporting the Creation Tablet (fig. 5.10) at Palenque a cracked stone rests within a
personified portal. This would seem to provide additional iconographic support for the
interpretation that when glyphic versions of the portal contain three dots these refer to the
three stones of creation and, in turn, that three dots in Maya iconography, when in an
appropriate context, also refer to the creation hearthstones.
The backrack worn by the young Maize God in Holmul dancer (fig. 5.11) scenes on
vases from Naranjo, Buenavista, and their environs also occasionally illustrates the ti’ chan
iconographic element. In these scenes a bird sits at the top of the backrack on a skyband
holding the three-dotted, twisted cord element in its beak. These scenes compositionally
and iconographically mirror the imagery of the Tablet of the Temples of the Cross and
Foliated Cross and the lid of the Temple of Inscriptions Sarcophagus, where a similar
bird has alighted atop the world tree. In the case of the Temple of the Cross, the bird
holds a very distinct three dotted twisted cord element. It is difficult, given the close
parallels between the imagery of the backracks represented on ceramic scenes, Copan
Stela H (fig. 5.12), Quirigua Stela 1, and the iconography of the Temple of the Cross, not
to see similarities between the layered structures presented in these images and standard
Maya depictions of architecture. In the backracks this structure is particularly clear. The
basal element is usually the head of a Witz Monster sometimes with a cleft forehead, the
central niche formed by a skyband echoes the opening of temple superstructure, with an
enshrined entity within. Finally, the uppermost register often depicts a bird deity similar
to the bird depicted in representations of structures and sculpted on actual
superstructures.
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It is unclear to me, however, if ti’ chan has an astronomical referent. If it is cognate to
k’o’b’ as the triplet in the creation narrative suggests, and if k’o’b’ is equivalent to Orion,
then ti’ chan refers to this constellation. As early as 1977 Eva Hunt recognized that among
the Cuicatec the constellation of Orion symbolized the hearthstones, which took the form
of the three skulls of the Goddesses of sustenance (Hunt 1977:159). This is quite an
appropriate association considering that the Maize God sprouts from one of these stones.
Similar identifications have been documented for the Tzotzil (Laughlin cited in Hunt
1977:159) and argued for the Classic Period by Freidel et al (1993:105). Taken together
this data suggests that k’o’b’, ti’ chan, and yax sim nal all find their astronomical counterpart
in the constellation of Orion as has previously been proposed by these earlier studies.

We have now looked at lines 2-4 of the Yax Wayib’ Mask and explored in some detail
the formula, “changed was the hearth, the mouth of the sky, the first heated place.” As
strange as this idea might seem to us it nevertheless encapsulated broad fields of Maya
understanding and experience, it united dichotomies, like hot and cold, heaven and earth,
and male and female. Before exploring these critically important issues in more depth I
would like to review the Maize God, the entity said to be responsible for overseeing the
completion of the 13th B’ak’tun in the text on Quirigua Stela C.
The Waka’ Chan and Wak Chan Ajaw
We are now left with the entity who, in the Quirigua Stela C text, was said to have
overseen the completion of the thirteenth B’ak’tun, and in the Palenque texts as the
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individual who embraced the Wak Chan, and thereby dedicated or raised the Waka’
Chan Naah Nal (Waka’ Chan House Place). We know from the review of mythology at
the beginning of this chapter that the person named in the Quirigua text as Wak Chan
Ajaw is the same as GI, in other words we are dealing with yet another manifestation of
the Maize God. The meaning of wak chan, however, is rather difficult to discern. Freidel,
Schele, and Parker (1993:418; Schele and Friedel 1990:66-77, 426) claimed that wak
means “to stand up” or “erect,” in which case wak chan means stood-up-sky. This is a
difficult interpretation to support, however, since the root wak they cite from Yucatec
seems to be composed of the root wa’ plus the causative suffix –kun. In the Colonial
dictionaries, this sometimes in certain compounds looks like wak. However, this term is
really a composite stem that simply looks like a CVC root either because of poor
orthographic conventions or an accurate record of speech where vowels are sometimes
shortened or simplified (vowels in spoken Yucatec, for example, are often shortened
especially in words longer than one syllable). The term finds its Ch’olan cognate in the
term wa’ which is attested in the inscriptions, as we have seen, but has yet to be found
with the EpM causative of –b’u, let alone the Yucatecan –kun. If this is the case, there is no
stood-up-tree and wak chan refers to something quite different.
In Ch’orti’ the term waka’ means, “white agave” and by extension refers to the rope
made from the fibers of this plant.72 This reading, of course, assumes that the correct
Hull (n.d.) gives the following example of the use of waka’:
Waka’ ja’x impak’pak’ usukchijir y tamarixto ma’chi alok’oy imb’utz e ch’a’n. Wa’kchetaka atz’okpa u’t. Ma’chi
ak’ek’o (El maguey blanco es una pita de fibra suave y es por eso que no lo utilizan tanto para lazo
porque se revienta rápido.) No tiene resistencia {GU}]white agave.
72
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transliteration of this collocation is WAK-a-a-CHAN-na. The upper superfix’s (T170)
reading as -a’ is questionable here, as well as in its other occurrences. I have suggested,
through my translation of waka’ chan as “cord of the sky,” that this word is perhaps
cognate in concept to the kuxa’an sùum, sak b’e, and utab’ ka’anil or the sky cord that occurs
frequently in Yucatecan cosmology (Tozzer 1907; Sosa 1988:346). The precise phonetic
value of this glyph will remain dubious until the identification of additional contexts, and
therefore any interpretation of words based on its transliteration and transcription are
likewise suspect. With this caveat, however, iconography presents compelling evidence
suggesting that, indeed, creation mythology deals with the embracing and raising of a
serpent (possibly a sky cord or the ecliptic) named with the Wak Chan collocation,
regardless of our ability to isolate the phrases precise meaning. The following discussion
outlines the various occurrences of waka’ chan and wak chan, and how these occurrences
suggest that the wak chan, whatever its exact translation, names a serpent and that we
should evaluate the relevant texts accordingly.
The inscriptions of the Yax Wayib’ mask, Quirigua Stela C, and the Temple of the
Cross all record the term 6-CHAN or, when seen as a location, 6-a-a-CHAN. The
inscription on the Yax Wayib’ mask, after invoking the gods of heaven and earth in Lines
8 and 9, continues with an ukab’iij expression that would normal identify the person or
entity who oversaw the previously mentioned event. This event is possibly either the
arrival to the toponym named in Line 6-7, or to the erection of the mouth of the sky itself.
Wisdom (1950:753), however, specifically states that rope was made from this plant. It would seem that the
perceived quality of the rope made from the white agave depends on the individual preference of a given
informant.
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After a string of undeciphered glyphs, the text states that the preceding event occurred at
the waka’ chan location, so prevalent at Palenque in the inscriptions of the Temples of the
Cross Group. This location, in turn, is followed by the focused resultative construction of
ha’i ukab’iij, “he is the one who oversaw it” (see Macleod 2004). The remaining glyphs,
though also obscure in meaning, seem to give more specific information about the entity
that oversaw the event that occurred at the waka’ chan.
At Palenque, the reference to waka’ chan as a location is slightly more straightforward,
where there is a contrast made between the mythological location and Palenque’s recreation of this site in the Temple of the Cross (Wald1999). The mythic location was
mentioned in the main inscription and we may presume it refers to the same waka’ chan as
does the Yax Wayib’ mask. A passage from the Temple of the Cross states:
joy/t’ab’ay waka’ chan naah nal waxak chaahk naah uk’ab’a’ yotoot xaman
Was dedicated/raised the Cord-of-the-Sky-House-Place, the Eight-Chaahk-House.
These were the names of the House of the Northern.
The Sanctuary Lintel and doorjambs of the Temple of the Cross also name this structure
as a waka’ chan place.
waka’ chan uk’ab’a ukunil k’al-? chaahk (GI) uju’ntan
The Waka’ Chan is the name of the sanctum of the Maize God; it is the diligent care
of [K’ihnich Kan B’ahlam]. (TC, Sanctuary Lintel)
waka’ chan uk’ab’a upib’naahil GI (GI)
The Waka’ Chan is the name of the sanctum (lit. earth oven) of the Maize God. (TC,
doorjambs)
On Stela C the reference to wak chan is found in a quite different context. Here, after
describing the changing of the hearth, the passage concludes with:
utzutz[uj]iiy 13 pih
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ukab’ijiiy wakchan ajaw
He finished the thirteen B’ak’tuns,
he oversaw it, the Wak Chan Ajaw.
Here, wak chan modifies the word ajaw and is another appellation of the Maize god. The
Quirigua text explicitly states that it was the Wak Chan Ajaw who oversaw the completion
of the 13th B’ak’tun and its associated events (Freidel et al. 1993:73; Stuart and Houston
1994:70-71). This is in contrast to the ukab’iij expression on the Yax Wayib’ mask where
we are given what appears to be a nominal phrase. Importantly, in this and the Palenque
example waka’ chan is a toponym rather than a deity. We have explored some of the
possible meanings of the waka’ chan above, but it is important to observe that waka’ chan is
probably a specific location or the name of a creature that personifies this location and
not a proper name of a person. Here, and in the texts that follow, this collocation can
modify the word ajaw and possibly winik, with the meaning of the lord (or person) of the
waka’ chan place or thing.73
Iconographically, the Maize God as wak chan ajaw is always shown holding a serpent.
On the Early Classic Hauberg Stela (fig. 5.13), depicting a ruler in the guise of the Maize
God, this serpent is named as the wak chan (6-CHAN) in a glyph on its head (see Schele
and Miller 1986: Plate 66). Thus, if this image follows standard iconographic naming
conventions, then it is safe to reason that this serpent is the wak chan and that the Maize
God is only known as the wak chan ajaw when he holds this creature. This is also clearly
In Stuart and Houston’s discussion of the toponym naah ho’ chan they describe this same process:
With the addition of ahaw, the reading becomes Nahokaan Ahaw (“lord[s] of Nahokaan”) and serves
as the epithet of the pair of deities named the “paddlers”. As a title, it serves notice that the Paddlers
were lords of a particular place in Maya mythic geography. Without the ahaw glyph, it functions
simply as a place name. (1994:71)
73
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the case with the epigraphy of a Tikal offering vessel found in the dedicatory cache (Tikal
MT 140) of a structure probably belonging to Chak Tok Ich’aak I (fig. 5.14). Freidel,
Schele, and Parker interpret the glyph associated with this image as referring to the
human figure holding the snake because a glyph similar to T521 seems to be part of the
collocation (1993:73). Though it possibly refers to the Maize God, the glyph sits on the
head of the serpent. This suggests that it names the serpent rather than the Maize God as
it does on the Hauberg Stela, in which case the “winik” portion of the collocation is more
likely just part of the snake’s headdress. If 6-CHAN were clearly to be read with the
figure, it would be vertically oriented and aligned with the Maize God rather than
horizontally with the serpent. This point of naming aside, Freidel and Schele’s
interpretation of the iconography Chak Tok Ich’aak I’s vessel otherwise supports the
interpretation that the serpent is somehow intimately tied to the wak chan. The vessel
depicts the Maize God embracing a bicephalic serpent often interpreted as a
personification of the ecliptic. I would suggest that the so-called ecliptic serpent is none
other than a representation of the wak chan of the Temple of the Cross creation text
which, as will be remembered, records the dedication of the northern waka’ chan house
also known as the Eight-Chaak-House and is specifically named as the pib’naah
(sweatbath) of the Maize God.
A recently cache vessel (offering 7 of 10J-45) from Copan excavated by Seiichi
Nakamura mirrors the imagery of the Tikal vessel and the description of the Temple of
the Cross text. It contains alternating shell and jade objects that divide the space of the
vessel into eight quadrants with a jade figure at the center seated in a large spondylus
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shell. Significantly, the central figure assumes the same position including arm posture as
the Maize God depicted on the Tikal offering vessel. Essentially, the Tikal vessel depicts
what in the Copan vessel is found in the internal arrangement of particular objects and a
sculpture of the Maize God. Both, therefore, represent Jun Ye Nal in his wak chan
manifestation as he lifts the wak chan serpent in his crab claw embrace.
The fact that the wak chan serpent is represented in a number of scenes on Codex style
ceramics (associated with the site of Nakbe) suggests that the waka’ chan or wak chan
toponym, like a number of other important mythical/legendary locations, was believed
by the Maya to be situated in the El Mirador basin (Grube personal communication,
2002). From a series of inscriptions preserved on these ceramics it is clear that the serpent
is one of the ways (or co-essences) of Calakmul or perhaps El Mirador itself (in EpM, the
polity to which this way belonged was known as kan or “snake”) and was indeed
manifested by an early or mythological/legendary ruler of one of these sites (Grube 2004).
However, K633 (Fig. 5.15), a Holmul dancer style vase owned by one Yax Ch’ok Keleem74
presents the best evidence for this idea. The relevant passage specifically describes the
image of the Maize God typically associated with Calakmul as,
ub’aah nal wak chanal t’ab’ay kan.
It is the image of the Maize Wak Chan; the snake got raised.
Holmul dancer scenes depict the Maize God after his sprouting and dressing as he lifts
the mountains or hearthstones represented in these images by his backrack. In the image
associated with the above text, the Maize God carries in the niche of his backrack a
The PSS continues to state that Yax Ch’ok Kele’em was the person of Wuk Chan Chapaat K’ihnich, and
was the vassal lord of Ahk’ihnichil Ahk’iwik Chan “Altar.”
74
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reptilian-headed patron god/creature normally associated with Calakmul. Thus, even
though there are some differences in the iconography of the entity named as Calakmul’s
patron deity, these examples demonstrate that it was some kind of serpent that was
present at or soon after the sprouting of the Maize God. The fact that the creature in the
niche of the backrack itself sits on a mountain and sometimes sprouts from a bone throne,
suggests that the dance of the Maize God in some way engendered the birth or
emergence of these patron entities. Thus, we find that the Maize God oversees the
ordering of the present era and the placement of the hearthstones from which he
eventually sprouts.
The Birth of the Maize God
The above texts narrate the events that occurred just prior to the birth of the Maize God
from the Hix Throne Stone planted by the Paddler Gods and supervised by the Wak
Chan Ajaw. Since the first decipherment of Palenque’s texts the supposed dual dates for
the Maize God’s birth have perplexed scholars. The two dates have generally been
interpreted as recording the existence of a “senior” and “junior” Maize God (Robertson
1991:29-30). However, we have seen that the Maize God undergoes any number of life
cycles. What was believed to be the record of his initial birth is more likely a statement of
a rite of passage ritual that Muwaan Mat underwent (see Appendix B). Therefore, the
Maize God who oversaw the termination of the 13th B’ak’tun and the changing of the
hearth is also conceptually the same as the entity born from the Hix throne stone set at
the Naah Jo’ Chan as recorded by Quirigua Stela C, which logically proceeds his
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sprouting from this stone. The texts and images presented in the following section
examine the location and events of this re- or second birth of the Maize God. We will also
explore the dressing of the Maize God that seems to occur immediately after his
sprouting, that is, to the moment immediately before his sprouting.
The Cosmic Plate (Kerr 1609; see fig. 5.9) presents one of the most comprehensive
depictions and descriptions of the birth of the Maize God.75 The text and imagery of this
vessel continues the narrative of creation as it was recorded in the passages cited above.
This portion of the creation myth is, I argue, precisely the section that informs the
iconography and emic conception of many Maya structures. After the date 13 Ok 8 Sotz’
the text reads:
uhti yax k’uhul “split-earth” ochi, uhtiiy ik’ “portal” nal ik’ nab’ nal jo’ “flower” nal chan
ch’e’n chan mat k’uh hix ? chak xib’ chaahk
It happened the first divine splitting of the earth. They entered, it [the entering]
happened at the black portal place, the Black Ocean Place, the Five ? Place, Sky
Cave, Chan Mat K’uh, Jaguar ?, Chak Xib’ Chaahk.
Following the initial split-earth event the passage specifies a series of mythological
toponyms that give a more detailed account of the precise location of the Maize God’s
birth. These locations are critically important, because they serve as the symbolic
template for the morphology of the Maya shrine (Stuart and Houston 1994:72-75;
Carrasco 2000, 2004; Carrasco and Hull 2002). The first location ik’-“portal’-nal names
the skeletal jaws framing the point of the Maize God’s birth. The second ik’ nab’ nal refers
to the bar from which chaahk emerges. The third, jo’-“flower”-nal, or the “Five Flower
For a discussion of the astronomical significance of the imagery of this vessel see Schele 1992:137-8,
Looper 1995:26, and Kappleman 1997:45.
75
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Place,” as it is sometimes called, seems to name in this case the skull from which the
Maize God sprouts or perhaps refers to the general location of the birthing event. The
final location is the ubiquitous chan ch’e’n or “sky cave” mentioned in a number of
inscriptions in a variety of contexts.
Kerr vessels 688 (fig. 5. 16) and 1184 (fig. 5.17) depict similar scenes where a Maize
God with attributes normally associated with the so-called Baby Jaguar is born. Both
vessels have a black background emphasizing the fact that the birth of the Maize God and
perhaps other entities occurs in darkness. Significantly, the texts of both vessels state that
the birth of these entities happened on a mountain and Kerr 688 specifies the location
further to state that the birth happened at the Naah Jo’ Chan the Mountain of the North
(naah jo’ chan witz xaman). It will be remembered that Quirigua Stela C mentions this same
location as the site where the Jaguar (Hix) throne stone was set. Kerr 1184, while not as
specific, records that the birth of Seven Blades of Flint (7-ye TOK’-k’a, for wuk ye to’k’)
occurred on or perhaps from within a mountain. In this scene, however, the Baby Jaguar
lies raised on an offering plate that sits atop a foliated skull framed by the jaws of the
portal. Through the eyes of the portal monster waterlilies sprout emulating the ropes
found on K688. The tableau here, element for element, mirrors the well-known imagery
of both Pakal’s sarcophagus lid and the Cosmic Plate (K1609). Other less well-published
examples could be cited, but the point, I think, is clear: this iconographic complex
illustrates birth. More then this general observation it provides us with a clear picture of
the conditions of this birth: it happened from a seed or bone in the darkness of a
mountain cave (Kerr 688 and 1184), apparently required heat or burnt offerings, as seen
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in the censer imager of Kerr 1184 and Pakal’s sarcophagus, and was often presided over
by a pair of figures. We further know that a turtle shell may act as a synecdoche for this
entire complex of imagery and that Chaahk through his cracking of this turtle shell
allowed the Maize God to sprout.
The vessels cited above make explicit that birth occurs usually in darkness and, at
least for the Maize God, in a mythological location that has specific connections to what
we might call the underworld. It is most likely located within a mountain, and in the real
world would find its equivalent in the caves that are of such ritual importance to the
Maya today (Macleod and Puleston 1980; Bassie-Sweet 1991; Stone 1995; Vogt and
Stuart n.d.). However, in the Classic Period there is strong evidence that the word ch’e’n,
“cave” and especially chan ch’e’n, referred to a pyramid’s superstructure as often as it did to
an actual cave. The relevance of this point to the present topic is that if there is a link
between the creation hearthstones, the location of the Maize God’s birth, and, in turn, to
the mountains and their associated caves, then those artificial sites that purport to be the
location of the Maize God’s birth also manifest and are representations of the sacred
geography, or perhaps more precisely, the sacred architecture, of creation. This is not an
entirely novel observation; however, the links that I have presented here clarify the
creation narrative, expand the layers in meaning composing the cognitive frame in which
Maya imagery was understood, and describe in greater detail the mechanisms that allow
for the adaptation of cosmology to architectural form.
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THE MFIC AS COSMOGRAM
The remainder of this chapter presents a tentative concordance between the mythic
narrative of creation and its embodiment in art and architecture. Chapter 6 continues this
project to explore precisely how the symbolism of creation, in the form of the nascent
MFIC, was built into the sculptural and architectural morphology of the Maya shrine
during the Preclassic and Early Classic periods. As a cosmogram in architecture and
sculpture, the MFIC presents the most salient points of cosmological narrative in an
iconic form. Cosmograms in the Maya tradition, as well as elsewhere, are often the
primary focus of ritual devotion and the template upon which other constructions are
patterned. Examples from world art would include the vâstupurusamandala which forms the
basic plan of the Hindu temple and the Crucifixion in Christian art. These forms
condense mythic narratives into a singular image, which we can think of as a visual
version of the tenets of creation discussed above.76
In full representations of the Crucifixion, for instance, we often find the skull of Adam
at the base of the Cross, and the Holy Ghost in the form of a dove flying above. Time in
the narrative informing this image has been rearranged and represented spatially. Adam’s
skull cites the initial events of Genesis, the fall from grace, and original sin. Christ nailed
to the cross dies as does any man and the dove personifies resurrection and rebirth, the
redemption guaranteed by his sacrifice. Not only do these levels refer to time they also
correspond to cosmic levels. They make manifest the fundamental propositions of
76 For earlier work on the ideal of the center see Mircea Eliade (1964) and Paul Wheatley’s Pivot of the
Four Quarters (1971). For recent work reviewing the work of Eliade and suggesting that the idea of the center
was overly highlighted see Jonathan Smith’s book To Take Place (1987).
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Christian faith. One literate in Christian iconography would understand that the skull at
the base of the Cross references the distant past and origin point of humanity. Likewise, if
we examine elements from the creation narrative of the Maya we should not expect that
they will always follow linear narration. To the contrary, elements are likely to embody
entire sequences of narrative time. For the art of the West as well as for that of the Hindu
temple, for example, we understand well the correspondences between mythic narrative
and its translation and evolution in art and architecture. For the Maya, however, these
connections have yet to be fully explicated.
Essentially, therefore, I have argued that the ordering of mythological events such as
those recorded on the Cosmic Plate were mapped onto or more accurately manifested in
architecture. This pattern of imagery, as argued above, may be tied to the narrative of the
birth or sprouting of the Maize God and represented the internal processes that were
supposed to occur within the shrine itself. This pattern may be schematized in the fourpoint format introduced at the beginning of this chapter.
These segments are the major iconographic divisions found in most narratives
depicting the birth or sprouting of gods. Within each of these slots, a wide range of
associative imagery is possible but this range is semantically bracketed. That is, all
elements that may possibly substitute for each other in a specific segment have a similar
referent. In some instances, and is evidenced by the examples cited above, certain
segments may be elided because they are known to the viewer or, because of the context
of the sculpture, are not as appropriate to that particular location. For instance, the
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sculpture of Balamkú emphasizes the birth of the Maize God/ruler because it is found on
the superstructure of the building as opposed to the supporting pyramidal platform,
whose imagery represents Segments A, B, or C but not usually D (see Chapter 6). At
Balamkú Segments A-C are present but are condensed and abbreviated whereas birth
imagery is elaborated upon to the extent that it includes a full figure “birth frog” upon
which sits a ruler in the guise of the Maize God (Carrasco 2000). In this composition,
segments have been underplayed so as to allow for a more complex elaboration of the
appropriate section. Many of the compositions discussed above employ an AbCD
ordering and elide or de-emphasize Segment-B. The reason for the de-emphasis or
elaboration of a particular section depends on contextual factors (that will be explained in
the next two chapters) and is perhaps best illustrated by looking to the mythological texts
themselves. In this regard it is interesting to note the differences in detail between these
texts. Quirigua Stela C mentions the events and locations of the setting of each of the
throne stones an the unprovenienced text records only that the image of the turtle was
seen (Freidel et al. 1993:65-66). In this case, the turtle seems to subsume all the elements
discussed in the Quirigua passage. A parallel situation is seen between the imagery of the
Cosmic Plate and the Turtle Plate (K1892). In the former the artist presents a more
detailed picture of the locations of the birth of the Maize God while in the latter the turtle
stands as a synecdoche for all these locations and emphasizes the relationship between the
sprouting Maize God and his two sons.
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CONCLUSION
The myths analyzed in this chapter describe a process wherein we are presented with
imagery that is remote from our daily experience of the world. Like all mythologies that
speak to people strongly, the Maya’s was crafted from the ebb and flow of domestic life
and agricultural practice. Just as the Maize God went through a life cycle that
emphasized his death and rebirth the maize of the field followed suit. Part of the
difficulty, I think, in understanding ancient mythology lies in seeing that different
meanings can overlay a single episode. If for instance, we take the example of the Maize
God’s emergence from the northern hearthstone at Naah Jo’ Chan we can read it in two
basic ways. On the one hand, this scene corresponds in reality to the sprouting of the
maize plant. However, and equally important it also refers to the transformation of maize
from field grain to foodstuff. One only needs to look to the fact that one of the more
conservative planting patterns in the Yucatan is called k’óob’en pak’, “hearth planting” to
see that this symbolic connection is maintained (Tuxill personal communication, 2004).
Yet there are other indicators of this connection that are worth reviewing here, not only
to partially address the questions outlined at the beginning of this chapter, but also to gain
clearer insight into the processes that were believed to occur within the shrines
themselves. As we have seen temples were often equated with the hearthstones to the
extent that their sanctum sanctorum were sometimes literally referred to as ovens or
sweat baths (Houston 1996). One of the major scenes in the birth of the Maize God is his
adornment by nude or nearly nude women. These women, as we have seen, hand the
Maize God elements of costume. If we take into consideration the well known fact that
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insignia signal ones status in Mesoamerican societies, a fact prove by the remove of these
items from luckless captives, than we may interpret the women in these scenes as giving
the items that mark him as a cultural being. This corresponds in a powerful way, I think,
to the processing of maize by women in the domestic sphere of life. They are the ones
who transform a substance, which is from outside the cultural sphere of the house into the
food that is consumed by all. Moreover, this transformation is affected at the hearth and
utilizes many of the same elements as needed by the sprouting maize plant in the field. In
the field the seed is planted in the earth and plunged into darkness at which point water is
needed as well as heat. Rafael Girard (1995) who worked for many years among the
Ch’orti’, documented that they likened this process to that of the child in the womb and
reproduced this process in their religious rites. However, this process also parallels that of
making of tortillas. The maize from the field is brought into the house, back into
darkness, where it is boiled and then ground and eventually cooked on the comal. One set
of labor is done by men in the field the other by women in the house. That is, the maize
within domestic routine has two moments of birth. In the final chapter, I will flesh out
many of these issues in more detail especially in relation to the idea of heat, but I think it
is important here with these mythological text clearly in mind to address, the actual
processes that are being represented in their imagery. What are they models of and for?
These processes are important for the rest of this dissertation because they are made
concrete in the architecture and its associated imagery. Without a clear understand of
what happens in myth it is nearly impossible to comprehend the relationship between
sculpture and its architectural support, nor why temples should emulate hearthstones, nor
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why rulers should personify the Maize God or the Fire God beyond the rather banal and
reductionist observation that this was done for propaganda. It is also difficult to
understand the relationship between architectural and sculptural symbolism and the role
of many temples as funerary monuments and lineage shrines. Again, Girard’s observation
that eschatology and agriculture are closely associated is suggestive but as I have
demonstrated these metaphoric, analogic, and metonymic sets may be explored in much
greater detail.
The art and architecture that we will turn to in the next chapter explores in more
detail how the myth described in this chapter was built into architectural form and
condensed into a powerful symbol that eventually came to be used as the standard form
of presentation for Maya deities.
Based on texts and images presented above I have argued that one of the central
tenets of Maya theology was the proposition that the Maize God in his adult form cares
for the Maize seed from which his own birth occurs in a system of change encapsulated
by the Atiteco concept of jaloj-k’exoj and expressed in the prayer cited at the beginning of
this chapter. This logically paradoxical situation where one is born from oneself through a
seemingly asexual process must be accepted as an article of faith within Maya religion
and is, as a reflection of the sacred order, perhaps foundational to the institution of the
k’uhul ajaw (see Rappaport 1999:287-289). The formula, “changed was the hearth, the
mouth of the sky, the first heated stone place,” is an abbreviated statement like in kind to
the Ultimate Sacred Postulates or Cosmological axioms of other societies, such as the
Shema of the Jews, “Hear O Israel, the Lord Our God the Lord is One,” and, “I testify
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that there is no god but One God, and I testify that Mohammed is his prophet,” from the
Kalimat al Shahada of Islam (Lane-Poole 1911 cited in Rapapport 1999:277), or the
nembutsu, “namu-amida-butsu,” of Japanese Jôdo (Pure Land) Buddhist sects. I have also
introduced the narrative, which I will argue in the following chapter, informs the
symbolism of the Maya shrine and more specifically the development of the MFIC. That
is, the idea of the changing of the heath was the protype and metaphor for the erection of
temples, that these temples as is clearly attested in those of the Cross Group, mirrored the
plan of the creation hearth in their triadic arrangement. Moreover, however, they were
also seen as functioning like the stones of this hearth and are indeed cited as the location
of the birth of the patron gods of Palenque. The hearth as a place of birth not just a static
location but is rather active participant in the process, most likely through the idea that
since the hearth itself is a hot place it generated the heat believed necessary for the birth
deities and the germination of maize. The creation narrative therefore was paradigmatic
and fundamental not only in determining the form and content of Maya art, but also in
defining the rituals for which much of Maya art was created.
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Chapter 6
Architectural Symbolism and the Development of the Mask
Flange Iconographic Complex
Every important work of art can be regarded both as a historical event and as a
hard-won solution to some problem. It is irrelevant now whether the event was
original or conventional, accidental or willed, awkward or skillful. The important
clue is that any solution points to the existence of some problem to which there
have been other solutions, and that other solutions to this same problem will most
likely be invented to follow the one now in view. As the solutions accumulate, the
problem alters. The chain of solutions nevertheless discloses the problem. (Kubler
1962a: 33)
In this chapter I focus on the nascent Mask Flanged Iconographic Complex of the Preand Early Classic periods. By outlining the solutions that the Maya arrived at for their
manifestation of the divine we may better understand the nature of the problem that
propelled an iconographic complex that lasted for some 2000 years from approximately
300 BC, to the incensarios of Palenque (c. AD 700), and finally to the god pots of the of the
Lacandon.
In the last chapter we saw that the cosmological narrative was ubiquitous and
relatively consistent from the beginning of the Classic Period.77 It was demonstrated,
through images presented to clarify certain passages, that this narrative provides the key
for understanding the metonymic frame that informs the symbolism and imagery of much
77 This is not to say that this narrative did not exist much earlier or was of only minimal significance to
earlier art; to the contrary, iconographic evidence strongly suggests that the creation mythology outlined in
the last chapter was in place by the Middle Preclassic period. I say beginning of the Classic period here
because this is when we have our first textual references to creation. The fact that these texts were formulaic
by Early Classic period suggests that they had already achieved a standardized form before they were
recorded textually.
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of Maya art. In this chapter I will explore this symbolism in much greater detail to suggest
that, like the Hindu temple or depictions of the Crucifixion, the Maya shrine and its
concomitant architectural sculpture was a powerful expression of a systemic structure of
beliefs centered around cosmogenesis and the Maize God mythic cycle examined in
Chapter 5. Specifically, this chapter offers a reading of the formal and symbolic
development of the sculpture and architectural morphology of the Maya shrine from the
Preclassic to Early Classic periods.

APPROACHES TO ARCHITECTURAL SYMBOLISM
The development of the symbolism of Maya sacred architecture parallels that of many
societies. For this reason it is useful to turn to the methodologies developed by
architectural historians from other areas when investigating Maya architecture, because
many of the key issues and problems are quite similar. Henry Glassie, a prominent
student of folklore and American vernacular architecture, has noted that, “all architects
are born into architectural environments that condition their sense of beauty and social
comfort” (1987: 231). He thereby establishes memory and lived experience as major
components in the aesthetic sensibilities and development of at least vernacular
architecture. At greater temporal scale, however, similar forces are also at work. Thus,
the passage of time and architects of greater ambitions have transformed into the grand
and sacred what was once vernacular and mundane. In the end, whatever the social
distance between them might be, both the farmer/architect and king’s artist are
conditioned by what is for most societies a shared architectural memory, a certain
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collection of forms that seem correct and right and are recognized as such by each in
turn.
In the context of India, Ananda Coomaraswamy (1988), on this question of origin and
transformation, first noticed that the prototypical Hindu temple originates in part from
the simple hut (Sanskrit kuti). Similar observations have been made about Maya
architecture (E. Thompson 1911; Wauchope 1938; Kubler 1958, 1962b; Miller 1986;
Taube 1998; Carrasco and Hull 2002) where the likeness between domestic architectural
forms and the shrine is perhaps even more clearly maintained than in the example of the
Indian temple. The fact that the house is the prototypical form for temple and shrine
architecture is well documented throughout much of South-East Asia as well (Waterson
1990). In Waterson’s study of South-East Asian architecture she observes that:
Whereas in the Western world the house’s function as a dwelling place takes
precedence over everything else, the South-East Asian house is not always primarily,
or even at all, a place of residence. Some houses, although all-important as places of
origin for the kin groups which claim descent from them, may actually be left
uninhabited. Enormous effort and expense may be put into maintaining the
unoccupied building, which remains above all a ritual site and as such should not be
allowed to disappear. Certain clan origin-houses in Sumba, for example, are more like
temples than houses, and have been described as such by some investigators.
(Waterson 1990:43)
In Waterson’s view, the term “temple” in reality refers to houses that through the
accumulation of sacred power and the memory of their use and habitation have become
special and marked as the primary location for important clan rituals.
…they [the houses] contain the sacred heirlooms of the clan, powerful items used in
rites as a medium through which contact with the ancestors may be established.
These houses have become so surrounded by prohibitions that living in them is too
much of a burden for the owners, who prefer to install family slaves as caretakers
while themselves residing in more profane ordinary dwellings elsewhere. The
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sacredness of the origin-house makes it ‘hot’, while ordinary houses are thought of as
‘cool’. (Waterson 1990:43)
To substantiate whether Waterson’s model for the development of sacred architecture
can be used for the Maya will of course require further comparative investigation than is
possible here and additional archaeological work on the architectural forms and practices
of the Early and Middle Preclassic periods. But evidence at Cuello (Robin 1989;
Cartwright 1988; Cartwright and Hammond 1991; Hammond 1991), K’axob’ (McAnany
1995), and Cerros (Freidel 1986:3; Schele and Freidel 1990:Chapter 3) suggest that Maya
ceremonial architecture came about through processes similar to those described by
Waterson.
The example of Cuello is revealing on this point. The archaeological record at Cuello
documents that during the Early Middle Preclassic or Bladen phase (900-650 BC), burials
often (9 out of 11) occurred under the floor in the basal platforms of residential structures
(Robin 1989). The apparent lack of a formal distinction between religious architecture
and domestic forms at this time suggests that, like the South-East Asian examples cited
above, the house itself was the primary site of clan or lineage rituals, at least in the case of
funerary rites. At approximately 400 BC the structures, which formed the core of the
community at Cuello, were raised and the area was buried under a large platform
(Platform 34). The construction of this platform was perhaps inaugurated by the death
and subsequent burial of a high-ranking individual in what had formally been the central
plaza of the community. In addition to the construction of Platform 34 and mass patio
burial, a small raised structure (Structure 35) was built at the western end of the plaza to
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become the first known ceremonial structure at Cuello formally different from the house.
Hammond states that:
Through the Cocos Chicanel phase (400B.C.-A.D.250), Platform 34 was resurfaced at
intervals of about fifty years, with deposition of caches and the interment of another
mass burial of twelve males around A.D. 100. The plain Stela 1 was also erected at
this date, in front of the first stepped-pyramid construction phase of Structure 35.
(Hammond in Evans and Webster 2001:196)
Though it is difficult to know the exact form of this first shrine, this building stage
structurally parallels domestic practice only at a grander and more public scale. The
inhabitants of Cuello took the pattern of the domestic mausoleum and enlarged it to serve
a larger congregation and mandate than was possible with what had come before (Freidel
1981:206-207).
A similar pattern to that of Cuello’s is also discernable at Cerros where Freidel
excavated a domestic building from beneath the well-known Structure 5C-2nd (Freidel
1986:3). Similarly, at K’axob’ habitation sites evolved into a location of burial, and finally
the entire area was interred under an Early Classic temple (Structure 18) (McAnany
1995). Taken together the processes of sacralization recorded archaeologically at these
sites during the Middle and Late Preclassic parallel the processes documented by
Waterson for South East Asian sacred architectures. That is, sites that were at one time
domestic gained sacred significance probably through the fact that important individuals
or lineage founders were buried in them. With time the importance of the location as a
point of lineage origin exceeded its function as a site of actual habitation to become by the
Late Preclassic the major architectural form for funerary monuments and lineage shrines.
This was noted by Michael D. Coe, who as early as the 1950s observed that pyramids
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and so-called temples should more properly be understood as funerary temples or
monuments (Coe 1956).
This theory [the idea of cyclical rebuilding events tied to the calendar], however,
neglects to take into account a very important fact: that in every case of extensive
rebuilding thoroughly revealed by excavation in Lowland Classic structures, at least
one burial has been found in each layer, contemporary with the period of
construction. Often, in the case of sizeable structures, these interments have been in
elaborate tombs. In view of the often magnificent furniture accompanying these
individuals, it seems unlikely that they could have been victims sacrificed to
commemorate a cyclical rebuilding. In other words, these structures were initially
erected to house a deceased person of some importance. (Coe 1956:388)
Formal Implications
Turning to issues of formal change, there are clear patterns to the development of
religious architecture that follow, in general outline, the systematic evolution of other
formal sequences in art. George Kubler provides some useful remarks on these issues cast
within his idea of the object as a solution to a particular historical problem.
Early solutions (promorphic) are technically simple, energetically inexpensive,
expressively clear. Late solutions (neomorphic) are costly, difficult, intricate, recondite,
and animated. Early solutions are integral in relation to the problem they resolve.
Late ones are partial in being addressed more to the details of function or expression
than to the totality of the same problem. Our terms, promorphs and neomorphs, have
the permission of the best dictionaries, and they avoid the promiscuous contamination
of terms such as “primitive” and “decadent,” and “archaic” or “baroque.” But these
determinations depend upon defining the pertinent form-class, for otherwise the
visual properties of late solutions in one class may deceptively resemble those of early
solutions in another class. Late and early are perforce relative to a defined starting
point. They will inevitably remain as parameters until some absolute measure of
visual position in time is devised. (Kubler 1962a:55-56)
In the case at hand, a standard repertoire of tropes––such as the quotation of the
domestic, usually with an increase in size––seem to be at work in the early stages of the
development of sacred architecture.
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In the case of Indian temple architecture, Meister (1986:43) describes this
phenomenon as a process of symbolic substitution wherein, “morphemes of symbolic
potency” come to replace practical units of the morphology of domestic architecture. This
is more than domestic forms writ large; rather, it is a transformation of domestic practice
and architectural form into socially charged symbols, which are, nevertheless,
recognizable in their domestic counterparts. It turns the house into the meta-form
through which other cultural spaces are understood and, like most ontological questions,
raises the chicken-or-egg dilemma as to whether cosmology establishes house form or the
reverse. In essence, however, this process of distinction at its initial stages is merely the
separation of domestic space from scared space through the use of different materials,
such as the use of stone instead of wood, and changes in scale. The same symbolism is
present in both domestic and sacred architectures. The distinction at this point between
the two––if there indeed is one––is often only indicated through differences in materials
and size.
This initial phase of distinction between sacred and domestic forms is then often
followed by additional increases in size and/or the repetition of basic sculptural or
architectural elements. The latter of these processes is especially apparent in the
development of the Hindu temple (cf. Kramrisch 1946; Meister 1986), where the simple
hut or palace is multiplied and conventionalized, in both the Northern and Southern
temple traditions, to a point where its original referent is almost beyond recognition.
Another common device is the loss of functionality. This is seen in the structurally
redundant vaultbeams commonly found in Classic Maya architecture (Andrews 1975:76;
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cf. Carrasco and Hull 2002), the imitation of E Group complexes in the Late Classic
period which maintain the form of earlier E Groups but not their exact astronomical
alignments (Ruppert 1940:222-231; Cohodas 1980), and in the Río Bec architectural style
where stairways, superstructures and entire pyramids are decorative and have become
part of the sculptural program rather than architecturally functional.
Informing these processes of formal and symbolic development, Meister argues, is a
“systemic belief-pattern” at least in the context of India.
By systemic, in this context, I mean a consistent and integrated set of beliefs that had
formal implications for the Hindu temple; by formal I mean an actual architectural
morphology – a language of form through which a system of belief could be
expressed. By expressed, in India, I mean activated, made actual, not simply a system
of symbols or metaphors. (Meister 1986:33)
For a Maya “systemic belief-pattern” I have invoked the narrative of creation presented
in the last chapter, specifically that portion of the story that describes the birth of the
Maize God. I would also argue that the Maya shrine, like the Hindu temple, made actual
the processes described in myth. The forms and symbols used to articulate this story,
however, once again like the Indian example, are culled from such facets of domestic life
as Preclassic burial practice, domestic architectural forms, and agriculture. These are but
a few of the most significant practices and forms that generated the symbolism of the early
Maya shrine (also see Taube 1998:428). Architectural features such as the hearth,
crossbeams, thatched roof, and basal platform are all present in the morphology of later
shrine architecture and are often integrated with the social practices that surround them
in the domestic sphere to produce potent symbols.
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The images and buildings examined in this chapter resulted from these processes of
symbol building. The systematic combination of these symbols along lines set out in key
mythological narratives resulted, by the Late Preclassic period, in the condensation of a
vertical cosmogram (MFIC) and the crystallization of one of the most important “key”
symbols of Maya liturgy (Ortner 1973; Rappaport 1999:299). By the Late Pre- and Early
Classic periods the MFIC commonly informed such objects as headdresses, cache vessels,
and incensarios. These objects were perhaps perceived to be like in kind to the houses
from which so much of their symbolism derived (see Houston 1998; Taube 1998). The
fact that this cosmogram, the MFIC, had its origins in and matured with the development
of religious architecture to become a central focus of ritual is clear from the formal
sequence of surviving examples examined in this chapter and from descriptions of rituals
recorded in glyphic texts. This formal sequence and the development of the iconography
of the Late Preclassic and Early Classic mask programs at such sites as Tzutzuculi,
Blackman Eddy, Cival, Calakmul, El Mirador, Nakbe, Tikal, Uaxactun, Cerros,
Kohunlich, and Acanceh will be explored later in this chapter.
From an anthropological and ritual standpoint, the masks found at these sites and
others, I argue, evidence a complex transition from what was in the Maya Lowlands
during the Early and parts of the Middle Preclassic periods a predominately indexical
mode of presentation and ritual action, including burial rites, cache offerings, building
dedications, etc., to a system of visual communication primarily utilizing symbols and
icons that seemingly relied on ritual for the establishment of sacral presence. This change,
as argued in Chapter 4, evidences a religious system that was itself addressing a larger
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audience and concentrating power in the hands of elite ruling families or clans. In this
way the advent of the change in modes of representation from the Middle Preclassic to
the Late Preclassic was not so different from the change that occurred at La Galgada at
around 2000 BC in which Chavinoid images of the Staff God, and various other related
beings, seem to have become the iconic focus of ritual attention. Or the theological
change between the early and late Shang dynasty in China, where Di, as a deity originally
referring to ancestors, was usurped to refer to an inscrutable celestial god connected solely
to the imperial family (Wang 2000). Or even as we have seen to early Christianity where
the image of Mary and Christ and the empty tomb helped spread the religion beyond the
level of a cult connected to a particular site (Belting 1994).

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MASK FLANGE ICONOGRAPHIC COMPLEX IN
ARCHITECTURAL SYMBOLISM
The idea that the iconography of the Middle and Late Preclassic stucco mask encodes
cosmology and informs the imagery of Palenque’s incensarios and other related Classic
forms is not a novel argument (Hansen 1992, 1998; Freidel 1986; Freidel and Schele
1988; Schele and Freidel 1988; Reese 1995). David Freidel and Linda Schele (1988,
1990) discussed Late Preclassic and Early Classic examples of the MFIC and suggested
that this composition continued into the Classic Period primarily in the form of
incensarios, cache vessels, and headdresses. They tied the imagery of these objects to
creation mythology especially as articulated in the myth of the Hero Twins preserved in
the Popol Vuh of the K’iche’ (Schele and Freidel 1990:114). More recently, Schele and
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Matthews suggested it was precisely this earlier Preclassic sculptural tradition that
stylistically influenced Copan’s stelae during the reign of Waxaklaju’n Ub’aah K’awiil:
Contrary to the general impression about Maya sculpture, a tradition of
volumetric sculpture always coexisted with that of shallow relief. However, since
the media was modeled plaster sculpture used in architecture, only a fragmentary
and very badly damaged sample has survived. Perhaps the best way to appreciate
Maya volumetric art is in the hundreds of clay figurines and incensarios that have
survived. The remarkable accomplishment of the Copan sculptors is that they
were able to achieve the plasticity of modeled plaster and clay in their
monumental stone sculptures (Schele and Mathews 1998:346 note 11).
While the above quotation presents a schematic outline for the origin and evolution of
Preclassic sculptural forms and subject matter, there is a clear gap in our knowledge of the
specific formal development of these masks, their contexts, and therefore ultimately their
meaning. In fact, despite Freidel and Schele’s detailed analysis (1988; 1990:96-129) of
Cerros structure 5C-2nd, the formal and symbolic development of the MFIC in the
Preclassic and Early Classic periods is still poorly understood from an art historical
perspective.
The origin of Preclassic architectural sculpture still lies in obscurity no doubt due to
the small sample size of archaeologically recovered examples. Despite this limitation, this
sculptural tradition has been described in some detail in earlier studies concerned with
either the archaeology of the specific structure upon which the mask was found, or in
analyses of the complex as a whole (Reese 1996; Hansen 1992). Freidel and Schele (1988,
1990) have perhaps produced the most synthetic overview of Preclassic and Early Classic
period façades in a series of articles beginning in the late 1980s. Richard Hansen (1992,
1998) has reviewed the archaeology of many of the most important examples in his
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dissertation The Archaeology of Ideology: A Study of Maya Preclassic Architectural Sculpture. In this
work he has also interpreted the iconography of the masks and made the interesting
observation that the earliest masks excavated at the sites of Nakbe and El Mirador
possibly depict a conflation of the Jester God (Ux Hu’n) and PBD, though I will here refer
to this deity as the avian Ux Hu’n. Reese-Taylor (1996) has advanced a variation of
Freidel and Schele’s discussion of the masked façade at Cerros in her dissertation on the
same subject. The work of these scholars provides the most significant review of
architectural occurrences of the MFIC in the Pre- and Early Classic periods.
This said, however, there is much to reflect on and question in the means employed
and iconographic conclusions reached in this body of work. Though the masks at Cerros
are not the earliest, dating possibly as late as AD 150, an understanding of their imagery
was critical for the general iconographic hypotheses advanced for mask programs at other
sites. For this reason I will begin with the masks of Cerros Structure 5C-2nd to underscore
some of the limitations of earlier studies of this body of material before returning to the
other examples.

ARCHITECTURAL SCULPTURE AT CERROS: STRUCTURE 5C-2ND
Four stucco masks flanking a central staircase decorated the south side of Cerros
Structure 5C-2nd (fig. 6.2). Traditionally scholars have interpreted the lower tier of masks
as representations of the Sun God based on the presence of infixed k’in signs in the cheeks
of the masks, while the iconography of the upper set of masks have been seen as
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depictions of Venus (Freidel and Schele 1988; Schele and Freidel 1988) or the Principal
Bird Deity in some form by various scholars (Hansen 1992; Reese 1996).
In their article A Lowland Maya Cosmogram (1988) as well as in Maya Cosmos (1990:
Chapter 3), Freidel and Schele were interested in: (1) understanding the development and
origin of the sculptural motifs employed on architecture and how these evolved into later
similar forms; and (2) in unraveling the iconographic significance of the Cerros masks. To
this end they posited that the masks of Cerros Structure 5C-2nd were a cosmogram and
that in order to understand their imagery it was necessary to have a clear understanding
of the ordering principles that were perceived by the Maya to structure the world. Under
Schele and Freidel’s (1990:105) cosmological model the east vertical pair of masks
depicted a rising or young set composed of the Sun and Venus (Yax Bahlam and Ju’n
Ajaw, respectively) while the western pair showed a descending or aged set based on the
presence of yax signs attached to the knots of the eastern set of masks (fig. 6.3).78 In this
view the mask program at Cerros represented both a process, that of the perceived
rotation of the heavens, as well as a permanently fixed horizontal plan of the cosmos
whereupon performances seem to have occurred. They interpret the imagery of Cerros in
the following way:
The temple decoration was, therefore, more than just a model of the sun’s daily path.
It was a depiction of the Ancestral Twins, and was designed to be read in that manner
by the king’s constituents. When the king stood upon the stairway landing between
the four great masks, he represented the cosmic cycle of the day, but he was
simultaneously at the center of a four-part pattern representing the lineage cycle of
See Freidel et al. (2002) for an up-date of his interpretation where he now sees these signs as nascent
ajaw glyphs (T533).
78
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the Hero Twins as his founding ancestors–the first ahauob. (Schele and Freidel
1990:116)
Kathryn Reese-Taylor (1996: 86) advances a reading of this sculptural program along
similar lines however with greater attention to the astronomical significance of Cerros’
masks. She too ties the masks of Cerros to creation mythology and astronomical
phenomena and sees them as personified representations of heavenly bodies and their
movements. Specifically, she identifies the upper, eastern mask as the PBD and the
western one as the PBD in conflation with the Water Fowl, which itself, she argues, is a
personification of the constellation Cassiopeia seated atop the so-called Wakah Kan (wak
chan and waka’ chan in my transcription) (Reese 1996:107). She also differs from Freidel in
that she thinks the narrative of the masks may begin from either the eastern or western
set.
In Freidel’s analysis, the starting point is the mask program on the east. However in
the current study, I propose that the starting point can be either the eastern or the
western facades, for the path of the sun not only moves overhead from east to west,
but also dips down below the earth on the western horizon and reappears on the
eastern at sunrise each day. (Reese 1996:97)
From this reading she suggests that architectural sculpture functioned as a backdrop for
performances that somehow legitimated the ruler’s authority.79 Without these
performances, she contends, the meaning of the mask programs were in a sense
incomplete.80

79 Also see Thompson (1954:204) and Mary E. Miller’s (1998) discussion of stairways and other
architectural features as backdrops for ritual.
80 While much of Maya ritualism was no doubt conducted out of doors among and before the people, I
have reservations about the extent to which the populace was allowed to view royal ceremony that actually
served to legitimate rulership. In fact, I would contend that much of the legitimating value of royal ritual
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Formative artisans illustrated entire narratives in a manner akin to recounting a
narrative without using any verbs. Specific details of the story were deemed
unnecessary because the masks were never intended to be understood separate from
the performances conducted on the architectural stage. (Reese 1996:87)
Despite the significant insights that Freidel, Schele, Hansen, Reese-Talyor, and others
have made, I believe, taken together, the explanatory models presented above of Cerros’s
iconography do not explicate a clear “systematic belief pattern.” To a large extent this is
due to a paucity of well-preserved mask programs, but it is also the result of an approach
that provides iconological interpretations of elements prior to diachronic formal and
synchronic iconographic analyses of the material. It is an approach to architecture that
sees meaning as somehow exterior to building form, and places undue significance on the
details that are of less diagnostic value than the overall composition. This is evidenced in
the attempts to explain buildings entirely through a reading of their sculptural veneer or
to search for meaning vis-à-vis the actions and performances that, but only momentarily,
graced their steps and halls. But, as Lindsay Jones (2000) has eloquently argued, a
structure is at all times experienced and, therefore, to understand a building’s meaning
requires seeing it as a string of events wherein the viewer and the structure are in a
constant dialogue. This idea lessens the impact of arguments that define meaning only or
came from the mystery of its secrecy and not its out right public display. Performances of public display or
simply large festivals surely involved the people. This was certainly the paradigm in Central Mexico where
festivals such as the New Fire ceremony involved the active participation of many people (Clendinnen
1991). The extent to which these ritual events legitimated a king’s rulership is questionable. Much more
important to the legitimation of rulership was first and foremost descent from a ruling lineage and then
probably successful completion of a series of little known or understood rights of passage (see Wald and
Carrasco 2004). It also seems that military conquest of some form or the other was important, but since we
do not know of an instance where a ruler was deposed for not performing there is little way of confirming
whether performance was crucial for the kind of legitimation that established ruling mandate. That said,
performance does seem to have been a critical means by which the ruler established and maintained cosmic
and world order, but this is an issue different from that of original mandate.
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primarily in terms of specific ritual events. The Capital Building in Washington, DC still
affects the viewer even when Congress is not in session. The Pantheon and Parthenon,
even in its near ruined state, still thrill the viewer. Both these buildings have influenced
architectural history and the West’s understanding of space far more than the rituals once
enacted within them, and for which they were originally built. Each has changed our
perception of the world and our own movement within the fabric of constructed space.
More to the point however, the above explanations of Maya architecture focused on
the iconography of Cerros because these masks were quite well preserved and believed to
be relatively iconographically transparent. They also seemed to be marked with glyphs
that could be taken to suggest a reading order to the imagery, if one takes the yax sign
affixed to the knot of the earflare in the eastern set as indicating “first.”81 For mask cycles
other than those at Cerros, such as the ones at Uaxactun (see fig. 6.4) and Tikal (see fig.
6.5), Schele and Freidel (1990) argued for a different iconographic interpretation focusing
on the “sacred living mountain,” instead of astronomical phenomena.
Here, however, the visual “stack” of masks does not display the celestial cycle of
the sun and Venus, as found on Structure 5C-2nd at Cerros (and also on Structure
E-VII-Sub at Uaxactún). Instead the masks featured here are models of the sacred
living mountain (Witz) rising through the layers of the cosmos. The lower panel
displays a great Witz Monster sitting in fish-laden primordial waters with
vegetation growing from the sides of its head. Above, on the upper panel, sits an
identical Monster (probably the mountain peak above the waters) with a Vision
Serpent penetrating its head from side to side. (Schele and Freidel 1990:136-137)

81 In a more recent article Freidel, Reese-Taylor, and Mora-Marín (2002) offer another interpretation
of the Pre- and Early Classic art and epigraphy. Of particular interest is their reinterpretation of the socalled Yax signs as an early form of the Ajaw glyph (T533).
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In another similar proposal Schele and Mathews (1998) and later Schele and Guernsey
Kappelman (2001) suggested that the mountain imagery of the Late Preclassic is cognate
to the Aztec concept and mythological location of Coatepec (snake mountain) and the
Mountain of Sustenance (Paxil and perhaps also Jakawitz [cf. Christenson 2003]) of the
Popol Vuh. They argue that Uaxactun Structure E-VII-Sub was known by the Maya as a
kan witz or snake mountain.
The radial symmetry and four stairways of this structure were deliberate: “Four” in
Maya is kan, and kan also means snake. Thus a radial pyramid was, literally, a kan witz,
or “snake mountain.” This Waxaktun E-Group and its symbolic design became the
prototype for E-Groups across the Maya region and one of the archetypal structures
for the representation of Snake Mountain. (Schele and Guernsey Kappelman
2001:41)
Under this model, structures decorated with masks represent Snake Mountain or
Sustenance Mountain and may be comprehended ultimately either through Aztec
mythology, especially the idea of Tollan (cf. D. Carrasco 1982), or the Popol Vuh.
Interesting and important as these two mythic narratives might be for comparative
purposes, I prefer to return to the Classic Maya creation narrative presented in Chapter 5
for the basis of my interpretation of the mask imagery of the Late Preclassic and Early
Classic periods.
The association between temples and mountains suggested by Schele and Freidel as a
possible explanation for Witz Monster imagery is, at a basic level of iconographic
recognition, essentially correct, and should also be applied to Cerros. In the end,
however, do the models introduced above explain the development of the iconography of
mask programs or the underlying symbolism of shrine architecture in general? Do they
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define a “systemic belief-pattern” and its formal implications for the Maya shrine? The
answer to both these questions, I argue, is no. They fail to discern or define a “systemic
belief-pattern” underlying the basic architectural form of the Maya shrine. In each case
the models presented above require sometimes-drastic modifications when confronted
with new material or variation between iconographic programs. Additionally, there is
little attempt to integrate the symbolism already implicit in temple form with that of its
iconography. The analysis presented in this chapter and the next, to the contrary, will
explain the underlying symbolism of architectural sculpture as an expression of a
conceptual system and symbolism already integral to the architectural morphology of the
shrine itself regardless of the presence or lack of iconography (cf. Meister 1986:33).
To achieve an understanding of MFIC and shrine symbolism in light of the creation
narrative presented in the preceding chapter, I first explore the overall compositional
patterns of the surviving mask programs. Following this, in Chapter 7, I compare each of
the major iconographic elements that compose these sculptural programs with images
whose contexts are more fully understood. Thus, it is necessary to speak initially at a
somewhat general interpretive level, leaving aside minor details for the moment in order
to elucidate an overarching framework. This should not alarm as it is only with such a
general analysis that it is possible to speak of such categories of things as the Gothic
Cathedral or the Hindu Temple, both of whose plans are predicated on cosmological
principles similar to the Maya one. We will now briefly review the major monuments of
the corpus.
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STYLISTIC GROUPINGS 400 BC - AD 650
For the purposes of this discussion, I have divided the extant mask programs into four
chronological groupings based on the formal and iconographic features presented below.
These groupings may be summarized as follows: 1) mask programs dating to an Olmec or
Olmecoid Horizon outside the Maya Lowlands as well as those programs within the
Maya Lowlands that retain or exhibit particularly strong affinities with Olmecoid and/or
Highland forms; 2) programs which depart from the Olmecoid and/or Highland forms to
some extent in their representation of long beaked versions of the avian Ux Hu’n; 3)
programs that while retaining features similar to group 2 introduce new iconographic
themes, such as, for instance, the Sun God in the lower tier of masks at Cerros, and are
sculpted in lower relief; and finally 4) those programs dating to the Early Classic that
present either extensive Fire/Sun God imagery and an anthropomorphic subject. These
divisions respect and are to some extent tied to the chronology established through
archaeological means such as C-14 and ceramic sequences that form the basis of Richard
Hansen’s chronology of architectural sculpture (1992, 1998). I would refer the reader to
these works for a more detailed archaeological discussion of the specific mask programs.
I should also point out the fact that these categories, of course, make somewhat
arbitrary distinctions––as they must considering our scant knowledge of the origins of
Lowland Maya art and the lack of sufficient archaeological data from some of the greatest
cities of the Preclassic period, such as Uaxactun and El Mirador. For instance, one could
create another group that would include the Olmecoid programs in a class of their own.
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If the goal here were to be a comprehensive survey of the development of Mesoamerican
architecture and associated sculpture this no doubt would be an essential class to add, but
here I include the examples of Teopantecuanitlan and Tzutzuculi only to illustrate the
real similarities––and differences––between these masks and early Maya ones.
Dating Mask Programs
While the question of absolute dating will not be my principal concern here, I think based
on the sculptural programs at sites outside the Maya area such as Tzutzuculi (fig. 6.6;
McDonald 1977, 1983) and tantalizing evidence from Blackman Eddy (Brown 1999)82
that the earliest architectural sculptural tradition in stucco known in the Maya Lowlands

82 The stucco masks at the Belizean site of Blackman Eddy should be mentioned even though they are
too badly preserved for iconographic analysis, since they would seem to be the earliest mask program yet
known from the Maya Lowlands, with calibrated C-14 dates (800-415 BC) linking the sculpture of Str. B14th with the late Middle Preclassic period (Brown 1999: http://www.famsi.org/reports/96052/index.html).
Unfortunately, the masks are too poorly preserved to analyze their style and iconography. Supporting this
early date is the presence of ceramic ornamentation reminiscent of Olmec motifs (Garber et al. 2002:
http://www.famsi.org/reports/00090/). I think that these masks probably date toward the recent end of
this range for reasons described above. Nevertheless, M. Kathryn Brown summarizes the exciting
implications of the discovery of these Late Middle Preclassic masks in the following:

The new evidence from Blackman Eddy suggests that both the architectural tradition of decorating
structures with mask facades and the triadic form of architecture may have antecedents in the Middle
Preclassic. There seems to be continuity between ritual activity of the Middle Preclassic and the Late
Preclassic time periods. This ritual activity appears to be related to elite interaction with the
supernatural emphasizing the basic theme of life, death and rebirth. The recent discoveries of a Middle
Preclassic mask armature, as well as elaborate public architecture and defined sacred space at
Blackman Eddy, Belize indicates that the Middle Preclassic Maya social structure may have been more
complex than previously thought. It appears that there may have been some type of formal rulership in
place at this time. This is not to suggest that the institution of kingship emerged during the Middle
Preclassic, however the basic ideological framework from which the institution developed may have
been in place allowing for an easy transition to centralized leadership.
Two tiers of masks were also encountered on the Protoclassic period phase of Str. B1 (Str. B1-2nd-b) at
Blackman Eddy.
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dates to c. 400 BC.83 Thus far this earliest horizon is limited to programs with only a single
tier of masks. No doubt more sculpture from this period will be revealed with further deep
excavations. The main corpse of architectural sculpture in the Maya Lowlands, from such
sites as Nakbe (Hansen 1992), recent finds at Cival (Estrada-Belli et al. 2003), and
Calakmul (Martin)84 dates to c. 250 BC. 85 If these masks indeed represent the earliest
flourishing of architectural sculpture and imagery in the Maya Lowlands, and the disuse
of the mask at Cival may be dated to the middle of the Late Preclassic (150 BC - AD 50
[Estrada-Belli et al. 2003:1]) and the masks at Nakbe date to approximately 200 BC, for
reasons discussed by Hansen86 (1992) and below, then architectural masks did not in fact
83

No doubt this date will be pushed back further in time with the additional excavation of Preclassic

sites.
84 Simon Martin presented this mask at the 2004 Maya Meetings at the University of Texas at Austin,
but images of this mask and other important architectural sculpture are unpublished to my knowledge.
Therefore, in an attempt to respect the rights of the Calakmul excavation project of Ramón Carrasco I will
but only mention the existence and basic features of this mask here.
85 The date of approximately 400-250 BC for beginning of architectural mask programs must remain
tentative since with each new excavation a new and earlier mask could be revealed. The point here,
therefore, is in establishing a relative chronology of iconographic and stylistic horizons, which are valid
regardless of new discoveries. This said recent radio carbon dating at Cival has yields a date of 200 BC for
material associate with the masks found at this site (Estrada-Belli personal communication, 2004).
86 I would place the Mask at Nakbe towards the later end of the range of dates proposed by Hansen.
He bases his range of dates on the fact that ceramics associated with the masks of Structure 1 “are
characteristic of the earliest Chicanel Late Preclassic materials recovered from deep probes at El Mirador,
and are expected to date from about 300 to 200 B.C.” (Hansen 1992:64). But later in his discussion of the
poorly preserved masks on Structure 27, Hansen states that the knot and b’i-earsflares were placed above
the head and would seem to be associated with another face that has perhaps not survived. This
configuration would group this assemblage more with those of Cerros and suggest a later date for the masks
of Nakbe Structure 27. Hansen however states,

I believe that the visible remnants are the primary masks for the architecture at Nakbe due to the lack
of stucco fragments and stone armatures indicating additional monumental masks above the existing
ones. Furthermore, the lack of space implies that an additional superior mask would have been the
same size or slightly smaller than the existing basal mask, which is not the pattern for dual mask
depictions…I also suspect that the placement of the earflare assemblages high on the associated panels
is a diagnostic early trait of mask construction. (Hansen 1992: 114).
In the following paragraph, however, he cites Forsyth’s excavation of Str. 27 as uncovering both ceramics
consistent with an early Cycle 7 (300-200 BC) and those (tetrapod mamiform) diagnostic of dates as late as
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appear in great numbers until the date given above of c. 250 BC. The reasons for my
assessment are based on iconographic and stylistic grounds, and the belief that known
Lowland Maya representational art originates from related earlier Olmeciod (see Clark
and Pye 2000; Freidel et al. 2002:45) and Highland forms (Parsons 1986) that provide a
logical terminus a quo for the introduction of mask imagery.87 This date could be modified if
further examples like Blackman Eddy are found.
At present too few well-preserved mask programs, not to mention other artistic
genres, exist from the Preclassic for a stylistic analysis that would allow for a dating system
more specific then the four general groupings that follow.88 Motifs that are not the main
carriers of semantic content, but are consistently present, such as earflare assemblages,
eyebrow forms, and framing devises, I believe are the most useful for dating and are the
best places to look for stylistic affiliations. In part, I will turn to these features when
constructing the following seriation, though in many cases these stylistic features have
been among the first victims of erosion.
Another major means of dating mask programs besides purely their formal aspects is
iconographic content. Here I would remind the reader of the four narrative and
iconographic segments presented in the previous chapter that I proposed informed the
the Protoclassic period (AD 150-250) (Hansen 1992: 114-115). The surviving earflare assemblages from the
masks on Structure 1 also do not support the idea that a highly placed earflare is indicative of an early
construction. Taken together this evidence tends to suggest dates somewhat later than proposed originally
by Hansen.
87 For a discussion of the linguistic evidence for a cultural influence from Highlands to Lowlands see
David Mora-Morín’s Kaminaljuyu Stela 10: Script classification and linguistic affiliation (2005).
88 As stated I also attempt to discuss thematically related sculptural programs together even if on some
occasions this breaks with a strict chronological order. For instance, I discuss the radial structures of
Uaxactun and Acanceh before the single façades of Nakbe and El Mirador which appear to predate them.
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imagery of the MFIC. The A, B, C, D system described for the major junctions within the
creation narrative appear in architectural sculpture at various points in time as well. I do
not intend to suggest by this statement that the structures themselves did not fully encode
the cosmological narrative. They did, but the iconic articulation of this narrative was a
protracted affair that took several hundred years to become expressed in its fullest form
architecturally. Thus, by noting the iconographic segments contained by each
composition it is possible to define a relative sequence that corresponds with absolute
dating methods, the formal sequence, and architectural context.89 I discuss only the mask
programs that are well enough preserved to provide significant iconographic information.
To give something of a preview of what is to follow I suggest that the mask programs
dating to the period c. 250 BC exhibit a rapid change in style characteristic of periods and
contexts where forms have recently been borrowed and are being adapted to the needs of
a new social situation and cultural milieu. Then by about AD 100-150 we witness another
period of stylistic change accompanied by an equally robust alteration in subject matter
that eventually led to the mask programs of the Early Classic whose forms continued in
use with little compositional change until the Late and Terminal Classic periods when full
figures came to replace the disembodied face.

One further related observation could be made at this point about style and dating, which will not
figure in my analysis, but could prove useful in future investigations of this problem. Namely, the initial art
of the Maya Lowlands, as we know it, is relatively restricted to a few themes and styles when compared with
Highland and piedmont examples. If we think of stylistic change as somehow related to linguistic change it
is interesting to note that in areas where languages have been spoken for the longest periods of time there is
usually greater linguistic diversification, leading first to new dialects and, if isolated long enough, to new
languages. If this analogy is apt, than the fact that we find both greater variation of subject matter and styles
on the Pacific coast and in the Highlands (see Clark and Pye 2000) suggest a greater time depth for their
development when compared with the relative homogeneity of Lowland Maya forms.
89
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GROUP 1: OLMECIOD HORIZON STYLE AND THE FIRST LOWLAND MAYA MASK
PROGRAMS
When Hansen presented his understanding of the development of architectural sculpture,
programs with distinctively Olmecoid features were known only from such clearly Olmec
related sites as Teopantecuanitlan, Tzutzuculi (McDonald 1977, 1983)90 and Chiapa de
Corzo. He also discussed iconographic information from Highland Maya sites, such as
Kaminaljuyu and Pacific piedmont centers, such as Izapa, only to support his PBD/Jester
God iconographic interpretation of the stucco masks of the Lowland Maya. However, I
will suggest following others that these centers were the major conduits of and sources for
Lowland Maya imagery.91
The masks at Chakanbakan (fig. 6.7; Cortés de Brasdefer 1998), at Cival (fig. 6.8;
Estrada-Belli et al. 2003) reported only late in 2003, and Calakmul, however, strongly
suggest, if not confirm unequivocally, that Olmecoid forms, probably from the Pacific
coast, were central to the formation of Lowland Maya art and associated religious and
political institutions. The recent excavations of the San Bartolo murals (Saturno et al.
2005), depicting a mythological narrative that compositionally parallels Highland
sculptural scenes, particularly that of Kaminaljuyu Stela 10, further strengthens this
thesis.

Tzutzuculi Monuments 1 and 2 should perhaps not be included in this group as they seem to
significantly predate the sculpture focused on here and more importantly they lie greatly outside the Maya
Lowlands in a region where a Mixe-Zoquean language was most likely spoken at the time. I include the
Tzutzuculi sculptures with the later, clearly Maya examples to demonstrate not only the clear iconographic
similarities, but also the specific differences that demonstrate how Olmecoid forms were adapted into a
more Maya idiom.
91 See Clark and Pye (2000) for some of the most recent thinking on these issues. For earlier
summations see also Parsons (1986).
90
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Though clearly not dating to as early as Tzutzuculi (410 BC for the date most closely
associated with the sculpture), the contextual and iconographic similarity between
sculpture found at Kaminaljuyu, Guatemala, such as the early Miraflores period (200 BC AD

0) tri-pronged stone incensarios stands––Monuments 16, 17, and 18––excavated from

Mound D-III-6 by Villacorta, suggest that Olmecoid forms were adapted here first before
being adopted into the Maya Lowlands (see Parsons 1986:51). Though the current dates
suggested for these incensarios and other monuments at Kaminaljuyu would seem to
indicate that they were contemporary with or even postdate Maya Lowland examples, a
situation that I find perplexing. I would suggest that either the actual dates for the
Kaminaljuyu material are earlier than currently believed or conversely the dates often
attributed to Lowland monuments are a bit too early. Definitive answers, of course, await
further excavation but this is the direction indicated by the current stylistic data.
Returning to the masks of this first group, in each case they clearly represent a deity
related to known Olmec entities. Because of this and the clear importance of these masks
in the establishment of the tradition that led to the development of the Mask Flange
Iconographic Complex it is useful to explore the specific iconographic connections
between these masks and the Olmec deities they seem to cite.92

92 Virginia M. Fields (1989, 1991) was one of the first investigators to argue systematically for the
transmission and influence of the Olmec iconographic motifs and their associated concepts into and on the
artistic productions of the growing Maya elite of the Preclassic period.
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The Olmec Deities in Maya Art
Despite a sizable corpus of imagery and several decades of research our understanding of
the precise meaning of many if not most of the entities that peopled the Olmec pantheon
remains obscure. Even the diagnostic features that would allow us to separate deities into
discrete categories are often lacking or occur on such a wide range of seemingly different
entities that they are rendered useless for the creation of a detailed classificatory system
(Joralemon 1976). These facts point to a situation where, like the Maya and other
Mesoamerican groups, deities were probably composite beings whose representation in
art could show a number of different but related manifestations depending on the overall
context of the situation (see Hunt 1977). The conflations of the Maize God and K’awiil or
the so-called Jaguar God of the Underworld, or Chaahk and K’awiil come to mind as
examples of this process among the Maya, as do the various manifestations of female
deities among the Mexica (see Townsend 1979:23-31).
Likely candidates for the deities represented on the monuments at Tzutzuculi,
Calakmul, Chakanbakan, and Cival, are the so-called Avian Serpent, Olmec Dragon,
and the Olmec Supernatural, an infant deity connected to Maize agriculture (fig. 6.9).
More specifically, I would argue that each mask depicts deities or aspects of deities related
to maize (Fields 1991).93 The four sculptures (fig. 6.10) that line the sunken rectangular

93 I am highly skeptical of the classificatory system and names applied to Olmec deities, but for clarity’s
sack and to avoid getting bogged down in an unnecessary discussion I will advisedly use the terms given in
the catalogue The Olmec World: Ritual and Rulership (1995) when talking about deities which have traditionally
been seen as separate entities. However, I will use Karl Taube’s (1996) designation of Olmec Maize God as
a general term that covers those entities and their different manifestations that reference and personify
maize.
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court at Teopantecuanitlan, Guerrero are a good example of the Olmec Maize God and
his occurrence in architectural programs. In this case each sculpture appears to mark a
directional aspect with the space in the middle of the patio reserved for a temporary
image or the actual person of the ruler. The distinctive almond shaped eyes and down
turned mouth are among the primary markers of the infant deity of the center and
sprouting Maize, i.e. the Olmec Supernatural or the Olmec Maize God (Taube 1996).
Tzutzuculi Monument 1, while possessing similar facial features as the Teopantecuanitlan
examples, presents an architectural context more consistent with later Maya programs,
where paired images flank a central stairway. Monument 2 (fig. 6.11), the mate to
Monument 1, unlike later Maya examples does not mirror the imagery of Monument 1;
rather, it depicts a squared nosed serpent the body of which, McDonald suggests, winds
around the pyramid to terminate in the headdress worn by the Maize deity on
Monument 1. Tzutzuculi, because the similarity between the context of its architectural
sculpture to later programs, serves as our clearest bridge between the Olmec and
Olmeciod corpus and later Maya architectural sculpture (McDonald 1977:561). As
Andrew J. McDonald (1977) notes Mound 4 also presents interesting parallels with
Pyramid C at the famous Olmec center of La Venta.
Mound 4, which measures 8 m in height, 42 m along the N-38°-E axis, and 62 m the
other way, is an unusually interesting structure in that, like Pyramid C of La Venta, it
is underlain by a broad artificial platform. Its rounded corners are also reminiscent of
the circular Pyramid C. In fact, the entire complex layout conforming to the N-38°-E
alignment–and including an empty stone slab “cist”–suggests the La Venta center
complexes A and C (McDonald 1977:561).
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The figures depicted in the architectural sculpture of Teopantecuanitlan and Tzutzuculi
Monument 1 correspond nearly identically to a number of portable carved and inscribed
stone objects (fig. 6.12), the main features of which are flamed eyebrows, a cleft forehead,
and either almond or L-shaped eyes. The cleft forehead, for obvious reasons, has long
been known to refer to sprouting vegetation particularly the maize seedling (Joralemon
1971; Fields 1989, 1991; Taube 1996, 2000). The mask on Monument 1 wears a stylized
icon of a mountain, which in Olmec art is also sometimes the point from which maize
sprouts (Fig. 6.13). Figure 6.14 demonstrates that this mountain is conceived of as a
central point within the quincunxcial horizontal cosmogram (Reilly 1994:22). Taube
expands on this observation to suggest that,
In contrast to the later Mesoamerican quincunx sign for the center and four quarters,
the Olmec symbol of centrality is expressed through bilateral rather than
quadrilateral symmetry. Bilateral symmetry, is well suited for ceremonial architecture
and linear processions, such as may have occurred in La Venta Complex A.
However, the symmetry of the Olmec bar and dots sign is also a close approximation
for the human body, with the four limbs flanking the central trunk. A number of
Olmec figures, including the Las Limas statuette, appear with signs placed on the four
limbs or torso, thereby rendering the body as the pivotal, central element of the bar
and four dots motif (Taube 2000:301-302).
The fact that this pattern also frames the face of the Olmec Maize God (fig. 6.15) further
indicates that other features of the body could be mapped out in a similar way, one,
which in light of our earlier discussion of the face in Chapter 3, suggests that the face or
head was also important among the Olmec.94 Thus, it is likely that the image on

94 In the case of the celt reproduced in Figure 6.15 the central dot of the quincunx if it were present
would lie directly over the nose perhaps a reference to breath and its importance as one of the fundamental
components of the soul (Houston and Taube 2000). In the scene from Figure 6.14 the same pattern is found
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Monument 1 marks the Tzutzuculi pyramid as this primordial center place of agricultural
fecundity as some have argued for other Olmec sites. For the Calakmul mask I would
suggest a similar interpretation based on the distinctive almond shaped eyes and down
turned mouth of the infant deity of the center and sprouting Maize (Martin 2004; Taube
1996). The fact that this mask decorates a structure with important astronomical
alignments keyed to the timing of agricultural cycles is also suggestive of an interpretation
such as the one advanced here.
In the case of the Cival mask, the entity’s iconographic identification is somewhat
more difficult, but nevertheless, I contend, still linked to a center and maize related deity,
who is also found as a component in early forms of the Ajaw glyph (Fields 1991; Freidel et
al. 2002:58). Estrada-Belli et al. (2003) have suggested that the Cival mask is related to the
lower masks of Str. 5C-2nd at Cerros for iconographic reasons, based on the interpretation
of these masks given by Freidel and Schele (1988). While this interpretation is of course a
possibility worthy of further investigation, I would like to offer an alternative hypothesis
that the mask cites rather or additionally a maize related deity. In order to prevent the
accusation of circularity I resist the temptation to build this argument on the two
important related facts that: 1) all other masks in the uppermost position of a contiguous
façade from this period and later never represent a deity related to fire or the sun, and 2)
there are no known representations of Sun or Fire deities from the corpus of Late
Preclassic mask programs until after those found at Cerros. Though I will base my
only this time the central point would be the eye of the figure, which is possibly also considered a kind of
portal.
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interpretation of this mask on earlier Olmec iconography both the above points should be
kept in mind.
When we turn to Olmec art we find images that suggest that the deity with L-shaped
eyes and flame eyebrows also has strong connections to sprouting maize. The inscribed
celt illustrated in Figure 6. 14 presents in profile form many of the features also found on
the Cival and Chakanbakan masks. This fact alone suggests that at least one of the ways
of interpreting the imagery of this mask involves understanding its relationship to
sprouting Maize.
Another important feature of the Cival mask’s iconography is the inscribed square
with crossbands found on the creature’s cheek or jowl. This motif, while similar in
placement to the k’in signs found on the cheeks of the lower tier of masks at Cerros, is not
the same, nor is it used to denote the Sun in other contexts. It finds its closest cognates in
the crossbands, which in Olmec art, mark center points as is found, for instance, in the
imagery of the four monumental depictions of the Olmec Maize God that lined the
sunken rectangular court at Teopantecuanitlan (Niederberger 1996:97-99; Taube 1996:
fig. 27c). In these images the cross-bands similar to the one inscribed on the Cival mask
are found as a component of the central diadem of the headband and as an emblem worn
on what appears to be the deity’s chest. The cross-bands in Olmec art are also associated
with the Olmec Earth Monster (Olmec Dragon) perhaps here indicating that, like the
Tzutzuculi example which places a mountain icon in the headdress of the Olmec Maize
God, at Cival we again find a conflation of the earth and maize deities, as we do in later
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mask programs such as those found on E-VII-Sub at Uaxactun. Unfortunately, the upper
most portion of the mask, one of the most important carriers for diagnostic information, is
lost.
A further iconographic distinction between Tzutzuculi Monument 1 and the Cival
mask is worth pointing out here. The knot and b’i or quincunx earflare assemblage worn
by the Cival entity is an innovation particular to the art of the Pacific piedmont and the
Maya Highlands of the Middle and Late Preclassic periods and appears nowhere to my
knowledge in the corpus of Olmec art. Kaminaljuyu Stela 11 (fig. 6.16) presents a
particularly significant variation in this theme as it depicts a figure wearing an avian
headdress with flame eyebrows and b’i-earflare, however, in this case the form of this
earflare is rectangular with the four dots of the quincunx placed at the corners. A crossband motif fills the center of the earspool as opposed to the more typical dot. This
element while appearing to be a component in the earflare assemblage, in reality occurs
on the cheek of the avian mask and therefore in this way corresponds rather closely to the
inscribed cross-bands on the Cival mask, which itself is framed by the more typical knot
and b’i-earflare assemblage. In fact, as Hansen (1992) and later Taube (1998) have noted
this avian masked figure also wears an early version of the sprouting Ux Hu’n, a fact that
identifies this figure as an impersonation of a maize related deity.
The masks represented on Kaminaljuyu Stela 11 and Cival Str. 1-sub are also
connected by the presence of the flamed or cleft eyebrow and the U-motif above the
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eye.95 The flamed or perhaps better termed cleft eyebrow directly connect these entities to
the iconography of the Olmec deities cited above, where the cleft seems to be an
elaboration on the idea of the split from which vegetation sprouts.
The cross-bands often framed by a rectangular b’i-like element or earspool occurs
frequently in the art of Izapa. On Izapa Stela 11 (fig. 6.17), in an image strikingly similar
to the Cival mask, it adorns the cheeks of a face with L-shaped eyes that itself serves as the
back of the birth toad, well known from Classic period Maya art. Notice also that the
eyebrows of this face process the same birafication as found at Cival and other mask
programs including those found on the incensario found between the two main figures of
Izapa St. 18 (fig. 6.18). The same cross-bands and rectangular b’i element mark the center
of Izapa Throne 1 (fig. 6.19), where it presumably symbolically also indicates a
conceptual center as it also does on Stela 11. The common iconographic theme shared by
all these images is the marking of a central point which then serves either as a conduit for
the emergence of deities or as a potential conduit.
Considering the overarching concern of Olmec iconography with the representation
of various forms of personified maize, the center, the earth into which the maize grain is
planted, and the close stylistic and iconographic similarities between the Olmec corpus
and the above cited masks it seems reasonable to suggest that the first mask programs, to
the best of our current knowledge, also represented personified maize and earth deities,
and demonstrated the same concern with the marking of the central cosmic axis.
95 The U-motif is perhaps more useful for the determination stylistic affinity than for iconographic
insight, since the motif is rather common and occurs on a variety of clearly distinct deities (e.g. the upper
and lower masks of Cerros).
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GROUP 2: LATE PRECLASSIC 200 BC - AD 150
At some point perhaps around 200-150 BC mask programs changed stylistically and
iconographically and moved away from the more easily recognizable Olmec-like forms to
types more typical of the Maya tradition to come. These stylistic trends are evidenced by
the architectural sculpture from the sites of Nakbe, El Mirador, Uaxactun, Tikal, and
Acanceh. The main features of the masks at these sites as Hansen notes are: 1) high relief,
2) representation of almost exclusively Segment-C iconography (there is only a single
instance of Segment-A iconography), 3) a zoomorphic rather than anthropomorphic
mode of representation, and 4) sculpture modeled in an angular or abstracted style.
Like the examples from the previous grouping these masks overwhelmingly depict
maize related entities (more commonly), personified mountains, or other earth signifying
deities (less frequently). However, by this time the imagery had been thoroughly
mayanized, a process that had begun in the first group with the addition of the knot-b’i
ear-flange assemblages found in the composition at Cival. The most frequently depicted
entities in this second grouping appear to be what Richard Hansen (1992, 1998) and Karl
Taube (1998) see as a conflation of the Principal Bird Deity (PBD) and the so-called Jester
God (Ux Hu’n). While I acknowledge that certain masks represent an avian creature
wearing the Ux Hu’n headband, I hesitate to see this particular element or entity in a
pattern of free substitution with other better understood manifestations of the so-called
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PBD.96 The second entity depicted in this second grouping is usually earth related and
always found below the avian Ux Hu’n entity.
With these general observations in mind let us turn to the corpus of Masks from
which these generalizations were derived.
Nakbe Structure 1 (200 BC)
Nakbe Structure 1 (Fig. 6.20) sits on the western end of a large platform and supports a
triadic shrine complex similar to the much later Cross Group at Palenque (c. AD 690). An
east facing sculptural program decorates the western and largest of the three summit
shrines. Though badly eroded, Hansen records two terraces of sculpture consisting of four
stucco masks most likely depicting early versions of the avian Ux Hu’n (PBD/Jester God
conflation in Hansen’s terminology) based on their avian features and tripartite headdress
(Hansen 1992: Chapter 3).
Hansen, the principal excavator of these masks, dates the structure and masks to
between 300-200 BC. These masks probably could have been placed just as easily in the
These iconographic issues will be more fully discussed in Chapter 7, however, suffice it to say that the
substitution pattern for this particular deity complex is restricted to the architectural sculpture discussed in
this chapter, the bench in vase painting from which the Maize God sprouts, the top most elements of some
incensarios discussed in Chapter 8, and as the finale to certain kinds of headdresses, probably because of the
iconographic exchange between censer and headdress imagery. The greenstone sculpture found in the
tomb of the so-called Sun God at Altun Ha (Pendergast 1981) could perhaps be cited as an exception to this
pattern, however, it like murals of Rio Azul Tomb 19, the imagery of this object is cognate to the bench in
the vessel imagery, the finale of incenarios and headdresses, and Segment C architectural sculpture in that
it represents the point or seed from which the Maize God sprouts. Taube also argues for this chain of
connections, however he seems to support the idea that this deity complex is truly a conflation of the PBD
and the Jester God (Taube 1998). It is at this point that I would differ with his position because I find that
this motif outside of the above contexts does not or almost never crosses into territories where we have a
better understanding of the “pure” avian deities from which the term PBD was originally derived (Bardwil
1976). More importantly, since these deities themselves have a number of different glyphic names I find it
somewhat unproductive to use the designation of PBD in the first place, and will avoid doing so here when
possible.
96
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first grouping. My reasons for not doing so have to do with the form of the alveolar
projections (or the size of the beaks), which are significantly different from those of Cival
and Calakmul. Though much of the detail has been lost it is clear from the surviving
elements and the overall composition of the Nakbe masks that the MFIC was well
developed by the time of the execution of this sculpture.97
The geometric upper band and lateral saurian heads that frame the mask and earflare
assemblages are an important iconographic component not found in all programs. For
this reason and because of its stylistic affinities with the art of the Highlands and Pacific
Coast it is worthy of investigation. A similar upper band occurs in the relief sculpture of
Izapa98 where it serves as a skyband or sky panel from which deities or ancestors may
descend (Izapa St. 2, 4, 23) or sit upon (St. 1, 27), and rain may form (St. 21, 26). In
general the imagery of these bands represents a celestial realm and acts as counterbalance
to the earth or water related imagery often found framing the bottom of scenes (see St. 1,
4, etc). Significantly, on Izapa Stela 18 (see fig. 6.18) rectangular b’i-like earspools with
crossbands terminate the celestial band at its corners. The elements that hang from these

97 One way of explaining the differences between the Nakbe masks and the ones discussed in the
previous grouping that does not rely on diachronic stylistic change is to envision a situation where different
centers in the Maya Lowlands are looking to different traditions in the Highlands and piedmont areas for
their sources for visual authority. We know for instance from the Olmec-style heads carried by the figures
on Kaminaljuyu St. 10 and Chocola Monument 1 that Olmec masks were probably important heirloom
ritual objects at these sites, like they were for Classic period Maya. It is possible that some in the Maya
Lowlands, such as those at Cival, choose to erect public monumental architecture using this older imagery
set while others, perhaps artist/rulers at Nakbe, for instance, preferred more contemporary styles and
themes. This possibly included the introduction of avian motifs found in Epi-Olmec art such as in the
headdress of La Mojarra Stela 1, the art of the Pacific piedmont, and the Highlands. This alternative
interpretation would then allow the Nakbe masks to be contemporaries of those at Cival and Calakmul.
98 See Virgina G. Smith (1984) and Julia Guernsey (2004) for in-depth discussion of the sculpture of
Izapa.
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earspools, while badly eroded, appear to be nearly identical to the reptilian heads that
frame the Nakbe masks, a fact confirmed by the better-preserved scenes on Stelae 23 and
26. In any event, the skyband would seem to serve a similar purpose on Nakbe Str. 1––
essentially it gives cosmological context to the mask beneath it, which, as I have argued, is
a personification of the point from which the Maize God and other deities are born.99 Of
course, this begs the question of whether this iconographic element should be seen as
equivalent to the skybands of the Classic period Maya. If we return to the Izapa Stela 18
and the elements immediately below the framing band (indicated by an arrow in the
illustration) we find stylized teeth. In fact, the skyband here is really an open mouth
through which the viewer gazes to observe the ritual scene within.
El Mirador (150-100 BC)
El Mirador Structure 34 (fig. 6.21) again follows a triadic plan typical of Late Preclassic
architecture and probably dates to the middle of the Late Preclassic (Hansen 1992:55)
with an abandonment date of around 100 BC (Hansen 1992:40). Like the masks at Nakbe,
the stucco masks of Structure 34 are realized in high relief when compared with later
Early Classic examples. Iconographically, they depict once again the avian Ux Hu’n. The
major and as yet inexplicable iconographic element of the composition is the jaguar paw
element that inflects the more typical knot and b’i-earflare assemblage.100 The mask panel

99 The depiction of the emergence of a deity from the mouth of a toad on Izapa Stela 11 would seem to
support idea that much of this imagery is concerned with defining a mythological point of emergence.
100 One possible explanation for this difference is that the jaguar paw element serves as a nametag for
the individual who is perhaps interned within (Guenter personal communication) though there is little
evidence to support this idea (Coe 1973:90-103; Martin 1997). Or, rather, there is little evidence that allows
one to connect this monument to a specific ruler.
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is also framed by a tripartite J-scroll motif that forms an upper register above the earsflare
assemblages.
There are, however, greater differences between these masks and those at Nakbe, the
single most pronounced being the lack of a second terrace of masks. At a less obvious level
the treatment of the eyebrows also differ (in so far as preservation allows us to discern)
from the flame or bushy type occurring on the masks of Str. 1 at Nakbe. The rounded,
half oval type found at El Mirador seem to more closely resemble those of Cival and
Cerros, but it is unclear to what extend their true from was preserved since two different
reconstructions drawings both by T. W. Rutledge present them somewhat differently and
the archaeological drawing suggests that there was little preserved on the upper portions
of the masks from which to work (see Hansen 1992).
The H-Group at Uaxactun (100 BC - AD 100)
The H-Group at Uaxactun (fig. 6.22) has come to lend its name to an entire architectural
type characterized by a triadic layout and can certainly be placed in a line of formal
descent from the examples of El Mirador and Nakbe. Hansen argues that this
architectural type perhaps arose from the eastern range style structure of E-Groups,
which was a major architectural form by the Middle Preclassic (Hansen 1998:78). The
mask program preserved on Uaxactun’s Group H is relatively complex but still
understandable within the compositional pattern suggested above and the narrative of
creation described in the preceding chapter.
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Approaching the complex from the west, two masks of the avian Ux Hu’n entity flank
an inset stairway leading up to the main platform (fig. 6.23). An additional pair of Ux
Hu’n masks adorns the entrance of Structure H-Sub-10. The iconographic resemblance
between these sculptures and the central element of the headdress of the first tier of mask
would seem to indicate that these sculptures also represent the Ux Hu’n deity or some
other form of personified maize kernel. The mask on H-Sub-10, with its striking
resemblance to the Maize God iconography of the Olmec, seems to represent the seed or
point from which the Maize sprouts (fig. 6.24). This is confirmed beyond doubt when we
compare this mask to the imagery of the Early Classic Tonina Altar (M.p43) mentioned
in Chapter 1. The seed/skull element in the cleft of the Jo’ Janaab’ Witz in the Tonina
tableau stands in a substitution pattern with or is a variation on the avian Ux Hu’n mask
found at Uaxactun that is they both express the “point of origin” iconography of Segment
C. The feature that most connects these two images is the foliation emerging from the top
of the skull/seed in the Tonina image and the rectilinear foliation forming the upper
frame of the composition in the Uaxactun example. While the style of the Uaxactun
example presents a more geometric and stylized rendering of the seed motif when
compared with the greater naturalism and curvilinear forms of the Early Classic Tonina
depiction, the iconography is exact (fig. 6.25).
Personified Ux Hu’n masks also flank the plaza-facing entrances and decorated the
cornices of the lintels of structures H-Sub-4 and H-Sub-5. The eastern structure (H-Sub3), however, is a large pyramid, which apparently lacked a superstructure (Hansen 1992).
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Two pairs of stacked Witz monster masks (Fig. 6.26), again flanking the central stairway,
adorn the two tiers of the basal platform of Str. H-Sub-3. The iconography of these masks
might at first appear to violate the particular order that I have been arguing for here.
This is not the case, however, since the imagery is intelligible within the patterns
described above. That is, the H-Group, and triadic groupings in general, recreated the
layout of the three hearthstones set at the time of creation. As will be remembered, these
hearthstones are no mere stones but are, rather, the mountains and bone-thrones from
which entities, such as the Maize God, sprout. If each of the major buildings of a triadic
grouping manifests the stones of the hearth of creation, then it is appropriate that their
imagery reinforces the complex ways by which this Ur-hearth could be envisioned. In this
case, instead of the personified maize kernels that decorate the other buildings of the
triad, the ancient architects choose the image of the mountain to represent a hearthstone.
This would have been clear even without the imagery because the structure of the
pyramid itself connotes the idea of the mountain. The superstructure or top of a platform
was more directly associated with the place of birth, at least from the Early Classic period
(see below). It is also likely that because the western apsidal portion of the platform
supporting structures H-Sub-6, 7 and 10 was constructed after the mask imagery of HSub-3 that there was an additional reason for the repetition of the sequence beyond the
one created by the major architectural break that existed between the entrance to the
platform and the H-Sub-3 pyramid itself. As is well attested, repetition of iconographic
and formal elements was a major means of elaboration in later sculptural programs.
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Uaxactun Structure E-VII-sub
The radial structure of the E-Group at Uaxactun (fig. 6.27) revealed by the Carnegie
sponsored excavations of the Ricketsons (1937) in the late 1920s brought to light a
hitherto unknown architectural form and established the important early origins of not
only Maya monumental architecture, but also stucco sculpture.101 At present it is known
through the excavation of Preclassic sites that the radial pyramid is a relatively common
architectural form with deep roots in the architectural history of the Maya Lowlands. In
form and iconography it bears a great resemblance to Structure 1 at Acanceh and
Structure 35 at Cuello (Hammond 1991), both of which are of similar date.
The sculptural program of the E-VII-Sub consists of eighteen masks. The long beaks
and surviving headdress ornamentation identify the masks flanking the eastern entrance
of the superstructure again as versions of the avian Ux Hu’n entity (fig. 6.28). The pairs of
masks on the lower two tiers of the pyramid represent from bottom to top a serpent head
and what is perhaps a rather idiosyncratic version of an earth monster head with cranial
foliation. In one case, and probably in the others as well, the foliation is clearly meant to
depict maize (fig. 6.29). The mask illustrated in Figure 6.29, is perhaps an early
manifestation of the Jo’ Janaab’ Witz found at Tikal and in the stucco frieze of Balamkú’s
Casa de los Cuatro Reyes (Baudez 1996 [see below]). All in all, E-VII-Sub is clearly a built
version of the mountain upon which the ruler in the guise of the Maize God sometimes
stands in stelae scenes. The iconography of Uaxactun Stela 20 (fig. 6.30)––a monument
erected in front of E-VII structure for the period ending on 9.3.0.0.0––depicts the ruler in
101

Hammond (1991:46) dates this structure to between 400 B.C.-A.D. 100.
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the guise of the Maize God in his Wak Chan Ajaw manifestation, and would seem to tie
the overall symbolism of this pyramid to creation mythology and the emergence of the
Maize God as outlined in the previous chapter.
Structure E-VII-Sub, in addition to lending its name to an entire architectural class,
also presents an interesting iconographic difference from most other mask programs of a
similar date. In almost all mask compositions, rectilinear borders frame the masks. Their
absence here can be explained in several ways. However, it is also possible that these
masks, like the upper most masks of Kohunlich (Segment-C), lacked borders because of
their different architectural context. On radial structures masks project from the plane of
each side of the pyramid and either lie on the same plane as the stairway or form
something of a low balustrade for the stairway as they do on structures E-VII-Sub and
Acanceh 1-Sub.
Acanceh (100 BC)
Structure Acanceh 1-sub, like E-VII-sub, is a radial pyramid. Eight large stucco masks
flank each of the four stairways to the superstructure (Fig. 6.31-35). Here though there is
only a single level of masks depicting the avian Ux Hu’n entity represented on Uaxactun
E-VII-Sub by the third, or upper most level of east facing masks. Also, as mentioned
above, Acanceh’s lack of a rectilinear border suggests that they are approximately of the
same date as those of E-VII-Sub or support the interpretation that in certain architectural
contexts Segment-C iconography lacks a border, as is also the case in the sculptural
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program of the Early Classic Structure I-Sub at Kohunlich.102 The difference between the
masks found on this structure suggest that the particular manifestation of the avian Ux
Hu’n was tied to specific directional quadrants, in a similar way that there seems to be
different PBD and sacrifices appropriate to specific directions in the Murals of San
Bartolo.

GROUP 3: PROTOCLASSIC 50 BC – AD 150
The third stylistic grouping covers the sculpture from Cerros and Tikal. Segment-A
iconography becomes a standard component of compositions and Segment B begins to
emerge at this time, yet there is still a high degree of stylization and the entities depicted
still tends towards a zoomorphic mode of representation. The importance of the
introduction of Segment-B should not be underestimated for issues of dating. While the
upper masks at Cerros are stylistically closely related to the second group, Segment-B
iconography has yet to be attested in the earliest programs. For this reason Cerros is
especially important because it would seem to be something of a bridge between the first
two stylistic groups and the fourth which in nearly all cases possesses all the iconographic
segments of the MFIC introduced in the last chapter.
Cerros Structure 5C-2nd
Dating somewhere between 50 BC - AD 150 (see Schele and Freidel 1990:103; Hansen
1992:35), Cerros Structure 5C-2nd, as we have seen, is one of the most important façades
102 The Mundo Perdido complex at Tikal possibly also belongs to this group but its sculptures are too
poorly preserved to contribute to the present discussion. Hansen suggests a date of between 350 BC-1AD
(Hansen 1992:37).
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of the Late Preclassic because it records the introduction of Segment-B or Fire God
iconography to architectural sculptural programs (fig. 6.36). The fact that censers roughly
datable to the same period depict Segment-C imagery (see Taube 1998: fig. 11), suggests
that the presence of Fire and or Sun God103 iconography was first articulated in façade
programs before finding its way to portable objects such as cache vessels and censers. It is
also possible that given the nature of the evidence it is more accurate to say that there was
iconographic cross-fertilization, as it were, between architectural sculpture and that of
incensarios and cache vessels during the Late Preclassic and Early Classic periods.
Returning to Cerros, its compositional structure also reveals something about the
development of the MFIC. In the earlier examples discussed above we have been
presented with either a single register of masks or multiple registers that repeat similar if
not the exact imagery. Uaxactun Structure E-VII-sub and the H-Group present patterns
of variation but these are only between Segments A and C and in the case of the HGroup the alteration in imagery is found between separate façades. At Cerros we find the
earliest clearest example of the full MFIC that presents all three iconographic segments
found on other later architectural programs.

103 In Maya theological thought deities related to heat or light were and are combined into a general
class. Entities from this general class may then fill a number of similar roles. Context apparently determines
which manifestation is appropriate for a particular occasion. For the Classic period the reason for the
appearance of a certain deity in a given context is not well understood. In Chapter 8 we will examine the
nature of the relationship between these deities in more detail.
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Tikal 5D-Sub 1-1st
The masks of Structure 5D-Sub 1-1st consist of two large cream-colored heads which
flanked a narrow inset stairway and seem to depict only Segment C iconography. They
are dated to approximately BC 50 - AD 100 (see Hansen 1992:38; W. Coe 1990:210-215).
Like other façade programs at Tikal the style is somewhat different than those found
within the same temporal horizon. Nevertheless, despite their highly eroded condition,
the tripartite headdress element exhibited by both masks suggests that they represent the
avian Ux Hu’n found as the upper most or sole element in the architectural sculpture of
the first grouping.

GROUP 4: EARLY CLASSIC AD 300-600
The fourth stylistic grouping finds examples at the sites of Tikal, Kohunlich, Lamanai,
and Altun Ha. Balamkú could also be included in this grouping based on modeling of the
sculpture and depiction of the Maize God in the superstructure façade. It is also during
this period that the portrait of the Sun and Fire God begin to fill the slot in the MFIC that
had earlier usually represented the Maize God.
Tikal Temple 33
Temple 33 (Structure 5D-33- 3rd and 2nd) was the funerary monument of Siyaj Chan
K’awiil (b. 411-456) also known as Stormy-Sky (Burial 48). His rock-cut tomb is inscribed
with a Long Count date of 9.1.1.10.10 (March 457), a year after his actual death. His
body was bundled tightly and his head and possibly hands were missing (Martin and
Grube 2000:35-36). The original mask program found flanking the stairway on Structure
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5D-33-3rd consisted of two large stucco masks depicting the Avian Ux Hu’n (fig. 6.37).
While still in the Early Classic, this original structure was encased by Structure 5D-33-2nd,
whose mask program consisted of three registers (Fig. 6.38). The bottom two masks flank
the central stairway and depict personified mountains and the symbolic cave-like space of
the burial chamber itself. Framing the entrance to the superstructure the upper most pair
of sculptural panels show emerging heads of the so-called Cosmic Monster. Schele and
Freidel explained the imagery of this structure in the following way:
The lowest masks on Temple 33-2nd are Witz-Mountain Monsters, whose mouths
have been rendered as caves. The middle masks represent more Witz Monsters.
These have small, severed human heads and blood scrolls (or perhaps maize)
emerging from their summits. The masks on the very top level of the temple depict
dragons in the shape of what is probably Venus, representing the front head of the
Cosmic Monster. Vines, representing the forests of the world, sprout from the top of
these open-mouthed heads. As the king performed his sacred rituals, this facade, like
the great mask assemblages of Preclassic Cerros, Tikal, and Uaxactún discussed in
earlier chapters, enveloped him in the ancient, orthodox, and transcendent cosmology
of the Maya people. (Schele and Freidel 1990:169-170)

The masks of the middle register represent the Jo’ Janaab’ mountain that we encountered
in the iconography of the Early Classic altar from Tonina, the sculptural program of
Balamkú’s Casa de los Cuatro Reyes, and a number of other iconographic contexts discussed
in Chapter 1. The Jo’ Janaab’ Witz (see below) based on inscription from the looted
Cancuen Panel 1and Piedras Negras Lintel 3 is clearly connected to funerary
monuments––an association also obviously supported by the archaeological of 5D-33-2nd.
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Kohunlich (Early Classic AD 500)
Kohunlich preserves one of the most complete and spectacular compositions of any mask
program (Fig. 6.39-41) and clearly anticipates the iconographic program found at
Palenque during the Late Classic and emulates contemporary cache vessels (Freidel and
Schele 1988; Taube 1998). Three tiers of mask flank the central stairway. The first two
registers, from bottom to top, depict composites of the Sun or Fire God and the earth
monster, where the latter supports the face of the former (fig. 6.40). The final register
shows a version of the Ux Hu’n entity (see fig. 6.41) quite similar to the one found at
Altun Ha (fig. 6.43-45; Pendergast 1969). The similarity with Palenque incensarios is
most striking in the bottom two registers of masks. In these examples, like Palenque
incensarios, side flanges flank a stack of masks. The central mask depicts a manifestation
of the Sun or Fire God, the class of deities most commonly found at Palenque, as well.
Crowning the composition and making the analogy between these architectural masks
and incensarios incontrovertible is a glyphic element often used to write the word “fire.”
The volutes of smoke or flames emerging from this iconographic element confirm this
interpretation.
Importantly the mask program at Kohunlich additionally illustrates the drive toward
the repetition of a condensed MFIC. That is unlike earlier façades, such as Cerros, where
each register presents a primary entity, Kohunlich instead compacts segments into single
units, which are in turn repeated along the vertical axis, seemingly similar to the masks
excavated at Lamanai (Pendergast 1981). Thus, Kohunlich, as well as Lamanai, illustrate
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the move toward a more naturalistic representation of the human form and document the
important place held by the Fire/Sun God. The image of this deity at this time supplants
the other iconographic segments. The reasons for this will be discussed in Chapter 7,
however, the increase in Fire God imagery probably relates to the fact that rulers often
took on the role of this deity in ritual (see Naranjo Stela 30 for instance). By personifying
the Sun or Fire God in ritual the ruler placed himself (and less often herself) in a role as
catalyst for the processes that animated not only temple architecture, but also the cycles of
birth and death through which the world finds existence.
Balamkú (Early Classic AD 550-650)
Thus far only the superstructure of Balamkú’s Casa de los Cuatro Reyes has been excavated
(fig. 6.46; Baudez 1996). It depicts a series of four compositions consisting of a frog or
saurian seated on a mountain. From the mouth of this creature emerges a seated figure,
probably a ruler in the guise of the Maize God.104 This is a rather explicit depiction of
birth and coordinates well with the Cerros and Kohunlich examples, where the split and
foliated T533 skull creature or avian Ux Hu’n indicate the point of birth. At Balamkú,
however, this origin point is reduced to the small T533-like element found within the
crevice in the forehead of the Jo’ Janaab’ Witz. This element is a pars pro toto for the Ux
Hu’n creature who sometime wears the foliated T533 sign as a headdress. The overall
image therefore is one of birth as emphasized by the dominance of the birth toad in the
composition. A similar iconographic program is also found in the façade sculpture of

104

A similar theme is found on Izapa Stela 6 and 11.
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Copan, especially that of Rosalila and Structure 10L-22A (see Wagner 2000), though
these use a different visual metaphor for birth.
The different context of the Balamkú masks explains the differences in iconography
between it and Cerros and Kohunlich. The stucco sculptures at Balamkú decorate the
roof of a temple. Thus the explicit earth related references encapsulated by the earth
monster and Ux Hu’n iconography of the mask programs at Cerros, Kohunlich, as well
as Acanceh, in this composition have been reduced to allow for a fuller expression of the
birthing scene itself, which relates more to the superstructure of the pyramid (Houston
1996; Carrasco and Hull 2000). The relationship between the iconography of birth and
the superstructure of shrine architecture is also indicated by the named function of some
buildings as pib’ naah oven house or sweat-bath (Houston 1996). Texts at Palenque record
these houses as the location for the birth of the Triad Gods. If the above is true, then
Balamkú’s iconography is especially important because it suggests that the association
between the metaphorical birth of gods and shrine architecture was well established by
the Early Classic and was not always contingent on the physical presence of a pib’ naah. It
also demonstrates the tendency to repeat the iconographic units discussed in Chapter 1.
In this case Segments A and C, which normally decorate the basal platform of structures,
are here repeated in condensed form to serve as a support for the major theme of the roof
sculpture (Segment D). This same kind of repetition seems to increase in frequency during
the Early Classic.
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CONCLUSION
To summarize, in examples from Group 1-2 only Segment-C and perhaps -A are present.
It is only in Groups 2 and 3 that we find Segment-B iconography. In mask programs
consisting of all three iconographic sections the bottom register or basal iconographic
element of a single sculpture depicts a serpent, a personified witz, or another creature
associated with the earth (Segment-A). The central iconographic register depicts the
Fire/Sun God (Segment-B). The uppermost register of the pyramid presents a
manifestation of the avian Ux Hu’n (Segment-C). Finally, Segment-D iconography occurs
above the basal platform usually in the sculptural program of the superstructure. The
images plugged into this pattern, as we have seen, change stylistically over time and
space, however, the ordering of these segments within a single composition is not known
to vary. Though, as described for the Hindu temple, elements can repeat along both the
vertical and horizontal axis (Altun Ha’, Kohunlich, and later Palenque) and the entire
iconographic sequence may be repeated or expanded after major architectural breaks (see
the H-Group at Uaxactun).
By the Late Classic the repetition of masks can cover the entire façade of some
Chenes and Rio Bec style structures. In the Río Bec style it is also noteworthy that
architectural elements lose functionality to become a part of the decorative sculptural
veneer. However, there seems to have been an equally strong pull to separate
architectural elements from the fabric of the building and to reproduce them as
independent elements in stone, clay, and perhaps wood. These then served, like earlier
and contemporary architectural sculpture, as a major focus of ritual devotion.
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From an anthropological standpoint the changes documented by these masks, I argue,
evidence a complex transition from what was in the Maya Lowlands during the Early
Preclassic period a predominately indexical mode of presentation and ritual action,
focusing most likely on the dead (i.e. ancestors), to a system of visual communication
primarily utilizing symbols and icons that relied on ritual for the establishment of sacral
presence (see Chapter 2) following in many respects a pattern also discerned by Hans
Belting, albeit for a different context and, insofar as I can tell, through a different line of
inference. In a recent article he observes that,
It seems appropriate to remind us of the conditions that contributed to the
introduction of physical images into human use. Among such conditions the cult of
the dead ranks as one of the oldest and most significant. Images, preferably threedimensional ones, replaced the bodies of the dead, who had lost their visible presence
along with their bodies. Images, on behalf of the missing body, occupied the place
deserted by the person who had died. A given community felt threatened by the gap
caused by the death of one of its members (Belting 2004: 307).
As the last sentence indicates, he attributes the desire of the image to the loss of the
presence of the deceased. In Chapter 4, I have outlined slightly differently, perhaps
complementary, reasons for the introduction of the image and its subsequent
development that emphasizes its political and religious ramifications more that its
psychological ones. Under either interpretative scheme, I would argue that the
development of the architectural masks evidences a political/religious system that was
itself addressing a larger audience. Imagery, and its concomitant belief systems, had the
affect of concentrating power in the hands of elite ruling families or clans.105 In this way,

The argument here parallels in some key respects the one suggested by Schele and Freidel in the
“Cerros: The Coming of the Kings” chapter of the Forest of Kings (1990). There are, however, some
105
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the advent of the change in modes of representation from the Middle Preclassic to the
Late Preclassic was not so different from the change that occurred at La Galgada at
around 2000BC in which Chavinoid images of the Staff God, and various other related
beings, seem to become the iconic focus of ritual attention. Or the one between the early
and late Shang dynasty in China, where Di as a deity originally referring to ancestors was
usurped to refer to an inscrutable celestial god connected solely to the imperial family
(Wang 2000). Or even as we have seen to early Christianity where the image of Mary,
Christ, and the myth of the empty tomb helped spread the religion beyond the level of a
cult connected to a particular site.

significant differences that are worth pointing out more directly. Namely, instead of seeing the semantic
content of icons as the means to elite legitimation I see the very adoption of a representational system as
critical to the growth of elite mandate. Needless-to-say, meaning was equally important, but it worked in a
way quite different than the one that has typically been proposed by students of Maya royal power. First,
the emblems of rulership in and of themselves do not establish legitimacy rather it is the conceptual systems
that they condense and present that people find compelling. One first has to be familiar with these ideas
before their material representation can be accepted, with the exception already mentioned of the idea
where representation itself demonstrates power, or perhaps better put the ability to manipulate the world
which representation manifests.
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Chapter 7
The Iconography and Symbolism of the MFIC
Cosmologies (and I include cosmogonies under this rubric) are the classifications of
the most encompassing scope. They are frameworks of concepts and relations which
treat the universe or cosmos as an ordered system, describing it in terms of space,
time, matter, and motion, and peopling it with gods, humans, animals, spirits,
demons, and the like. Cosmogonies consist usually of accounts of the creation and
generation of the existing order of phenomena, explaining their character and their
place and function in the scheme…. Cosmologies (and cosmogonies) nearly always,
and classifications frequently, tend to be viewed as enduring arrangements of things
and persons, their underlying premises and initial ordering seen either as having an
existence outside the flux of ordinary and everyday changing events and expectations,
or as motivating and generating to some degree the surface everyday phenomena of
the present time. (Tambiah 1985:3)

In the previous chapter, I presented a chronological overview of the architectural
sculpture of the Pre-and Early Classic period emphasizing its division into the
iconographic segments discussed in Chapter 1. This chapter is the second part of this
analysis. Here instead of dealing with specific buildings in chronological sequence, I will
discuss the symbolism informing the nascent MFIC through a diachronic investigation of
the iconography of Segments A-D.
These segments, it was suggested, are composed of sets of related images linked
through associative, metonymic, and/or metaphorical imagery. For instance, one image
set of imagery appears to have developed because the words ‘bone’ (b’ak’ pCH) and ‘seed’
(b’äk pCH) are near homophones in many Maya languages. These words, in turn, have a
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connection to stones (tuun EpM) and hearths (k’o’b’ EpM) and also, by analogy, to
mountains (witz EpM). However, the chain of meanings between images and their greater
significance within the worldview of the ancient Maya are not always so clear. For
instance, even where the reasons for visual substitution is relatively well understood the
deeper significance of the pattern is often opaque (e.g. birth from the northern
hearthstone). The following section examines the most significant meanings of the four
iconographic segments introduced in Chapter 1. This study is far from exhaustive and
hopes only to posit preliminary hypotheses that will no doubt each require more extensive
investigation.

MOUNTAIN IMAGERY: THE ICONOGRAPHY OF SEGMENT A
Understanding the mountain imagery of mask programs requires recalling the creation
narrative and the events in that story which occurred on or within mountains. The texts
that deal with the initial events of creation on 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u specify that three throne
stones were planted into the ground to form a hearth. It is from the northern stone that
the birth of the Maize God occurred. But these are not just stones. Additional textual
descriptions of the location of the Maize God’s birth refer to the throne stone (tz’am tuun)
from which he was born as both tuun, “stone,” and, more importantly, witz, “mountain”
(see Kerr 688). The hearth of creation, therefore, seems to have been conceptualized as a
group of three mountains or as a large mountain, much like the modern Tzotzil of
Zinacantan call the Senior Large Mountain oxyoket or “three hearthstones” (Vogt 1969:
378) or the three mountains surrounding Lake Atitlan (cf. Christenson 2001). The
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difference in scale between the domestic hearth and the near mountain range size of the
creation hearth should not be surprising as it is merely the literary version of the
architectural trope where domestic items of everyday utility emerge in the realm of myth
greatly increased in size.
Architecturally, the basal platform of the house or shrine symbolizes a mountain and
is therefore symbolically present in every structure. Nevertheless, mountain imagery, in
the form of the so-called Witz Monster is sometimes lacking iconographically when only
Segment C is present. This is especially true, as we have seen, in the façade programs of
the earliest stylistic group. In full compositions, such as those at Cerros, Tikal, and
Uaxactun, a Witz Monster or saurian represent the idea of the mountain. Reptiles such as
turtles106 or caimans107 in Maya iconography and mythology are associated with the
surface of the earth and, therefore, on many occasions replace the more standard Witz
Monster imagery. Despite the seemingly straightforward analogy between the earth
monster and a pyramid, there are a number of systematic differences between types of
personified mountains as has been observed by many earlier researchers (Schele and
Miller 1986; Schele and Freidel 1990; Stuart and Houston 1994; Schele 1998:487-488).

106 As we have seen on scenes from the ceramics the turtle is the most pervasive symbol for the earth in
ancient Maya iconography. The term a’akil tuunil attested on the Quirigua Zoomorph G and preserved in
Yucatec in the cognate term áaktuun, “cave” or “vault” makes a direct linguistic connection between turtles
and the earth (see Carrasco and Hull 2002; Hull and Carrasco 2004).
107 The Caiman is not found commonly in the iconography of the pre-Conquest Maya but the
relationship between this entity and the earth is supported by textual descriptions written in Mayan
languages during the Colonial period. Documents such as the Popol Vuh and the Ritual of the Bacabs
makes explicit the connection between the earth and the caiman in their discussions of the entity Sipacna,
Cipactli (in Nahuat) thipak (Huastec) (Stross 1995). The sculptures of Izapa preserve some of the best
iconographic representations of the caiman as a symbol of the earth.
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The list of currently known mountains of mythological importance include the
Yaxhaal Witz Nal, Jo’ Janaab’ Witz, Xaman Witz, Yax Xi(?), and a large number of
unnamed but iconographically distinct mountains (see Stuart and Houston 1994). The
discussion of all these classes is beyond the scope of the present study. However, the
Yaxhaal Witz and Jo’ Janaahb’ Witz, two of the most important mountains, are worth
exploring in some detail because of their very specific features, comparatively wellunderstood range of contexts, and prominence in mask programs.
Jo’ Janaab’ Witz
First identified textually by Stuart and Houston (1994:81) in their groundbreaking work
on Classic Maya place names, the Jo’ Janaab’ Witz (fig. 7.1) has overt associations with
funerary structures, as discussed in the previous chapter. Iconographically, this mountain
is characterized by a cleft forehead, maize iconography, three tentacle-like eyelashes over
each eye, a skeletal jaw and serpents that emerge from the corners of its mouth sometimes
to pass through quincunxicial earflares (see fig. 6.38). The Early Classic vessel mentioned
in Chapter 1 directly connects the Jo’ Janaab’ collocation with the iconography of a
mountain with tri-lobed eyelashes (see fig. 1.2; Stuart and Houston 1994:79). The text
accompanying the imagery reads:
5-JANAB’-NAL CH’EN u-K’AB’A yu-k’i-b’i…
jo’ janaab’ nal ch’e’en uk’ab’a’ yuk’ib’…
The Jo’ Janaab’ cave is the name of the drinking vessel of…
The imagery of the vessel depicts a cleft mountain with tri-lobed eyelashes. The passage
seems to imply that the cleft mountain is equivalent to the cavity of the cup itself. This
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explains the replacement of the witz collocation here with the word nal (place) and ch’e’en
(cave). In Chuj ch’en may also mean “vase” or “cup” and it would seem that ch’e’en can, in
reality, mean “hollow,” “cleft,” or “crack.” The use of Jo’ Janaab’ here differs from other
occurrences because it is responding to the unique context of naming a vessel as opposed
to an actual mountain or structure.
The majority of textual occurrences of this mountain, however, reference funerary
structures. For example, the looted Cancuen Panel 1 (fig. 7.2) lists a series of events
surrounding a funerary monument named as the burial of Makwi(?) Chan Taak Chay.
The text states that Tah Chan A’k, the holy lord of Cancuen and Machaquila, oversaw a
visitation to Taak Chay’s tomb on 8 Hix 12 Kumk’u:
IL-la-ja 5-JANAB’ wi-tzi CHAK- “Stone bench?” u-MUK-NAL ?-MAKCHAN-wi TAK-ki CHAY-ya108 u-KAB’-ji-ya TAJ-AK/MAK-CHAN-na
ilaj jo’ janaab’ witz chak /?/ umuknal makwi chan, /?/ makwi chan taak chay uk’ab’ijiiy taj a’k
chan
Was visited the Jo’ Janaab’ Witz, the Red/Great stone altar/bench109?, the burial of
Makwi Chan Taak Chay by Taj A’ak Chan
The Jo’ Janaab’ Witz toponym, as Stuart and Houston (1994: fig 49b, 81) note, also
names the location of the burial of Ruler 4 from Piedras Negras.
Piedras Negras Lintel 3
mu-ka-ja 5-JANAB’-WITZ 3-WINIKHAB’-AJAW
muhkaj jo’ janaab’ witz ux winikhaab’ ajaw
the three k’atun lord was buried in the Jo’ Janaab’ Mountain.
108 The Cancuen panel spells chay “fish” both logographically (CHAY-ya) and syllabically (cha-ya).
The more normal form of this term in Classic Mayan is kay which would seem to be an archaic form based
on the fact that this panel records the modern Cholan form chay demonstrating the k > ch shift.
109 This glyph depicts a larger stone supported by two smaller ones and is perhaps similar to the stone
bench actually depicted on the Berlin tripod.
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These passages clearly link the Jo’ Janaab’ Witz with funerary monuments and perhaps
tombs. The Jo’ Janaab’ Witz iconography of Tikal Structure 5D-33-2nd, as the funerary
monument of Siyaj Chan K’awiil, further strengthens this connection. This structure
provides us with a good example of how we might envision the funerary monuments
mentioned in the above passages from Cancuen and Piedras Negras.
The façade of Tikal Structure 5D-33-2nd is divided into three registers (Fig. 7.3). The
first moving from bottom to top depicts the cave, which is the external representation of
the actual burial crypt. The Jo’ Janaab’ Witz itself is represented in the second register
and shows the processes of germination believed to occur within the structure. Finally, the
upper most sculpture on the walls of the shrine superstructure illustrates the so-called
Cosmic Monster. The significance of this third level remains unclear but its location on
the superstructure places it in a structural position (Segment-D iconography) that tends to
emphasize the idea of emergence (Carrasco and Hull 2002, Carrasco 2000).
In architecture, the Jo’ Janaab’ Witz occurs at Tikal (Str. 5D-33-2nd), Balamkú, and
Copan. Variations of this mountain also occur at most sites whose Early Classic
iconographic record is intact. In the corpus of Early Classic imagery the Jo’ Janaab’ Witz
occurs at Tikal (Stela 16, 18), Tonina (M.p43, M. 106), Copan, on ceramics, and as a
component of censer imagery (Helmuth 1987:288). In these compositions an entity
almost always sprouts from a seed, skull, or toad situated within or on the split in the
forehead of this mountain. On a Tonina stela prosaically named M. 106 (fig. 7.4) the text
explicitly states that someone was seated (chum-?) on a specific named mountain which
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possesses the features of the Jo’ Janaab’ Witz but, nevertheless, seems to be given an even
more precise name that corresponds to the glyph composed of the number seven and the
logogram for black, ik’, that rests in the cleft of the mountain’s forehead (Fig. 7.5) (see
Stuart and Houston 1994:82-83; Martin et al. 2002:II-9). Interestingly this same location
also names the site of a period ending it the text of Tikal Stela 31.
How should we understand the occurrence of the Jo Janaab’ Witz on both
freestanding sculpture and funerary monuments? More than being a general name for
lineage shrines, Jo’ Janaab’ Witz imagery diagrams, I would contend, the Maya’s
understanding of the corpse’s transformation after deposition and refers more generally to
the core ideas discussed in Chapter 5.
By way of example, let us return to the imagery of sprouting found on Tonina Altar
M.p43, discussed briefly in Chapter 1 and the previous chapter (see fig. 1.5-7). This
monument clearly shows a ruler sprouting from an element that corresponds to Segment
C iconography which itself rests in the terraced cleft of the Jo’ Janaab’ Witz. When this
image is used to elucidate the iconographic programs of funerary structures it becomes
quite clear that the burial pyramid itself was seen as the mountain, that the bones of the
ruler interred within it were analogous to the seeds from which the lineage would
continue, and that the entire cycle was truly conceived of, in part, as a unification of
eschatology and agriculture, or more specifically the life cycle of maize. Thus, when
mentioned in texts or depicted in sculpture the Jo’ Janaab’ Witz was not so much a static
depiction, but rather an illustration of a dynamic life process through which both human
and vegetable life both moved.
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Yaxhaal Witz, Sak Mook
Scenes of sprouting and emergence from mountains are not limited solely to depictions of
the Jo’ Janaab’ Witz. Various other mountains also seem to express a similar set of ideas
or are named as the precise location for the birth of particular deities. Texts at Palenque
possibly describe the Temple of the Foliated Cross with two terms: Yaxhaal Witz Sak
Mook(?),110 “Green Mountain, White Maize-sprout,” and Naah K’anal Te’, “House of the
Ripe/Yellow Tree” (fig. 7.6-7). The mythological portion of the text of TFC names the
Yaxhaal Witz as the site where Jemnal Ju’n? Muwaan Mat conjured gods in the House of
the Ripe/Yellow Tree on 2 Ahaw 3 Wayeb (February 16, 2325 BC). These locations are
related to each other in the following text through the use of the relational noun yichnal,
“in the presence of; in front of.”
u-TZAK K’UH je-me-NAL? IX? MAT-MUWAN K’UH-ma-ta-wi-la a-AJAWwa u-ti-ya YAX-ha-li wi-tzi-SAK-MOK-ki yi111-[chi]-NAL NAH-K’AN-laTE’?
110 The reading of T533 is currently under much debate. However, it is fairly clear that the earlier
reading of nik meaning “flower” is probably not correct. Barbara Macleod, Luis Lopez and others have
recently suggested and have been working with a reading of mook, which could mean “maize sprout, maize
plant; germination” as well as “knot.” In pMZ, mook also means “maize” (Wichmann 1995:385) which
suggests that it could have been borrowed into Maya perhaps at the time when many other cultural
institutions and artistic forms were also being adopted by the Maya in the Late Preclassic. In any event,
while its reading remains opaque at the moment, in iconography it is certain that it denotes the point from
which things sprout.
111 Before going over this text in more detail with Barbara Macleod and Luis Lopez I felt that there
were two possible interpretations of the syllable /yi/ depending on whether the root is yi meaning a “young
corn ear/lacking kernels” and the thirteenth developmental stage of Maize among the Tzotzil or yih an
adjective meaning “ripe” or “old” depending on the context (Laughlin 1975:385). In ritual speech it is
contrasted with k’an, “ripe.” The name of the Temple of the Foliated Cross, I believed, could then be
render as either:

Green mountain,
White seeds,
Mature maize,
The House of the Ripe tree.
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utzak k’uh jemnal ju’n muwaan mat k’uhul matwiil ajaw uhtiiy yaxhaal witz sak mook yichnal naah
k’anal te’.
It was the god-conjuring of the Jemnal Ju’n Muwaan Mat, the Divine Matwiil Lord.
It happened at the Green Mountain in the presence (in front) of the House of the
Ripe/Yellow Tree.
The imagery of the Central Panel from the Temple of the Foliated Cross helps elucidate
these passages. The scene depicts the Yaxhaal Witz as a radial structure with masks
forming each of its sides (fig. 7.6). In the image this form is suggested by depicting a single
frontal mask flanked by profile views of two other masks with a fourth mask presumably
on the back. An inscription in the eyes of this mountain monster identifies it as the
Yaxhaal Witz Nal. The mask or censer at the center of the composition from which the
maize tree sprouts depicts the Naah K’anal Te’.
The text and imagery here suggest that the older Kan B’ahlam is performing a
ritual whose paradigmatic form was established by Muwaan Mat’s conjuring of gods
upon the Yaxhaal Witz. These actions in both the texts and images occurred before the
Naah K’anal Te’ which is depicted in this panel scene as a maize plant growing from a
stylized skull. In essence, we see Kan B’ahlam performing the same rites as Muwaan Mat.

Or if yi:
Green mountain,
White seeds,
Young ear of maize,
The House of the Ripe tree.
The first translation I had felt was the more likely because one would expect that /yi/ should be an
adjective rather than a noun since there would be no need for the term nal if it were a noun. Additionally,
the first presents a more balance couplet structure, in which young maize is contrasted with old or mature
maize and each noun is preceded by an adjective.
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The Temple of the Foliated Cross itself and perhaps, by extension, the mountain, El
Mirador, that rises behind it made these mythological locations real. Schele and Freidel
(1990; Schele 1998; also see Taube 1998) note that the Naah Te’ K’an collocation and
the similar expression Naah K’anjal (Tortuguero Monument 6, ekwaniiy naah k’anjal upib’
naah a’kal ?-k’uk’) name shrines at Tikal, Copan, and Tortuguero. Thus, this name, like Jo’
Janaab’ Witz, refers to a particular class of structures rather than to a single site or
lineage.
In regard to Preclassic and Early Classic mask imagery, there are few specific
systematic details that allow us to identify this precise mountain within the corpus of
surviving sculptural programs. Based on the importance of providing views of profile
masks, the Yaxhaal Witz Nal would seem to find form in the built world as a radial
structure similar to Uaxactun E-VII-Sub or Acanceh Structure I-Sub.
The Berlin Tripod (Fig. 7.8) vessel dating from the Early Classic provides an
important illustration of radial mountains/pyramids and their use as funerary
monuments. The tableaux is divided into two scenes one of which depicts the interment
of an individual wrapped in a nine knotted bundle, while the other shows the skeleton of
the same person surmounted by sprouting phytomorphic figures. The central figure,
named as the owner of the vessel listed in the PSS (u-ka-ni-b’i, u’knib’), was apparently
the son of an Itza’ lord. The first scene shows his bundled body resting on a stone bench,
the two legs of which are inscribed each with a single collocation. The first states OCHb’i-ja, for ochb’ihaj and the second depicts a turtle possibly read AK, for a’k in this case.
The full passage would therefore read ochb’ihaj a’k “he road-entered [at] the
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vault/structure.” If this reading is correct it is nearly identical to a longer one record on
Quirigua Zoomorph G (Schele and Looper 1996:150; cf. Hull and Carrasco 2004:135136):
Quirigua Zoo. G (9 Ik’ 5 Yax)
OCH-b’i-ya u-SAK-IK’-li ti-a-ku-li TUN-ni-li K’AK’ TIL-CHAN
CHAAHK…
ochb’iiy u sak ik’il ti a’kil tuunil k’ahk’ til[wi] chan chaahk…
road-entered his soul at the vault K’ahk’ Tilwi Chan Chaahk …
Free Translation:
On 9 Ik’ 5 Yax the soul of K’ahk’ Tilwi Chan Chaahk [additional titles follow] roadentered at the vault…
Ten days later the inscription on Quirigua Zoomorph G states that on 8 Eb’ 15 Yax,
muhkaj b’olon tz’akb’u naah, or “was buried the Nine Succession/Generation House” (ie. the
tomb of K’ahk’ Tilwi) (Schele and Looper 1996). Thus, this text records a ritual sequence
where the deceased road-enters before the closing of the tomb. The inscription and
imagery of the Berlin Tripod vessel depicts what occurred during the “road-entering”
portion of the mortuary rite. It suggests that once one is buried within a structure, in a
pyramid, the soul or breath (T533 sak ik’il) of the deceased begins a journey that, at least
to a certain extent, may be mapped out physically in architecture. The tomb of K’ihnich
Janaab’ Pakal, with its clearly delineated psychoduct, is perhaps the best-known example
of the architectonic realization of the b’ih, “road” on which the dead travel (Wichmann
n.d.; Hull forthcoming).
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The Road into the Mountain
What is the nature of the road mentioned in the text and imagery presented above and,
moreover, what is its connection to mountains and architecture? Answering this question
clarifies the scenes of emergence from mountains and funerary structures discussed above.
By the Early Classic, it appears that the road of the dead was viewed as analogous to the
road traveled by the Sun, which begins to find visual expression at this time. The Pomona
Flare (fig. 7.9) provides the earliest known textual description of the nature of the road
traveled by the Sun and Maize God (cf. Justeson et al. 1988; Stross 1994). The passage on
this object is too cryptically short to give much insight, but when read in light of Caracol
St. 6 (fig. 4.13) and Kerr Vessel 1440 (fig. 7.10), the significance and nature of the sun’s
journey becomes apparent. The Flare simply states, “8 roads are the Maize God…, 4
roads are the Sun God,” with no iconographic reinforcement to help us latter-day
interpreters. The scribes at Caracol have kindly intermingled iconography and text in a
more explicit fashion. The basal register of the stela depicts a variation on the Jo’ Janaab’
Witz, with a lily pad or turtle shell forehead representing the surface of the earth. In other
similar scenes, a serpent winds its way through the mandibles of the earth monster and
through its ear ornaments. From the open maw of these serpents, emerge the heads of
deities. In the Caracol example, however, the image is so condensed that only a vestige of
the serpent head is evident. Clearly, the precise identity of the emerging gods was of
much greater importance then the well-known and illustrated serpents. The emergent
head on the left, depicts the Sun God who wears a glyphic headdress which states, chan
ub’i[h]…, for, “4 are the roads of the …” where the owner is presumably the Sun God
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himself. Søren Wichmann interprets the passage slightly differently to suggest that it
reads, “the sky is the road of the Sun” (Wichmann n.d.). While this is certainly a
possibility, on Kerr Vessel 1440 (fig. 7.11) we are told again that, “four are the roads of
the K’ihnich, eight are the roads of [god name].” Moreover, the Sun God’s association
with the number four is also not explained by the “sky” reading; rather, it would seem
that in this case four simple means four.
The passage, therefore, possibly refers to the sun’s daily or yearly celestial
peregrinations, perhaps specifically to the northern and southern most points of sun rise
and set on the solstices. Francisco Estrada-Belli et al.’s (2003) discovery of a cache (fig.
4.12) at the site of Cival dating to the Preclassic perhaps documents ritual activity
attendant to the ritual observance of the solstices and equinoxes. They observed that,
The placement of the cruciform cache on the centreline of the eastern platform of
what may be an astronomical “E-Group” oriented with the equinoctial sunrise,
reinforces the idea that this deposit resulted from a solar ritual associated with the
Maya agricultural cycle.
Contemporary rituals among the Ch’orti’ attest to structurally similar rituals. For
example, during the Ch’orti’s ritual observation of the equinox and at midday when the
Sun is directly overhead, Girard noted that the religious elders laid out a quincuncial
pattern with specially selected river rocks. In fact, their movement over the entire day was
seen as emulating the path of the sun (Girard 1995).
The interpretation presented above also more accurately explains the Pomona Flare
with its explicit directional associations. Since the serpent moves through the earflares of
the earth monster, it stands to reason that the earflare itself on some occasions should be
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seen as the road through which serpents move, an observation that also explained the use
of the quincunx for the syllable /b’i/. It was through these serpent-roads that the Sun
God and other entities travel.
Taken together, mountain and road imagery help us understand what occurs after
entombment. It would seem, as has been known since the decipherment of ochb’ihaj (roadenter), that the deceased begins a journey (cf. Hull forthcoming) possibly to apotheosize as
the Maize God and eventually the Sun God.112
Terraced Cracks and Ballcourts
The terraced fissure resembling a ballcourt found in the forehead of many representations
of mountains is another major visual metaphor, which suggests that the pyramid is a
location of deposition and emergence. The ballcourt steps at Yaxchilan are inscribed with
texts that explicitly associate the ballcourt with the ik’ “portal” nal (Black Portal Place)
place discussed in Chapter 2. The ballcourt’s symbolic connotations of birth and death
are clearly also manifested in the plan and iconography of Pakal’s tomb in the Temple of
Inscriptions, which has long been known to emulate a ballcourt in its plan (see Schele and
Matthews 1998). It is also significant to note Kent Reilly’s observation that two stucco
heads were placed on the floor exactly at the point where the “psychoduct” begins (Kent
Reilly personal communication, 2000). In another burial at the site of Yaxuna, rubble
was placed within the tomb along each side of the body to create a crevice or split from
which the deceased could apparently sprout. They observed that,
112 This suggestion is based on the observation that among contemporary Maya (Girard 1995; Bricker
1981; Gossen 1972) the Sun God and Maize God are often linked or are at different stages the same entity,
though exactly nature of this relationship is still obscure.
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During the course of the construction of this new pyramid, when the labyrinth
corridors were raised to about half their final height, ritualists broke through the floor
of the antechamber area and re-entered the tomb. There they lit a fire inside a
ceramic container on the central stone of the three stones. They also piled freshly
quarried stones into sloping heaps on both sides of the body, careful not to disturb it
or the 13 vessels in the tomb. In this way, with the same stones they were using to
create the new great mountain over the old one, they made a miniature clefted
mountain inside the tomb with the dead king in its center. (Freidel and Suhler n.d.)113
These manipulations of architectural space attempted to actualize a mythic topography,
specifically that of the Maize God’s birth from a cleft in the earth (fig. 7.13).
Iconographically, as we have seen, the earth was most often represented by a turtle, a
terraced crack, or a witz monster of one kind or another. This string of evidence presents
the tomb as just such a place of emergence and rebirth. If we extend the logical
implications of this observation, it is clear that the body of the interred was indeed the
seed from which his own regeneration would flow in a process analogous to that of the
Maize God’s rebirth. Confirmation of this theory is found in abundance: from the
funerary monument of Sihyaj Chan K’awiil (Str. 5D-33-2nd), to the Temple of the Sun Priest
at Altun Ha, to the Temple of Inscriptions at Palenque, and many other further
examples.

What this detour into burial practice and architecture demonstrates is that the
structures specifically equated with mountains were indeed believed to be not only the site
of the Maize God’s rebirth, but also, in the context of human rulers, symbolic machines
for the transubstantiation of the deceased, whose bones, as we will explore in more detail

113

See http://maya.csuhayward.edu/yaxuna/path.html for the full article, accessed February 2005.
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below, were understood as the seeds of the lineage.114 In the overall scheme of the MFIC
the mountain is the location into which the remains of the deceased are planted. Or more
precisely the cleft in the mountain is the point into which the seed is planted and from
which the new or renewed lineage will sprout. As we will see, Segment-C iconography
metaphorically represents the dead in the form of a seed and/or bird. Heat, found
represented in the iconography of Segment-B, in this equation, functions as the catalyst
for the regeneration and subsequent rebirth of the dead or the lineage.

SUN/FIRE GOD IMAGERY: THE ICONOGRAPHY OF SEGMENT B
Segment B iconography will be examined in more detail in the next chapter but it is
important to note that its emergence can only be dated to the end of the late Pre- and
Early Classic periods. Prior to this time, it seems that fire imagery or the idea of heat was
encapsulated in ritual rather than in monumental sculpture itself. Probably this entailed
the use of incensarios or was inherent in certain termination rites that preceded the
interment of structures (Freidel 1981, 1986; Hansen 1992:67, 75, 79). In tomb ritual the
use of fire is seen in the example of Yaxuna just cited, as well as at Altun Ha’ and the
burial of the Sun God (Pendergast 1969)
Fire/Sun God imagery first appears in the iconography of mask programs at the
intersection between the Late Preclassic and the Early Classic. As we have seen, in the
earliest surviving mask programs Segment B is not present and only emerges to a place of
equal or greater importance with the architectural sculpture of Cerros and Kohunlich.

114

See the grinding of the Hero Twin’s bones in the Popol Vuh.
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Despite this lack of imagery, it is known that fire (heat) was of great importance at an
early date in Maya liturgy as is evidenced by burnt offerings and largescale “termination”
rituals involving the “burning” of the structures. More important for the discussion at
hand are the archaeological presence of incensarios and their depiction in narrative
scenes. For example, Richard Hansen’s excavation of Nakbe Structure 1 encountered
numerous spiked incensarios on both the summit and terraces of this structure, though
these seem to date to the last phase of the building’s use or to the time of its
abandonment. Hansen also documents that burnt offerings were made in front of Nakbe’s
stucco architectural masks, again perhaps some time after the structure’s abandonment.
At a surface depth of 1.10m, an ash deposit with a prismatic obsidian blade was
recovered at the tip of the alveolar snout block. It is likely that some sort of veneration
ritual had taken place in front of the masks involving the burning of fine-grained
materials (paper ?) and perhaps some sort of bloodletting activity with the obsidian
blade. The activity took place in a post abandonment phase also, since the ash and
blade had been placed in structural collapse (Hansen 1992:79-80)
Archaeological data from Cerros possibly documents a similar situation. In front of the
Masks of Cerros Structure 29D excavators found “a large number of vessel fragments and
several cylinder-shaped stones.” (Reese 1996:77-78). These vessels appear to have been
smashed in situ, and it would be interesting to know the exact vessel types of these
ceramics. Cached inside Platform E-VII at Uaxactun were incensarios (Ricketson and
Ricketson 1937:93-96, 152, 281) similar to those also found at Cerros, in each case there
were three censers possibly referencing the creation hearth (fig. 7.14). The iconography of
these censers is difficult to place inline with later examples, however tend to see them as
depicting albeit in a rather rudimentary way a deity related either to the earth (Segment
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A) or to that of the personified maize or “point of origin” iconographic set (Segment C)
(compare with fig. 6.28-29). They don’t seem to possess features typical of the Fire God.
Preclassic imagery from Kaminaljuyu and Itzapa (fig. 7.15) clearly illustrate the use of
spiked incensarios and Rice (1999) in her survey of censers also makes note of the
ubiquity of this censer type. The iconic incensario composed of a single face, typically
associated with Palenque type incensarios, also dates to the Preclassic at the site of
Kaminaljuyu. While documenting the existence of the effigy censer, the three large stone
tri-pronged censer stands found at Kaminaljuyu depict a deity similar to the entity of the
Cival Mask, rather than the Fire God more typical of the Early and Late Classic effigy
censer. Again it would seem that during the Late Preclassic the ritual act of burning itself
was focused on the veneration of other maize related deities depicted in Segment C
iconography and had yet to become widely personified and worshiped as the Fire God
was in the Classic period.
By the Early Classic, the sculptural programs at Cerros and Kohunlich present the
Fire/Solar entity in one of its most full articulated manifestations apart from those found
on cache vessels, and prior to examples from the Late Classic. At Altun Ha David
Pendergast documented extensive fire rituals in the so-called Sun God’s tomb (1969). In
the Classic period the ubiquity of inscriptions recording ochi k’ahk’, or fire-entering
ceremonies, seemingly attest to the abundance of fire rituals (see Stuart 1998), as does the
archaeological record (see Chapter 8). For instance, Temple 16 at Copan, Yax K’uk’
Mo’s funerary monument, documents many burning events as does the ritual cache
under Alter Q, which is perhaps described as a fire altar (Fash and Fash 2001; Herring
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2005; Newsome 2005). The termination rituals at sites such as Cerros (Freidel 1981;
Hansen 1992; Reese 1996:79-81) also included burning events. During the Late Classic
period, the incensarios of Palenque clearly demonstrate the importance of censing events.
Bishop Diego de Landa’s colonial account (Tozzer 1941) of the censer-image cult as well
as contemporary practice confirms the continued importance of censing rituals.
While I can rely on only an impressionistic survey at present, it is interesting to note
that the deity complex most often represented in the Segment B iconography (e.g. JGU,
or another manifestation of the Sun/Fire God) is the same as that commonly
impersonated by Maya rulers in the Late Classic period. If emulation of this deity truly
increased throughout the Classic period, as his visage does in sculptural programs, than
this could tell us a great deal about real theological changes vis-à-vis strategies of rulership.
One possible reason for this is that the Fire God was the catalyst which allowed for the
regeneration of life. It was he, who in the form of the deity of the hearth, served as the
paradigmatic symbol of world creation. The ruler in this guise, therefore, was at the
center not just of the cosmos but was the very means by which time and life began.
With such a clear importance on ritual burning and its emergence as a major
iconographic theme in the Early and Late Classic periods why was fire related imagery
absent from early sculptural programs? While it is true that current evidence suggests that
fire imagery was first articulated in the architectural sculptural programs of the Terminal
Late Preclassic, it should not be construed from this that fire symbolism was absent
during the Preclassic. In fact, it is critical to my argument that fire and other burning
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rituals and sacrifices were an integral part of Preclassic ceremonialism. These were of
such great importance in fact that they eventually led to the development an elaboration
of the MFIC to include fire/heat related imagery. On this movement of themes from
ritual symbolism to representational art, I turn to Valerio Valeri insightful comments on
ritual sacrifice in the context of ancient Hawai’i. He theorizes that,
the offering always represents much more than a simple equivalent in exchange; it
represents the deities, the sacrifier, their relationship, and the results required––in
other words, the entire relationship, its partners, and the process that brings about the
result. Finally, in the matter of symbols, every sacrificial rite involves much more than
the offering. (Valeri 1985: 67)
The fuller implications of the these issues will be developed further in Chapter 5, however
here suffice it to say, that it is precisely because ritual gains its efficacy as a representation
that it is so easy for its desired results to slip, as it were, from a representation in ritual to a
material representation. That is, the emergence and development of Segment B
iconography evidences the desire to personify rituals––to put a face to the entity
responsible for the generation of heat.

UX HU’N IMAGERY: THE ICONOGRAPHY OF SEGMENT C
We have now reviewed the first two iconographic registers. I suggested that the mountain
imagery of Segment-A refers to the earth in the same way that the Earth Turtle does in
narrative ceramic painting. While we have yet to explore in detail the significance of
Segment-B iconography, I have speculated that it represents the heat that was deemed
critically vital for the germination of the seed. The following chapter will unfold in greater
detail the evidence supporting this interpretation, but here, for the final portion of this
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chapter, I would like to focus on the earliest and one of the most important image
complexes in Maya art.
Segment C, as I have already mentioned, represents the seed, which is planted into
the earth and from which entities sprout. However, in its triadic form, as Karl Taube
(Taube 1998) has demonstrated, it also references the three hearthstones of creation. This
complicates matters and it is perhaps worth reviewing briefly the nested layers and levels
of meaning and imagery implicit in this segment, and how these relate to the narrative of
the beginning of the present era, before turning to a discussion of its manifestation in the
sculptural programs of the Late Preclassic and Early Classic periods.
The creation narrative specifically states that the Maize God was born at the Naah Jo’
Chan Witz. That is, from the location where the Hix Bone Throne was set at the
completion of the thirteenth B’ak’tun on 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u. The location from which he
was born, therefore, is presumably thought of as or like a mountain. Confirmation of this
comes from the Holmul dancers scenes (fig. 7.16) where the dancing Maize God carries a
backrack which itself is a cosmogram composed of basal mountain imagery surmounted
by a throne or bone contained within a niche formed by a skyband (Reents-Budet 1986).
Atop this band sits the Principal Bird Deity and the whole complex may be equated to the
chan ch’e’n or sky caves mentioned frequently in the inscriptions that denote the
superstructures of temples (Vogt and Stuart 2005).
In all complete mask programs, that is, in those depicting all iconographic segments,
the uppermost element in the iconography of the basal platform is a form of the avian Ux
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Hu’n deity.115 Segment-C iconography is composed of a substitution set in which a longnosed, often skeletal creature with a foliated or split T533 forehead serves as a point of
birth or sprouting for the Maize God, other deities, or the ruler in the guise of a deity. A
stone, Ux Hu’n, bone, seed, or combination of these elements may serve to mark this
point of origin, as we have seen in the iconography of Tonina Altar M.p43.
In the scene on this monument the split-T533 is encased in a seedpod or fruit. Thus,
it is probable that the split T533 skull represents, in part, the idea of “seedness,” as it
were, and plays on the near homophony between the words “seed” and “bone” in many
Mayan languages, *b’äk’ and *b’ak’, respectively (Kaufman and Norman 1984:116).116
This conception of emergence from a bone is found among the Lacandon who state that
the god Hachäkyum, the solar deity and creator of humans, was born from the bäk nikte’ or
bone flower. Äkyantho, the god of foreigners and commerce, was likewise born from this
same flower (McGee 1990:60-67). The bone flowers from which these gods sprout could
be cognate in concept to the bone seed from which the Maize God emerges. The
equation between seeds and bones is also found among the Atitecos who refer to maize
grains as muk “interred ones” or jolooma “little skulls” (Carlsen and Prechtel 1991:28).
115 Julia Guernsey (Guernsey Kappelman 1997) identifies this skull as a personified sak nik. Others
suggest that this deity is a version of the Ux Hu’n, a deity commonly associated with royal succession,
though not exclusively limited to this context. The Jester God has traditionally also been identified with the
axis mundi and thus, in terms of the costume of rulership, the presence of the Jester God marks the ajaw as
the center pillar of the world (Fields 1989; 1991; Reilly 1990; Freidel et al. 1993:132-139). More recently,
following Richard Hansen, Karl Taube (1998:454) has suggested that this deity is found in an iconographic
substitution pattern for representations of the hearthstones and suggests that, as a synecdoche for the world
tree, images of the Ux Hu’n were also often conflated with the Principal Bird Deity.
116 In Ch’orti’ the phrase ub’akarir nar refers to the corncob. Placed within its larger semantic range this
phrase probably translates as, “the bone of the corn,” and in this sense is analogous to the bones of a person
or animal because both serve as a support or core for ixim (corn grain) and flesh, respectively. In this case a
semantic difference is indicated by the -ar suffix which seems to differentiate b’akar from either b’aker or
b’akir.
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Once planted it is from these metaphoric bones that a new crop sprouts. Likewise, I
would suggest that the dead were planted like seeds to sprout and maintain the lineage.
The primary metaphor here seems to be that ancestors would be reborn as either maize
or as fruit trees (see McAnany 1995:75-76; Schele and Mathews 1998:119-122).
In Maya art skulls and other semantically related images are found at the location
from which the Maize God and other entities sprout. The following list of painted vases
presents the Ux Hu’n’s or split T533 skull’s possible range of manifestations: K1609,
K1184; K626, K7268; K5072, K5073, K5961 (fig. 7.17). This is by no means an
exhaustive listing of the occurrences of the split skull, which is also found in sculptural
programs. The important lesson learned by studying these examples is that particular
manifestations of this creature are nearly identical to the creature depicted by the upper
mask of Kohunlich Structure I-sub and in the context presented by these vessels serves as
the point from which the Maize God sprouts. For the sake of clarity I will refer to all these
entities collectively as the Ux Hu’n deity.
Additionally, the Ux Hu’n entity, especially in the form found at Kohunlich, is also
seen in the tomb iconography of Tomb 19, Río Azul (fig. 7.18; Hall 1989: fig. 15). A
sculpture of the avian Ux Hu’n was also discovered in the burial of the so-called Sun
God’s tomb (Pendergast 1969). In tomb iconography Ux Hu’n imagery seems to suggest
the rebirth of the ruler in the form of the Maize God.

The Early Classic celt from K’an Witz Nal, discussed in the Chapter 5, adds further
to the complexity of Segment C iconography. As described it shows a version of GI
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holding the Ux Hu’n in a bag. The text records that, “[It is] the image of diligent care
giving [It is] the god who receives the Ux Hu’n.” The Ux Hu’n held in the Maize God’s
bag is nearly identical to the foliated T533 glyph/symbol from which the Maize God
sprouts in the scenes discussed above. This image clarifies the relationship between the
dead who are marked as GI and the seed from which he is born. Namely GI gives care to
the seed so that further generations may be born. This relationship is clearly emulating
the care that the farmer gives his field and the mother her child. In the Classic period,
yak’aw juntan is the exact phrase used in the Temple of Inscriptions to describe K’ihnich
Kan Bahlam’s ritual actions towards his father’s tomb.
Temple of Inscriptions West Panel
yak’aw ju’ntan b’olon eteh/te’ naah
uk’ab’a’ umukil k’ihnich janaab’ pakal ub’aakal ajaw
he [K’ihnich Kan B’ahlam] gave diligent care to the nine image/tree house which is
the name of the burial of K’ihnich Janaab’ Pakal, the Palenque lord.
Ju’ntan is also used to name the rituals performed to please the hearts of the K’ihnich
Janaab’ Pakal’s gods (see Chapter 3). Thus, taking into consideration the semantic range
of this expression we arrive at a complex wherein the dead, seeds, and children all receive
ju’ntan.
This complex suggests conceptual ties between these categories of entities. For
instance, among the Ch’orti’ pyramids, planting mounds, and funeral mounds are all
known by the word mujr (mul in EpM). Girard suggests that the equivalency of these
categories lies in the concept,
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that the interred corpse like the maize seed undergoes the same process of
disintegration to transform itself into a new being, and that the stages of life, death
and rebirth of the maize are comparable to those of divine or human beings. Such
concepts are exemplified in the myths by the civilizing heroes who die in the
underworld and are reborn there. (Girard 1995:192).
These processes of disintegration and transformation mentioned by Girard are believed
to require both metaphoric and literal heat. The creation of heat as suggested was
probably one of the main reasons for the presence of depictions of the Sun/Fire God in
façade programs where they no doubt grew out of Preclassic ceremonialism.
In addition to glyphic texts referring to GI as a point of emergence, graphic
representations of this entity on cache vessels and incensarios often surround his head
with beads reminiscent of the dots surrounding the janaab’, T533, and five flower nal
glyphs discussed above (fig. 7.19). It would thus appear that GI at least in some forms was
conceptualized as a seed that was planted into the pyramid in an act analogous to the
planting of the maize grain into a mound of earth. The act of planting while not found
overtly in the architectural sculptural programs of the Classic Lowlands is common on
structures in the Yucatan in the form of the so-called diving god. The act of divining in
the Dresden is specifically associated with the verb pak’, to plant (Bricker 1986: 148).
Dresden Page 15 (fig. 7.20) presents a series of diving gods in one clear example the text
reads:
u-pa-k’a-ja TZEN-ni cha-ki AJAW-le,
u pak’aj tzeen chaahk ajawle[l]
Chaahk planted the food
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The fact that this is one of the few verbs in the Dresden to take Yucatecan morphology
suggests that this complex was temporary or geographically limited (see Wald 2004).117
In architectural façades, diving gods are found positioned directly above the entrance
of structures. If there is more than a single doorway, there can be additional diving gods
though their placement does not violate the Maya’s strict sense of symmetry. Again, the
structure itself is seen as the receptacle for the deposition.
Avian Imagery in Segment C
The homophony between bone and seed explains the Ux Hu’n’s presences in Segment C
imagery, but how are we to understand its avian aspect, which is especially prominent in
the architectural sculpture of the Late Preclassic? An answer to this question is found in
an exploration of birds in Mesoamerican thought. Birds in Mesoamerica and other
societies often represent spirits, particular those of the dead (i.e. ancestors). An exploration
of the word mut in Ch’orti’ is instructive. The word mut, in addition to is meaning of
“bird,” may be translated as “spirit” as in, for instance, the phrase “nimut” for “it is my
spirit” (Fought 1972; Hull personal com munication, 2001). Fieldwork by the author and
recent work by Hull has confirmed that mut refers in particular to the spirits of the
dead.118 In other Mayan languages mut can mean both “bird” and “omen.” In the context
of people, it would seem that mut refers to one of the parts of the soul, which throughout
The verb emi, “to descend” is also used to describe similar diving god scenes in the Dresden Codex
(see p. 20b; Grube and Nahm 1990:20-21).
118 In my study of Ch’orti’, Jeremias Lopez my instructor glossed mut as espíritu in addition to “bird”
and ‘omen’ and gave b’ixirir, “corazon,” as a Ch’orti’ synonym. A year later, this definition was confirmed
with multiple informants by Kerry Hull. The following sentence provides an example of mut’s use: Mut no’n
kab’ijnu ke’ kamut a’xin tichan = nosotros creemos que nuestro espíritu va arriba/ We believe that our spirit goes to
heaven (Lit. to the sky or on high).
117
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much of Mesoamerican is conceived of as composed of several components, one of which
is often believed to take the form of a bird. Frank J. Lipp (1991:45) in his study of Mixe
religion, ritual, and healing records that the hot’a•nimi, one of the three souls possessed by
humans, is, “like the sun but with bird-like wings.” Likewise, Sahagún recorded that the
Nahua believed that their hearts turned into the yollotototl bird at the time of death.
It lives in [the province of] Teotlixco, toward the southern sea. It is quite small, the
same as quail. As for its being called yollotototl, the people there say thus: that when we
die, our hearts turn into [these birds]. And when it speaks, when it sings, it makes its
voice pleading; it indeed gladdens one’s heart, it consoles one. [On] its head, on its
breast, on its back it is rather ashen, rather yellow. Its tail is black, only at the tips of
the feathers, white [and black] are mixed. The wing-tips are white. It is edible
(1963:25).
Imagery from the so-called Dazzler vase, a stuccoed tripod vessel from the Margarita
structure, the tomb of the Lady in Red (probably the wife of the founder Yax K’uk’ Mo’)
at Copan, possibly confirms this belief anciently in its depiction of a structure, probably
the tomb itself, personified as a were-bird (Martin and Grube 2000:194-195). The face of
the ancestor peers out from the doorway of the shrine, which is in turn flanked by
outstretched winged arms. This vessel dates roughly to the 5th century of the Common
Era and is rendered in a Teotihuacano idiom; however, the concepts that it expresses
would seem to derive from ones similar to those evidenced by the avian imagery of
Preclassic façades. If this is the case then the belief that the human soul or a part of the
soul becomes or takes the form of a bird was certainly present by the late Preclassic, when
it first finds visual expression.
This explication of Segment C iconography is far from exhaustive, however, even this
brief review demonstrates that again the basic themes of this segment attest to the Maya’s
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conflation of eschatology and agricultural practice. The roots of this imagery lie in the
iconography of earlier Mesoamericans societies such as the Olmec, Zapotec, and
especially those of the Pacific piedmont. Future studies must turn to these areas if we wish
to gain additional insight into the Preclassic Maya worldview. It is this worldview that in
large part forms the foundations of Classic period theology, art, and ritual practice.

BIRTH AND EMERGENCE IMAGERY: THE ICONOGRAPHY OF SEGMENT D
I have addressed the general significance of Segment D iconography elsewhere though
not using the classificatory terminology employed here (Carrasco 2000; Carrasco and
Hull 2002; Hull and Carrasco 2004). Nevertheless, there remains much to be done on
this component of architectural symbolism which because of its poor state of preservation
is too often bypassed in favor of the better-preserved basal sculpture. I am afraid that this
study does not escape from this failing, however, I would like to at least briefly place
Segment D within the overall discussion so as to make as clear as possible the cycle of
regeneration illustrated by sculptural programs in their entirety.
The stucco friezes of Balamkú’s Casa de los Cuatro Reyes well illustrate Segment D
iconography (Baudez 1996). A similar iconographic program is also found in the façade
sculpture of Copan especially that of Rosalila and Str. 10L-22A (see Wagner 2000)
although these use a different visual metaphor for birth. The Balamkú tableau (see fig.
1.3) depicts a frog or saurian seated on a mountain. From the mouth of this creature
emerges a seated figure, probably a ruler in the guise of the Maize God. This is a rather
explicit depiction of birth and coordinates well with the Cerros and Kohunlich examples,
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where the point of birth is indicated by the avian Ux Hu’n. At Balamkú, however, this
origin point is reduced to the small T533-like element found within the crevice in the
forehead of the earth monster. This element is a pars pro toto for the split T533 skull
creature who often wears the foliated T533 sign as a headdress.
The different context of the Balamkú masks explains the variations in iconography
between it and Cerros and Kohunlich. The stucco sculptures at Balamkú decorate the
roof of a temple. Thus the explicit earth-related references encapsulated by the earth
monster and split T533 skull creature iconography of the mask programs at Cerros,
Kohunlich, as well as Acanceh, in this composition have been reduced to allow for a
fuller expression of the birthing scene itself which relates more to the superstructure of the
pyramid (Carrasco and Hull 2001). The relationship between the iconography of birth
and the superstructure of shrine architecture is also indicated by the named function of
some buildings as pib’naah, “oven house” or “sweat-bath” (Houston 1996). Texts at
Palenque record these houses as the location for the birth of the Triad Gods. If the above
is true, then Balamkú’s iconography is especially important in that it links the
mythological birthplace of gods to shrine architecture, and dates this equation to at least
the Early Classic. The basic point is that whether a pib’naah was physically present or not
the “house” atop the pyramid was seen as a place of birth in both domestic and sacred
structures.
Over the last three chapters I have presented evidence for a layered cosmos
specifically referencing agricultural practice, which was fused it seems with funerary rites
and eschatology. Indeed, we could put these observations much more plainly simply by
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saying that the Maya, because they saw a direct relationship between humans and maize
also believed naturally enough that the life processes of each were also parallel.
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Chapter 8
The Fire God Comes Playing:
The Incensarios of Palenque
A’si watar tamar enyax poyeton,
Tamar ensak poyeton.
Tamar enyax oyita
Tamar ensak oyita.
Tamar enyax gomalito
Ensak komalito
He [San Antonio] comes playing on the green oven,
On the white oven.
In the green pot,
In the white pot.
On the green skillet,
The white skillet.119
The explanation lies in the native concept…that the interred corpse like the maize
seed undergoes the same process of disintegration to transform itself into a new being,
and that the stages of life, death and rebirth of the maize are comparable to those of
divine or human beings. Such concepts are exemplified in the myths by the civilizing
heroes who die in the underworld and are reborn there. (Girard 1995:192).
In the last two chapters, I have outlined the developed of the Mask Flange Iconographic
Complex in the architectural sculpture of the Late Preclassic and Early Classic periods
and examined the four major iconographic segments that compose it. I have argued that
the imagery of the MFIC expresses an idea of cyclic change similar to those articulated by
This curing prayer was recorded by Kerry Hull, who kindly allowed me to reproduce it here. The
full text is provided below.
119
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Rafael Girard for the Ch’orti’ and documented in the beliefs of many Mesoamerican
peoples. This chapter continues the explication of both the stylistic and iconographic
development of the MFIC, particularly focusing on the incensarios of Palenque and
Segment B or Fire/Sun God iconography.
I will first briefly summarize the stylistic history and iconography of Palenque’s
incensarios as they relate to earlier manifestations of the Mask Flange Iconographic
Complex and then move in the second half of this chapter to an exploration of the
specific ritual contexts and Fire God iconography of Palenque and Palenque style
incensarios.

A REVIEW OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF PALENQUE STYLE INCENSARIOS
The origin and development of the MFIC begins, as we have seen, in the Late Preclassic
and was intimately connected to the birth of Maya representational art. Architectural
sculpture first emerged in the Maya Lowlands in the Preclassic in the form of the large
stucco masks discussed in the previous chapters. However, we encounter the first
indisputable ancestors of Palenque incensarios in the masks programs at Cerros,
Kohunlich, and certain censer stand and cache vessel types dating to the Late Preclassic
and Early Classic, respectively (Taube 1998). At Cerros, each iconographic segment is
vertically spread over the two terraces of the structure, and most importantly there is no
repetition of imagery along the vertical axis. At Kohunlich, we find almost exactly the
same arrangement only here the masks of the bottom two terraces repeat the
anthropomorphic face of the Sun/Fire God (fig. 8.1). These masks are particularly
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interesting because they, as Karl Taube has noted, mirror precisely the composition of
Palenque incensarios to the extent that the central mask wears a smoking censer as a
headdress (Taube 1998:453-454). The mask of the uppermost register again presents the
avian Ux Hu’n deity set upon a censer plate (fig. 8.2). Through compression and
repetition the iconography of the sculptural program at Kohunlich innovates and
elaborates on the general pattern found at Cerros, particularly in its repetition of the
Segment A-B unit.
Doubling the Fire/Sun God iconography accentuates the importance of this entity or
its function and formally anticipates Palenque’s multiple terraces of figural incensarios.
Individually, each terrace unit compacts the imagery of Cerros, nevertheless, the
composition maintains the standard order of Witz monster (Segment A), fire (Segment B),
and personified Ux Hu’n (Segment C). The repetition of iconographic elements is also
found at Altun Ha where an avian Ux Hu’n mask, similar to that of the uppermost
register of Kohunlich’s façade, is depicted on both the terraces of the platform as well as
on the central censing stand of the main stairway (Fig. 8.3).
Palenque’s incensarios continued this stylistic trajectory towards the compaction,
condensation, and repetition of the iconographic segments that compose the MFIC.
Concomitant with these stylistic changes were the addition of a number of iconographic
changes. Where the avian Ux Hu’n or Witz monster had been the primary subject in the
architectural sculpture of the Late Preclassic, by the Early Classic the Fire God had
become dominant in architectural mask programs. Maize God imagery at this time seems
to have been more restricted to cache vessels, where it was the dominant theme (Fig. 8.4).
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By the Late Classic period, within the corpus of Palenque incensarios, depictions of the
Fire God, in various manifestations, were also accompanied by other deities such as the
Jaguar Paddler, K’awiil, and the young Maize God. Thus, while the general organization
of the imagery remained consistent, no doubt in part because it emulated cosmic order,
iconographic themes changed over time. The MFIC itself became a frame into which, in
the “mask” section, a large range of deity and ruler images were inserted.120

CONTEXT , STYLE, AND ICONOGRAPHY OF PALENQUE’S INCENSARIOS
Incensarios at Palenque are buried in the terraces of the Temples of the Cross Group,
Temples 14 and 17, and in caves and other deposits in the Palenque region. Thus, from
the examples with secure archaeological contexts, it is evident that Palenque’s incensarios
have a similar architectural context as the masks at Cerros and Kohunlich. But context is
not the only feature that Palenque censers share with Pre- and Early Classic architectural
sculpture. Iconographically they also mirror these earlier examples and it is worth at this
point taking a closer look at the general structure of their imagery to appreciate this
similarity.
Palenque and Palenque area incensarios stand approximately a meter in height and
are formed from a hollow ceramic cylinder, sculpted on one side with the face or mask of
a deity, human, or human in the guise of a deity (fig. 8.5). Zoomorphic heads, usually

120 This is seen even in the art of the non-Maya peoples such as the Epi-Olmec peoples who were
responsible for crafting the La Mojarra Stela, which depicts a ruler wearing a headdress similar to the
overall composition of the MFIC. The topic is too large to address in this study but in the future it will be
important to understand in more detail the MFIC’s function as an iconographic frame in other genres of
Maya art.
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jawless, surmount the central mask as part of headdress assemblages composed
themselves of other elements, such as jeweled bands (fig. 8.6), mirrors, flowers, birds (fig.
8.7), and additional jawless creatures. A jawless, personified Witz (fig. 8.8) often serves to
support the central composition and is analogous to the “chin straps” commonly seen in
sculptural depictions of similar headdresses. However, on some examples a turtle
symbolizing the earth replaces this element (see Rands et al 1979: fig. 3-5). Flanking the
central cylinder and mask are symmetrical side flanges, which depict a rigid iconographic
formula, possibly illustrating among other things the connection between heaven and
earth.121
The Corpus of Palenque Incensarios
Over 100 terracotta and approximately half a dozen stone incensario stands (fig. 8.9) have
been recovered from the archaeological site of Palenque.122 They first came to light
during the excavations of Alberto Lhuillier Ruz and César A. Sáenz in the 1950s (Ruz
1956:140-145; Sáenz 1956, n.d.a, n.d.b). Sáenz provides one of the first descriptions of
the then five incensarios found cached in the terraces of the Temple of the Foliated Cross:
Entre estos motives se encuentran en la parte inferior el monstruo de la tierra, luego
la representación del dios solar y, probablemente, el pájaro que se encuentra sabre
este, sea la representación del cielo. Fueron hechos especialmente para colocarlos
121 In a few rare examples, profile figures with spears are depicted on the side flanges. These figures,
none of which have to my knowledge been found at the site of Palenque, give the illusion of four figures
each facing one of the principal directions though of course in the sculpture only the frontal figure is fully
articulated in detail (Rice 1999:36; Rands et al 1979:figs. 3-5). This iconographic difference suggests that
their function was perhaps slightly different than those which have been found at Palenque proper, perhaps
corresponding to the figures found in a cache analyzed by Karl Taube (1988) as guardians of the four
corners or world bearers.
122 While compositionally similar to the larger terracotta incensarios, known stone examples represent
historic figure and are usually inscribed with texts both self-referential and historical. The also seem to be
found within the sanctums of the Temples rather than on the terraces of the pyramids.
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como ofrendas y enterrados dentro de los cuerpos de la pirámide al ser construida
esta, completamente nuevos. No presentan ningún indicio de que hubieran tenido
algún uso con anterioridad (Sáenz n.d.b: 14).
Among these motifs we find in the lower section an earth monster, then a
representation of the Sun God and, probably, the bird that we find above that, is a
representation of the sky. They were made especially to be placed as offerings and
interred within the body of the pyramid during its construction, completely new.
They present no indication of having been used previously.
Later, Jorge Acosta excavated ten censers from the Temple of the Sun and Temple 14
(Acosta 1975). Additional Palenque style incensarios have been recovered from caves in
the area (Blom and LaFarge 1926: 156-158) and have appeared in collections since these
initial excavations. The main corpus of incensarios, however, resulted from INAH’s 19911993 excavations of the Temples of the Cross Group, 15, 17, and Group 16 under the
direction of Arnoldo Gonzalez Cruz where approximately 60 examples were recovered
(1991, 1992, 1993). During the most recent excavations of El Proyecto Groupo de las Cruces,
under the direction of Merle Greene Robertson and Alfonso Morales, fifteen additional
examples (Morales n.d.:16) were recovered from the Temple of the Cross and it stands to
reason that more will come to light in future excavations.123
History of Scholarly Investigation
Despite the early date of discovery and at present sizable corpus, few detailed analyses
have been made of censer iconography and meaning. Exceptions to this unfortunate
trend would include the important work of Robert and Barbara Rands (1959), Rands and
Robert Smith (1965), and Rands et al. (1979), who conducted the earliest archaeological

Updates on this project as well as interim reports may be found on at www.mesoweb.com and
www.famsi.org under reports.
123
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investigations exclusively focused on censer iconography, distribution, and use. Marilyn
Goldstein (1977) specifically suggested, following Rands and Rands, that the majority of
Palenque area incensario stands represented the Jaguar God of the Underworld (JGU), a
deity thought to represent the nighttime aspect of the solar deity and is now believed to be
the God of Fire. More recently, Taube (1998) and Rice (1999) have touched on the
function and meaning of Palenque area censers in larger surveys of Maya incensario use.
Marta Cuevas García, the principal restorer of Palenque’s incensarios, and Guillermo
Bernal Romero (n.d, 2002), as well as the author (Carrasco 1998, 1999a, 1999b, 2002)
have dealt more explicitly with the ritual use of Palenque’s incensarios. Importantly, they
have attempted to link censer use to the textual descriptions of ritual at Palenque. For
instance, in their paper, La Funcíon Ritual de los Incensarios Compuestos del Grupo de las Cruces de
Palenque, Cuevas and Bernal argue that the so-called ux lut k’uh glyph denotes incensarios
and should be read ux pulut k’uh meaning “three incensario gods” (Cuevas García
2000:54-61). Pulut, if cognate to Ch’orti’ purut, seems to mean incensario and is based
around the verbal root pur “to burn.” However, there is little evidence to suggest that this
reading of the collocation is correct, nor does the context of this glyph––both at Palenque
and elsewhere––itself suggest a meaning such as this.
While I disagree with their interpretation of the so-called ux lut k’uh collocation both in
reading and meaning, their basic point that the incensarios should be associated with
descriptions of ritual at Palenque is well taken. In my Master’s thesis (1998) and several
papers (1999a, 1999b, 2002) I have presented a partial explanation of censer
iconography, function, and ritual context. I have suggested that the censer stands depict
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many more deities then the oft-cited Jaguar God of the Underworld and that their use
probably corresponds to a number of different rituals recorded in the texts of Palenque.
Likely rituals would included the 2 Kib’ 14 Mol puluy or “burning” rituals recorded in the
texts of the Temples of the Cross Group on 9.12.18.5.16 (July 23, 690), the ochi k’ahk’
ceremonies that occurred 536 days after the puluy event on 9.12.19.14.12 5 Eb’ 5 K’ayab’
(January 10, 692)––interestingly the eight anniversary of K’ihnich Kan B’ahlam’s reign––
or the period-ending ceremonies conducted shortly there after on 9.13.0.0.0 8 Ajaw 8
Wo’ (March 18, 692).
This said, incensario use was more pervasive and was probably not limited to a single
event, even if the present corpus comes primarily from a single or related series of
ceremonies. For instance, it seems likely that censers were used in the rituals described in
the K’atun History of the Temple of Inscriptions, which specifically names the future site
of the Temple of the Cross as the location of these ceremonies. If true, it would seem that
censer use has had a long tradition at Palenque, though the archaeological verification of
this requires additional excavation.
Texts citing events that occurred after the reign of Kan B’ahlam also refer to ritual
censing. For instance, the text on the recently discovered stone box/platform in Temple
19 mentions fire rituals in association with structures owned by the patron deities of
Palenque (see Stuart forthcoming). Again, these texts possibly allude to moments of
incensario use. Moreover, the fact that similar incensarios are found in caves (Blom and
LaFarge 1926:156-158) outside the site of Palenque proper suggests that their form was
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ritually important over a greater period of time and space than I had originally argued in
my thesis.
While the ritual context of these objects is now generally better understood their
iconography still remains enigmatic and probably will continue to be so until more
examples are restored and their archaeological context better published. This chapter
investigates the imagery of a set of iconographically related censers, which represent
various manifestations of the Fire/Sun God (Carrasco 1998: Chapter 3). Through this
examination we will also address the nature of the Fire God and the concept of heat,
which I have suggested––following Rafael Girard––was a critical catalyst for certain life
processes, such as the germination of maize and the development of the fetus.
Iconographic Classes of Terracotta Incensarios
Terracotta incensarios may be divided into at least fourteen discreet iconographic classes
based on differences in facial features and headdress types. Below I have reproduced a
modified version of the categories that I originally proposed in my Master’s thesis
(Carrasco 1998). This list is but a brief review of the entities represented in the corpus of
Palenque’s incensarios. It is meant solely to demonstrate that the common statement that
Palenque’s incensarios represent only the JGU and Sun/Fire God is mistaken.
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4
Class 5
Class 6
Class 7
Class 8

K’in Ahaw (fig. 8.10)
Jaguar God of the Underworld (fig. 8.11)
JGU without Beard (fig. 8.12)
JGU with Saurian Lip and Nal Ear (fig. 8.13)
Old God with Jaguar headdress (fig. 8.14)
Chitam headdress (fig. 8.15)
Knot mouth (fig. 8.16)
Beaked God with Waterlily Headdress (fig. 8.17)
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Class 9
Class 10
Class 11
Class 12
Class 13
Class 14

Yax te’ or Patron of Pax (fig. 8.18)
Young God/Ruler (young Maize God) (fig. 8.19)
Young Moon Goddess (Fig. 8.20)
K’awiil (see Roberston 1991: fig. 135)
G1 (Old Maize God) (fig. 8.21)
Chaahk (fig. 8.22)

Discussion of these and the many additional classes yet to be discerned, as well as the
stone examples, will not be the main focus of this chapter simply for the fact that until all
are reconstructed, or at least analyzed, a systematic explanation of iconographic
variation, as well as stylistic seriation would be premature. However, the exploration of a
limited number of the most common classes will allow us to address the importance of the
Fire God and the ritual function of Palenque’s incensarios and see more clearly, how their
iconography relates to that of earlier manifestation of the MFIC. In the end, I hope it will
serve as a foundation for future more in-depth studies of incensario iconography and
ritual use.
The Jaguar God of the Underworld
The Jaguar God of the Underworld (JGU) is the most frequently occurring figure in the
censer iconography of the Late Classic period and later. Sir Eric Thompson viewed the
JGU as the nighttime aspect of the Sun God and suggested that:
Gods could change their localities and resultant associations. The Sun god was,
naturally, a sky god, but at sunset he passed to the underworld to become one of the
lords of the night, and emerged at dawn with the insignia of death. To depict him
during his journey through the underworld it was necessary to add attributes, such as
those of the jaguar or black the color of the underworld, or maize foliage, which all
connoted the surface of the world and the underworld. (Thompson 1950:11)
Michael Coe would later described this deity as,
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one of the principal infernal deities, apparently second-in-command to God L. This
(J.G.U.) is the divinity whose fearsome visage usually appears on Classic incense
burners, and would seem to be the Night Sun during its passage through darkness and
the Underworld. Present here are the “god-eye,” Roman nose, filed frontal incisors or
“egg-tooth,” jaguar ear above his own, and bound hank of hair which identify the
deity. (1975:20)
While the above descriptions accurately depict a real iconographic category, I have
elsewhere demonstrated that representations of this deity are more complex and varied
than the dyad posited in both these descriptions (Carrasco 1998:58). At Palenque there
are several classes that would seem to depict various manifestations of this deity. Classes
1-4 all represent various manifestations of this deity, while Class 8 appears to present a
conflation of JGU and the PBD and is similar to the bird deity represented on the Piedras
Negras Stela 5 (see Stuart 2003:9.33), though this is not entirely clear.
The following discussion focuses on Classes 1-3. The nearly identical headdresses that
they wear suggest that they form an iconographic set and are more closely linked to each
other than they are to the deities represented on other incensarios. We may identify the
Class 1incensario illustrated in Figure 5.11 as the Sun God. Based primarily on the
presence of the so-called cruller Classes 2 and 3 may be identified as the JGU. The
headdresses of all three classes would appear to depict a frontal view of the Vision or
Ecliptic Serpent spitting forth the face of the actual entity depicted on the incensario (fig.
8.23). Proof of this, in addition to the obvious similarity of this head to that of the Vision
Serpent (the way of K’awiil’s foot), is found in the fact that the central mask of the
incensario wears a primary headdress visible beneath the overhang of the serpent’s jaw as
is also seen in the iconography of Yaxchilan Stela 1 and 10 (fig. 8.24). The serpent
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“headdress” is itself surmounted by a serpent-winged bird framed by jeweled headbands.
Difference, however, again appears between the three classes in the final element of the
composition. In Class 1 examples, the vessel terminates with a tripartite headband,
iconographically and contextually equivalent to the Ux Hu’n (fig. 8.25),124 while those of
Classes 2 and 3 present a single reclining figure (fig. 8.26). This entity seems to be a full
figure version of the Jester God head found emerging from the floral diadems terminating
the headdress assemblage of Class 1.
Taken together the imagery of these incensarios condenses and innovates on the
symbolism of the earlier architectural sculptural programs outlined in the previous
chapters. In each case they present the same basic ordering of earth monster, Fire/Sun
God, and Ux Hu’n.
Now with a basic understanding of the compositional relationship of Palenque’s
incensarisos to the sculptural programs of the Pre- and Early Classic periods and a review
of the basic iconographic content of certain classes we will turn to their ritual use to be
followed by a discussion of the conceptual significance of heat and fire imagery.

INCENSARIOS IN RITUAL
Classic Maya rituals have increasingly captured the attention of scholars (Stuart 1998;
Grube 2000; Hull and Carrasco 2004). Correspondences between patterns in the
archaeological record, inscriptions, and ethnographic data suggest that there has been, in
many cases, retention of religious practices that are essentially pre-Conquest in origin, if
This is also the preferred composition of Copan stelae where the final element is also often an Ux
Hu’n headband.
124
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not much older. Drawing on evidence from the entire Classic period recent researchers
such as David Stuart (1998: 402-403) and Karl Taube (1994, 1998) have produced a
broad picture of Classic Maya ritual that documents the singular importance of censing to
Maya ceremonialism. This work is extremely useful. However, there is also a need to
examine the specifics of particular Classic period rituals, their emic significance, and,
then, use this information to help understand the iconography of ritual objects. With this
task in mind, this section explores three rituals moments when incensarios were likely
used––the 2 Kib’ 14 Mol cycle of ceremonies, the 5 Eb’ 5 K’ayab’ censing event, and the
8 Ajaw 8 Wo’ K’atun ending.
2 Kib 14 Mol
The first event listed in the central panel inscriptions after the mythological portion in the
Temple of the Sun and Foliated Cross, and in a caption text within the imagery of the
Central Panel of the Temple of the Cross, is the puluy or censing event that began on 2
Kib’ 14 Mol (July 23, 690). It was part of a three-day series of ceremonies dedicating the
Temples of the Cross Group.
In Epigraphic Mayan, puluy is a mediopassive or intransitive verb whose Ch’orti’
cognate, puruy, is one of a number of verbs which specifically denotes the action of
burning incense and is a constituent element in one of the terms for “incensario” in
Ch’orti’ purnib’ ujtz’ub’. In Epigraphic Mayan we know that incense-burning was not the
only action to which puluy referred. Its semantic parameters also included aggressive
actions. However, in the case at hand, there is no indication that warfare is being
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described; rather, it is by the former meaning that we may translate puluy. The following
statements are recorded in the Group of the Cross texts.
Temple of the Foliated Cross
pu-lu-yi u-chi-li-ti-ni 3-?-ti-K’UH u-2ne “GIII” u-ne-K’AWIL
puluy uchitnil ux-?-k’uh unen GIII une[n] k’awiil
was burned the shrine (oven) of the Three ? Gods, the Infant GIII, and the Infant
K’awiil.
i-pu-lu-yi u-chi-li-ti-ni 3-?-ti-K’UH CHAK u-ne-K’AWIL K’INICH-K’INAJAW-wa IK’-WAY-CHAK AKAN 1-AJAW
i puluy uchitnil ux-?-k’uh chaahk une k’awiil k’ihnich k’in ajaw ik’ way chaahk akan ju’n ajaw.
and then was burned the oven of the three gods, Chaahk, the Infant K’awiil, the
K’ihnich Sun Lord, the Black Way Chaahk, Akan [the god of wine], and Ju’n Ajaw.
Temple of the Sun
pu-lu-yi u-WAY-b’i-li 3-?-ti-K’UH K’INICH-K’IN-AJAW-wa
puluy uwayb’il 3-?-k’uh k’ihnich k’in ajaw
was burned the shrine of three gods the K’ihnich Sun Lord.
Temple of the Cross
i-pu-lu-yi u-chi-ti-ni-li 3-?-ti-K’UH
i puluy uchitinil ux ? k’uh
then was burned the oven? of the Three ? Gods
The Temples of the Cross and Foliated Cross both record the censing of the uchit[i]nil
of a variety of gods. The Temple of the Sun also records this event but here uwayb’il,
shrine (lit. “sleeping place”), replaces uchit[i]nil as the subject.125 This substitution might be

125There are two significant problems with this reading, as Schele alluded to in the 1992 Workbook.
First, because of ambiguities in spelling chiltin could as easily be read chitnil, or chitinil, the latter two of which
in their forms would seem to be the more likely of the three. In the language of the inscriptions possessed
nouns are usually suffixed by -il or “~Ø”, and an -il suffix can also function as an abstractive suffix in some
Mayan languages (Chontal), all of which could fit the situation here. The second problem with accepting
this reading as it stands is that its gloss as “companion” derives from the Tzotzil words chi’in and chi’il. To
base a reading on a single attested modern form is not problematic if the form of that word, the root, clearly
has some connection to the Classic example (for instance, if the variation in the form can be attributed to
affixation), however in this case the root of chiltin, chitnil, or chitinil would be, following the CVC or more
rarely CVCVC norm of Maya roots, chil, chit, chitin, respectively. These clearly are not the same as chi’
which is the root form of the Tzotzil terms, which has the meaning of either sweet (Kaufman and Norman
1984, 149; Laughlin 1988; Lenkersdorf 1979) or companion (Laughlin 1988). The well-documented
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explained by the fact that the puluy event occurred one day before the 3277th anniversary
of the birth of GIII, an event which is the focus of the mythological portion of the Tablet
of the Temple of the Sun. Traditionally, though, scholars have redacted these texts, and
an additional one recorded in the Tablet of the Foliated Cross, to reveal that on 2 Kib 14
Mol the shrines of the patrons gods were censed.
The puluy event itself is followed by a series of rituals including a house dedication on
the next day, 3 Kab’an 15 Mol, and the conjuring of gods on the following day. The third
ceremony in the sequence, also mentions the tying of paper headdresses to the gods of
Kan B’ahlam, apparently mirroring in some respects the rituals recorded in the texts of
the Temple of Inscriptions cited in Chapter 3.
ta-K’IN-ni 3 KAB’AN 15-mo-lo JOY?-yi K’INICH K’UK’-na ta OTOT-ti
ch’a-jo-ma K’INICH-KAN-B’ALAM-ma K’UH-MAT-AJAW-wa u-3-TAL-la
u-TZAK-K’UH nu-ya-AJAW-CHAN EB’ET?-ta tu-u-CH’AB’ u-K’AL-HUNAJ u-K’UH-li K’INICH-KAN-B’ALAM-ma K’UH-MAT-AJAW u-ti-ya
LAKAM-HA’ CHAN-na-CH'EN tu-CH’EN-na….
ta k’in ux kab’an jo’lahju’n mol joy k’ihinch k’uk’ naah ta otoot ch’ajo’m k’ihnich kan b’ahlam k’uhul
mat ajaw. u ‘uxtal utzak-k’uh nu[k] yajaw chan eb’e’t tu uch’ab’ uk’al-hu’naj uk’uhil k’ihnich kan
b’ahlam k’uhul mat ajaw uhtiiy lakam ha’ chan ch’e’n tu ch’e’n….
On the night, 3 Kab’an 15 Mol, dedicated was the K’ihnich K’uk’ House, at the
house [of] the Ch’aho’m, K’ihnich Kan B’ahlam the Divine Mat Lord. Third, it was
the god-conjuring of the Great Sky Lord of the Eb’e’t for his darkness-creation. It was
the Bark-Paper [headdress]-wrapping of the gods of K’ihnich Kan B’ahlam, the
Divine Mat Lord. It happened at the Lakam Ha’ temple in the cave of ….

meaning of wayb’il (Houston and Stuart 1989) could possibly clarify the meaning of chitinil. In the Tablet of
the Temple of the Sun wayb’il subsitutes for chitinil and suggests that the two terms have a similar meaning
and/or refer to similar objects or are two different names of the same object. I will discuss this possibility
further in the main text.
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Unlike the Temple of Inscriptions, where we are given only a detailed list of the objects
offered to the icons, here we are presented with a more general picture of the rites
comprising a larger cycle of ceremonies over several days. On the first day, the shrines are
censed, on the following day a structure is dedicated, and then, presumably on a third
day, a deity is made manifest, after which headdresses are tied to the patron gods. In
structure these rites seem to mirror the general patterns outlined in Chapter 1 for the
construction of sacral presence. Again it is unclear whether the “gods of K’ihnich Kan
B’ahlam” are physical icons or more conceptual. However, based on the discussion in the
Temple of the Inscriptions, where the patron gods are clearly associated with T174, a
glyph known to refer to objects, especially stone incensarios, it would appear that in this
instance the texts are referring to the effigies probably enshrined within the sanctum
sanctorum of the Cross Group Temples.
5 Eb 5 K’ayab’
The 5 Eb 5 K’ayab’ ochnaah or house-entering event occurred 536 days after the puluy
dedication ceremonies, on the eight anniversary of K’ihnich Kan Bahlam’s reign. The
Alfardas (fig. 8.27) and Doorjamb panels of the Cross Group Temples record that
something or someone entered (ochnaah) the respective sanctums or pib’naah of the triad
gods on January 10, 692. The inscription on the Death Head Monument (fig. 8.28)
records rather that fire entered (ochi k’ahk’) the pib’naah of God A’. What do these texts
really tell us? In explaining ochnaah most recent research turns to a passage from Landa
describing an oc na rite (see Stuart 1998:374).
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In either the two months of Chen and Yax and on the day which the priest set, they
celebrated a festival, which they called oc na,…they renewed the idols of clay and their
braziers;… and if necessary, they rebuilt the house, or renovated it, and they placed
on the wall the memorial of these things, written in their characters (Tozzer
1941:161).
Landa’s description coordinates well with Palenque’s ochnaah and ochi k’ahk’ events.
Moreover, rituals like the above are perhaps preserved in the Ch’orti’ limosna and the
Lacandon god pot renewal rites, both of which are winter ceremonies, in part, designed
to ensure fecundity of the coming season and encourage rain.126
It has perplexed scholars as to exactly what is meant by ochi k’ahk’, especially since it
occurs in both dedicatory and mortuary texts. One possible understanding of the phrase
ochi k’ahk’ is that it records the first time fire is brought into the house and represents, as it
were, a symbolic ignition of the hearth or heart of the house (see Stuart 1998). As we will
remember from Chapter 5 and below, the hearth was considered alive by the
contemporary Ch’orti’. Likewise, the Cuicatec believe that the three hearthstones were
126

Bishop Diego de Landa describes a similar ceremony on the first day of Pop:

The first day of Pop, which is the first month of the Indians, was their new year and was a very solemn
festival among them; as it was universal and all took part in it and so the whole town jointly made the
feast to all the idols. To celebrate it with more solemnity, they renewed on this day all the objects which
they made use of, such as plates vessels, stools, mats and old clothes and the stuffs with which they
wrapped up their idols. They swept out their houses, and the sweepings and the old utensils they threw
out on the waste heap outside the town; and no one, even were he in need of it, touched it… It was at
this time that they chose officials, the Chacs to assist the priest, and he prepared a large number of little
balls of fresh incense upon little boards which the priests had for this purpose, so that the fasters and
abstainers might burn them in honor of their idols. Those who once began these fastings did not dare
to break them, because they believed some calamity to themselves or to their houses would befall them.
New Year’s day having then arrived, all the men assembled in the court of the temple, by themselves;
since in no sacrifice or festival, which they celebrated in the temple, could women be present, except
the old women who had to dance their dances… the priest purified the temple, seating himself in the
middle of the court, clothed like a pontiff, having near him a brazier and the little boards with incense.
The Chacs seated themselves at the four corners, and stretched from one to the other a new cord,
within which were to enter all those who had fasted, in order to drive out the evil spirit…(Tozzer
1941:151-152)
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the skulls of the goddesses of sustenance. It would seem that while most of the structures
mentioned in Classic period texts lacked a true hearth, the rituals used to enliven them
paralleled vernacular practice. Again among the modern Ch’orti’, Girard notes that once
the hearth was lit the fire should never be allowed to go out presumably because it was
perceived to be alive. Likewise, we have seen that heat was clearly an important part of
funerary ritual where it functioned as a catalyst for the transformation of the corpse. This
is probably the reason for the use of this same term in both contexts.
A brief listing of ochi k’ahk’ events illustrate that they are predominately concerned
with either the dedication of structures, such as those at Palenque and Yaxchilan, or
rituals involving tombs. In regard to the latter they seem to refer to the censing of the
tomb itself. For example, the inscription on the sculptural panel (Tonina M. 20; fig. 8.29)
covering the entrance to the tomb of one of Tonina’s rulers, records the following:
Tonina M. 20 (9.17.18.13.9 2 Muluk 12 Ch’en [July 13, 789])
OCH-K’AK’ tu-MUK-li
ochi k’ahk’ tumukil
fire entered into the tomb of…
Behind the panel, the archaeologist Juan Yadeun noticed that here was a large
accumulation of soot from incense burning and other fire related rituals (Yadeun personal
communication, 2002). Similar texts from Tonina and other sites refer to like rituals that
coordinate well with those documented by Freidel and Suhler (n.d) at Yaxuna cited in
Chapter 7.
Tonina M.p19 (9.14.18.14.12 5Eb 10 Yaxk’in [June 16, 730])
OCH-K’AK’ ?-ta-ja u-MUK-li K’INICH-B’AK-NAL-la CHAK
ochi k’ahk’ ?-taj umukil k’ihnich b’aaknal chaahk
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fire entered ? the burial of the K’ihnich B’aaknal Chaahk…
Palenque Temple 19 (9.15.2.7.16 9 Kib 19 K’ayab [January 10, 734])
OCH-chi-K’AK’ u-CHAK-?-NAH-li
ochi k’ahk’ uchak ? naahil
fire entered the red ? house of…
Yaxchilan Lintel 23 (6 Kaban 15 Yaxk’in)
OCH-K’AK’ ?-NAL u-K’AB’A’ yo-OTOT-ti
ochi k’ahk’ ? nal uk’ab’a’ yotoot
fire entered, the ? place is the name of the house of….
Thus, the exact phrase is used to name both mortuary and dedicatory rituals. I would
suggest that they are conceptually related in the minds of the ancient Maya and are best
understood through the Girard observations on the Ch’orti’ where,
…the interred corpse like the maize seed undergoes the same process of disintegration
to transform itself into a new being, and that the stages of life, death and rebirth of the
maize are comparable to those of divine or human beings. (Girard 1995:192)
These processes require heat and water and are believed to occur––as they actually do––
within the earth.
8 Ajaw 8 Wo’
The K’atun endings are of such importance in Maya religion and ritual practice that they
deserve a study devoted entirely to their analysis. Indeed, even a basic investigation of
period ending ceremonies is far beyond the scope of the present study. However, it is
useful in our attempt to gain a better understanding of the ritual contexts of Palenque
incensarios to briefly see how Kan B’ahlam integrated the 8 Ajaw 8 Wo’ period-ending
events into the larger mythological and historic narrative of the Cross Group. Below, I
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cite a doorjamb text associated with the Temple of the Foliated Cross which clearly ties
the ochi k’ahk’ events of 5 Eb’ 5 K’ayab’ to the 9.13.0.0.0 period ending (fig. 8.30).
OCH?-OTOT?-NAH 9 PET-NAH u-K’AB’A u-ku-nu-li u-ne-K’AWIL ch’oko NAH-5-CHAN-na-AJAW u-1-TAN-na K’INICH-KAN-B’AHLAM-ma 8-3WINIK-ji-ya u-to-ma 8 AJAW 8 WO’ CHUM-TUN-ni 13-WINIKHAB’ PATla-ja LAKAM-HA’
ochnaah 9 pet naah uk’ab’a’ ukunil une k’awiil ch’ok naah jo’ chan ajaw uju’ntan k’ihnich b’ahlam
8 [k’in] 3 winikjiiy uto’m 8 ajaw 8 wo’ chumtuun 13 winikhaab’ patlaj lakam ha’
Dedicated/Renovated127 was the B’olon Pet House which was the name of the shrine
of Une K’awiil, the Sprout, the Naah Jo’ Chan Lord. It [the dedication/renovation]
was the diligent service of K’ihnich Kan B’ahlam. In eight days and three months it
will have happened the 8 Ajaw 8 Wo’ stone, the [completion of] the 13th K’atun.
Built/done was [it at] Lakam Ha’.
This inscription records the date of the dedication of the Temple of the Foliated Cross
and states that this act of dedication was the diligent service (ju’ntan) of Kan B’ahlam. It
then connects this dedication event to the K’atun ending with a distance number and the
use of the –o’m, resultative enclitic.128 The text concludes with the expression patlaj lakam
ha’ which in this case suggests either that the rituals described in the passage occurred at
Lakam Ha’ or that the monument was built as this site. In any event, if we recall the
Temple of Inscriptions’ description of the rituals of the K’atun ending we can form

127 This should be taken as a general translation of the sense of the collocation however, the word
seems to be composed by the root och (enter) and one of the terms for “structure” or “house,” either naah or
otoot. It is possibly a verbalized compound noun of the form verb+noun. If its meaning is cognate to the
Yucatec oc na cited above that it perhaps has more of a sense of to “renovate” rather than to “dedicate.”
128 Traditionally this ending has been interpreted as a future marker, and it does often refer to future
events, however, its use in names and a number of instances where the future does not seem to make sense
suggest that its grammatical function is different. Recently, Barbara Macleod (2004) has identified the
resultative of transitive verbs in the inscriptions as –VVj. This suffix can only be used with transitive stems.
It is known however form such languages as Tzotzil and Tzeltal that there is a complementary suffix for
intransitive stems. With this in mind, Robert Wald and I have suggested that –o’m not only is similar to the
Tzotzil form of –om, but that regarding it as the resultative of intransitives makes better sense of its ancient
use.
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something of a picture of what is occurring at 9.13.0.0.0. It is likely that Kan B’ahlam,
like his father, offered headdress ornaments to the icons of Palenque’s patron deities at
this time. Indeed, the ritual actions that are listed here, also like those of Pakal, are later in
the text, described by the important term ju’ntan. This term denotes such a wide range of
rituals that we might think of it as an emic meta-term for ritual along with other words for
work or service, such as patan (see Stuart 1995:372), a term and concept often used to
describe ritual in many societies since ritual is itself seen a kind of work (Monaghan
2000:32).
When compared with the Temple of Inscription texts, we may also extrapolate from
the above passage that during these ceremonies the icons of the patron deities received
new headdress ornaments and clothing. If the events of 5 Eb’ 5 K’ayab’ are any clue it is
likely that incensarios were used as part of these ceremonies and that the deities they
represented were themselves seen as participants in the process as the god pots of
Lacandon are believed to interact amongst themselves on certain occasions.
As is clear there is much still to explore in even the well-examined texts of Palenque,
not to mention those inscriptions dealing with ritual at other less well-investigated sites. A
thorough examination of inter-city ritual genres is badly need, but we must also
remember, as is illustrated in the example of Palenque’s incensarios, that the material
instruments of ritual present us with the realization that even rituals that are in name the
same across polities are bound to differ in their actual practice, if only for the fact that
their materiality is sometimes strikingly different. Material differences, I would argue,
really affected the ways in which the sacred was imagined and, in turn, actualized. This
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observation touches on the synchronic practice of Maya ritual but to address the
diachronic issues that have been continually raised throughout this study we must have a
better understanding of heat and the iconography of Segment B.

FIRE GOD AND HEAT SYMBOLISM
I have examined the general composition, iconography, and ritual context of Palenque’s
mask-flanged incensarios, particularly Classes 1-3, however, in order to understand the
specific reasons for their iconography as well as their ritual function we must explore the
imagery and concepts surrounding fire and heat. Gary Gossen (1972) has demonstrated
the critical importance of the dichotomy between systems of hot and cold among the
Tzotzil speaking Chamules.129 Rafael Girard (1995) has likewise documented the
significance of heat in the liturgy of the Ch’orti’ especially noting its critical importance
for the germination of the maize kernel. For the Classic period, however, these issues
have yet to be explored despite the pervasive presence of this system among
contemporary groups (see Chevalier and Sánchez Bain 2003). An in-depth study of the
ways Classic period Maya understood heat allows us to appreciate more clearly the
reasons for the changes evidenced by particular manifestations of the MFIC and how
these relate to ritual and architectural symbolism. It will allow us to return to the
discussion of cosmology and to the idea that the conception and meta-form of the house
structured the ritual use of Palenque’s incensarios. By focusing on this aspect, I by no
129 Robert Laughlin’s (1975) also records a difference between conceptually hot or cold things in his
Great Tzotzil Dictionary of San Lorenzo Zinacantan. Cornelia Mak (1959) has recorded a similar
conceptual system for the Mixtec, which Monaghan (1998, 1995) further elaborates upon in his studies of
the Mixtec.
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means wish to downplay other elements of the symbolism of the incensarios but for
reasons briefly touched on above I feel it is best to go into some depth on only a single
aspect of censer imagery.
The Fire God
As discussed above, scholars have traditionally identified the majority of deities depicted
on Palenque’s incensarios as representations of JGU (GIII). The second born of the
Palenque traid, GIII is a complicated entity, alternately interpreted as the Solar deity
K’in Ahaw, or as the Jaguar God of the Underworld, depending on the particular
attributes that accompany him. Different facial features and headdresses, suggest that
these identifications are not exhaustive, nor mirror, in depth and complexity, the
categories used by the ancient Maya themselves. The relative standardization of the
overall composition and the physical likeness of the central masks suggest that the
incensarios represent many different aspects of what might be thought of as an
overarching solar or fire deity.
It was with this question of identity that I turned to the three distinct classes of
incensarios introduced previously, whose iconography has traditionally been regarded as
exemplar of the dyadic juxtaposition of the Solar deity in his diurnal and nocturnal
manifestations, corresponding respectively to the well known deities K’in Ajaw and the
Jaguar God of the Underworld. Here and elsewhere (1998, 1999, 2002) I have argued
that this canonical dyadic interpretation hides a more complicated system that is most
vividly expressed in the birth passage from the Temple of the Sun:
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a-ALAY-ya/la SIH-ja-ya K’INICH-TAJ-WAY-b’i
alay sihyaj k’ihnich taj wayib’
Here, was born the Heated Torch Sorcerer,
K’IN-ni-TAN-na B’OLAY-la-ya
k’intan b’olay
the Sun Center Jaguar,
SAK-NAH-hi SAK-B’AK-NAH CHAPAT
sak naah sak b’aak naah chapa’t
the White House, Rope (lit. white bone)130 House Centipede,
a-ti-ni K’AK’ TI’-?
atin k’ahk’ ti’ ?
the fire bathing? beastie?,
K’INICH AJAW-K’IN?-wa
k’ihnich k’in ajaw
the Heated Sun Lord.
When we replace these Classic period names with those of the Christian saints listed in
the following Ch’orti’ text, recording their version of the birth of the Sun, we find an
amazing consistency between the conceptualization of the Solar deity.
They say that the Sun has not just one name. The one which he is best known by
people continues to be Jesus Christ. They say that when it is just getting light its name
is Child Redeemer of the world. One name is San Gregorio the Illuminator. One
name is San Antonio of Judgment. One name is Child Guardian. One is Child
Refuge. One is Child San Pascual. One is Child Succor. One is Child Creator. They
say that at each hour, one of these is its name. (Fought 1972:485)
Those who would doubt this comparison need only look to the qualities that lie
behind the names of the Ch’orti’ deities: San Antonio is the God of Fire; San Gregorio
emits beams of light; and San Pascual is Venus as morning star (Fought 1972:485). The

While this phrase literarily means “white bone,” saq baaq in Mam means “rope” as well as “hail”
(England 1983:70).
130
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Lacandon, to cite another parallel with a contemporary Maya group, list a deity named
äh b’o’olay as a synonym of äh k’ak’ a deity of “la guerra y de la caza [of war and the hunt]”
(Bruce 1968: 126). Not surprisingly, GIII, in his Jaguar God of the Underworld
manifestation, has long been known to be a deity associated with warfare. In many
respects the Maya sub-taxonomies of the Sun God parallel the complexity of Aztec
deities, such as Huehueteotl, the old god of fire and the hearth, Xiuhtecuhtli, the god of
terrestrial fire, and Huitzilopochtli who encompassed both sun and fire (León-Portilla 1963;
Taube 1992:125-127; Miller and Taube 1993:87,92-93). These Aztec deities evidence
more than the fact that the Fire God is a multifaceted entity, they additionally provide
information about how these deities actually functioned within a system, which in other
respects is quite similar to the ancient Maya.
The iconographic evidence at Palenque suggests that the Maya Fire God was
similarly conceptualized. However, for the moment the symbol system of the Classic
period is not well enough understood both at a regional or site specific level to propose
precise correspondences between particular named deities, their metaphysical qualities,
and their depiction. Moreover, it is probably not intended that there be this kind of one to
one correspondence in some cases. Here we should learn from our peers in Indian art
history that images of deities have a power all their own and were never meant merely to
provide illustration to textual cannons. That said, ethnographic research and comparison
of at least the most closely related sets of images does allow us to speak of some of the
specific qualities of particular manifestations of the Sun/Fire God.
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In Chapter 5, I suggested that the hearth was of fundamental symbolic importance.
Its associations with fire and, therefore, heat obviously links it to the Fire God,
particularly his manifestation as terrestrial fire. Naranjo Stela 30, as Taube (1998) has
shown, identifies the Jaguar God of the Underworld as a deity of the hearth and fire (fig.
8.31). On this stela K’ahk’ Tilwi Chan Chaahk, the ruler of Naranjo, impersonates this
deity as indicated by the cruller and beard elements that he wears. Like incensario Classes
1-3, he wears a headdress of the so-called vision serpent upon whose head rests a
miniature version of the three hearthstones. These three hearthstones, as I suggested in
Chapter 5, were the point of emergence of the Maize God in numerous scenes and in this
way coordinates with the Ux Hu’n headdresses of Segment C iconography.
San Antonio as the Jaguar God of the Underworld
These same configurations and associations between the Fire God and the domestic
hearth exist among modern Maya groups. A case in point is the direct connection the
Ch’orti’ make between San Antonio and the hearth. In a cure recently recorded by the
anthropologist and Ch’orti’ specialist Kerry Hull, San Antonio and the domestic context
of the hearth are invoked in order to heal pregnant women who have come too close to
the hearth and now suffer from susto, a kind of spiritual fright similar to soul loss (see
Appendix D). Hull explains the reason for the invocation of San Antonio in the following:
The three-stone hearth is also said by the Ch’orti’ to be “vivo.” Therefore, for
example, if a pregnant woman is too close to a fire made in the hearth when someone
gets angry with her, she will need to get cured by a curandero because the hearth is
‘alive’ and will ‘infect’ her immediately. The hearth is powerful and dangerous, and it
will cause her to get sick or to lose the baby. (Hull personal communication, 2001)
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In explaining why fire is considered to be alive, Hull additionally specifies that:
Fire is considered “vivo” since San Antonio, the God of Fire, is said to live in all fires.
The hearth (whose ritual name is ajsak tamenjor tu’, ajsak tamenjor tata’ or ajtinijor tu’,
ajtinijor tata’) within a house is particularly dangerous, and children are taught not to
play around the hearth lest they fall down and have their spirits ‘infected’ by San
Antonio and become ill. The negative spiritual energy that emanates from fire can
also remain even after a fire is extinguished. If a house burns down, that area is
believed to be “vivo” since San Antonio is still there and will ‘infect’ (at’e’nsan) anyone
who comes too close. In addition, if children get too close to a fire, they might develop
a bad headache when San Antonio or San Antonio de Sentadera ‘grabs’ them. Even
areas where copal is regularly burned are considered “vivo” such as ceremonial altars
known as “estumeka,” which are said to be ‘alive’ and can cause someone’s spirit to be
‘grabbed’ if it is weak. (Hull personal communication, 2002)
San Antonio’s association to the hearth would seem to identify him as one of the
manifestations of the Jaguar God of the Underworld or more accurately to the deity
depicted on incensario Classes 2 and 3. Despite San Antonio’s seemingly negative role in
the chants cited above, he nevertheless plays a most important part in the regeneration of
maize at the time of planting, where he is believed to provide the heat necessary for the
maize kernels germination. His Classic period equivalent’s connection to maize is made
explicit in his name glyph (fig. 8.32), which, while at the moment undeciphered, includes
the head of the Maize God and the logogram nal often preceded by the mirror glyph
(T24) possibly read win or ut.
Heat as a Necessary Component of Birth and Germination
It is likely that much of the solar and fire iconography we find in the mask programs of
the Classic Period was intended, as Karl Taube (1998:446) suggests, to facilitate the
transmission of burnt offerings to enshrined bundles or headdresses and to focus the
devotee’s attention on the ritual act––serving in a way as a portable hearth. However, in
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relation to the overall symbolism of shrine architecture, the preponderance of Fire God
iconography in connection with the known equation of the temple superstructure as a
place of birth and a metaphorical pib’naah (see Houston 1996:132-151), suggests that the
presence of the Sun/Fire God in his various manifestations was meant to generate the
ritual or literal heat necessary for the germination of maize, the transformation of the
corpse, or as discussed in Chapter 1 the manipulation of the o’l or animating force of a
deity.
The presence of a pib’naah is not the only indication that the shrine or the
superstructure of a pyramid was theoretically a place of birth. Birth imagery at Copan,
Balamkú (Carrasco 2000, forthcoming), and capstone iconography (Carrasco and Hull
2002) all mark this architectural location as a point of birth regardless of the actual
presence of a pib’naah. At Palenque, of course, the shrines of the Temples of the Cross
Group are called pib’naahs and their inscriptions, indeed, state that they were the location
of birth for the Palenque triad Gods. I suggest that this heat was critical to the birth
process.
Fire and heat symbolism is quite common in Classic period images of birth or
emergence. These forces are usually illustrated either through the direct depiction of
flames, censer plates, and incensarios, or by showing the entities who normally personify
fire and heat or their attributes. Kerr vessels 688 and 1184 both depict the birth of a
conflation of the JGU and the young Maize God (see figs. 5.16-5.17). The combining of
Jaguar traits with the Maize God, I read as symbolic of the heat necessary for birth, in
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these cases from the portal.131 Likewise, on Pakal’s sarcophagus lid he reclines in a
brazier, again suggesting the importance of heat in the birthing process.132 An incensario
from the museum at Villahermosa, discussed in Chapter 1, depicts a ruler seated on an
earth monster framed by the jaws of the portal (Carrasco forthcoming; see also
Feuchtwanger 1954:118, fig. 51). This scene itself is set within a mountain as indicated by
the stacked witz monsters forming the flanges of the censer (fig. 8.33). Falling from the
mouth of skyband creatures (which in this case probably are representations of the
Principal Bird Deity), a rope wraps its way around the jaws and through the eyes of the
portal monster to finally pass into the earth. The figure on this censer sits in the Naah Jo’
Chan mountain mentioned in the caption of K688 and in almost the same location as
K’ihnich Janaab’ Pakal on his sarcophagus lid. Here though the incensario itself––its use
and the rituals surrounding it––replaces the symbolism of heat found in the other
emergence scenes. Essentially, it is a sculptural version of the scenes on Kerr 688 and
especially 1184.
In the scenes on Kerr 688 and 1184 birth occurs in darkness. Ti ak’ab expressions in
the inscriptions attest to the presence of similar nocturnal rituals in Classic period
ceremony. Returning to Naranjon Stela 30, David Stuart (1998:405-407) observes that
the text of this monument states that the event occurred in darkness or at night. It is
possible that this and other monuments commemorate ritual reenactments of the

Taube (1992:54) has provided a summary of the jaguar’s identification with fire.
David Stuart has recently argued that K’ihnich Janaab’ Pakal is rising up through the portal in the
scene on the sarcophagus lid based in part on the epigraphy of the Sakpeten altar which states that birth
occurred from within the portal.
131
132
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mythological events pictured on Kerr 688 and 1184 and are similar to the rituals of the
Chamula and Ch’orti’ examples, discussed below, which celebrate the birth of the
Sun/Maize God and were intended to generate the literal and conceptual heat essential
for the germination of maize. The black background of the Kerr vessels 688 and 1184
seem to illustrate exactly this moment of birth in darkness, recreated in contemporary
rituals and perhaps described in glyphic texts.
The Popol Vuh, likewise, associates birth with darkness and heat. One Hunahpu and
Seven Hunahpu are both born, “in blackness, in the night.” The sons of One Hunahpu,
Hunahpu and Xbalamque, meet their end in Xibalba in a great stone oven before their
resurrection. Their adventure in the underworld is of course explicitly linked to the life
cycle of maize. Hunahpu and Xbalamque before descending into Xibalba plant Maize in
the center of their grandmother’s house. This maize grows as long as they live and dies
when they do (Christenson 2003:lines 3560-3593).
Surely we must go, our grandmother. But first we will advise you. This is the sign of
our word that we will leave behind. Each of us shall surely plant an ear of unripe
maize in the center of the house. If they dry up, this is a sign of our death. ‘They have
died,’ you will say when it dries up. If then they sprout again, ‘They are alive,’ you
will say, our grandmother and our mother. This is the sign of our word that is left
with you,” they said.
Thus Hunahpu planted one, and Xbalanque planted another in the house. They
did not plant them in the mountains or in fertile ground. It was merely in dry ground,
in the middle of the interior of their home, that they planted them.
Then they left, each with his blowgun, and descended to Xibalba. They quickly
went down its face the cliff, passing over into various river canyons. They passed
through the midst of many birds. “Flocks” were the names of the birds.
Girard advance the following interpretation of the above passage:
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Por otra parte, la colocación de las matas de maíz en el centro de la casa en el preciso
instante en que los gemelos bajan al inframundo para personificar, con la muerte de
semilla, las pautes de la escatología maya-quiché, revela la costumbre de la época de
enterrar los muertos en medio de la casa. (Girard 1952:179)
On the other hand, the burying of the corncobs in the center of the house at the
precise instant at which the twins descend into the underworld to personify, like the
death of the seed, the patterns of Mayan-Quiche’ eschatology, reveals the period
practice of burying the dead in the middle of the house.
The fact that maize is planted in a location in the house that is normally reserved for the
three stone hearth is completely rational within the logic of the mythological system that I
have described above, where it is from the hearth, and a complex of conceptually related
motifs, including skulls, bones, and seeds, that the Maize God is born in Classic period
imagery.133
Girard documented that Ch’orti’ elders used to make a petition to San Antonio in
order for him to provide the heat necessary for the growth of maize. In a nocturnal ritual
in front of a smoking incense burner placed on an oven composed of three stone slabs,
…the four elders now invoke the Lords of Night, in particular addressing San Antonio
of the Fire, who heads the group of Nine. “He is the one inside the Earth,” declares
Hernández, adding that “he gives heat to the young maize (the Maize god) is fire and
rain.” They address him with the aforementioned formula: “For this I give you report,
Señor San Antonio of Fire, today Saturday…” and ask him to “work” to help the
young maize. (Girard 1995:220)

Similar to the imagery of the Popol Vuh cited above, Eve Hunt mentions that among the Cuicatec
the three skulls of the Goddesses of sustenance symbolize the hearthstones (1977:158). Cuicatecan
mythology here perhaps coordinates with Karen Bassie’s idea that the bones of the Bone Woman of the
Popol Vuj are the source for the first maize used for the formation of true humans (Bassie 2002). Outside
the Maya area Chevalier and Bain have also observed that:
133

The Gulf Nahuas and Popolucas perceive fundamental similarities between humans and the plants that
grow and go through repeated cycles of life and death in order to feed those who reproduce them.
(2003:27)
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In fact, according to Jeremias, my informant, some communities still celebrate the Great
Winter Opening Ceremony from April 25th to May 3rd described by Girard. The Ch’orti’
on May 3rd travel to a cross on a particular mountain where it is believed that fire was
born. This ceremony however does not celebrate this event rather it is undertaken to help
the planting that has just occurred. Offerings (ajk’uyaj) are thrown into the fire twa’ e
katata’, twa’ jinaj, “for our lord, for the field.” Thus, it seems this ritual is designed again as
a petition to the Fire God for the heat necessary for the successful germination of the
maize crop and is a possible variant of the ceremony described by Girard.
Similar ideas are common among other Maya groups. The Chamula, for instance,
perform a torchlight procession on December 24 around the atrium of the church. Gary
H. Gossen notes that,
In this ritual an image of the Virgen del Rosario is carried around the atrium,
preceded by the image of the Christ child. The female image is carried by widowed
women who wear white shawls; the Christ child is carried by the male sacristán and his
assistants. This is the only time in the ritual year (except for the immediately
preceding posadas) in which a single female religious figure is carried around the
atrium in procession. It is also the only time in the ritual year in which an equal
number of male (one) and female (one) images participate in the procession. Usually
there are more male images than female images in these processions. Furthermore, it
is the only time in the ritual year in which the saints’ procession occurs at night,
precisely at midnight; the other processions occur slightly before noon or just at noon.
(Gossen 1972:143)
This nocturnal ritual occurs in reversal to the normal timing of ceremonies because it
occurs at a time in the year when the nights are at their longest and the forces of cold are
at their peak. The sun has just been reborn and the ritual is intended to provide the heat
that is generally absent in the young. For the Chamula, maize is the body of the sun and
it is precisely the sun’s heat and light that allows maize to grow. This ceremony is the
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beginning of this process of birth and renewal. I cite these above ethnographic and
Colonial examples not because I see a direct connection between the specific features of
contemporary practice but rather because the structure of ancient, colonial, and modern
beliefs and practices bear a strong structural resemblance. At its most basic level this
pattern reveals that sequence where darkness, heat, and water are all necessary for the
birth of gods and humans as well as the germination of maize upon which I would argue
many of these concepts are based.
The imagery of fire and heat preserved in incensario imagery and much narrative
painting concerned with birth is more than just a series of representations; to the
contrary, the censers actually generated this heat in rituals. They were the instruments by
which the ritual realization of mythological structures could occur.

CONCLUSION
What we may see from this brief review of the representation and conceptualization of
fire and heat within ritual is that it was part of a complex system, wherein heat served as a
catalyst for transformation and germination. This is seen equally in the use of fire to
literally transform mundane “food” into the food of the gods or in the more abstract sense
of the transforming and engendering new life, both within the corpse if the king interred
within a temple pyramid, or the maize kernel placed within a mound of earth. The
incensarios at Palenque, and elsewhere, personified the deity responsible for providing
this life giving heat, just as Chaahk and the Moon Goddess produced the rains also
necessary for germination. More than this though censers, as ritual objects, manifested
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the presence of the deity itself in the literal heat that they produced during ritual. To cite
Valeri (1985:252) again, “the image is an equivalent of and a memorial to the ritual
process that consecrates it and makes it, as the Hawaiians say, maoli, “true.”
In the end, what we find at Palenque is the record of a complex ritual and belief
system that saw the pyramids of the Group of the Cross as the location of birth. This birth
I have argued required the production of heat. There were probably also water rites, as
well––the other element necessary for germination. While the incensarios of Palenque
were formally innovative, they nevertheless continued a tradition of symbolism and ritual
practice, which as we have seen dates as far back as the Late Preclassic. The changes in
iconography that did occur seem to attest to the growing importance of the Fire God
throughout the Classic period.
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Conclusion

It is often said that at the end of a long project that the questions that initially propelled it
change and that by the end one would perhaps never have begun the same undertaking
in the first place. My experience it no different and has only reinforced in me the idea
that process is itself more valuable to at least the writer than the final conclusions. I have
come to see the various problems with which this study is concerned much more clearly.
There are three different topics at issue in this dissertation that each could have easily
been a complete study, though I would contend that none would have been entirely
successful without at least outlining the general parameters of the others.
The first set of issues, examined in Part I, explored the nature of the image and how a
material object can be imbued with the sacred, and more importantly how people come
to believe this. In Part II, I reanalyzed important mythological texts from the Classic
period that are critical for understanding the meaning and symbolism of much of Maya
art. In the third part, I examined in Chapter 6-8 the formal and iconographic
development of a major sculptural motif that I have called the Mask Flange Iconographic
Complex. I concluded Part III with an in-depth look at Palenque area incensarios and
their ritual use.
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Each of these quasi-independent investigations has allowed for more penetrating and
interesting questions to be asked of the material. Throughout these chapters, I have been
guided by the desire to understand in as full a way as possible the changing nature of
MFIC from its origins in the Late Preclassic to its Late Classic manifestations. I have
outlined the general structure of its composition and suggested that its imagery is often
articulated through agricultural metaphors and eschatology. Additionally, I have
suggested that while we may track the MFIC over time, its form was not unchanging;
rather, the MFIC responded to particular artistic and ritual contexts. That is, like other
important cultural symbols, differences in its ritual use resulted in corresponding formal
and iconographic changes. In the case of the MFIC we witnessed the growing emphasis
on representations of the Fire/Sun God throughout the Classic period that I have argued
emerged from rituals whose purpose were to generate literal as well as metaphorical heat.
We have also seen formal transformations as well as changes in media from stucco
monumental architectural sculpture in the Late Preclassic to the meter tall incensarios of
Palenque.
By way of conclusion, I would like to add a few words to the socio-religious
observations of Waterson and to Kubler’s remarks on stylistic change cited in Chapter 6
that are worth revisiting to summarize some of the most important points of this
dissertation. I have argued that MFIC sculptural programs essentially consist of four
major iconographic registers, which, as we have seen, emerged sequential in the
development of façade sculpture, but were likely conceptually part of architectural
symbolism from a much earlier time when there was little or no representational art in
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the Maya area. I have suggested that Segment C and Segment A emerged first followed
by Segment B. The earliest masks, in fact, almost entirely show Segment C iconography.
What are the reasons for this order and how are we to understand it within the general
ideas discussed above concerning social meaning and stylistic change? The answers to
these questions tie into the general discussion and theory of symbols presented in Part I.
In this section, I argued that different modes of representation and their occurrence in
visual culture indicate a particular kind of ritual complex. I further suggested that a
change in ritual practice correspondingly altered the conceptualization of the divine, and
thus eventually its representation. This working hypothesis was supported with evidence
from La Galgada and the emergence of certain kinds of representational imagery from
early Christian art. The basic hypothesis advances the idea that early symbolism, at least
in architecture, usually exists prior to its expression iconographically. When and if it does
emerge, early imagery makes essentially equational kinds of statements, such as X equals
Y (i.e. this building is X) and moves from more or less indexical forms to iconic and
symbolic ones. Later forms tend to communicate relationships that are more complex.
These include forms that express the relationship between individual architectural units of
the compositional morphology, or the one between the structure and the ritual
participant. Or, it may express symbolic, temporal, or other more ephemeral aspects of a
structure or object. The Mithuna figures positioned at the intersection of the inner shrine
(Garbhagrha) and main hall (Mandapa) in Hindu temple architecture are a good example of
this kind of imagery. The sexual union of the figures signifies the union of the two
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architectural units and serves to protect a point on the structure that is perceived to be
vulnerable to spiritual attack.134
Early architectural sculpture seems to provide specific information about what was
contained within, and only later came in the case of the Maya to depict the processes and
forces that acted upon either the corpse interred within the temple substructure or the
icons housed within the superstructure. The Maya temple therefore should not be seen as
a static backdrop, ever waiting to be enlivened by performance but as a machine of
transformation.
Accordingly, I suggested that the reason for the initial presence of Segment C
iconography is that this imagery makes, if we borrow terminology from linguistics, an
equational statement, of the nature X is equal to Y, or in this case, a particular building is
Y or contains Y. Segment C and A iconography simply state that the building or the basal
section of the building: 1) houses what is depicted by Segment C, and 2) should be seen as
a mountain or, at the very least, mountain-like. Segment C emerges first because this is
the aspect of the structure that is most hidden. It depicts what is buried inside and is,
therefore, unidentifiable from the structure’s exterior, a fact which is collaborated by the

134 The contemporary Maya raise similar concerns about the vulnerability of structures. The Tzotzil,
for instance, pay close attention to the central point of the floor and roof since being farthest from the
corners are most susceptible to spiritual attack (Vogt 1998:26). At these points the Tzotzil conduct rituals to
protect these “soft” spots. In the center of the house at the site of the hearth a chicken is hung from the
rafters and sacrificed apparently in order to not only make payment to the earth lords for the materials used
in the construction of the house, but also to prevent the entrance of demons. Whether this is a widespread
belief is uncertain, but it is clear that the central point of the house is perceived modernly and was
conceived of anciently as a portal and channel of communication between realms (Tozzer 1907; Carrasco
and Hull 2002; Hull and Carrasco 2004). At these points of vulnerability seemingly analogous to the navel
and soft spot on an infant’s head the ancient Maya erected roof combs and placed dedicatory caches. But
portals weren’t always only perceived negatively and it seems that anciently these openings to other realms
were an important component of ancestor veneration.
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presence of similar iconography within the tombs themselves (see Altun Ha’ and Rio Azul
Tomb 19). It puts a face to the mysteries of transubstantiation of the corpse and made the
presence of the ancestors felt more strongly. Additionally, it provided a standardized
image of what these spirits looked like to the extent that it seems by the Classic period the
there was a fusions between portraits of rulers and deities.
Segment A, on the contrary, developed to accentuate and reinforce the fact that the
mountain is the topographic context for this process. Finally, Segment B is the last to be
visually articulated because it expresses a different kind of idea, or perhaps more
accurately, the structure of its articulation differs from that of the simple equational
statement. Instead, it symbolizes a process rather than making a statement about the
nature of what the building is or houses. It is the catalyst for the processes that are
believed to occur within the structure. These processes seem to be the same as those
described in creation mythology. Except in architecture they are expressed as a
cosmogram rather than as the narrative commonly encountered in ceramic painting.
Segment B emerged to personify the forces of heat necessary for the processes
believed to occur within the inner sanctuaries of shrines and tombs. The Segment B
iconography denoted the heat deemed necessary for rejuvenation, birth, and renewal, as
described in the Chapter 8. Incensario imagery (and here it is important to make a
distinction between the incensario as and instrument, on the one hand, and as a vehicle
for imagery on the other) symbolized this heat or more accurately actualized the entities
responsible for providing heat, while at the same time the censer as tool in ritual actually
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produced heat. With this point in mind, I will return to the basic question concerning the
interconnectedness of the development of ritual and imagery raised in Part I.
The question simply put is this: If the birth of incensario imagery lies with the
architectural sculpture of the Pre- and Early Classic periods why is fire god imagery not
present in the earliest mask programs? What does its absence and later addition tell us
about the development of the rituals surrounding these objects?
These are complicated questions but ones that must be addressed if we ever wish to
understand the ritual role of objects informed by the MFIC and incensarios. Changes in
the style and iconography of ritual objects provide clues to corresponding changes in
liturgy, and, therefore, to the phenomenological experience of the objects themselves.
Thus, in order to fully understand Palenque’s incensarios the development of ritual forms
as well as style need to be revealed. Thus, far I have discussed, in cursory fashion, the
ritual context, iconography, function, and stylistic development of Palenque’s incensarios
now I would like to say a few words about their ritual development and its
interrelationship to imagery, or rather, how we can read this development from the
changing imagery of the MFIC. On the one hand, we must consider the incensario as the
physical manifestation of a number of important deities, mirroring in many respects the
god pots of the Lacandon. On the other hand, the censers at Palenque and elsewhere
were instruments in a liturgical program. Is it to be assumed that the deities depicted by
effigy censers were themselves important to the ritual itself? It would seem that they were
if we look to the Ch’orti’ who specifically petition San Antonio for the heat needed for the
germination of the seeds in the recently planted fields. I contend that the Palenque
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censers were used in a similar way and should be understood as somehow related to the
central idea of birth expressed in the mythological texts of the Cross Group, though not
necessarily iconographically cognate to the deities said to have been born. The
occurrence of deities besides the Fire God raise additional questions that can only really
be addressed when the archaeology of the Cross Group is better published, however our
tracking of Sun and Fire God imagery over time allows us to see the role that these deities
and their various manifestations played in shrine symbolism. For instance, we know that
censing rituals were a common feature of Late Preclassic ritual. Rituals and offerings, as
suggested in Chapter 6, are themselves highly symbolic. I quoted the following passage by
Valeri earlier but it is worth repeating here and examining in a bit more detail in relation
to the question of how action comes to be translated into the representation of the deity.
He argues that,
the offering always represents much more than a simple equivalent in exchange; it
represents the deities, the sacrifier, their relationship, and the results required––in
other words, the entire relationship, its partners, and the process that brings about the
result. Finally, in the matter of symbols, every sacrificial rite involves much more than
the offering (Valeri 1985: 67).
If Valeri’s interpretation of sacrifice is accurate, it suggests that it is rather easy for the
desired results of ritual to slip into the realm of pictorial representation because both
ritual sacrifice and art are part of the same cognitive frame and even representational
system. Thus, since the Fire God was the deity petitioned for heat, over time his actual
presence came to be denoted by an icon, that itself required ritual to activate it.
The complexity of these issues will no doubt require greater elaboration and will need
to be further tested against the archaeological, epigraphic, and ethnographic record but I
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hope in the preceding pages to have outlined some of the central issues surrounding one
of the most important images in Maya art and ritual practice, provided a more systematic
schema for understanding the basic symbolism of the Maya shrine, and raised important
theoretical questions about the nature of icons and other religious imagery.
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Figure 1.1. Early Classic Incensario (drawing by author).
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Figure 1.2. . Jo’ Janaab’ Vessel and text from a sculpted ceramic vessel (Stuart and
Houston 1994:71).
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Figure 1.3. Balamkú Stucco Frieze (drawing by Anne S. Down).
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Figure 1.4. Detail Drawing of Balamkú Stucco Frieze (drawing by author). The colors are
for contrast and do not attempt to reproduce the original color scheme.
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Figure 1.5. Tonina Altar M.p43 (photography by Mark Van Stone).
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Figure 1.6. Tonina Altar M.p43 (photography by Mark Van Stone). Notice the figure’s
face is surrounded by dots signaling that he is in the guise of the Maize God.
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Figure 1.7. Tonina Altar M.p43 (drawing by author). The highlighted area marks the
seed iconography and corresponds to the T533-like object colored brown in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.8. Class 2 Incensario depicting the Fire God (Jaguar God of the Underworld)
(photograph by author).
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Figure 1.9. Class 10 Incensario depicting the young Maize God or Kan Bahlam in the
guise of this deity (photograph by author).
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Figure 1.10. Terracotta incensario from the Villahermosa Museum (drawing by author).
The portal jaws in which the figure sits are colored green.
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Figure 1.11. Capstone from the San Francisco Museum of Art (drawing by author).
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Figure 3.1 Kerr vessel 1813 (photograph by Justin Kerr, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 3.2. Palace Tablet (drawing by Linda Schele, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 3.3 K’an Witz Nal Celt (drawing by Dorie Reents-Budet).
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Figure 3.4. Kerr Vessel 1440, detail (photograph by Justin Kerr, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 3.5 Palenque Temple 21, detail (phograph by Arnoldo González Cruz/INAH,
courtesy of Mesoweb).
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Figure 3.6. Kerr Vessel 1377 (photograph by Justin Kerr, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 3.7. Kerr Vessel 3844 (photograph by Justin Kerr, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 3.8. Detail of Kerr Vessel 3844 (Photograph by Justin Kerr, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 3.9. B’ox kib’ figure (photograph by author).
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Figure 3.10. Temple of Inscriptions view from the Palace (photograph by author).
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Figure 3.11. Temple of Inscriptions East Panel (drawing by Linda Schele, courtesy of
Mesoweb).
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Figure 3.14. Copan Altar Q (drawing by Linda Schele, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 3.15. Copan Altar Z (photograph by author).
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Figure 3.16. a. El Cayo Altar 4 (photograph at
http://www.saa.org/publications/saabulletin/15-4/SAA12.html). b. Drawing of El Cayo
Altar 4 (drawing by Peter Mathews)
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Figure 5.1. Traditional three-stone hearth (photograph by author).
.
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Figure 5.2. Preliminary drawing of Yax Wayib’ Mask (drawing by author). See Appendix
C for transcription and translation.
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Figure 5.3. Coba Stela 1 (drawing by Ian Graham).
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Figure 5.4. Dos Pilas Panel 18 (drawing by Stephen Houston).
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Figure 5.5. Madrid Codex Page 21 (courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 5.6. Palenque, Temple of the Foliated Cross, Central Tablet detail (photograph by
author). The arrow points to the u-je-le-wa collocation.
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Figure 5.7. Temple of Inscriptions, the Sarcophagus lid of K’ihnich Janaab’ Pakal
(drawing by Merle Green Robertson).
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Figure 5.8. “Portal” glyph from Copan St. J (photograph by author).
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Figure 5.9. Kerr Vessel 1609. Notice that the painting on the exterior of the vessel
indicates a watery realm. (photograph by Justin Kerr, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 5.10. Creation Tablet, support (rubbing by Merle Green Robertson).
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Figure 5.11. Holmul Dancer (drawing by Linda Schele, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 5.12. Copan Stela H (photograph by author). This stela depicts the Waxaklaju’n
Ub’aah K’awiil as the Maize God wearing the same backrack as depicted in Figure 5.11
but here in this detail the celestial bird holds the three-dotted element (ti’ chan) in its beak.
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Figure 5.13. Hauberg Stela (drawing by Linda Schele, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 5.14. Cache Vessel, Tikal MT 140 (drawing by Linda Schele, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 5.15. Kerr Vessel 633 (photograph by Justin Kerr, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 5.16. Kerr Vessel 688 (photograph by Justin Kerr, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 5.17. Kerr Vessel 1184 (photograph by Justin Kerr, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 6.1. Chart of Iconographic Segments and their development over time (View in
PDF file under magnification).
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Figure 6.2 Cerros 5C-2nd. (after Freidel and Schele 1988b: 553)
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Figure 6.3. Cerros 5C-2nd illustration (drawing by Linda Schele, courtesy of FAMSI)
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Figure 6.4. Uaxactun, Structure E-VII-Sub (Ricketson and Ricketson 1937:Plate 33)
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Figure 6.5. Tikal, Structure 5D-33 a. Stucco frieze from superstructure; b. Jo’ Janaab’
Witz (photograph by Hans-Ruedi Hug, courtesy of UPM Tikal Project and FAMSI)
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Figure 6.6 Tzutzuculi, a. Monument 1 (drawing by author after photograph by Andrew J.
McDonald [1977:563-564])
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Figure 6.7. Chakanbakan (Cortés de Brasdefer 1998: fig.32).
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Figure 6.8. Cival (photograph by Francisco Estrada-Belli).
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Figure 6.9. Olmec Infant deity (drawing by Linda Schele, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 6.10. Teopantecuanitlan, Monolith 1 (drawing by Linda Schele, courtesy of
FAMSI).
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Figure 6.11. Tzutzuculi, a. Monument 1; b. Monument 2 (photograph by Andrew J.
McDonald [1977:563-564])
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Figure 6.12. Olmec incised plaque depicting Olmec Maize related deity (drawing by
Linda Schele, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 6.13. Olmec Map (drawing by author)
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Figure 6.14. Quincuncial Cosmogram inscribed on celt in the Cleveland Museum of
Art (drawing by Linda Schele, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 6.15. Olmec period inscribed stone celt (drawing by Linda Schele, courtesy of
FAMSI).
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Figure 6.16. Kaminaljuyu, Stela 11 (drawing by Ayax Moreno, courtesy of New World
Archaeological Foundation).
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Figure 6.17 Izapa, Stela 11 (drawing courtsey of John Clark and the New World
Archaeological Foundation). This image is equivalent to the Classic Maya one found on
K1609.
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Figure 6.18. Izapa, Stela 18 (drawing courtsey of John Clark and the New World
Archaeological Foundation).
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Figure 6.19. Izapa, Throne 1 (drawing courtsey of John Clark and the New World
Archaeological Foundation).
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Figure 6.20. Nakbe Structure 1 (photographs by Richard D. Hansen, courtesy of
FAMSI).
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Figure 6.21 El Mirador Structure 34. a. Reconstruction drawing of Str. 34 (T.W.
Rutledge), b. Detail of paw-earflare (photograph by by Gregory Reddick).
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Figure 6.22. Uaxactun, Group H (drawing by Linda Schele, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 6.23. Uaxactun, Group H, façade mask (Hansen 1992)
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Figure 6.24. Uaxactun, Group H, H-Sub-10 (drawing by Linda Schele, courtesy of
FAMSI)
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Figure 6.25. Comparison of details from Tonina Altar M.p43 and a Group H mask,
Uaxactun.
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Figure 6.26. Uaxactun, H-Sub-3 (drawing by Linda Schele, courtesy of FAMSI)
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Figure 6.27. Uaxactun, Group E, E-VII-Sub (courtesy of the Ferguson Collection/Visual
Resources Collection, University of Texas at Austin).
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Figure 6.28. Uaxactun, Group E, Structure E-VII-Sub. Upper most mask of avian Ux
Hu’n (Ricketson and Ricketson 1937:Plate 33)
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Figure 6.29. Uaxactun, Group E, Structure E-VII-Sub Mask with maize foliation
(Ricketson and Ricketson 1937:Plate 33)
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Figure 6.30. Uaxactun, Group E, Stela 20 (drawing by Matthew Looper)
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Figure 6.31. Acanceh, general view of Structure 1-Sub (photograph by author)
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Figure 6.32. Acanceh, Structure 1-Sub (courtesy of the Ferguson Collection/Visual
Resources Collection, University of Texas at Austin).
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Figure 6.33. Acanceh, Structure 1-Sub, detail (photography by author).
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Figure 6.34. Acanceh, Structure 1-Sub, detail (photography by author).
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Figure 6.35. Acanceh, Structure 1-Sub, detail (photography by author).
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Figure 6.36. Cerros, Structure 5C-2nd, Fire God Mask
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Figure 6.37. Tikal, Structure 5D-33-2nd (photograph by author).
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Figure 6.38. Tikal, Structure 5D-33-2nd (drawing by Linda Schele, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 6.39. Kohunlich, Structure I-sub (photograph by Barbara A. McKenzie).
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Figure 6.40. Kohunlich Structure 1-sub, Mask of the Fire/Sun God (photograph by
Barbara A. McKenzie).
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Figure 6.41. Kohunlich, Structure 1-sub. a. Photograph of Avian Ux Hu’n (photograph
by George and Audrey DeLange). b. Drawing of same subject (by author).
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Figure 6.43. Altun Ha’, General view (courtesy of the Ferguson Collection/Visual
Resources Collection, University of Texas at Austin).
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Figure 6.44. Altun Ha (drawing by author).
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Figure 6.46. Balamkú, Casa de los Cuatro Reyes, Stucco sculpture (Photograph by George
and Audrey DeLange, drawing by Anne S. Down).
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Figure 7.1. Tikal, Stela 16, Ruler seated on a miniature Jo’ Janaab’ Witz (drawing by
Linda Schele, courtesy FAMSI).
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Figure 7.2. Cancuen Panel 1(drawing by Yuri Polyukhovych).
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Figure 7.3. Tikal St. 5D-33-2nd (drawing by Linda Schele, courtesy FAMSI).
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Figure 7.4. Tonina Stela M. 106 (drawing by Peter Mathews).
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Figure 7.5. Tikal cache vessel, Kerr vessel 4878 (photograph by Justin Kerr, courtesy of
FAMSI). Depicts the Huk [Ik’] K’an “skull,” the point of emergence of the Maize God,
framed by the quatrefoil portal.
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Figure 7.6. Yaxhaal Witz (drawing by Linda Schele, courtesy FAMSI).
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Figure 7.7. Textual description of Yaxhaal Witz from TFC (drawing by Linda Schele,
courtesy FAMSI).
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Figure 7.8. Berlin Tripod (drawing by Nikolai Grube, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 7.9. Pomona Flare (K2913) (photograph by Justin Kerr, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 7.10. Caracol Stela 6 (drawing by Linton Satterthwaite).
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Figure 7.11. Detail of Kerr Vessel 1440 (photograph by Justin Kerr, courtesy of FAMSI)
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Figure 7.12. Cival Cache (photograph by Francisco Estrada-Belli).
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Figure 7.13. Kerr Vessel 5226, Maize God’s birth from ballcourt. a. Rollout photograph
of K5226 (photography by Justin Kerr, FAMSI), b. Drawing of the central scene of the
Maize God’s birth (drawing by author).
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Figure 7.14. Incensarios from Cerros and Uaxactun a. Masked censer from Cist 13,
Uaxatun b. Masked censer from Cerros.
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Figure 7.15. Incensario types from (a.) Kaminaljuyu (stela 10) and (b.) Izapa (Stela 18)
(drawings courtesy of the New World Archaeological Foundation).
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Figure 7.16. Holmul Dancer scene (drawing by Linda Schele, courtesy of FAMSI).
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b.
Figure 7.17. Depiction of the location of the Maize God’s birth in Classic period vase
painting. a. K626, b. K3640, (c. 5761, d. K6298, and e. 7268 are contined on the next
page) (photographs by Justin Kerr, courtesy of FAMSI).
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e.
Figure 7.17. Depiction of the location of the Maize God’s birth in Classic period vase
painting. (a. K626 and b. K3640 are illustrated on previous page) c. 5761, d. K6298, e.
7268 (photographs by Justin Kerr, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 7.18. Uaxactun Str. E-VII-Sub, b. K4582, c.Tomb 19, Rio Azul (Hall n.d.:fig. 15),
c. Tonina Altar
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Figure 7.19. Deletaille Tripod Vessel, detail (drawing Nicholas Hellmuth). Highlighted
area depicts a motif similar to the T533 seed like element.
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Figure 7.20. Page 15 of the Dresden Codex (courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 8.1. Kohunlich Structure 1-sub, detail of the Fire God (photograph by Barbara
McKenzie).
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Figure 8.2. Kohunlich Structure 1-sub, detail of Avian Ux Hu’n (photograph by Barbara
McKenzie).
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Figure 8.3. Altun Ha (courtesy of the Ferguson Collection/Visual Resources Collection,
University of Texas at Austin).
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Figure 8.4. Early Classic Cache Vessel depicting the Maize God (photograph by Justin
Kerr, courtesy of FAMSI)
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Figure 8.5. Palenque Incensario, Class 1 (drawing by C. Cash)
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Figure 8.6. Palenque Incensario, detail (photograph by author)
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Figure 8.7. Palenque Incensario, detail (photograph by author).
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Figure 8.8. Personfied Mountains a. Bonampak Stela 1 (drawing by Linda Schele,
courtesy of FAMSI), b. Incensario base, Palenque Group B (photograph by author)
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Figure 8.9. Palenque, Stone Incensario (photograph by author).
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Figure 8.10. Class 1 Incensario (photograph by author).
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Figure 8.11. Class 2 Incensario (photography by author).
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Figure 8.12. Class 3 Incensario (photography by author).
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Figure 8.13. Class 4 Incensario (photograph by author).
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Figure 8.14. Class 5 Incensario (photography by author).
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Figure 8.15. Class 6 Incensario, K6594 and K6995 (photograph by Justin Kerr, courtesy
of FAMSI).
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Figure 8.16. Class 7 Incensario (photograph by author).
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Figure 8.17. Class 8 Incensario (photograph by author).
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Figure 8.18. Class 9 Incensario (Gallenkamp and Johnson 1985:fig. 109)
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Figure 8.19. Class 10 Incensario (photograph by author).
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Figure 8.20. Class 11 Incensario, The Young Moon Goddess (Miller and Simon 2004)
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Figure 8.21. Class 12 Incensarios, GI, Maize God, Early Classic Style (photograph by
author).
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Figure 8.22. Class 13 Incensario Chaahk, K3316 (photograph by Justin Kerr, courtesy of
FAMSI).
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Figure 8.23. Vision Serpent Headdress (photograph by author).
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Figure 8.24. Yaxchilan Sky bands illustrating the emergent Sun. Stela 10, 4 and 1
(drawings by Carolyn Tate 1992:63).
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Figure 8.25. Ux Hu’n headdress on Class 1 incensario (photograph by author).
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Figure 8.26. Final element on Incensario Classes 2 and 3 (photograph by author).
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Figure 8.27. Temple of the Foliated Cross, Alfardas (photograph by author; drawing by
Linda Schele, FAMSI).
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Figure 8.28. Death Head Monument (photograph by Maudslay 1889-1902).
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Figure 8.29. Tonina Monument M. 20 (drawing bySimon Martin).
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Figure 8.30. Temple o f the Foliated Cross, Doorjamb (drawing by Linda Schele,
courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure 8.31. Naranjo Stela 30 (drawing Ian Graham)
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Figure 8.32. Kerr Vessel 4651, detail (photograph by Justin Kerr, FAMSI). The bottom
glyph on the left seems to be one of a number of names for the JGU, specifically as
depicted on Class 2 incensarios.
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Figure 8.34.Villahermosa Censer (drawing by author).
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Figure B.1. Palenque Temple 19 (photograph by author).
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Figure B.2. Palenque, Temple of the Cross, Central Tablet (drawing by Linda Schele,
courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure B.3. Palenque, Temple of the Sun, Central Tablet (drawing by Linda Schele,
courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure B.4. Quirigua Stela C (drawing by Mathew Looper [2003:12]).
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Figure B.5. Kerr Vessel 3033 (photograph by Justin Kerr, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure B.6. Kerr Vessel 731 (photograph by Justin Kerr, courtesy of FAMSI).
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Figure B.7. Kerr Vessel 2068 (photograph by Justin Kerr, courtesy of FAMSI)
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Figure B.8. Palenque, Temple of the Foliated Cross, Central Panel
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Figure B.9. Kerr Vessel 1892 (photograph by Justin Kerr, courtesy of FAMSI)
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Figure B.10. Kerr Vessel 7750 (photograph by Justin Kerr, courtesy of FAMSI)
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Figure B.11. Kerr Vessel 2796 (photograph by Justin Kerr, courtesy of FAMSI)
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Appendix A: The K’atun Histories of the Temple of
Inscriptions
Linda Schele succinctly described the general themes and structure of the Temple of
Inscriptions texts in the opening to the 1986 Notebook for the Maya Hieroglyphic
Writing Workshop at Texas (Wald 1999:12).
The inscriptions of the first two and one third of the panels of the Temple of
Inscriptions are composed of the histories of the Katun 4 through Katun 13, and in
many ways these inscriptions can be considered the proto-type of the katun histories
as they are known in the books of the Chilam Balam of Yucatan. These particular
katuns seem to have been chosen because they form the number nine which can be
divided in sections of three each, and, therefore, provide the locking dates of the
inscription of the sarcophagus sides at the one-third intervals, or at 9.7.0.0.0 and
9.10.0.0.0. The katun histories themselves are recorded in very restricted formulas
which can be described in terms of the following three types: (1) those katuns [katun
4-8] which lead up to the katun in which Pacal, the builder of the temple, was born;
(2) the katun of his mother’s reign, and the three katun endings of his own reign; and,
(3) those katuns and other period endings which fall in the future after the
construction of the temple and the design of the inscriptions.
Since Schele’s above observations the Temple of Inscriptions narrative has received
surprisingly little scholarly investigation (for exceptions see Macri 1988; Schele, Mathews,
and Lounsbury 1990). This is especially perplexing considering its great length and
obvious importance for understanding Palenque’s history. Exceptions to this include the
Notebooks of the annual Maya Meetings at the University of Texas, Austin (cf. Wald
1999; Martin et al. 2002), Schele and Mathews’ (1998) recent general book on Maya ruins
that includes a chapter on the Temple of Inscriptions and highlights, however briefly, the
ritual actions that are clearly the central focus of the narrative. Martin and Grube (2000;
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Martin et al. 2002), looking again at the historical information of the text, make heavy use
of the Temple of Inscriptions in their outline of Palenque’s history. Nevertheless, despite
these enlightening studies few attempts have been made to present a translation of major
portions of the text or to underscore the poetic beauty of its structure.135 In the following,
I present a transliteration, transcription, and translation of the passages concerning the
period ending rituals of the 10th-12th K’atuns, which covers the EP: S8-T12 through the
entire MP and A1-A8 of the WP.
The main passages of importance for this discussion are between C5 and M6 of the
MP, however, in order to present this information within its original context I am quoting
a larger section (fig. see 3.9-3.11). This has the benefit of more clearly revealing the
general structure of the K’atun history, but it also reveals a number of areas that are less
easily translated than the specific offerings that are of central interest to the topic at hand.
In order to maintain a clearer narrative flow I have sometimes chosen readings for glyphs
that might give the impression that they are better understood than they actually are. The
two most important of these glyphs are T24 and T174. I provide an extended discussion
of T174 in Chapter 3 that should clarify my interpretation or at least provide enough
information to allow readers to come to their own conclusions. In the case of T24 the
situation is bit more difficult, but in the end less critical for the topic at hand. For this and
other readings that merit additional attention, I have amended comments in the
footnotes. The discussions of particular readings appear in footnotes in the transliteration
135 The study of the structure and poetics of EpM is still in its infancy. Kathryn J. Josserand (1988,
1991, 1995) was among the few to look in-depth at issues of narrative structure. More recently, Kerry M.
Hull (1993, 2003) has made a detailed study of EpM poetics, especially as they compare to Ch’orti’ Maya.
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section. I have placed notes on grammatical issues in the transcription section, while those
exploring word mean are found with the translation. Also, I have not attempted to deal
with the poetics of the Temple of Inscription texts beyond presenting it in a way that
reveals basic parallel structures. I hope to address that issue in another venue where it will
be deservedly the main subject of discussion.

TRANSLITERATION
East Panel: S8-T12
T7: u-pa-ti
S8: 1-AJAW-la
T8: WINIKHAB’/PIH
S9: u-NAH-ta-la
T9: u-CHUM-TUN-ni
S10: ya-k’a-wa
T10: u-PIH
S11: u-K’UH-li
T11: K’INICH-JANAB’
S12: pa-ka-la
T12: K’UH-B’AK-AJAW
A1: u-cha-ta-la
B1: u-CHUM-mu-TUN-ni
A2: 12 AJAW
B2: 8 KEH
A3: u-11-WINIK-HAB’
B3: AJAW-ni-ya
A4: UT/WIN136?-CHAN-na-NAL?

136 The reading of the T24 as ut is far from given. I offer this tentative reading here based on a belief
that the sign refers to surfaces and perhaps the idea of face and its broader semantic parameters (Wisdom
1950; Hull 2005:111). It could, however, just as well be read win, which finds support in an inscription from
Palenque Temple XVIII, which reads phonetically as u-wi-ni-b’a for uwinb’aah. The word winbah carries a
meaning of “image, figure, portrait” in Yucatec (Houston and Stuart 1998:82). Interestingly, *win, as
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B4: “sprout”-ja-la
A5: UT/WIN?-UH-TE’
B5: “sprout”-ja-la
A6: 5-?-TE’
B6: CHAN-na-NAL
A7: i-ka-tzi
B7: KAB’-la
A8: i-ka-tzi
B8: u-ha-ja
A9: tu-pa-ja
B9: 9-CHAN-na
A10: yo?-?-ni
B10: 16-?-ni
C1: 9-TZ’AK?-AJAW?
D1: u-pa-ti
C2: 12 AJAW
D2: PIH/K
C3: yi-li-a-ji
D3: WINIK-HAB’-ch’a-ho-ma
C4: K’INICH-JANAB’-PAKAL-la
D4: K’UH-B’AK-AJAW
C5: ya-k’a-wa
D5: “quadripartite badge”-la
C6: u-KOHAW-wa
D6: 1-WINIK-ki
C7: u-pi-hi
D7: GI
C8: ya-k’a-wa
D8: TZIK? (tzi-ka?)
reconstructed for pMZ means, “eye, self, face, surface; person, reflexive pronoun” (Wichmann 1995: 493).
Therefore, it essentially has the same meaning as Eastern Cholan ut or hut, Tzeltalan sat, and Yucatec ich. If
T24 reads win, it suggests that the term were borrowed from Mixe-Zoquean speakers. A win reading would
also explain possession with u- instead of the prevocalic y-. However, ut in Ch’orti’ when possessed by the
third person ergative pronoun generates the form u’t as opposed to yut or uyut. It is also possible that in EpM
the word was hut rather than ut which could also be possessed by with an u- as opposed to y-.
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C9: u
D9: KOHAW-wa
C10: 1-WINIK-ki
D10: u-pi
E1: u-ne-K’AWIL
F1: ya-k’a-wa
E2: SAK-HUN-na
F2: u-KOHAW-wa
E3: 1-WINIK-ki
F3: u-PIH
E4: K’IN-AJAW-wa
F4: u-K’AL-hu-na
E5: ya-T174.530-la
F5: 3-?-ti-K’UH
E6: GI
F6: u-ne-K’AWIL
E7: K’INICH-GIII
F7: u-JUN-TAN-na
E8: K’INICH-JANAB’
F8: pa-ka-la
E9: K’UH-B’AK-AJAW
F9: u-3-ta-la
E10: u-CHUM-[mu]-TUN
F10: ?
G1: 10-AJAW
H1: 8 YAX-K’IN-ni?
G2: u-12-WINIK-HAB’
H2: yi-li-a-ji
G3: K’INICH-JANAB’
H3: pa-ka-la
G4: K’UH-B’AK-AJAW
H4: AJAW-ni-ya
G5: UT/WIN?-LAJUN-AJAW
H5: UT/WIN?-la-HAB’
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G6: ta-ki-ja
H6: UT/WIN?-UH-TE’
G7: EK’? CHAY?-yi
H7: EL-K’IN-ni
G8: TAK-AJAW
H8: OCH-K’IN-ni
G9: TAK-AJAW
H9: PAT?-b’a-ja
G10: 9-CHAN-na
H10: yo-K’IN?-ni
I1: 16-?-ni
J1: 9-TZ’AK-b’u-AJAW
I2: u-K’AL-ji-?
J2: SAK-HUN-na
I3: ya-MAY137 (T174.530)-la
J3: u-K’UH-li
I4: ya-k’a-wa
J4: u-K’UH-hu-lu
I5: pi
J5: 1-WINIK-ki
I6: pi-xo-ma
J6: u-SAK-hu-na-la
I7: u-ha
J7: YAX-K’AK’-K’UH?
I8: u-tu-pa
J8: YAX-“quadripartite badge”
I9: u-KOHAW-wa
J9: GI
I10: SAK-B’OLON?
J10: ya-k’a-wa
137 Alfonso Lacadena proposed the reading of MAY or AMAY for T174 in 1999. The Cordemex
(1980:15) lists amaytun as, “piedra cuadrada en que colocaban los antiguos indios los veinte años de ahaw
k’atun, porque los cuatro restantes que completaban la época los situaban debajo formando pedestal, y por
esto los llamaban lat’ ok k’atun o chek’ ok k’atun; por extension se llamaban amaytun las pinturas que lo
figuraban.”
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K1: WINIK-HAB’-ch’a-ho-ma
L1: JANAB’
K2: pa-ka-la
L2: K’UH-MAT-la-AJAW
K3: ya-k’a-wa
L3: u-K’UHUL-pi-hi
K4: 1-WINIK-ki
L4: pi-xo-ma
K5: u-SAK-HUN-la
L5: u-ha
K6: YAX-jo-po-yi
L6: CHAN-na-T245
K7: u-tu-pa
L7: YAX-TZIK?
K8: u-KOHAW-wa
L8: ch’o-ko
K9: u-ne-K’AWIL
L9: ya-k’a-wa
K10: u-K’UH-pi
L10: 1-WINIK-ki
M1: pi-xo-ma
N1: u-SAK-HUN-la
M2: u-ha
N2: YAX-pa-ku?
M3: u-tu-pa
N3: YAX-HUN-na
M4: u-KOHAW-wa
N4: ya-AJAW-K’AK’
M5: K’INICH-?-? [GIII]
N5: 3-?-ti-K’UH
M6: 1-AJAW-wa
N6: CHAK-OTOT-ti
M7: CHAK-nu-ku
N7: CHAN-na-T245
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M8: 6-a?-a?-CHAN-na
N8: u-ku-nu-li
M9: 1-?-?
N9: GI
M10: SAK-9?
N10: 3-ko-b’o
West Panel
A1: u-JUN-TAN-na
B1: tu-K’UH-li
A2: WINIK-HAB’
B2: ch’a-ho-ma
A3: K’INICH-JANAB’ pa-ka-la
B3: u-K’AL-HUN
A4: ya-AMAY-la
B4: u-K’UH-li
A5: GI
B5: u-ne-K’AWIL
A6: K’INICH-GIII
B6: 3-?-ti-K’UH
A7: u-ti-mi-wa
B7: yo-OL-la
A8: u-K’UH-li

TRANSCRIPTION
EP: S8-T12
upaat ju’n ajawal winikhaab’
unahtal uchumtuun
yak’aw upih uk’uhil k’ihnich janaab’ pakal k’uhul b’aak ajaw
MP: A1-A3
ucha’tal uchumtuun12 Ajaw 8 Keh u 11 winikhaab’
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B3-A5
ajaw[a]niiy win/ut chan nal
“sprout”-jal win/ut uh te’
“sprout”-jal win/ut ? te’
B6-A8
chanal ikaatz
kab’al ikaatz
B8-A9
u’haj
tu’paj
B9-C1
9 chan yoon 16 oon,
9 tz’akb’u ajaw138
D1-D4
upaat 12 ajawal k’atun yilaaj winikhaab’ ch’aho’m k’ihnich janaab’ pakal k’uhul b’aak ajaw
C5-E4
yak’aw “Quadripartite Badge”-al ukohaw ju’n winik upih chaahk
yak’aw tzik ukohaw ju’n winik upi[h] une k’awiil
yak’aw sak hu’n ukohaw ju’n winik upi[h] k’in ajaw
F4-E9
uk’alhu’n yamayal ux ? k’uh, GI, une k’awiil, k’ihnich GIII
uju’ntan k’ihnich janaab pakal k’uhul b’aak ajaw
See Schele and Grube (1997: 86-87) for a discussion of the so-called “yo k’in” sign transcribed here
very tentatively as oon.
138
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F9-G4
u ‘ux tal uchumtuun tu b’aak/le[?] ajaw,
laju’n ajaw waxak yaxk’in ub’uluk winikhaab’
yilaaj k’ihnich janaab’ pakal k’uhul b’aak ajaw
H4-H6
ajawaniiy ut/win laju’n ajaw
ut/win lahaab’
taakaj139 ut/win uh te’
G7-H9
ek’ ch’aay140
elk’in ajawtaak
ochk’in ajawtaak [?]
G10-J1
9 chan yoon 16 oon
9 tz’ab’u ajaw

The root of this word is taak with a long /a/, if the rules of Lacadena and Wichmann (2004) are
accurate. The suffix spelled here with the syllable /ja/ is perhaps –aj, an ending which often derives
intransitive verbs from other roots and stems particularly nouns (see Kaufman 1971:54-55). Kaufman
(personal communication, 2004) however, now suggests that this suffix should be analyzed as –a + –j, where
–a is the transitive thematic and –j derives the antipassive. In this instance the spelling of ta-ki-ja could
represent taak (dry) plus –a (thematic of transitive) plus –j (antipassive). The meaning of “dried” (from CHR
tak) would be consistent with what seems in all likelihood to be a negative omen or prognostication. In
Yucatec (Barrera Vásquez 1980: 756) ta’k may also mean guardar or esconder (“to guard” or “to hide”) and
could also be a fitting translation where the Uh Te’ has become or is hidden.
140 The ch’ay reading for the so-called “star-over-earth” glyph often found in warfare statements was
recently (spring 2004) proposed by Marc Zender. While it was known that the glyph must mean something
like “destroy” or “descend” this reading if correct will allow for a more nuanced understanding of the
events described. Interestingly, this passage is almost certainly parallel to the one in the Western Panel,
cited above, that describes the satay k’uh satay ajaw (destroyed were the god[s], destroyed were the lord[s]).
Significantly in the PMED, Kaufman (2003: 791) lists sat as the Mocho equivalent of ch’ay. In Ch’orti’ satpar
and satpu’t, possibly from the compound satpa u’t (lit. disappear its-face), likewise mean to disappear (Hull
n.d.). Here it seems that both were in use and were used as synonyms.
139
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I2-J3
uk’alaaj sak hu’n yamayal uk’uhil
I4-I10
yak’aw uk’uhul pi[h]
ju’n winik pixo’m usak hu’nal u’h
yax k’ahk’ k’uh utu’p
k’uhul quadripartite badge ukohaw chaahk sak b’olon
J10-L2
yak’aw winikhaab’ ch’aho’m janaab’ pakal k’uhul b’aak ajaw
K3-K9
yak’aw uk’uhul pih
ju’n winik pixo’m usak hu’nal u’h
yax jopoy? chan ut utu’p
u yax/k’uhul tziik ukohaw ch’ok
une k’awiil
L9-M6
yak’aw u pi[h] ju’n winik pixo’m
usak hu’nal u’h yax pa’k
utu’p k’uhul hu’n
ukohaw yahaw k’ahk
k’ihnich k’in ajaw
ux ? k’uh,
ju’n ajaw
N6-N10
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chak otoot
chak nuk chan ut
waka’ chan ukunil GI,
sak b’olon,
ux kob’
WP: A1-A8
uju’ntan tuk’uhil k’atun ch’aho’m k’ihnich janaab’ pakal
uk’al hu’n yamayal uk’uhil chaahk [GI], une k’awiil, k’ihnich k’in ajaw ? k’uh
utimiw yo’l uk’uhil

TRANSLATION

The end of the 1 Ajaw K’atun was his first stone-seating. [At this time] K’ihnich Janaab’
Pakal, the Divine Palenque Lord gave the bundles of his gods.
On his second stone-seating, 12 Ajaw 8 Keh was the 11th K’atun,
The face-of-the-sky-maize-god had become lord,141
the face of the jewel142 tree had sprouted,
the face of the “Five origins” tree had sprouted.143
the heavenly bundle,

This passage refers to the fact that the 12 Ajaw K’atun itself had become lord.
Uh ~ u in a number of Mayan languages means, “moon,” but it can also mean bead, jewel, or
neckless (Kaufman 2003:1030). In Yucatec, for instance, we find, “collar de cuentas o sartal, abalorio, cuentas de
cristal, rosario, adorno femenino” (Barrera Vásquez 1980:896).
143 The calendar round date of this event is the same as that recorded on K1609 which as Schele and
Miller (1986) observed was the first appearance of Venus as the Evenings star. In both texts the “split earth”
verb is used. Like the similar passage at H4-H6 that mentions a different series of entities becoming lord,
this passage likely describes astronomical events associated with the 11th K’atun. Michael Closs (1978)
suggests that it refers to the western-most extension of Venus during its cycle.
141
142
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the earthly bundle
the necklace,
the earspool
…He is the B’olon Tz’akb’u Ajaw, [the Nine Successor Lord]
It was the end of the 12 Ajaw K’atun, the Winikhaab’ Ch’aho’m, K’ihnich Janaab’ Pakal,
the Divine Palenque Lord witnessed it.144
He gave the “Quadripartite badge,”
it was headdress of the twenty bundles of Chaahk (GI).
He gave Tziik,
it was the headdress of the twenty bundles of the infant K’awiil.
He gave white bark-paper,
it was the headdress of the twenty bundles of the Sun Lord.
The headdress-tying of the icons of the “three ? gods,” the Maize God, the Infant K’awiil,
the Fire God, was the diligent service of K’ihnich Janaab’ Pakal, the Divine Palenque
Lord.
It was his third stone-seating as the lord of Palenque,
10 Ajaw 8 Yaxk’in was the 12th K’atun
K’ihnich Janaab’ Pakal, the Divine Palenque Lord witnessed it.
144 It is interesting that the TI describes Pakal as having witnessed (yilaaj) the 11th K’atun, which he does
again on the 12th. This fact perhaps lends credence to the idea that he is in some way watching celestial
events that once witnessed marked the official beginning of the new K’atun or the rites associated with the
period ending. This said, I would prefer to interpret these passages as recording that fact that he witnessed
the ceremonies associated with the period endings rather than an astronomical event, though these certainly
might have been important.
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The face of Laju’n Ajaw became lord,145
It was the face of the final year,
Dried became the face of the jewel tree.
Lost were
the eastern lords,
the western lords [?]146
…He is the B’olon Tz’ab’u Ajaw, [the Nine Successor Lord]
He tied the white bark-paper of the altars of his gods.
He gave the divine bundle of [the deity Sak B’olon],147
twenty wrappings were its white bark-paper necklace,
the first fire god was its earspool,
the divine sacrificial bowl [quadripartite badge] was the headdress of Chaahk,
Sak B’olon.
The Winikhaab’ Ch’aho’m Janaab’ Pakal, the Divine Palenque Lord gave [these
bundles].
He gave the divine bundle of [the Infant K’awiil],
twenty wrappings were its white bark-paper-necklace,
As mentioned above this refers to the fact that the 10 Ajaw K’atun had itself become lord.
This passage, as suggested above, likely deals with the deities that ruled the 12th K’atun or a period
of time associated with the beginning of this K’atun. Closs (1978) here again finds a connection with Venus.
The date 9.12.0.0.0 is five days from the eastern-most extension of Venus as evening star. Here though the
augury or prognostication seems to be somewhat less than positive with the suggestion of the drying of the
Jewel tree, destruction of the eastern and western lords and the mention of Laju’n Ajaw, a deity possibly
related to the Yucatec god Lahun Chan.
147 Here I have repeated the name of the deity found at the end of the entire statement so as to make
explicit the fact that the /u/ possessive pronoun that precedes “divine bundle” cross-references the deity
rather than the noun that immediately follows.
145
146
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the first jopoy sky-face was its earspool,
Divine veneration (tziik?) was the headdress of the sprout,
the Infant K’awiil.
He gave the bundle of [the K’ihnich Ajaw],
twenty wrappings were its white bark-paper-necklace,
the first pa’k (?) was its earspool,
the divine bark-paper was the headdress of the lord of Fire,
K’ihnich Ajaw,
the three ? gods,
Ju’n Ajaw.
The Red House,
the Red Skin Sky,
the Six Skies was the shrine of GI148,
the Sak B’olon,
the thrice progenitor.
The tying of the bark-paper-headband of the icons of his gods–the Maize God, the Infant
K’awiil, and the Sun God–was the diligent service of the Winikhaab’ Chaho’m K’ihnich
Janaab’ Pakal to his gods, [and thus by this] he appeased the heart his gods.

The three phrases that seem to name the shrine (lit. oven) of the Maize God, GI, refer to the
Temple of the Cross.
148
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Appendix B: Mythological Summary
This appendix presents a basic review and analysis of mythological texts primarily from
the archaeological site of Palenque. It is meant to supplement the discussion of Classic
period Maya mythology presented in Chapter 5, which focused on the 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u
changing of the hearth. I present this additional information for two reasons. First, while
there is much written about Maya mythology, much of it in my opinion is neither current
nor accurate and often relies too heavily on colonial narratives such as the Popol Vuh.
Secondly, I have placed the summary in an appendix because if presented in the body of
the dissertation the discussion of new glyphic and iconographic interpretations would
detract from the overall narrative flow and argument. Nevertheless, these new
interpretations must be presented in a systematic way so as to allow the reader the
opportunity to evaluate them. This is especially critical when dealing with glyphic texts
because much of the discussion of this material remains at the level of grey literature.
Additionally, I hope that this section provides a better understanding of some of the
baseline assumptions found in the body of the dissertation, but for reasons of clarity could
not be explicated at length.
Mythological episodes in inscriptional literature, as suggested in Chapter 5, were used
for many purposes beyond simply recording the trials and tribulations of Maya deities.
Mythic narratives intertwined descriptions of ritual and dynastic history that were
particular to the individual sites at which they were record. Thus, the historical moment
and place at which a mythological text was produced heavily inflected its telling. Most of
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the texts cited below are from the site of Palenque and were inscribed from the end of the
seventh through the first half of the eighth centuries. We might say, therefore, that the
following is Maya mythology as told at Palenque, or more restrictively, this is Palenque
mythology.
We as yet do not have a clear understanding of the earliest events in Maya mythology;
however, with the discovery of the Temple 19 inscribed platform (fig. B.1), we now have,
as David Stuart (2000, forthcoming) has recently outlined, a better picture of pre-4 Ajaw
8 Kumk’u events than was possible when Maya Cosmos was published in 1993.149
K’ihnich A’kal Mo’ Nahb’ the successor to K’ihnich K’an Joy Chitam, commissioned
the text and imagery of the Temple 19 platform to commemorated the dedication of a
series of structures on January 10, 734 (9.15.2.7.16 7 Kib 19 K’ayab’ [Stuart 2000:33]).
In general, the narrative structure of the Temple 19 platform text mirrors that of the
earlier inscriptions of the Temples of the Cross Group. That is, the beginning portion of
the narrative on the South Panel begins with myth and moves into historical time with
the dedication of specific structures (probably referring to Temple 19 itself) which are
possessed by the patrons gods GI, GII, and GIII.
The mythological portion of the Temple 19 inscription begins on the South Panel
with GI’s150 installment into lordship (chumlaj) under the auspices of Yax Naah Itzamnaaj

In fact, it is unclear from the inscriptions when exactly the first creation was. Classic Maya
cosmologies, like many others including our Big Bang theory, seem rather uninterested in the origin of
matter. They were more interested in how matter and entities were manipulated and arranged into the
proper order that we see today, and in the maintenance of this order (see Bateson 2000:xxx).
150 I transliterate the collocation JUN-ye-NAL as Ju’n Ye Nal for “one grain (lit. tooth) of maize” (see
Wichmann 2004), as opposed to Jun Nal Ye, which has traditionally been translated as One-MaizeRevealed (Freidel et al. 1993:55).
149
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on March 10, 3309 BC, or in the Maya system on 12.10.1.13.2 9 Ik’ 5 Mol (ukab’ijiiy yax
naah itzamnaaj). 151 This event occurred at a place called the “face/surface of the sky”
(uhtiiy ta ut/win chan), a toponym also mentioned at Copan and in the Palace Tablet (P7) in
association with different events. Some ten years after his installment into power, the
subject of the Temple 19 text turns to a mysterious series of events that involved the
possible beheading of the Starry Deer Crocodile (Stuart forthcoming).
This episode refers to a series of events that the text attributes to the work GI.
Understanding this text requires reflecting on David Kelley’s observation that GI’s
frequent association with the day 9 Ik’ (9 Wind) explicitly associates him with EhecatlQuetzalcoatl who was born on the day 9 Wind (Kelley 1965; Stuart 2000:33). As is well
known, in Central Mexican mythology this deity is responsible for the creation of
humankind. The story has it that he journeys to the underworld to collect ancestral bones
from which humans will be made. However, he accidentally breaks these bones. To solve
this problem he grinds the fragments into a bone meal over which he draws blood in
sacrifice. With his blood as a binder, he forms the “dough” into human beings. In another
manifestation, he is also the legendary ruler of the Toltecs, whose magnificent rule was
seen as the model to be emulated (see D. Carrasco 1982).
Returning to the accession, the fact that GI is seated into rulership in the year 3309
BC,

as David Stuart has observed, leads to significant problems for the traditional

interpretation proposed by Floyd G. Lounsbury (1976), namely “how can the deity GI
have been born some 960 years after his own accession?”[¿cómo pudo haber nacido la deidad
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See the text recorded on the stone box (bench) found in the sanctum of Palenque Temple 19.
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GI unos 960 años después de su propio ascenso al cargo?] (2000:30). The traditional interpretation
resulted from an inadequate understanding of EpM grammar and from an attempt to
reconcile the 8.5.0 distance number, leading from the record of the birth of Muwaan Mat
in the Temple of the Cross (fig. B.2), to the period ending of 13.0.0.0.0, which would have
required a distance number of 6.14.0 rather than 8.5.0. Instead of seeing this discrepancy
as a mistake, Lounsbury argued that the text implied the birth of the GI on 12.19.11.13.0
1 Ajaw 8 Muwaan (Lounsbury 1976; Schele and Freidel 1990: 246; Freidel et al. 1993:69).
The TC inscription however, only really records the birth of the deity, Muwaan Mat, on
12.19.13.4.0 8 Ajaw 18 Kasew. It was only by subtracting the distance number of 8.5.0
from the period ending of 13.0.0.0.0 that Lounsbury arrived at the supposed birth of GI.
At the time, this interpretation was seemingly confirmed by the mention of GI’s birth
later in the passage, though the particular collocation in question is now known to refer to
his arrival (huli) to Matwiil. I think the problems posed by the 8.5.0 DN are resolved by
returning to the text itself, its grammatical structure, and the use of k’almay in other
inscriptions at Palenque. Let us have the relevant passage clearly in view:
1 ajaw 18 sotz’ sihyaj jem?[nal] ixim(?)152 muwaan mat mi’ [k’in] 5 winikjiiy 8 haab’ sihyajiiy i
uk’almay 4 ajaw 8 kumk’u tzutzuy 13 pih….
[On] 1 Ajaw 18 Sotz’ born was Jem[nal] Ixim Muwaan Mat. 0 days, 5 months, and 8
years after he had been born it then happened his k’almay….
In looking at the verbal morphology of sihyaj and sihyajiiy it is clear that the 8.5.0 DN leads
from the birth of Muwaan Mat to the k’almay event, and not from that of an unnamed

See Stuart (forthcoming) for a discussion of the reading of this head as ixim as opposed to the
traditional reading of ix or ixik.
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individual. Strengthening this interpretation, is the use of k’almay in the Palace Tablet
where its meaning is more easily discerned. The relevant passage reads:
19 [k’in]-mi’-WINIK-ji-[ya] 7-HAB’-ya SIH-ya i-u-ti 2-KAWAK 12-YAX
YAX-K’AL-K’IK’ K’AL-MAY-ja-ji 3-? ma-ta-ch’o-ko yi-IB’-NAL-la 1-yeNAL CHAK ch’o-ko u-ne-K’AWIL “GIII”….
19 k’in mi’ winikijiiy 7 haab’iiy sihyaj i uti 2 kawak 12 yax yax k’al k’ik’ k’al mayajij ux ch’ak
kab’an(?) mat ch’ok yib’nal GI ch’ok une k’awiil GIII….
19 days, 0 months, and 7 years after he had been born then 2 Kawak 12 Yax
happened. [It] was the first presentation of blood, the k’almay [by] Ux Ch’ak Kab’an
Mat Ch’ok under GI, the youthful infant K’awiil, GIII….
Thus, where Lounsbury and later Schele and Freidel (Schele and Freidel 1990: 246) saw
an implied birth, I am inclined to see the record of a childhood rite of passage that
Muwaan Mat underwent when he was eight and a half years old. This is nearly the same
age at which Ux Ch’ak Kab’an Mat Ch’ok (the youth name of K’ihnich K’an Joy
Chitam) is also said to have undergone the k’almay, and possibly his first blood letting.
Interestingly, it is approximately at this same age that Kan B’ahlam is said to have been
okte’-ed.153 The prominence of these rite of passage rituals in the inscriptions of Palenque,
and the depiction of Kan B’ahlam in the central panel at nearly the same age as when
Muwaan Mat is said to have also undergone a childhood ritual, argues for the
reinterpretation of this passage from one recording GI’s birth to one documenting a
childhood ritual.
David Stuart raises another issue that significantly alters our understanding of Maya
mythology as narrated at Palenque. In his discussion of the inscriptions of the Temple 19
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See Wald and Carrasco (2004) for an additional discussion of childhood rituals.
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Platform he has questioned the gender of Mat Muwaan based on the fact that the female
head read ix in EpM is not the same as the one found in the name of Muwaan Mat
(2000:30), thereby suggesting that the famed mother goddess of Palenque was possibly a
male and one of a number of manifestations of the Maize God.
The implications of these reinterpretations for our current view of Maya mythology
are several. First, they argue against the existence of an ancestress deity, who establishes
the Palenque dynasty. Second, the texts of the Temple of the Cross can no longer be seen
to record the birth of GI, which, according to the Temple 19 texts, would have logically
had to have occurred before his seating on 12.10.1.13.2 9 Ik’ 5 Mol. Third, it seems that
Muwaan Mat, as Stuart observes, is perhaps another manifestation of the Maize God or
is the paradigmatic sovereign of the Mat lineage to which most historic rulers of Palenque
claimed membership.
After the parenthetical insertion of the k’almay event in the TC inscriptions, the
narrative documents the completion of the 13th B’ak’tun on 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u, one of the
most important events in Maya mythology. As we have seen, the completion of the
B’ak’tun entailed the changing of a cosmic hearth that initiated the present era. In
attempting to illuminate the significance of the changing of a hearth as the metaphor for
the establishment of a new cosmic era, I turn to the New Fire ceremonies of the Mexica.
Among the Mexica the three-stone hearth was changed during the “Binding of the
Years” ceremony that occurred at the end of their 52 year “century.”
First they put out fires everywhere in the country round. And the statues, hewn in
either wood or stone, kept in each man’s home and regarded as gods, were all cast
into the water. Also [were] these [cast away]––the pestles and the [three] hearth
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stones…; and everywhere there was much sweeping––there was sweeping very clean
(Sahagún 1980 [1953]: 25).
In this case the idea of the changing of the hearth seems closely connected to house
renewal and dedication. The Ch’orti’ perform a similar house ritual cleansing ceremony,
known as the xiximai, that parallels the above description in some key respects.
Then they begin to cense the whole surface of the quern, the fireside, over the
hearthstones, the pots, the bowls, and the jugs. They cense the logs where the corn is,
and all around the back of the house they go censing. They gather up all the children,
everything which is in the house.154
The point here, is that the beginning of new periods of time required the replacement of
old items or their ceremonial cleansing, whether yearly, as in the case of the Ch’orti’
ritual described above, or at the level of myth. The conceptual system that informed these
ritual activities contained more than the idea of renewal. Rather it touched on the very
viability of the system itself. As we will see the ideas of completion used to talk about
period-endings conveys the idea that the system or period has been made whole rather
than that it has simply come to its end.
Returning to the Classic period, the date 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u at Palenque is also
mentioned in the texts of Temple of the Sun (fig. B.3) and on Quirigua Stela C (fig. B.4).
Each of these texts, and others recording this date, state that at this time, “changed was
the hearth, the mouth of the sky, the first heated place.” Quirigua Stela C describes in
much greater detail the setting of this hearth and names the entities involved in its
construction and the locations where each of these stones were set (utz’apaw).
jehlaj k’o’b’
154

Translation by Fought (1972: 500, 503) with slight modifications by the author.
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k’ahlaj ux tuun
utz’apaw tuun Jaguar Paddler Stingray Paddler utiiy naah jo’ chan
hix tz’am tuunaj
utz’apaw tuun ik’ naah chak ? ? utiiy kab’ kah (?)
chan tz’am tuun
i uhtiiy k’al tuun naah itzam[naa]j
ha’ tz’am tuun
uhtiiy ti’ chan
yax sim nal
utzutz[uuj]iiy uxlajuun pih
ukab’jiiy wak chan ajaw
The hearth was changed,
and by this three stones were tied.
The Jaguar and Stingray paddlers planted a stone at the House of the Five Skies.
This was the Ocelot Throne Stone.
The Black House God planted a stone at Earth Town.
This was the Serpent Throne Stone.
And then came the Naah Itzamnaj stone binding.
This was the Water Throne Stone.
[These stone settings] happened at the Mouth of the Sky,
At the First Heated Place.
Thus he finished the thirteen B’aktuns,
He oversaw it, the Wakchan Ajaw.
The so-called Paddler Gods set what appears to be the most important hearthstone, the
Ocelot (hix) Bone-Throne-Stone, at a place in the north called the Naah Jo’ Chan. After
which Chaahk, a rain deity, split the earth with his lightening stone to create the fissure
from which the Maize God eventually emerged. Immediately after his birth, as we see on
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Kerr vessel 3033 (fig. B.5), the Maize God is dressed by scantily clad or nude women,
where upon he then dances. His birth or dance perhaps corresponds to an event said to
have occurred some one and a half years (1.9.2) after the beginning of the present era in
the inscriptions of the Temple of the Cross. The relevant passage documents that GI
descended from the sky (Zender 2004) and that a thing called the six skies, Wak Chan,
was embraced or perhaps circumambulated. On 13 Ik’ 0 Mol or, in other words, on the
same day that GI descended from the sky the texts of the Temple of the Cross document
the dedication of a house. This house of the north is called the Wak Chan Naah Nal and
the Eight Chaahk House, a name that it shares with the Temple of the Cross itself. It
would seem that the Earth and stone temples were equated, as seen in a comparison of
Kerr vessel 731 (fig. B.6) and 2068 (Fig. B.7), where the deity Chaahk cracks the shell of
the turtle and the roof of house, respectively.
Some 765 years after the completion of the thirteenth B’ak’tun, the Temple of the
Cross records that GI arrived at and touched the earth of Matwiil on October 21, 2360
BC

(9 Ik’ 15 Keh 1.18.5.3.2 [D13-E2]), in what could be a euphemistic expression for

birth. The passage continues to relate that he was the ub’aah uch’ab’-ak’b’il (lit. “person of
the creation”) of Muwaan Mat. This statement, and the so-called implied birth of GI’
mentioned earlier, has led students of these texts as we have seen to conclude that there
was a senior and a junior GI, perhaps a father and a son and that Muwaan Mat was the
mother of the junior. This seemed to be mirrored in the structure of the Popol Vuh, where
Jun Junahpu is the father of Junahpu (cf. Robertson 1991:15). While this scenario remains
a possibility, I would suggest that the interpretation presented above more accurately
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accounts for the 8.5.0 distance number and in general the iconographic program which
itself is concerned with K’ihnich Kan B’ahlam’s rite of passage rituals.
It is in the connection between Muwaan Mat and GI that we see the Mat dynasty’s
clear claim to divine origin. It is useful to remember that Palenque’s dynasty uses three
emblem glyphs: Mat, Tok Tan, and B’aak. These would seem to name three different
locations, three lineages, or both. Mat is the title used by Muwaan Mat. This entity is
referred to as the Divine Mat lord, suggesting that he was the prime lineage deity of the
Mat dynasty or location. As the first Lord of Mat, Muwaan Mat served as the
paradigmatic sovereign even more so than U K’ix K/Chan. If, as I have argued, the
distance number (8.5.0) leading from the birth of Muwaan Mat to the k’almay event
records the age at which he underwent a childhood ritual then, I believe, the double
depiction of Kan B’ahlam on the Central Tablets of the Cross Group Temples is better
explained. The imagery and texts emphasis that he, like Muwaan Mat, underwent the
proper childhood rites and is now fit to be king, just as Muwaan Mat’s own accession is
recorded in the Temple of the Cross texts. It would appear that the “original” k’almay rite,
like Muwaan Mat’s accession, established ritual protocol that was followed by later
historical rulers much as I am suggesting the mythological structures inform the imagery
and symbolism of the MFIC and temple architecture.
Like the Temple of the Cross, those of the Sun and Foliated Cross (fig. B.8) also
record the birth of deities. These temples record the birth of the Fire God, GIII, on
October 25, 2360 BC (1.18.5.3.6 13 Kimi 19 Keh) and K’awiil on November 8, 2360 BC
(1.18.5.4.0 1 Ajaw 13 Mak), respectively (Schele and Friedel 1990:246-251). At the
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completion of the second B’ak’tun, Muwaan Mat conjured deities at Yaxhaal Witz (green
mountain), a toponym also used to name the Temple of the Foliated Cross. Again,
Muwaan Mat is involved in acts that Kan B’ahlam performed during his own reign,
presumably at the Temples of the Group of the Cross. Following the mythological section
discussed above, the narrative of the Cross Group temples recounts a series of censing
rituals (TS and FC; see Chapter 8) and/or dynastic history (TC).
The significance of the mythological narrative is difficult to discern in every detail,
nevertheless it is clear that the Maya, in part, conceived of the establishment of the
present era as similar to the building and renewal of a house. The use of the metaphor of
the house and of building is seen, not only in the images invoked, such as the house and
hearthstones, but also in the choice of words used to describe events and name locations,
such as k’al (“tie” or “to close”)––Maya domestic houses are tied together––and the use of
the word naah and otoot, house/edifice and home. This way of world ordering is also and
at the same time fused with agricultural practice and is especially evident in the idea that
the birth of deities occurs from the earth, mountains, stones, and the structures that
emulate them. In regard to the birth symbolism of the Temples of the Cross Group,
Stephen Houston (1996) has noted that the inner sanctuary of the shrine of these Temples
is called a pib’naah (lit. oven house or sweatbath). He explored the role of the sweatbath
during pregnancy, particularly as a means of restoring the health and conceptual heat lost
by the mother during childbirth. Kerry Hull and I (2001) have examined how the
corbeled vault, in profile view, was anciently equated with the jaws of the portal creature,
and demonstrated that the vault and roof in architecture were symbolically equated with
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the back of the Earth Turtle. Karl Taube (1992) and others suggest that it is from the cleft
in the back of this turtle that the Maize God sprouts, as seen in Justin Kerr’s photograph
of a beautiful codex style plate (Kerr 1892), discussed below (fig. B.9).
Rafael Girard has documented that the Ch’orti’ Maya believe that both the
germination of the maize seed and the gestation of the human fetus undergo similar
processes.
Agriculture and eschatology are intimately associated. The position of the maize grain
in the bosom of the Mother Earth is identified with that of the child in the maternal
womb and of a dead body in the tomb. This is a concept the Chortís objectify in their
temples by the figure of the Child God, a representation of the young Maize god, in a
niche or tabernacle. In the dark regions of the underworld the seed, the dead body
and the fetus suffer the same hardships and fight against adverse forces to come up
into a new world. (Girard 1995:191)
Growth requires heat, water, and occurs in darkness. In Kerr vessel 1892 we find a scene
which I think summarizes and unifies many of these concepts for the Classic period Maya
and may help us better understand the underlying symbolism of the Maya shrine. The
tableau depicts a beautifully rendered Maize God sprouting from the Earth Turtle. The
cleft from which he emerges terminates in a torch skull with an ak’b’al or darkness sign for
an eye. Once enigmatic this image is entirely intelligible if viewed in light of the narrative
of the Maize God’s birth briefly summarized here. The skull torch motif combines all the
important elements of the Maize God’s birth: 1) the bone stone seed, 2) the darkness in
which the seed waits before germination, and 3) the torch, analogous to the hearth from
which the Maize God sprouts, symbolizes the heat necessary for the successful
germination of the seed. The turtle here represents the earth as it floats on the waters of
the Primordial Sea. The Maize God in this image is possibly assisted and watered by his
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two sons, perhaps read Ju’n Ajaw and Yax B’ahlam in Epigraphic Mayan. Here Yax
B’ahlam pours a jar of water on the cleft from which the Maize God sprouts. In this
imagery we find the mythological prototype for much of ancient Maya ritual action,
architectural symbolism, mortuary practice, and eschatology. The image depicts the son
caring for the father in the same manner that K’ihnich Janaab’ Pakal and Kan B’ahlam
cared for the patron gods of Palenque and the way that Kan B’ahlam is said to have
cared for his father’s tomb, the Temple of Inscriptions.
The Organization of Matter
One of the most famous scenes of the beginning of the present era on 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u
that adds additional depth to the above discussion occurs on a pair of vases apparently
made in the vicinity of Naranjo (fig. B.10-11). The first in the sequence depicts a council
of seven entities seated in darkness in front of an enthroned God L. The associated text
gives the date and continues to state that a series of important deities were put in order or
that they put something in order. The litany of deities named on the mate to this vessel, a
square red and black-background vase (K7750), is identical except for the final two
glyphs, which depict the Sun God in place of the name glyphs of the Fire God (Jaguar
God of the Underworld) found on the black background vessel. Thus, the two perhaps
illustrate the creation of day and night through the ordering (tz’a[h]kaj[iiy]) of the deities
or primordial matter (Freidel et al. 1993:68-69).
The meaning of the word tz’ak is extremely important for our understanding of how
the Maya conceptualized creation. In Ch’orti’, tz’ak and its cognates in a number of
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Mayan languages means “a joining, a splicing, a bringing together.” As a transitive verb
tz’aki can additionally refer to the act of doing “up in bundles” (Wisdom 1950:204). In
compounds with tun (stone), tz’ihk (adobe), and te’ (wood) it means a “laying of stones,
masonry,” a “laying of adobe bricks,” and a “splicing of timbers,” respectively (Wisdom
1950:204). As a derived causative, the related term tz’a’akse possesses such similar
meanings as “to regulate, arrange or adjust, put into order, improve a thing, repair”
(Wisdom 1950:203) and by extension “to cure” (cf. Stuart 2003).
Freidel, Schele, and Parker saw the text of K2796 as referring to the ordering of the
“black is its center location” (ik’ utan) and interpreted the black background of this vessel
as depicting a time before there was a separation of the sky and earth (1993: 68-69). This
idea has been strengthened by the discovery of the red background vase discussed above;
however, the morphology of the verb here as well as the order of the names that follow
suggest a slightly different interpretation of the precise grammar and translation of this
critically important passage. The verb here is spelled TZ’AK-ja-ya which could be taken
to represent tz’a[h]kaj[ii]y or tz’a[h]kj[ii]y. Or it could be realized as tz’akyaj in which case
the verb has been nominalized. This latter interpretation, though the less likely of the two
in my opinion, is suggested by the use of /ja/ in the spelling of the thematic vowel of the
passive voice instead of /ji/, the more common way of representing the passive when the
deictic morpheme –iiy is also present. If the reading is tz’a[h]kaj[ii]y then the passage
reads, “[On] 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u already ordered were…” and what follows is a list of god
names. However, Freidel and Schele see the Black-is-its-Center location as the subject of
the verb whereas this collocation in reality clearly modifies the next glyph k’uh (deity, god),
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and as such therefore cannot refer to a place. I believe that the passage should read “[On]
4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u the black-are-its-center gods, the heavenly gods, the earthly gods, the
nine tree trunk gods (9-OK-TE’ K’UH)… had been ordered.” This reading changes the
focus of the passage from the location of the creation, which still seems to be in darkness,
to the entities themselves. Thus, these deities are either the ones who are ordered and
arranged, or the ones who do the arranging. The ambiguity there is unfortunate but
should be resolvable with additional investigation of Hieroglyphic Mayan syntax.155 As
Stuart (2003) notes in his discussion of the “Distance Number Introducing Glyph”
(DNIG), tz’ak in this context means to make a particular cycle of time complete or whole.
Thus, tz’ak possesses two, clearly related nuances in its meaning: “to build” or “combine”
and “to make whole,” perhaps in a more metaphysical sense.
The important point here is that by choosing a verb associated with building and
arranging matter the ancient authors of these vessels suggest that creation itself was an act
of construction or organizing with the intention of making that system whole and
complete. The analogy with the house, as we seen, continues in the description of one of
the most important events of creation: the changing of the hearth. The observation that
creation is really a process of construction helps explain the rationale behind the frequent
rebuilding campaigns and the erection of monuments at important period endings and
anniversaries. These actions were seen to be like in kind to the initial ordering of creation
and put those organizing these projects in the position of God L, the Maize God, and
155 I tend to favor the former interpretation because when the passive voice is employed the subject
normally follows. If the agent is also named he or she usually follows the subject as the final element in the
phrase.
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other important deities. However, by reading into this system the idea of some kind of
spiritual wholeness we are also presented with the idea that through this building and
arranging the world is made complete as a system of different relationships. In the end,
the important point here is that we find two foundational metaphors at work in the
cosmology of the Maya. The first is the found naturally enough in the life cycles of maize
and humans, which are themselves thoroughly intertwined. The second, though less
explicit, occurs in the metaphor of building and more abstractly of making something
complete.
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Appendix C: The Yax Wayib’ Mask

TRANSLITERATION
A1: 4-AJAW
B1: WA’-ya/HUL156
A2: TI’-CHAN-na
B2: YAX-SIM? 157-NAL
A3: GI
B3: YAX-WAY-b’i
A4: ?
B4: HUL-ya
A5: IK’-?-NAL
B5: MOK158-b’i-TUN
A6: CHAN-na-la
B6: K’UH
C1: KAB’

See David Stuart (forthcoming).
The so-called “three-stone-place” continues to defy phonetic decipherment though the meaning of
hearth has attained general acceptance for obvious reasons. The interpretation presented here for either a
sim or perhaps sam reading, depending on which spelling conventions are correct, is merely a suggestion
supported by phonetic complementation found on Step 3 of the Hieroglyphic Stairway at Seibal where the
“three-stones” logogram is suffixed by a mi syllabogram and by the likeness this glyph bears to a hearth.
There are several words for hearth in the relevant Mayan languages: terms built around the root k’ob’, with
synonyms in the words siimtun (Yucatec), and oxyoket in Tzotzil and Tzeltal. I present the alternative of sim or
saam because this reading accounts for the presence of the mi suffix. There are some problems, however,
that prevent me from endorsing this interpretation whole heartedly. First, the full reading for the collocation
would seem to be something like ux sim tuun nal for “three-heated-stone-place.” We are never given details
that would allow us to read the stone sign used in this glyph as tuun, that is, they are never to my knowledge
suffixed with a ni syllabogram. Second, the etymology of the word sim is a bit difficult to determine. The
simtun or si’im of Yucatec, or in other languages sam, all meaning comal, seem to be built around the root si’
‘fire wood’ and a participial ending -m. However, Mixe sham (Lipp 1991:224) and sham ~ sam in pMZ
(Wichmann 1995) meaning “hot” suggests that at least in the case of sam we might be dealing with a
different root entirely, which was perhaps borrowed into Mayan. See Justeson et al. (1985) for an overview
of language exchange anciently.
158 The reading of T533 as mook is a recent tentative suggestion by Barbara Macleod and Louis Lopez
(personal communication, 2005). The only thing that can be said with any degree of certainty is that the
earlier reading of T533 as nik does not appear to be correct.
156
157
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D1: K’UH
C2: u-KAB’-ji
D2: CHOK?
C3: ?-i-ta
D3: ?-pa?
C4: ?
D4: AJAW
C5: UHT-ti
D5: 6-CHAN-na-AJAW?
C6: ha-‘i
D6: u-KAB’-ji
E1: MIHIN
F1: ?

TRANSCRIPTION
1. chan ajaw
2. wachiiy/ wa’iiy(?)
3. ti’chan
4. yaxsimnal
5. GI yax wayib’ chaahk?
6. huliiy ik’ “flower (T538/627)”nal
7. mook b’ituun
8. chanal k’uh
9. kab’[al] k’uh
10. ukab’iij [NAME] ajaw
11. uhti[iy] waka’(?) chan
12. ha’i ukab’iij [NAME]

TRANSLATION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

4 Ajaw [8 Kumk’u]
was erected
the mouth of the sky,
the first heated place
GI Yax Wayib’ Chaahk
arrived at the black “flower” place,
the elote stucco [kind of structure?]
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8. the heavenly deities
9. the earthly deities
10. he oversaw it [NAME] lord
11. it happened at the Waka’ Chan
12. He is the one who oversaw it…
Free Translation:
On 4 Ajaw the mouth of the sky, the first three stone place had already been erected [by]
GI the First Sorcerer Chaak [when] the heavenly gods, the earthly gods arrived at the
black flower place, the Mook B’ituun. Lord X presided over this event which happened at
the Waka’ Chan. He is the one who oversaw it….
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Appendix D: Cure for Susto
Ya ch’a’r a’si e San Antonio,
San Antonio de Prinsipo.
There San Antonio lies playing,
San Antonio de Prinsipo.
Takar umakje’yr uyok,
Takar umakje’yr uk’ab’.
With the water-blocking of his feet,
With the water-blocking of his hands.
Takar uremolinir uyok,
Takar uremolinir uk’ab’.
With the whirlwind of his feet.
With the whirlwind of his hands.
Atravesyador.
Tame’ yer e criatura,
Tame’ yer e anjelito.
Inhibitor.
On the poor patient.
On the poor spirit
Tya’ wa’r enkoronado e vientre,
E barriga yer e Kriatura.
Where the womb is ‘infected’,
the stomach (of) the poor patient.
Takar uresplandorir uyok,
Uresplandorir uk’ab’.
With the infecting beams of his feet,
The infecting beams of his hands.
A’si tamar e 17 estado twa’ e San Antonio de Servisiante,
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Ya ch’a’r e San Lorenso de Prinsipo.
He plays in the 17th level of San Antiono de Servisiante
There lies San San Lorenzo de Prinsipo.
Uyatravesir uyok,
Uyatravesir uk’ab’.
The inhibiting force of his feet,
The inhibiting force of his hand.
Takar uremolinir uyok,
Uremolinir atravesia.
With the whirlwind of his feet,
With the whirlwind of his inhibiting.
A’si watar tamar enyax poyeton,
Tamar ensak poyeton.
He comes playing on the green oven,
On the white oven.
Tamar enyax oyita,
Tamar ensak oyita.
In the green pot,
In the white pot.
Tamar enyax gomalito,
Ensak komalito.
On the green skillet,
The white skillet.
Yixto a’si takar uyatravesir uk’ab’ob’,
Uyatravesir yer umakajrir u’tob’,
Utijjutir u’tob’.
Right there he plays with the inhibiting force of his hands,
The inhibiting force of his little blocking of his expressions,
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The fright of his expressions.159

159

This cure was record and translated by Kerry M. Hull.
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